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Preface
Long considered important components of the scientific method, Modelling and
Simulation (M–S) have evolved from traditional discrete numerical methods to complex
data-intensive continuous analytical optimisations. Resolution, scale, and accuracy
have become essential to predict and analyse natural and complex systems in science
and engineering. When their level of abstraction rises to have a better discernment
of the domain at hand, their computational representation becomes increasingly
demanding for computational and data resources. It is not unusual to have models with
hundreds of features, conditions, and constraints coupled with complex simulations
with large data sets. These complex systems do not easily lend themselves to
straightforward modular decompositions that support parallelisation and trivial com-
putational support. They often require a significant amount of computational resources
with associated data sets scattered across multiple sources and different geographical
locations.
It is then required to have a seamless interaction of large computational resources
with M–S in order to store, compute, analyze, and visualize large data sets in science
and engineering. To nurture such data-intensive computational M–S, the 4-year
cHiPSet Action enabled the cross-pollination of distinct expert communities:
1. High Performance Computing (HPC)
2. Modelling and Simulation (M–S)
3. Domain scientists and practitioners
Funded by the European Commission, cHiPSet has provided a dynamic
trans-European forum for their members and distinguished guests to openly discuss
novel perspectives and topics of interest for the M–S and HPC communities. Figure 1
presents a schematic representation of cHiPSet.
Structured into 12 complementary chapters, this cHiPSet compendium presents a
set of selected case studies related to data-intensive computational M–S in artificial
intelligence, bioinformatics, electrical engineering, pharmacology, finance, healthcare,
social media, and telecommunications. Its purpose is to illustrate the tangible
improvement in the understanding of those domains, which has been faciliated by
cHiPSet collaborations. All case studies are co-authored by individuals associated
with cHiPSet who have worked together through dedicated meetings, workshops,
short-term scientific missions, and summer schools.
– Grelck et al. introduce the overall cHiPSet aims and objectives with special
emphasis on how Big Data has both posed a challenge and offered development
opportunities for HPC: how to efficiently turn massively large data into valuable
information and meaningful knowledge. They also describe how M–S offer suitable
abstractions to manage the complexity of analysing Big Data in various scientific
and engineering domains.
– Larsson et al. describe two classes of algorithms for the numerical solution of large
electromagnetic scattering problems and include results for a proof-of-concept
parallel implementation. They conclude by providing various perspectives on
large-scale simulations that require parallel implementation.
– Rached and Larsson have furnished a survey of currently used parametric and
non-parametric methods for the non-statistical estimation of tail distributions and
extreme quantiles. They also render some perspectives on how to move forward
with non-parametric kernel-based estimation.
– Kilanioti et al. describe why social data streams raise a variety of practical chal-
lenges, including the real-time generation of meaningful insights. They present a
methodological approach to work with large-scale social media streams in order to
efficiently perform content distribution, data diffusion, and data replication.
– Nejkovic et al. look into the forthcoming fifth generation of mobile networks,
commonly known as 5G, which will significantly improve the bandwidth, capacity,
and reliability of current telecommunication operators. They enumerate some key
5G use cases from home entertainment to product manufacturing and healthcare.
– Brdar et al. focus on location data collected in mobile cellular networks and on how
to identify patterns of human activity, interactions, and mobility. They also point
out the critical challenges to unlock the value of data coming from mobile cellular
networks.
– Vitabile et al. report on recent developments in health monitoring technologies to
enable diagnosis and treatment of patients with chronic diseases, older adults, and
people with disabilities. They also highlight the value of sensor-supported pervasive
healthcare to facilitate independent living and disease management.
– Spolaor et al. enquire into HPC-enabled model reduction techniques to uncover
emergent behaviors in complex cellular systems. Their large-scale comprehensive
approach aims to improve the understanding of cell behavior using multiple scales
of temporal and spatial organisation.
Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the cHiPSet action.
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– Olgac et al. survey tools and workflows for cloud-based virtual screening, a
data-intensive computational method for rational drug design and development.
They explain its relevance to medicinal chemists, pharmacologists, and computa-
tional scientists for the discovery and testing of novel pharmaceuticals.
– Kołodziej et al. introduce ultra wide band for wireless body area networks—
interconnected structures of nodes attached to a human body, an external base
station, and possibly the Internet. Their survey describes cloud-based data storage,
security, and analysis in the context of mobile health monitoring.
– Marechal et al. discuss the challenges involved in automatic human emotion
recognition. As an evolving area in artificial intelligence, it entails the development
of data-driven systems for emotion representation, recognition, and prediction.
– Finally, Zamuda et al. outline the state of the art in forecasting cryptocurrency value
by sentiment analysis. Their contribution includes current challenges in the
deployment of distributed ledgers (blockchains) and sentiment analysis metrics
using large data streams and cloud platforms.
In summary, the cHiPSet COST Action facilitated the exchange of knowledge,
experiences, and best practices between individuals with a track record in HPC and
domain scientists and engineers. Its tangible collaborative endeavors have arguably
enhanced the resolution and accuracy of M–S by deploying smart algorithms and
techniques on large-scale infrastructures. The cHiPSet COST Action has contributed
toward improving the understanding of natural phenomena and complex systems for
European academics and industry practitioners.
This compendium is based on collaborative endeavors partly supported by IC1406
High-Performance Modelling and Simulation for Big Data Applications – cHiPSet
(cHiPSet), an Action supported by COST (European Cooperation in Science and
Technology) from 2015 to 2019, as part of Horizon 2020—the EU Framework Pro-
gramme for Research and Innovation.
We are grateful to all the contributors of this book, for their willingness to work on
this interdisciplinary book project. We thank the authors for their interesting proposals
of the book chapters, their time, efforts, and their research ideas, which makes this
volume an interesting complete state-of-the-art monograph of the latest research
advances and technology developments on the next generation of distributed and
complex HPC M-S in the big data era. We also would like to express our sincere thanks
to the reviewers, who helped us ensure the quality of this volume. We gratefully
acknowledge their time and valuable remarks and comments.
Our special thanks go to Alfred Hoffmann, Aliaksandr Birukou, Anna Kramer, and
all the editorial team of Springer for their patience, valuable editorial assistance, and
excellent cooperative collaboration in this book project.
Finally, we would like to send our warmest gratitude to our friends and families for
their patience, love, and support in the preparation of this volume.
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Abstract. Modelling and Simulation (M&S) offer adequate abstrac-
tions to manage the complexity of analysing big data in scientific and
engineering domains. Unfortunately, big data problems are often not eas-
ily amenable to efficient and effective use of High Performance Comput-
ing (HPC) facilities and technologies. Furthermore, M&S communities
typically lack the detailed expertise required to exploit the full potential
of HPC solutions while HPC specialists may not be fully aware of specific
modelling and simulation requirements and applications.
The COST Action IC1406 High-Performance Modelling and Simula-
tion for Big Data Applications has created a strategic framework to fos-
ter interaction between M&S experts from various application domains
on the one hand and HPC experts on the other hand to develop effec-
tive solutions for big data applications. One of the tangible outcomes of
the COST Action is a collection of case studies from various computing
domains. Each case study brought together both HPC and M&S experts,
giving witness of the effective cross-pollination facilitated by the COST
Action.
In this introductory article we argue why joining forces between M&S
and HPC communities is both timely in the big data era and crucial for
success in many application domains. Moreover, we provide an overview
on the state of the art in the various research areas concerned.
1 Introduction
The big data era poses a critically difficult challenge for high-performance com-
puting (HPC): how to efficiently turn massively large and often unstructured or
c© The Author(s) 2019
J. Kolodziej and H. González-Vélez (Eds.): cHiPSet, LNCS 11400, pp. 1–35, 2019.
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semi-structured data first into valuable information and then into meaningful
knowledge. HPC facilities and technologies are effectively required in a rapidly
increasing number of data-intensive domains from life and physical sciences to
socioeconomic systems. Thus, the big data era likewise offers striking opportu-
nities for HPC to widen its scope and to strengthen its societal and economic
impact.
High-performance Computing (HPC) and high throughput computing under-
pin the large scale processing of grand challenge problems with data-intensive
requirements in order to enable complex applications in distinct scientific and
technical fields such as high-energy physics, genomics, systems and synthetic
biology, industrial automation, social and economic data analytics and medical
informatics. This has led to a substantial improvement in the understanding of
diverse domains ranging from the evolution of the physical world to human soci-
eties. Application performance in HPC systems is nowadays largely dominated
by remote and local data movement overhead (network messages, memory and
storage accesses). This poses new challenges to HPC modelling and program-
ming languages, which should enhance data locality where possible and enable
fast data transition where needed.
When investigating the behaviour and complexity of abstractions for large-
scale big data systems, one employs a series of technologies that have their roots
in well-funded large compute cluster environments. With the advent of hard-
ware accelerators (GPU, FPGA), pay-by-use cloud services, and the increased
performance of general-purpose processors, HPC has become an option for many
scientific disciplines.
The COST Action IC1406 High-Performance Modelling and Simulation for
Big Data Applications facilitates cross-pollination between the HPC commu-
nity (both developers and users) and M&S disciplines for which the use of HPC
facilities, technologies and methodologies still is a novel, if any, phenomenon.
Data-intensive domains make the issue of efficiency particularly relevant for
problems such as multi-dimensional and multi-level integration and model state
explosion. Furthermore, these complex systems do not straightforwardly lend
themselves to modular decomposition, a crucial prerequisite for parallelisation,
and, hence, HPC support. They often require a significant amount of compu-
tational resources with data sets scattered across multiple sources and different
geographical locations.
Modelling and Simulation (M&S) are widely considered essential tools in
science and engineering to substantiate the prediction and analysis of complex
systems and natural phenomena. Modelling has traditionally addressed complex-
ity by raising the level of abstraction and aiming at an essential representation
of the domain at hand. This has resulted in a complicated trade-off between
accuracy and efficiency. That is to say, the properties of a system can be studied
by reproducing (i.e., simulating) its behaviour through its abstract representa-
tion. Arguably, the context of the application level should be reconsidered. For
instance, Monte Carlo simulations must be fed with input data, store intermedi-
ate results, and filter and merge output data in an adjusted and reliably robust
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manner. Thus, M&S approaches are particularly affected by the data deluge phe-
nomenon since they need to use large data sets to enhance resolution and scale
and distribute and analyse data in the different phases of the simulation-analysis
pipeline.
Both HPC and M&S are well established research areas each by themselves.
However, a better integration of the two, aimed at applications from various
domains, will bring substantial progress in addressing big data problems.
On the one hand, domain experts need HPC for simulation, modelling, and
data analysis, but are often unaware of performance and parallelism exploita-
tion pitfalls in their designs. On the other hand, designers of HPC development
tools and systems primarily focus on absolute performance measures, by defi-
nition the raison d’être for HPC. However, MIPS, FLOPS, and speedups need
not be the only measures. Domain-specific considerations may put some more or
even almost all emphasis on other factors, such as usability, productivity, eco-
nomic cost and time to solution. By further improving collaboration with domain
experts HPC architects ought to be able to develop programming models and
architectures better tailored to specific problems. Likewise, analysis and valida-
tion tools ought to be improved for a better understanding of HPC systems by
domain experts.
The COST Action IC1406 High-Performance Modelling and Simulation for
Big Data Applications is based on the idea that key aspects of HPC-enabled
M&S must be jointly addressed by considering the needs and issues posed by
the two communities together. When multidimensional, heterogeneous, massive
data sets need to be analysed in a specific big data application domain, the
methods required to suitably process the data are necessarily determined by the
kind of data and analysis to be performed.
Consequently, the features of a programming language, library or execution
machinery supporting the efficient implementation of the analysis should not be
thought of as independent of the specific data and analysis themselves. Analo-
gously, data characteristics must drive the design and implementation of data
storage systems enabling efficient storage, access, and manipulation. Within this
vision, the COST Action addresses the specific challenges of both M&S and HPC
in a unified way.
The participants of the COST Action jointly work towards a unified frame-
work for the systematic advancement of M&S and big data endeavours supported
by leading HPC-enabled models and tools through a coordinated effort of HPC
and M&S experts. The main objective is to create a long-lasting, sustainable,
reference network of research links between the HPC community on the one hand
and the multiple M&S research communities addressing big data problems on
the other hand. Such links enable a novel and persisting collaboration framework
across HPC and M&S communities, covering both academia and industry across
Europe and beyond with a common agenda: turning huge amounts of raw data
into useful knowledge.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: We first illustrate the
background of our work and review the current state of the art in Sect. 2.
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Following this introductory part, we have a closer look at the subjects relevant
to the four working groups that make up the COST Action IC1406. We focus on
Enabling Infrastructures and Middleware for Big-Data Modelling and Simulation
in Sect. 3, Parallel Programming Models for Big-Data Modelling and Simulation
in Sect. 4, HPC-enabled Modelling and Simulation for Life Sciences in Sect. 5,
HPC-enabled Modelling and Simulation for Socio-Economical and Physical Sci-
ences in Sect. 6, respectively. Last, but not least, we draw some conclusions in
Sect. 7.
2 Background and State of the Art
High-Performance Computing is currently undergoing a major change with
exascale systems expected for the early 2020s. They will be very different from
today’s HPC systems and pose a number of technological challenges, from energy
consumption to the development of adequate programming models for millions
of computing elements. Several current exascale research programmes, therefore,
span a 10 to 20-year period. Major experiments depend on HPC for the analysis
and interpretation of data and the simulation of models.
Modelling and Simulation have traditionally been used where the complexity
of the problem makes more direct analytical approaches unsuitable or impossi-
ble. This is particularly true for big data problems where the support of HPC
infrastructures and programming models is essential. The design and optimisa-
tion of HPC-enabled big data experiments and large scale HPC systems require
the realistic description and modelling of the data access patterns, the data
flow across the local and wide area networks and the scheduling and workload
presented by hundreds of jobs running concurrently and exchanging very large
amounts of data. Data-intensive (big data) HPC is arguably fundamental to
address grand-challenge M&S problems.
In fact, several M&S approaches are based on discrete-event frameworks due
to their efficiency and scalability. M&S have addressed problems such as schedul-
ing in distributed, heterogeneous environments, economy-driven resource alloca-
tion, big data access in distributed environments and more generic HPC concur-
rent, distributed and cloud architecture. As described in the CERN Big Data
HPC infrastructure, stochastic data traffic, management of virtual machines, and
job allocation in data centers represent grand-challenge HPC-related problems,
which require extensive use of M&S and HPC itself. Attempts to describe and
analyse hardware, middleware and application co-design, an important develop-
ment direction for HPC, have been made, but they currently appear too costly.
The complexity can be reduced by means of coarse-grained models, which need
precise measures of uncertainty and associated errors and statistical inference.
Simulations have been run in this context for systems with one million cores.
Recent trends aim to empower programmers to more easily control the hardware
performance. Examples include the embedding of HPC facilities in standard OS
distributions.
From an application perspective, HPC-enabled M&S has started to play a
crucial role in a number of diverse knowledge domains. Preliminary proposals
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with direct porting of existing techniques in HPC (e.g. in climate modelling)
and further developments are being sought. In computational electromagnetics
modelling problems with up to one billion variables have been addressed with
both memory- and CPU-intensive algorithms, solving major longstanding prob-
lems. More structured approaches based on pattern-based parallel programming
effectively cater for the design and development of parallel pipelines for M&S in
systems biology and next generation sequencing [1,2], providing developers with
portability across a variety of HPC platforms, like clusters of multi-cores [3,4]
as well as cloud infrastructures [5].
However, HPC-enabled M&S has still not reached a fully satisfactory matu-
rity, facing relevant problems in terms of computational efficiency and lack
of generality and expressiveness when addressing data-intensive scenarios. The
development of new complex HPC-enabled M&S applications requires collabo-
rative efforts from researchers with different domain knowledge and expertise.
Since most of these applications belong to domains within the life, social and
physical sciences, their mainstream approaches are rooted in non-computational
abstractions and they are typically not HPC-enabled.
Recent surveys of the use of HPC in life sciences illustrate possible new
scenarios for knowledge extraction and the management of large-scale and het-
erogeneous data collections with numerous applications in medical informat-
ics. Valuable big data diagnostic applications are being developed with the aim
of improving diagnosis by integrating images and large multi-source data sets.
These come at the extraordinary price of HPC-level infrastructure and suffer
from the lack of standard protocols for big data representation and processing.
Once computational results are obtained, large amounts of information need
domain-specific validation. For instance, in bio-medical studies, wet-lab valida-
tion typically involves additional resource-intensive work that has to be geared
towards a statistically significant distilled fragment of the computational results,
suitable to confirm the bio-medical hypotheses and compatible with the available
resources.
Big data is an emerging paradigm whose size and features are beyond the abil-
ity of the current M&S tools [6]. Datasets are heterogeneous, i.e., they are pro-
duced by different sources and are of a large size with high in/out rates. big data
accessibility and the capability to efficiently bring and combine data together
will be extremely valuable. Currently, many HPC-enabled M&S efforts have
been proposed in several big data contexts, as diverse as performance evaluation
and the management of HPC frameworks, research on blood anti-coagulants, the
numerical evaluation of quantum dynamics, computational social network analy-
sis (e.g. the relationship between Internet use and specific emotions, human obe-
sity or happiness) and genomic sequence discovery. Some approaches have been
successful, leading to potential industrial impact and supporting experiments
that generate petabytes of data, like those performed at CERN for instance.
Furthermore, there are a growing number of new implementations of memory-
demanding applications that have not yet been adapted for HPC environments,
mainly because of limited communication between field experts and those with
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suitable skills for the parallel implementation of data-intensive applications.
Therefore, another natural objective of our work is to intelligently transfer the
heterogeneous workflows in M&S to HPC, which will boost those scientific fields
that are essential for both M&S and HPC societies [7]. Benefits will be recipro-
cal. M&S experts are be supported in their investigations by properly-enabled
HPC frameworks, currently sought but missing. HPC architects in turn obtain
access to a wealth of application domains by means of which they will better
understand the specific requirements of HPC in the big data era. Among others,
we aim at the design of improved data-center oriented programming models and
frameworks for HPC-enabled M&S.
3 Enabling Infrastructures and Middleware for Big-Data
Modelling and Simulation
From the inception of the Internet, one has witnessed an explosive growth in the
volume, speed and variety of electronic data created on a daily basis. Raw data
currently originates from numerous sources including mobile devices, sensors,
instruments (e.g., CERN LHC, MR scanners, etc.), computer files, Internet of
Things, governmental/open data archives, system software logs, social networks,
commercial datasets, etc. The challenge is how to collect, integrate and store,
with less hardware and software requirements, tremendous data sets generated
from distributed sources.
The so-called big data problem requires the continuous improvement of
servers, storage, and the whole network infrastructure in order to enable the
efficient analysis and interpretation of data through on-hand data management
applications, e.g. agent-based solutions in Agent Component in Oracle Data
Integrator (ODI). The main challenge in big data modelling and simulation is to
define a complete framework which includes intelligent management and com-
munication, data fusion, mapping algorithms and protocols. The programming
abstractions and data manipulation techniques must, therefore, be designed for
(a) the seamless implementation of application solutions with efficient levels of
virtualisation of computational resources (communications, storage, and servers)
and (b) the effective normalisation and merging of data with dissimilar types into
a consistent format (wide class of data services).
Energy-awareness is an important aspect of big data computing and sim-
ulation. The goal is to reduce the gap between the capacity provided by dis-
tributed computing environments and application requirements, especially dur-
ing low workload periods. Various efforts are undertaken to develop energy
efficient task scheduling and balancing of loads [8–11] and frequency scaling
techniques [12–14].
Infrastructure and Middleware for Big Data Processing. Numerous algorithms,
computing infrastructures and middleware for HPC and big data processing have
been developed during previous decades [15,16]. In general, current middleware
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for parallel computating focuses on providing powerful mechanisms for manag-
ing communication between processors and environments for parallel machines
and computer networks. High Performance Fortran (HPF), OpenMP, OpenACC,
PVM, and MPI were designed to support communications for scalable applica-
tions. The application paradigms were developed to perform calculations on
shared memory machines and clusters of machines with distributed memory.
However, the easy access to information offered by the internet led to a new
idea: extending the connection between computers, so that distributed resources,
including computing power, storage, applications, etc. could be accessed as eas-
ily as information on web pages. The idea was implemented in many forms, but
lately it has grown into three main computing environments: computing clus-
ters, grids and clouds. A survey of software tools for supporting cluster, grid
and cloud computing is provided in [15,17,18]. Examples of commonly known
kernels for cluster computing are MOSIX [19], OpenSSI [20] and Kerrighed [21].
Uniform interfaces to computing resources in grids and toolkits for building grids
(e.g. UNICORE [22] or Globus Toolkit [23]) are described in literature [24,25].
Cloud computing infrastructures consisting of services delivered through com-
mon centers and built on servers are discussed in [18].
An alternative to supercomputers and computing clusters—the (General-
Purpose) Graphics Procession Unit (GPGPU)—is widely used in HPC simula-
tion [26]. Using both CPU and GPU through CUDA or OpenCL many real-world
applications can rather easily be implemented and run significantly faster than
on multi-processor or multi-core systems.
Tools and Platforms for Big Data Processing. Job scheduling, load balancing
and management play a crucial role in HPC and big data simulation [27,28].
TORQUE [29] is a distributed resource manager providing control over batch
jobs and distributed compute nodes. Slurm [30] is an open source, fault-tolerant
and highly scalable cluster management and job scheduling system for large and
small Linux clusters. MapReduce [31] is a framework that simplifies the process-
ing of massive volumes of data through using two subsequent functions, i.e. the
Map function that sorts and splits the input data and the Reduce function that is
responsible for processing the intermediate output data. Resource management
and job scheduling technology like YARN [32] allows multiple data processing
engines such as batch processing, real-time streaming, interactive SQL and data
science to handle data stored in a single platform. The Apache Hadoop software
library [32] supports the distributed, scalable batch processing of large data sets
across clusters of computers using a simple programming model. The power of
the Hadoop platform is based on the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS), a
distributed and scalable non-relational database HBase, MapReduce, YARN and
many other open source projects. Some of the best-known include: Spark, Pig,
Hive, JAQL, Sqoop, Oozie, Mahout, etc. Apache Spark [33], a unified engine
for big data processing, provides an alternative to MapReduce that enables
workloads to execute in memory, instead of on disk. Thus Spark avoids the
resource-intensive disk operations that MapReduce requires. It processes data in
RAM utilizing a data model based on the Resilient Distributed Dataset (RDD)
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abstraction. Apache Storm [34] is a scalable, rapid, fault-tolerant platform for
distributed computing that has the advantage of handling real time data process-
ing downloaded from synchronous and asynchronous systems. Apache Flink [35]
can be used to batch and stream processing, event-time processing and stateful
computations, well-suited for discrete-event simulation.
Platforms for Big Data Visualisation and Machine Learning. Numerous tools for
big data analysis, visualisation and machine learning have been made available.
RapidMiner Studio [36], Orange [37] and Weka [38] belong to this group. New
software applications have been developed for browsing, visualizing, interpreting
and analyzing large-scale sequencing data. Some of them have been designed
specifically for visualisation of genome sequence assemblies, including Tablet
[39]. Other tools, such as BamView [40] have been developed specifically to
visualise mapped read alignment data in the context of the reference sequence.
Artemis [41] is a freely available integrated platform for visualisation and anal-
ysis of large-scale experimental data. The survey of platforms and packages for
social network analysis, simulation and visualisation that have wide applications
including biology, finance and sociology is presented in [42].
Frameworks for Big Data Systems Simulation. Another issue is concerned with
large-scale systems simulation. The combination of efficient and reliable simula-
tion software and purpose-built hardware optimized for simulation workloads is
crucial to fully exploit the value of simulation and big data. Synchronous and
asynchronous distributed simulation have been one of the options that could
improve the scalability of a simulator both in term of application size and exe-
cution speed, enabling large scale systems to be simulated in real time [43,44].
ScalaTion [45] provides comprehensive support for discrete-event simulation and
big data analytics. A software framework for federated simulation of WSN and
mobile ad-hoc networks is presented in [46]. The paper [47] reviews several large-
scale military simulations and describes two frameworks for data management
based on layered and service oriented architectures. GPU-based simulation plat-
forms are mainly dedicated to massive data processing, e.g. high-performance
neural network simulators [48,49], simulation of P systems [50], large-scale vol-
ume of data simulation and visualisation [51].
Numerous software platforms have been designed to simulate large-scale dis-
tributed data centers and computer networks. JADE [52] is the heterogeneous
multiprocessor design simulation environment that allows to simulate network-
on-chips, inter-chip networks and intra-rack networks using optical and electrical
interconnects. SimGrid [53] can be used to simulate grids, clouds, HPC or P2P
systems and evaluate heuristics or prototype applications. CloudSim [54] is one
of the most popular open source framework for modeling and simulation of cloud
computing infrastructures and services. Multi2Sim [55] is a software platform for
simulation of new CPU and GPU technologies.
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4 Parallel Programming Models for Big-Data Modelling
and Simulation
A core challenge in modelling and simulation is the need to combine software
expertise and domain expertise. Even starting from well-defined mathematical
models, manual coding is inevitable. When parallel or distributed computing is
required, the coding becomes much harder. This may impair time-to-solution,
performance, and performance portability across different platforms. These prob-
lems have been traditionally addressed by trying to lift software design and
development to a higher level of abstraction.
In the domain-specific languages (DSL) approach abstractions aim to pro-
vide domain experts with programming primitives that match specific concepts
in their domain. Performance and portability issues are ideally moved (with
various degrees of effectiveness) to development tools. Examples include Verilog
and VHDL hardware description languages, MATLAB for matrix programming,
Mathematica and Maxima for symbolic mathematics, etc.
In general-purpose approaches such as model-driven engineering (MDE),
general-purpose programming concepts are abstracted into high-level constructs
enforcing extra-functional features by design, e.g. compositionality, portability,
parallelisability. In this regard, the number and the quality of programming mod-
els enabling the high-level management of parallelism have steadily increased
and, in some cases, these approaches have become mainstream for a range of
HPC, data-intensive and big data workloads: streaming (e.g. Storm [56] and
Spark [57]), structured parallel programming and MapReduce [58] (e.g. Hadoop
[59], Intel TBB [60], OpenMP [61], MPI [62]), SIMD (e.g. OpenACC [63]). This
list can be extended by various academic approaches, including ones proposed
and advocated by members of the COST Action (e.g. FastFlow [64,65]), SkePU
[66], SaC [67], S-Net [68]).
A sensible result achieved by the working group on Parallel Programming
Models for Big-Data Modelling and Simulation has been the assessment of the
state of the art. A selection of the mainstream approaches in this area are pre-
sented in Sect. 4.1, namely Google MapReduce, Apache Spark, Apache Flink,
Apache Storm and Apache Beam. In Sect. 4.2 we describe a systematic mapping
study, aimed to capture and categorise non-mainstream DSLs.
4.1 Languages and Frameworks for Big Data Analysis
Boosted by big data popularity new languages and frameworks for data ana-
lytics are appearing at an increasing pace. Each of them introduces its own
concepts and terminology and advocates a (real or alleged) superiority in terms
of performance or expressiveness against its predecessors. In this hype, for a
user approaching big data analytics (even an educated computer scientist) it is
increasingly difficult to retain a clear picture of the programming model under-
neath these tools and the expressiveness they provide to solve some user-defined
problem.
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To provide some order in the world of big data processing, a toolkit of models
to identify their common features is introduced, starting from data layout.
Data-processing applications are divided into batch vs. stream processing.
Batch programs process one or more finite datasets to produce a resulting finite
output dataset, whereas stream programs process possibly unbounded sequences
of data, called streams, in an incremental manner. Operations over streams may
also have to respect a total data ordering, for instance to represent time ordering.
The comparison of different languages for big data analytics in terms of
the expressiveness of their programming models is a non-trivial exercise. A for-
malised approach requires to map them onto an unifying (and lower-level) com-
putation model, i.e. the Dataflow model [69]. As shown in [70], it is able to
capture the distinctive features of all frameworks at all levels of abstraction,
from the user-level API to the execution model. In the Dataflow model, appli-
cations as a directed graph of actors. In its “modern” macro-data flow version
[71], it naturally models independent (thus parallelizable) kernels starting from
a graph of true data dependencies, where a kernel’s execution is triggered by
data availability.
The Dataflow model is expressive enough to describe batch, micro-batch
and streaming models that are implemented in most tools for big data process-
ing. Also, the Dataflow model helps in maturing the awareness that many big
data analytics tools share almost the same base concepts, differing mostly in
their implementation choices. For a complete description of the Dataflow model
we refer back to [6,70], where the main features of mainstream languages are
presented.
Google MapReduce. Google can be considered the pioneer of big data pro-
cessing, as the publication of the MapReduce framework paper [72] made this
model mainstream. Based on the map and reduce functions, commonly used in
parallel and functional programming [73], MapReduce provides a native key-
value model and built-in sorting facilities. These made MapReduce successful
for several big data analytics scenarios.
A MapReduce program is built on the following user-defined functions:
1. a map function that is independently applied to each item from an input
key-value dataset to produce an intermediate key-value dataset;
2. a reduce function that combines all the intermediate values associated with
each key (together with the key itself) into lists of reduced values (one per
key);
3. a partitioner function that is used while sorting the intermediate dataset
(i.e., before being reduced), so that the order over the key space is respected
within each partition identified by the partitioner.
Parallel Execution. A simple form of data parallelism can be exploited on the
flat-map side, by partitioning the input collection into n chunks and having n
executors process a chunk. In Dataflow terms this corresponds to a graph with n
actors, each processing a token that represents a chunk. Each flat-map executor
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emits R (i.e. the number of intermediate partitions) chunks, each containing the
intermediate key-value pairs mapped to a given partition.
The intermediate chunks are processed by R reduce executors. Each executor:
1. receives n chunks (one from each flat-map executor);
2. merges the chunks into an intermediate partition and partially sorts it based
on keys, as discussed above;
3. performs the reduction on a per-key basis.
Finally, a downstream collector gathers R tokens from the reduce executors and
merges them into the final result.
A key aspect in the depicted parallelisation is the shuffle phase in which data
is distributed between flat-map and reduce operators, according to an all-to-all
communication schema. This poses severe challenges from the implementation
perspective.
Run-time Support. The most widespread implementation (i.e. Hadoop), is based
on a Master-Workers approach, in which the master retains the control over
the global state of the computation and informs the workers about the tasks to
execute.
A cornerstone of Hadoop is its distributed file system (HDFS), which is used
to exchange data among workers, in particular upon shuffling. As a key feature
HDFS exposes the locality for stored data, thus enabling the principle of moving
the computation towards the data and to minimise communication. However,
disk-based communication leads to performance problems when dealing with
iterative computations, such as machine learning algorithms [74].
Apache Spark. Apache Spark [75] was proposed to overcome some limita-
tions in Google’s MapReduce. Instead of a fixed processing schema, Spark allows
datasets to be processed by means of arbitrarily composed primitives, construct-
ing a directed acyclic graph (DAG). Moreover, instead of exclusively relying on
disks for communicating data among the processing units, in-memory caching is
exploited to boost performance, in particular for iterative processing.
Parallel Execution and Runtime Support. From the application DAG, Spark
infers a parallel execution dataflow, in which many parallel instances of actors
are created for each function and independent actors are grouped into stages. Due
to the Spark batch-oriented implementation, each stage that depends on some
previous stages has to wait for their completion before execution commences,
equivalent to the classical Bulk Synchronous Parallelism (BSP) approach. Thus,
a computation proceeds in a series of global supersteps, each consisting of:
1. concurrent computation, in which each actor processes its own partition;
2. communication, where actors exchange data between themselves if necessary
(the shuffle phase);
3. barrier synchronization, where actors wait until all other actors have reached
the same barrier.
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Similar to the MapReduce implementation, Spark’s execution model relies on
the master-Workers model: a cluster manager (e.g. YARN) manages resources
and supervises the execution of the program. It manages application scheduling
to worker nodes, which execute the application logic (the DAG) that has been
serialized and sent by the master.
Apache Flink. Apache Flink [76] is similar to Spark, in particular from the
API standpoint. However, Flink is based on streaming as a primary concept,
rather than a mere linguistic extension on top of batch processing (as Spark).
With the exception of iterative processing, stream parallelism is exploited to
avoid expensive synchronizations among successive phases when executing both
batch and stream programs.
Parallel Execution and Runtime Support. Flink transforms a JobGraph into an
ExecutionGraph, in which the JobVertex contains ExecutionVerteces (actors),
one per parallel sub-task. A key difference compared to the Spark execution
graph is that, apart from iterative processing (that is still executed under BSP),
there is no barrier among actors or verteces. Instead, there is effective pipelining.
Also Flink’s execution model relies on the master-workers model: a deploy-
ment has at least one job manager process that receives Flink jobs and coordi-
nates checkpointing and recovery. The job manager also schedules work across
the task manager processes (i.e. the workers), which usually reside on separate
machines and in turn execute the code.
Apache Storm. Apache Storm [56,77] is a framework that exclusively targets
stream processing. It is perhaps the first widely used large-scale stream process-
ing framework in the open source world. Whereas Spark and Flink are based on
a declarative data processing model, i.e., they provide as building blocks data
collections and operations on those collections, Storm, in contrast, is based on a
“topological” approach in that it provides an API to explicitly build graphs.
Parallel Execution and Runtime Support. At execution level, each actor is repli-
cated to increase the inter-actor parallelism, and each group of replicas corre-
sponds to the Bolt/Spout in the semantics Dataflow. Each of these actors repre-
sents independent data-parallel tasks, on which pipeline parallelism is exploited.
Eventually, tasks are executed by a master-workers engine, as in the previously
discussed frameworks.
Google Cloud Platform and Apache Beam. Google Dataflow SDK [78]
is part of the Google Cloud Platform. Google Dataflow supports a simplified
pipeline development via Java and Python APIs in the Apache Beam SDK,
which provides a set of windowing and session analysis primitives as well as an
ecosystem of source and sink connectors. Apache Beam allows the user to create
pipelines that are executed by one of Beam’s supported distributed process-
ing back-ends, which are called runners. Currently, they include, among others,
Apache Flink, Apache Spark and Google Cloud Dataflow.
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Parallel Execution and Runtime Support. The bounded (or unbounded) nature
of a PCollection also affects how data is processed. Bounded PCollections can be
processed using batch jobs, that might read the entire data set once and perform
processing as a finite job. Unbounded PCollections must be processed using
streaming jobs—as the entire collection will never be available for processing
at any one time—and bounded subcollections can be obtained through logical
finite size windows.
As mentioned, Beam relies on the runner specified by the user. When exe-
cuted, an entity called Beam Pipeline Runner (related to execution back-end)
translates the data processing pipeline into the API compatible with the selected
distributed processing back-end. Hence, it creates an execution graph from the
Pipeline, including all the Transforms and processing functions. That graph is
then executed using the appropriate distributed processing back-end, becoming
an asynchronous job/process on that back-end. Thus, the final parallel execution
graph is generated by the back-end.
The parallel execution data flow is similar to the one in Spark and Flink.
Parallelism is expressed in terms of data parallelism in Transforms (e.g. ParDo
function) and inter-actor parallelism on independent Transforms. In Beam’s
nomenclature this graph is called the Execution Graph. Similar to Flink pipeline
parallelism is exploited among successive actors.
4.2 The Systematic Mapping Study on Parallel Programming
Models for Big-Data Modelling and Simulation
A major challenge undertaken within the working group on Parallel Program-
ming Models for Big-Data Modelling and Simulation was that of trying to under-
stand and classify the state of the art in this area and to better understand the
lines of future development. In order to minimize the bias, given that many
Action participants actively design programming models and tools, the work-
ing group refined and adopted a systematic methodology to study the state of
the art, called systematic mapping study (SMS). The mapping study focused
on the main paradigms and properties of programming languages used in high-
performance computing for gig data processing.
The SMS started from the definition of a workflow based on the methodology
proposed in [79] that is organised in five successive steps:
Research Questions aiming at formulating the research questions the SMS
should answer;
Search of Primary Studies aiming at detecting the largest number of primary
articles related to the proposed research questions;
Selection of Primary Studies aiming at sieving false positive by a human-
driven abstract inspection;
Quality Assessment aiming at validating the fitness of the articles against the
aims of the SMS;
Data Extraction and Synthesis which aims at answering each research ques-
tion for all selected articles.
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Specifically, the SMS focused on domain-specific languages and explicitly
excluded general-purpose languages, such as C, C++, OpenMP, Fortan, Java,
Python, Scala, etc., combined with parallel exploitation libraries, such as MPI.
Quantitatively, in the SMS, the initial literature search resulted in 420 arti-
cles; 152 articles were retained for final review after the evaluation of initial
search results by domain experts. Results of our mapping study indicate, for
instance, that the majority of the used HPC languages in the context of big
data are text-based general-purpose programming languages and target the end-
user community. To evaluate the outcome of the mapping study, we developed
a questionnaire and collected the opinions of domain experts. A comparison of
mapping study outcome with opinions of domain experts reveals that the key fea-
tures of HPC programming languages for big data are portability, performance
and usability. We identified the language learning curve and interoperability as
the key issues that need more attention in future research.
5 HPC-Enabled Modelling and Simulation for Life
Sciences
Life Sciences typically deal with and generate large amounts of data, e.g., the
flux of terabytes about genes and their expression produced by state of the art
sequencing and microarray equipment, or data relating to the dynamics of cell
biochemistry or organ functionality. Some modelling and simulation techniques
require the investigation of large numbers of different (virtual) experiments, e.g.,
those addressing probabilistic, noise and robustness aspects [80–84], or based
on statistical approaches. Curation and mining of large, typically multimedia,
medical datasets for therapeutic and analytics purposes, are computationally
expensive. Recent and future developments, such as personalised medicine need
to integrate a mix of genomics, Systems and Synthetic Biology and medical
information in a systemic description of a single individual. A surge of large-
scale computational needs in these areas spans from the BBMRI (Biobanking and
Biomolecular Resources Research Infrastructure) and the flagship effort Human
Brain Project, which targets simulating the behaviour of a human brain, to
FP7 projects like PD-HUMMODEL and TRANSFORM. In fact, this COST
Action integrates well with the goals of the ESFRI Roadmap, promoted by
the EC. Requirements go from pure computational efficiency, to large data file
management and storage capabilities and vast memory-bound computational
power.
This section focuses on the much-needed integration of HPC architects and
Life Sciences modellers, with the goal of letting them develop and diffuse a
coordinated, mature and productive use of HPC facilities. In order to bridge
these two communities, some big data problems, applications and modelling
techniques in the broad context of live sciences are discussed. We will consider
approaches for modelling healthcare and diseases as well as problems in systems
and synthetic biology. We will survey some themes on genomics and metabolic
networks, then discuss efficient modelling and learning techniques, and finally
consider also the modelling of the management of healthcare.
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Healthcare and Disease Modelling. Understanding disease complexity is the def-
inite scientific challenge of the 21st century medicine [85,86]. Using computa-
tional models is the path to a technological medical revolution, where modelling
will have a truly catalytic effect in biomedical big data by bridging the large
body of knowledge produced by next generation genomic data with the clinical
quantities and the functional observable (for instance through self monitor and
implantable sensor devices). Biomedicine is essentially a big data field, and mod-
elling is superior to the data-mining correlative approach in transforming data
into knowledge.
Taking into account only the DNA sequencing data, its rate of accumula-
tion is much larger than other major generators of big data, such as astronomy,
YouTube and Twitter. Recent estimates show that the total amount of sequenc-
ing data produced is doubling approximately every seven months. The growth
is driven by three main factors:
1. Biomedicine is heavily interdisciplinary and e-Healthcare requires physicians,
bioinformaticians, computer scientists and engineers to team up. Although
they continuously produce results that are underutilised in medical prac-
tice, such interdisciplinarity generates the need for large-scale data integra-
tion. Areas such as systems medicine, clinical informatics, systems biology
and bioinformatics have large overlaps with classical fields of medicine, and
extensively use biological information and computational methods to infer
new knowledge towards understanding disease mechanism and diagnosis.
2. Many acute and chronic diseases originate as network diseases. A patient’s
condition is characterised by multiple, complex and interrelated conditions,
disorders or diseases [87,88]. A state of health can be defined as the capac-
ity of absorbing accidents and showing metabolic flexibility, and is altered
by infections and ageing, that cause comorbidities to emerge. Therefore, a
good-quality stratification of a patient requires lots of information. The bridge
between the characterisation of a disease mechanism and the stratification of a
patient would require a data-driven computational model. Current successful
approaches focus on resource-intensive hybrid modelling approaches including
cellular automata, (stochastic) differential equations and agent-based mod-
els. The more effective the diagnostic and prognostic markers are, the less
information will be needed to correctly stratify a patient. This aspect makes
precision medicine highly computation-resource intensive. In particular, com-
plex disease management is mostly based on electronic health records col-
lection and analysis, which are expensive processes. Analyses are presented
in a rather empirical and sometimes simplistic way, completely missing the
opportunity of uncovering patterns of predictive relationships and meaningful
profiles. Our chances to make the data the drivers of paths to cures for many
complex diseases depends in a good percentage on extracting evidences from
large-scale electronic records comparison and on models of disease trajecto-
ries. The medical approach to comorbidities represents an impressive compu-
tational challenge, mainly because of data synergies leading to the integration
of heterogeneous sources of information, the definition of deep phenotyping
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and markers re-modulation; the establishment of clinical decision support sys-
tems. Computational model development is further complicated by aspects of
geo-differentiation and ethnic balance, protocols for sharing of digital infor-
mation, interoperability between different record types (structured and non-
structured) to optimize the process of decision making in an actionable way.
3. A third important factor is the multi-scale nature of the biomedical infor-
mation. The genome sequence is only the first level of understanding of the
human biology. Bioinformatics data resources should be much more populated
with longitudinal information gathered at intracellular, cell, intercellular and
tissue levels. The longitudinal sampling could happen for important clinical
events, such as hospitalisation or routinely perhaps a few times from uterine
to elderly age. At the bioinformatics level, genome wide information of all
the different levels of biological information will be integrated and this may
include: Genomic sequence variations (haplotypes), levels of gene functioning
for different tissues and conditions (circadian and longitudinal data) (gene
expression), Epigenetic changes for different tissues (methylations and his-
tonic modifications), information on chromatin conformation for different cell
types and conditions (FISH, HI-C, 5C, microscopy), protein and metabolites
abundances for different cell types and conditions, protein-protein interaction
variations (longitudinal data).
For instance by using the Next Generation Sequencing technology approaches
cancer clones, subtypes and metastasis could be appropriately traced. Micro-
biome data (number, type and multi Omics) for different part of the body and
different conditions. Furthermore, gut microbiome could be regularly sampled,
monitoring the diets and nutritional shifts. This could be of great importance for
epigenetic data, which shows alteration with ageing, inflammatory diseases, obe-
sity, cardiovascular and neurodegenerative diseases. Gene expression may vary
in relation to the circadian cycle or ageing. Sampling may focus on determining
the actual level of inflammation that is related to ageing rate (inflammaging).
Large number of high-resolution images of the different parts of the patient’s
body such as MRI, PET, CT scan, including intravital microscopy techniques,
can be used. The images will tend to be progressively enriched with genomics
and proteomics data information. A disease first emerges as a dysfunction at the
nucleus level, then metabolic and signalling, cell level and is then translated at
the tissue level due to a change in the cell response. The tissue level is central to
stem cells organisation in maintaining the mechanical properties of the tissue:
the current thinking is that the dominant effect of reduced stem cell activity and
failing tissue maintenance is due to changes in the niches that support and con-
trol stem cell activity. Therefore, tissue modelling can be thought as the missing
link between basic research and clinical practice and will require a conceptual
framework for an efficient multi-scale analysis between the cell and tissue levels.
The cell level will be represented with agent-based or ODE models that will
be specifically developed to handle millions of single cells. The tissue level will
be represented using image-based finite element modelling (partial differential
equation, PDE).
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An important example is the bone system which is also related to the immune
and endocrine systems. The osteocytes in the bone act as sensitive mechanosen-
sors so they react to microdamages that alter the tension; with their flattened
morphology and long processes, they form a sensory network which allows the
detection of abnormal strain situations such as generated by microcracks. Nor-
mal locomotion is thought to cause microdamage to bone material and, thus,
stimulate osteoclasts and osteoblasts to remove and then replace damaged tissue.
They can be modelled as agents driven by signals and could reflect concentra-
tions and velocities. Osteocytes are connected to one another and to surface
osteoblasts via gap junctions. In general, mechanical forces are experienced by
many osteoprogenitor cells which are present in the bone marrow and in the soft
mesenchymal tissues subjected to mechanical strain. Dependant on the mag-
nitude of mechanical stress osteoprogenitors differentiate or transdifferentiate
into osteoblastlike cells that express characteristic proteins and can form bone
matrix. Under physiological mechanical stimuli osteocytes prevent bone resorp-
tion by changing the RANKL/osteoprotegerin (OPG) ratio. By communicating
these signals to bone lining cells (the second terminally differentiated osteoblast
cell type) or secrete factors that recruit osteoclasts, osteocytes initiate the repair
of damaged bone. The functional behaviour of bone tissues is primarily described
in term of physical quantities such as pressures and forces to reflect deforma-
tion, loading, stress, strain, etc. Such quantities, are usually considered to vary
across space and time, in a continuous fashion, and can be thus represented
using fields, and systems of partial differential equations (PDE). The transition
between a continuous representation and a discrete representation makes the
coupling of the models across the cell-tissue scale particularly difficult. Conven-
tional homogenisation approaches, frequently used as relation models to link
to component models defined at different scales, are computationally resource
demanding [89–92].
Modelling Problems in System and Synthetic Biology. Systems Biology
approaches and methodologies are also very interesting in Synthetic Biology
pipelines: in semi-synthetic minimal cells, for instance, liposomes are synthe-
sized with some metabolic networks entrapped inside [93]. These devices, called
protocells, share some properties in common with real biological cells, and can
perform some biological action [94]. In wet-lab the problem is which metabolic
component to choose, among the several different ones that can perform the same
biological action. A combinatorial experimental approach is not affordable, since
it requires a lot of time, budget and lab resources. A computational approach,
instead, is very useful, as it can score the different hypotheses about the pro-
tocell to synthesize, sorting out the best theoretically performing. Along this
research line, several papers have been published, based on computer simulation
of the metabolic networks entrapped in the protocells [95], to understand the
solute distribution and enrichments processes [96,97] and the energetic balance
of complex biological processes like DNA transcription and RNA translation [98].
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Genomics. In recent years, thanks to faster and cheaper sequencing machines,
a huge amount of whole genomic sequences within the same population has
become available (e.g. [99]). Modern genomes analyses workflows have thus to
face new challenges to perform functional annotations and comparative analy-
sis, as there is no longer just a reference genome, but rather many of them that
can have to be used all together as a control sequence. A collection of genomic
sequences to be analysed jointly, or to be jointly used as a reference, is called
pangenome [100]. The reference genome is a representative example of the whole
genomic sequence of a species, acting as a control sequence against which frag-
ments of a newly sequenced individual are mapped to be located, or against
which another whole genome is compared. A single well annotated reference
genome was - and mostly still is - traditionally used as a control sequence, as
it could provide a good approximation of any individual genome. However, in
loci where polymorphic variations occur (a polymorphism is a genetic variation
of an individual or a population), such mappings and comparisons are likely to
fail: this is where a multiple reference genome—a reference pan-genome—would
be a better control [101].
In the data structure literature, several different compressed representations
have been considered for sets of similar texts [102,103], as well as algorithmic
methods for their investigation [104]. We present here a natural representation
of pan-genomes (whole genomes or their fragments): elastic-degenerate texts. An
elastic-degenerate text (ED-text) is a sequence compactly representing a multi-
ple alignment of several closely-related sequences: substrings that match exactly
are collapsed, while those in positions where the sequences differ (by means of
substitutions, insertions, and deletions of substrings) are called degenerate, and
therein all possible variants observed at that location are listed [105]. Actually,
ED-texts correspond exactly to the Variant Call Format (.vcf), the standard
for files storing genomic variations [106]. As an example, consider the follow-
ing three closely-related sequences, where their similarity is highlighted by their




These sequences can be compacted into the single ED-text:


























where ε is the empty string. The length n of T̃ is the total number of segments,
and its size N is the total number of letters, that all belong to an alphabet Σ.
Due to biotechnologies limitations, sequencing (that is, giving as input the in
vitro DNA and getting out an in silico text file) can only be done on a genome
fragment of limited size. For this reason, before the sequencing process, a genome
is actually broken into many fragments of such limited size and then, whenever a
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reference is available, the resulting in silico fragments (named reads) are mapped
onto it. This mapping is a critical step and there is an ample literature aiming
at making as efficient as possible. When the reference is an ED-text, the reads
mapping problem translates into the problem of finding all matches of a deter-
ministic pattern P (that is, P ∈ Σ∗) in text T̃ . We call this the EDSM problem.
In [107] the problem has been solved for the simplest case of ED-text, in
which a degenerate segment can only contain single letters. In [108] the problem
has been efficiently solved for the more general case of ED-texts introducing (i)
an algorithmic framework that has been conserved also by more recent papers,
and (ii) adding a very fast bit-vector based version of the same algorithm that
requires the pattern to have size no longer than the machine word. In [109]
the algorithmic framework has been extended to find approximate occurrences
of P , under both the Hamming and the edit distance model. In other words,
occurrences of P are detected allowing up to a given amount of mismatches
(Hamming distance model), or even insertions or deletions (edit distance model).
In [110] the bit-vector algorithm of [108] has been extended to work with a
collection of patterns P1, P2, . . . , Ph rather than a single string P , and in [111]
a step of the algorithm presented in [108] has been improved by a factor
√|P |.
Another natural problem that arises is the comparison of two ED-texts and, in
particular, whether the sets of strings the actually represent has a non empty
intersection. This problem has been efficiently solved in [112] with a linear time
algorithm for the case of non-elastic D-texts (a degenerate segment can only
contain strings of the same size).
Once that a set of DNA fragments of an individual have been aligned, hap-
lotype phasing is an important problem in the analysis of genomics informa-
tion. It consists of determining which one of the possible alleles (alternative
forms of a gene) each fragment comes from. Haplotype information is relevant
to gene regulation, epigenetics, genome-wide association studies, evolutionary
and population studies, and the study of mutations. Haplotyping is currently
addressed as an optimisation problem aiming at solutions that minimise, for
instance, error correction costs, where costs are a measure of the confidence
in the accuracy of the information acquired from DNA sequencing. Solutions
have typically an exponential computational complexity. WHATSHAP [113] is a
framework returning exact solutions to the problem of haplotyping which moves
computational complexity from DNA fragment length to fragment overlap, i.e.,
coverage, and is hence of particular interest when considering sequencing tech-
nology’s current trends that are producing longer fragments. Nonetheless, the
combinatorial nature of the problem makes larger coverages quickly intractable.
An interesting experiment, paradigmatic of a HPC-supported modelling solu-
tion, is pWHATSHAP [1,114], i.e. a freely-available, multicore parallelisation
of WHATSHAP, based on the FastFlow parallel programming framework [65].
This parallel implementation on multi-core architectures allows for a relevant
reduction of the execution time for haplotyping, while the provided results enjoy
the same high accuracy as that provided by WHATSHAP, which increases with
coverage.
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Metabolic Network Robustness Analysis. Many functional modules are linked
together in a Metabolic Network for reproducing metabolic pathways and
describing the entire cellular metabolism of an organism. An enormous interdis-
ciplinary interest has grown for metabolic networks robustness studies in terms
of errors and attacks tolerance. Scale-free networks based approaches suggest
that metabolic networks are tolerant to errors, but very vulnerable to targeted
attacks against highly connected nodes. An integrated approach based on sta-
tistical, topological, and functional analysis allows for obtaining a deep knowl-
edge on overall metabolic network robustness. With more details, several soft-
ware frameworks were developed to model a metabolic network and perform
the Topological Analysis, the Flux Balance Analysis, and the Extreme Path-
ways Analysis over it [115,116]. The simulation trials have demonstrated that
metabolic network robustness is not simply associated to the network local prop-
erties (low-connectivity-degree node or high-connectivity-degree node) but also
to functional network properties. So, ultra-peripheral non-hub nodes can assume
a fundamental role for network survival if they belong to network extreme path-
ways, while hub nodes can have a limited impact on networks if they can be
replaced by alternative nodes and paths [115,116].
The same approach have been applied as a bio-inspired optimisation method
to different application domains. In [117] the use of the previous bio-inspired tech-
niques allows for analysing the structural aspects of a road network, finding its
extreme pathways, and outlining the balanced flow combinations. The approach
optimises traffic flows over a road network, minimises road congestion and max-
imises the number of vehicles reaching their destination target. In [118], the bio-
inspired methodology has been applied to a class of digital ecosystems based on
a scale-free architecture for both maximum information flow and fault/error tol-
erance detection. Highly connected nodes, inter-module connectors and ultra-
peripheral nodes can be identified by evaluating their impact on digital ecosystems
behavior and addressing their strengthen, fault tolerance and protection counter-
measures.
Modelling Methodologies. The computational analysis of complex biological sys-
tems can be hindered by three main factors:
1. modelling the system so that it can be easily understood and analysed by
non-expert users is not always possible;
2. When the system is composed of hundreds or thousands of reactions and
chemical species, the classic CPU-based simulators could not be appropriate
to efficiently derive the behaviour of the system. To overcome these first two
limitations, [119] proposes a novel approach that combines the descriptive
power of Stochastic Symmetric Nets, a graphical mathematical formalism,
with LASSIE, a GPU-powered deterministic simulator that offloads onto the
GPU the calculations required to execute many simulations by following both
fine-grained and coarse-grained parallelisation strategies. The effectiveness
of this approach was showed on a case study aimed at understanding the
role of possible malfunctions in the cross-balancing mechanisms that regulate
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peripheral tolerance of self-reactive T lymphocytes in case of a relapsing-
remitting multiple sclerosis. From our experiments, LASSIE achieves around
97 speed-up with respect to the sequential execution of the same number of
simulations;
3. The determination of model structure and model parameters is difficult. Due
to economical and technical reasons, only part of these details are well char-
acterised while the rest remains unknown. To deal with this aspect, many
parameter estimation and reverse engineering methods were developed. How-
ever, these methods often need an amount of experimental data that not
always is available.
An alternative approach to deal with situations in which insufficient exper-
imental data hamper the application of PE and RE methods was proposed in
[120]. To overcome the lack of information concerning undetermined reactions an
empirical biological knowledge was exploited to overcome model indetermination
solving an optimisation problem (OP) with an objective function that, similarly
to Flux Balance Analysis, is derived from empirical biological knowledge and
does not require large amounts of data. The system behaviour is described in
detail by a system of ordinary differential equations (ODE) while model indeter-
mination is resolved selecting time-varying coefficients that maximize/minimize
the objective function at each ODE integration step. As discussed by the authors,
in this context approximation techniques in which OP is not solved at every
integration step and/or parallelisation strategies are mandatory to speed-up the
solution process.
Learning-Based Modelling Approaches. Some interesting applications in this con-
text are based on the study of integrated biological data and how they are
organised in complex systems. In particular, these approaches focus on multi-
omic spaces and multi-view analysis. They are very complex applications that
require high-throughput analysis based on advanced machine learning (ML) and,
more recently, deep learning (DL). One of the several applications in this field is
described by Bardozzo et al. [121], where high throughput omic analysis (HTO)
is adopted with the aim to the end of describing the antibiotics efficacy with
respect to the bacterial adaptive mechanisms. Moreover, a specific survey on
HTO is introduced by Suravajhala et al. [122]. Nevertheless, a general survey
oriented to high throughput biomedical data analysis with ML and DL is widely
described in the work of Serra et al. [123].
Healthcare Management Modelling. Globally healthcare faces many challenges
that result in increasing healthcare costs [124] and poor outcomes [125] (morbid-
ity or mortality) depending on the setting and demographic. These challenges
have been traced to weak health systems whose symptoms can manifest in: low
productivity, poor financial management, inadequate information for decision
making, insufficient strategic management, issues with managed care and other
systems dynamics [126].
The persistent challenges in the healthcare sector call for urgent review of
strategies. Several industry application of operations management have been
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documented [127]. There has also been diverse application of operations man-
agement techniques in several domains including the health sector. While there
is still room for health use-case modification, adoption of innovations used in
other domains has been slow. A major classification identified resource and facil-
ity management, demand forecasting, inventory and supply chain management,
and cost measurement as application groupings to prioritise [126].
An area of increasing interest is human resource planning that captures
recruitment, rostering, scheduling and management of clinical and non-clinical
staff, their retention, training, payment and incentives as well as performance
appraisal. Challenges do also arise around patient workflow: admission, schedul-
ing, and resource allocation. To model solutions to these process and workflow
challenges, simple statistics, stochastic [128], mathematical [129], artificial intel-
ligence [130], lean [131], agile [132], six-sigma [131] and total quality management
[133] based models have been variously proposed and used. Sometimes, inade-
quate data may warrant simulation to fill in deterministic and non-deterministic
data gaps [134,135]. This obviously comes with the need for adequate computing
and storage capabilities.
The optimum framework for modelling and simulating a particular use-case
depends on the availability, structure and size of data [126]. Other considerations
will be if the system should be automated or not, if they are sophisticated, deter-
ministic or not. The choice of model and/or simulation technique can ultimately
be influenced by available computing power and storage space. How user-friendly
such a system is, will be a major consideration as well. Opportunities for appli-
cation of one or more of these modelling, simulation and prediction techniques
to address some of the lingering healthcare challenges is huge.
6 HPC-Enabled Modelling and Simulation
for Socio-Economical and Physical Sciences
Many types of decisions in society are supported by modelling and simulation.
Some examples are political decisions based on predictive simulations of future
climate changes, evacuation planning based on faster-than-real-time simulation
of tsunamis, and financial market decisions based on mathematical models emu-
lating current market conditions. In all of these situations, large amounts of data
such as global geographical information, measurements of the current physical
or financial state, and historical data are used both in the model building and
model calibration processes.
We can roughly divide the applications within the large and diverse area, that
we here call socio-economical and physical sciences, into two groups. Classical
HPC applications, where we build a large-scale complex model and simulate
this in order to produce data as a basis for decisions, and Big data applications,
where the starting point is a data set, that is processed and analyzed to learn
the behaviour of a system, to find relevant features, and to make predictions or
decisions.
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In classical HPC applications, the need for HPC arises from the fact that we
have a large-scale model or a computationally heavy software implementation,
that needs to make use of large-scale computational resources, and potentially
also large-scale storage resources in order to deliver timely results.
Some particularly challenging problem features are high-dimensionality (e.g.,
in finance or quantum physics) where the computational costs grow exponentially
with the dimension, multi-scale physics (e.g., in climate and tsunami simulations)
where scales that differ in orders of magnitude need to be resolved to capture
the relevant physical processes, and computations under uncertainty, where the
impact of uncertain measurements, parameters and models is quantified through
multiple evaluations or extended models leading to an increased computational
cost (e.g., in safety critical decision problems).
Highly advanced algorithms and implementations for many different appli-
cation areas have been developed over decades. A huge challenge is that these
legacy codes are not optimized for modern computer architectures and cannot
efficiently exploit massively parallel systems [136]. HPC knowledge and innova-
tion is needed to merge the software and hardware state-of-the-art into highly
efficient application simulation tools. An opportunity that is brought by the
increase in available computer power is instead that the limits of what can be
simulated are expanding outwards. The recent increase in research on uncertainty
quantification [137] is one example of how this has changed the computational
research landscape.
Big data processing as opposed to classical HPC simulation is a relatively
young field. The amount of data that is being harvested is following an exponen-
tial trend, while hardware development, often in relation to cloud environments,
and software development with a specific focus on machine learning and AI is
struggling to keep up. The opportunities for using data in new ways are endless,
but as is suggested in [138], data and algorithms together can provide the whats,
while the innovation and imagination of human interpreters is still needed to
answer the whys. Areas where we see a rapidly growing need for HPC solutions
is the internet of things [139], where the expected vast amounts of data provides
new challenges for the extraction of knowledge, as well as in the social media
context [140], where all kinds of real world events or personal preferences provide
footprints that can be tracked and exploited.
In the following paragraphs of this section, we highlight some of the work
and contributions of the participants in this Action within the diverse subfields
in the wider physical and socio-economical application area. Some of the topics
are also represented as individual chapters later in this volume.
Classical HPC Applications. In this sub-field, the interplay of the algorithms
with the parallel implementation is crucial, and we provide two examples, both
with industrial design applications.
Wing design is one of the essential procedures of aircraft manufactures and
it is a compromise between many competing factors and constraints. Efficient
numerical optimization methods are important to speed-up the design proce-
dure, especially for design parameters of O(10–100). In wing shape optimization,
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necessary derivatives can easily be calculated by applying finite-difference meth-
ods. However, finite difference methods are in general significantly more expen-
sive, requiring at least one additional flow solution per parameter. By using the
method of modular analysis and unified derivatives (MAUD), we can unify all
methods for computing total derivatives using a single equation with associated
distributed-memory, sparse data-passing schemes. Moreover, the wing design
requires a set of benchmark cases for the shape optimization to find solutions of
many candidate shapes by applying computational fluid dynamics (CFD) anal-
ysis with turbulence models. High-fidelity CFD simulations must be carried out
in parallel to reduce the total run-time using HPC resources [141].
An application problem that is also discussed later in an individual chapter
is electromagnetic scattering, with applications to, e.g., aircraft antenna design.
These problems have millions or billions of unknown variables, and the code
needs to run on a cluster due to the memory requirements. However, few of the
existing (legacy) implementations are parallelised for multicore-based computa-
tional nodes. We show results from a pilot implementation using a task-parallel
programming model [142], and discuss how to develop this further into a com-
plete distributed implementation.
HPC in Computational Intelligence. As a thriving application platform, HPC
excels in supporting execution and it’s speedup through parallellisation when
running Computational Intelligence (CI) algorithms. The likes of CI algorithms
supported by this action includes development of some of most efficient opti-
mization algorithms for continuous optimization as defined with benchmark
functions competition framework from Congress on Evolutionary Computation
(CEC) 2017 [143,144]. Specifically useful, in [144] a Differential Evolution (DE)
algorithm is enhanced with a new mechanism, the distance based parameter
adaptation in the context of Success-History based DE (SHADE), the winner
strategy of several previous CEC competitions. An important contribution of
an expert system for underwater glider path planning using DE was published
in [145], where the application of SHADE strategy enabled significant advances
in improved path planning over mesoscale ocean current structures. Another CI
technique in learning pipeline is Stability Selection (SS), yet another computa-
tionally demanding technique like DE, and SS was improved through a discrete
optimization algorithm [146]. In [147], a recent whole pipeline survey overview
for black-box discrete optimization benchmarking (BB-DOB) is provided, defin-
ing taxonomy, evaluation, and ranking for BB-DOB algorithms. Also, in the case
of EU project RIVR (Upgrading National Research Structures in Slovenia) sup-
ported by European Regional Development Fund (ERDF), an important side-
effect of cHiPSet COST action was leveraging it’s experts’ inclusiveness to gain
capacity recognition at a national ministry for co-financing HPC equipment1.
In the view of future possibilities for modelling and simulation in CI context,
gain from HPC is clearly seen in improving upon techniques with DE like in
1 https://www.rtvslo.si/znanost-in-tehnologija/v-mariboru-vzpostavljajo-
superracunalniski-center/475543.
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energy applications [148], constrained trajectory planning [149], artificial life of
full ecosystems [150] including HPC-enabled evolutionary computer vision in
2D [151,152] and 3D [151], many other well recognized real-world optimization
challenges [153], or even insight to deep inner dynamics of DE over full bench-
marks, requiring large HPC capacities [154].
IoT, Smart Cities, and Big Data Applications. Monitoring the real-world envi-
ronment is a big challenge given the number of variables that can be sensed nowa-
days in IoT environments, as for example GPS-position, temperature, humidity,
presence, people location, ultraviolet radiation, air quality, hazardous gases, pres-
sure, proximity, acceleration. IoT assumes that multiple sensors can be used to
monitor the real-world and this information can be stored and processed, jointly
with information from soft-sensor (RSS, web, etc.) [155], to for example assist
elderly people in the street [156], develop intelligent interfaces [157] or detect
anomalies in industrial environments [158]. In any case, the developed global
system needs to fuse heterogeneous data for obtaining a complete view of actual
situation and inferring future dangerous situations. These two tasks need Cloud
capabilities and HPC.
One of the critical aspects of management within the “smart city” concept
is Intelligent Transport Systems, and in particular road traffic control. Off-line
traffic simulation is perfect for designing road systems and planning traffic light
timings, but does not allow to tackle unexpected or rare situation in real time.
Short-term traffic forecasting [159], especially using data-driven (i.e. learning)
methods, provides a complementary approach. With the availability of smart
sensing technologies, like automatic vehicle counting from standard surveillance
cameras, it is possible to devise decentralised solutions that measure the cur-
rent situation of traffic flow on each road, perform local communication between
nodes, and forecast the conditions for the immediate future using machine learn-
ing algorithms [160]. These may be augmented with evaluations of unexpect-
edness and per-node traffic jam prediction. Concentration of these data at a
decision-making location may also allow travel time estimation, exploitation of
network locality information, as well as comparison with the estimates provided
by a traffic management system, which can be evaluated for effectiveness on the
medium term and possibly tuned accordingly.
Further topics that are discussed in later chapters of this volume look at such
diverse questions as how to use data from mobile cellular networks for applica-
tions such as urban sensing and event detection, and how sentiment analysis can
be applied to forecast the value of cryptocurrencies.
Small Data Applications. The growing big data processing field is well known,
but in parallel, there is also a growing interest in a specific type of small data
applications. With the increasing instability of the financial and political sys-
tems, and of the global climate, there is an increased occurrence of extreme
events. Within the big data sets, there are small data sets, that sample the
extreme events. To understand their behaviour has applications, e.g., in financial
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risk management, in insurance, and in prediction of catastrophic climate events.
In a later chapter, methods for extreme value estimation are surveyed.
7 Summary and Conclusion
HPC and M&S form two previously largely disjoint and disconnected research
communities. The COST Action IC1406 High-Performance Modelling and Simu-
lation for Big Data Applications brings these two communities together to tackle
the challenges of big data applications from diverse application domains. Experts
from both communities jointly study these applications and application scenar-
ios and cooperatively develop solutions that benefit from the cross-pollination
of expertise. Different perspectives on the same topic lead to creative solutions
and ultimately to the common goal of HPC-enabled M&S.
The purpose of this paper is to set the scene for individual applications bring-
ing together HPC and M&S. We have argued why high-performance modelling
matters for big data applications. Following this line of reasoning we looked at
the subject matter from the four angles of the four working groups into which
the COST Action is organised. Throughout the previous two sections we have
presented a myriad of application opportunities and technological challenges for
HPC-enabled modelling and simulation in life, socio-economical and physical
sciences. These are complemented by comprehensive surveys of the current state
of the art with respect to HPC technology and tools, both from the perspective
of programming models as well as from middleware solutions.
Bringing together specialists from all these communities is the central contri-
bution of the COST Action. Having set the scene in this paper, the other papers
of this volume exemplify the achievements of the COST Action. Each addresses
a specific application or application scenario from the life, socio-economical or
physical sciences and explores how the application of state-of-the-art HPC tools
and technologies may lead to superior solutions in the near future.
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Abstract. Numerical solution methods for electromagnetic scattering
problems lead to large systems of equations with millions or even billions
of unknown variables. The coefficient matrices are dense, leading to large
computational costs and storage requirements if direct methods are used.
A commonly used technique is to instead form a hierarchical representa-
tion for the parts of the matrix that corresponds to far-field interactions.
The overall computational cost and storage requirements can then be
reduced to O(N log N). This still corresponds to a large-scale simulation
that requires parallel implementation. The hierarchical algorithms are
rather complex, both regarding data dependencies and communication
patterns, making parallelization non-trivial. In this chapter, we describe
two classes of algorithms in some detail, we provide a survey of existing
solutions, we show results for a proof-of-concept implementation, and we
provide various perspectives on different aspects of the problem.
The list of authors is organized into three subgroups, Larsson and Zafari (coordination
and proof-of-concept implementation), Righero, Francavilla, Giordanengo, Vipiana,
and Vecchi (definition of and expertise relating to the application), Kessler, Ancourt,
and Grelck (perspectives and parallel expertise).
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1 Introduction
In this chapter, we consider how efficient solution algorithms for electromag-
netic scattering problems can be implemented for current multicore-based and
heterogeneous cluster architectures. Simulation of electromagnetic fields [42] is
an important industrial problem with several application areas. One of the most
well known is antenna design for aircraft, but electromagnetic behavior is impor-
tant, e.g., also for other types of vehicles, for satellites, and for medical equip-
ment. A common way to reduce the cost of the numerical simulation is to assume
time-harmonic solutions, and to reformulate the Maxwell equations describing
the electromagnetic waves in terms of surface currents [49]. That is, the resulting
numerical problem is time-independent and is solved on the surface of the body
being studied, see Fig. 1 for an example of a realistic aircraft surface model.
Fig. 1. Surface currents on an aircraft model from a boundary element simulation with
around 2 million unknowns.
The size N of the discretized problem, which for a boundary element dis-
cretization takes the form of a system of equations with a dense coefficient
matrix, can still be very large, on the order of millions of unknowns going up to
billions, and this size increases with the wave frequency. If an iterative solution
method is applied to the full (dense) matrix, the cost for each matrix-vector
multiplication is O(N2), and direct storage of the matrix also requires mem-
ory resources of O(N2). Different (approximate) factorizations of the matrices,
that can reduce the costs to O(N log N) or even O(N), have been proposed
in the literature such as the MultiLevel Fast Multipole Algorithm (MLFMA),
see, e.g., [43,51]; FFT-based factorization, see, e.g., [50,57]; factorizations based
on the Adaptive Cross Approximation (ACA), see, e.g., [67]; or based on H2
matrices as the Nested Equivalent Source Approximation (NESA) [37–39].
All these approximations can be seen as decomposing the original dense
matrix into a sparse matrix accounting for near field interactions, and a hier-
archical matrix structure with low storage requirements accounting for far field
interactions.
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A large investment in terms of research and development has been made in
constructing and implementing these rather complex algorithms efficiently. A
large part of this effort was made before the advent of multicore architectures.
Then, the focus was much more on minimizing the amount of computations,
optimizing for a powerful server, potentially with a few processors (cores). Now,
clusters are built from regular computers with large numbers of cores, and some-
times the additional complexity of accelerators. Memory bandwidth is often the
limiting factor in this case. The question for companies as well as researchers
with advanced application codes is how to make these codes run on their own
or their customers’ clusters, with the least effort in terms of changes to the
code, and with the maximum output in terms of utilization of the cluster and
computational efficiency.
Some of the properties of the hierarchical matrix algorithms that make par-
allel implementation challenging are first the general form of the algorithm, with
interleaved stages of interactions in the vertical direction between parents and
children in a tree structure, and horizontally between the different branches at
each level of the tree. The stages typically have different levels of parallelism and
work loads, and there is a bottleneck when the algorithm reaches the coarsest
level of the tree structure, and the amount of parallelism is the smallest. That
is, the algorithm itself is generally heterogeneous. Furthermore, the tree can be
unbalanced in different ways due to the geometry of the underlying structure,
and the groups at the finest level can contain different number of unknowns
depending on how the scattering surface cuts through space. An overview of the
challenges inherent in the implementation of the fast multipole method (FMM),
which is one of the algorithms in this class, on modern computer architectures
can be found in [13].
In the following sections, we first provide a high-level description of two
types of hierarchical algorithms for electromagnetic scattering. Then in Sect. 3
we provide a survey of literature and software in this area. Section 4 discusses two
task-parallel implementations of a simplified algorithm for shared memory. Then
in Sect. 5, different perspectives regarding the question of how to eventually port
the software to clusters and heterogeneous architecture are given.
2 Two Classes of Algorithms and Their Properties
In this section, we will go deeper into the MLFMA and NESA algorithm classes,
and describe their properties from the parallelization perspective. For the math-
ematical details of the algorithms, see [43] for MLFMA and [37–39] for NESA.
2.1 Interaction Matrices
Solving a system of equations for the unknown surface currents given measured
field values can be seen as an inverse problem. When using an iterative method,
we transform the inverse problem to repeated solutions of the forward problem,
which is easier to address.
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The forward problem consists of computing an electromagnetic field given
a distribution of sources/charges. We will use two examples to make it more





generated by the point charges qj located at the points xj . The kernel K(·, ·),
which is logarithmic in two dimensions and proportional to the inverse distance
in three dimensions, represents the interaction between the field points and the
charges.
The corresponding scattering problem that is of real interest in industry and
for research has a similar structure and consists of computing the electric and/or
magnetic fields generated by surface currents on for example a metallic object








∇ (G(r, r′)∇ · j(r′))
)
dr′, (2)
where r is a point in space, ∂Ω is the surface of the object, and G(·, ·) is a
Green’s function.
To render the problems tractable for computer simulation, they are dis-
cretized. In the first case, we already have discrete charges. In the second case,
a boundary integral formulation of the problem is used, where we represent the
fields and surface currents by a set of basis functions vj and corresponding coef-
ficients, which we denote by Ej and qj , j = 1, . . . , N . Henceforth, we will refer
to qj as sources, and to individual basis functions as locations. The fields are
evaluated in the same discrete locations as where the sources are located. This
allows us to express the forward problem as a matrix–vector multiplication
E = Zq, (3)
where E is the vector of the field variables, Z is an N × N interaction matrix
where element zij describes the contribution from a unit source at location j to
the field at location i, and q is the vector of source values.
2.2 The Hierarchical Algorithm
The basis for the fast algorithms is that interactions between locations near to
each other are stronger then distant interactions. In the algorithms, near-field
interactions are computed directly, while far-field interactions are approximated
in such a way that the required storage and the amount of computations is
decreased while still respecting a given error tolerance.
The computational domain is hierarchically divided into groups (boxes),
which can be represented as an oct-tree (quad-tree in two dimensions) with
levels  = L0, . . . , max. Since the charges are located only on the surface of the
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body, many of the groups, especially on the finer levels, are empty of charges,
and are pruned from the tree. When we construct the hierarchical algorithm,
we consider interactions between groups. We let Ei denote the field variables in
group i at level max, and we let E
j
i be the contribution from group j at level





Using the direct matrix–vector multiplication, we have that
Eji = Zi,jQj , (5)
where Zi,j is a matrix block, and Qj is the vector of charges in group j at level
max. In the hierarchical fast matrix–vector multiplication algorithm, only the
near-field interactions are computed directly. These are here defined as interac-
tions between groups that are neighbours at the finest level. The far-field inter-
actions are instead approximated. At each level of the tree structure, starting
from level L0, the far-field groups are identified as those that are not neighbours
to the target group. As much of the far-field interaction as possible is treated at
each level, to minimize the total number of groups to interact with. In Fig. 2, we
show the layout of the near and far-field for computing the field at one location
(the black box) in a two-dimensional geometry.
Fig. 2. Illustration of a two-dimensional domain that is hierarchically divided into
three levels of boxes. Charges are located on the wavy curve. For the black target box,
the near-field consists of the six dark gray neighbouring boxes. The far-field at each
level consists of the four large, five medium, and five small light gray boxes that are
not neighbours of the target box.
The far-field approximation for one interaction has the following general form









and can be described in terms of the five steps described in Algorithm 1.
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Radiation:
The sources Qj are converted into an intermediate representation
Xmaxj = SjQj .
Source transfer:
The intermediate representation is propagated up through the parent groups
X−1j = P−1 Xj until level l̄, where the far-field interaction takes place.
Translation:
The far-field interaction between groups i and j is computed at level ̄. The
result is an intermediate field representation Y ̄i = T ̄i,jX ̄j .
Field transfer:
The intermediate field representation is propagated down through the child
groups Y +1i = P+1 Y i until the finest level is reached.
Reception:
The intermediate field representation is evaluated at the actual field
locations, Eji = RiY
max
i .
Algorithm 1. The algorithm for computing one interaction term.
If we change the view, and instead see the algorithm from the perspective of
one particular group at level  that takes part in several interactions, the work
related to that group can be expressed as Algorithm 2.
Upward Phase:
if  = max then
Compute Xmaxj = SjQj for local sources.
else
Receive source contributions from all child groups.
end
if  > L0 then
Send accumulated source contribution to parent.
end
Translation Phase:
Compute Y i = T i,jXj according to interaction list.
Downward Phase:
if  > L0 then
Receive field contribution from parent.
end
if  < max then
Send field contribution to all child groups.
else
Compute Ej = RjY maxj for local target points.
end
Algorithm 2. The algorithm seen from the view of one particular group.
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For the parallel implementation, there are several relevant aspects to keep in
mind. For the upward and downward phases, communication is performed ver-
tically in the tree, between parent and child groups. The translation operations
on the other hand need horizontal communication. Due to the hierarchical struc-
ture, each group has an interaction list of limited size. The three phases of the
algorithm can be overlapped, since different groups complete the phases at dif-
ferent times. Even more important is that the near-field interactions for disjunct
groups are independent and can be interspersed with the far-field computations.
The memory savings that the fast algorithms provide stem from the fact that
the far-field part of the interaction matrix is replaced with the operators in (6).
These are the same for groups that have the same position relative to each other.
That is, only a limited number of operators are needed at each level.
2.3 Specific Properties of the NESA Algorithm
In the NESA algorithm, all of the far-field operations consist in expressing
sources and field in terms of equivalent charges. The actual sources in a group
at level max can through a low rank approximation be represented by a set of
equivalent sources that generate a matching field at some control points located
at an exterior test surface. In the same way, the equivalent sources in a child
group can be represented by another set of equivalent sources at the parent
group. This is schematically shown for a two-dimensional problem in Fig. 3. The
number of equivalent charges Q is the same in each group, which is why we can
save significantly in the far-field computation. The translation and field trans-
fers are managed similarly. We will not go into all details here, instead we refer
to [37].
Fig. 3. A parent group and one of its children are illustrated. The points on the solid
circles are where the equivalent sources are located, and the points on the dashed circle
are where the fields are matched.
To understand the computational properties of the NESA algorithm, we char-
acterize each operation in terms of how much memory it needs to load counted in
double precision numbers, and how many floating point operations (flop) are per-
formed. We also provide the computational intensity, in flop/double. The results
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Table 1. Characterization of the matrix–vector products in the NESA algorithm. The
number of sources in group j is denoted by nj .
Operator Data size Compute size Intensity
Near field
Zi,j ni × nj 2ninj 2
Far field
Sj Q × nj 2njQ 2
P−1 Q × Q 2Q2 2
T i,j Q × Q 2Q2 2
P+1 Q × Q 2Q2 2
Ri ni × Q 2niQ 2
are listed in Table 1. All of the operations in the NESA algorithm are dense
matrix–vector products, with the same computational intensity of 2 flop/dou-
ble. For modern multicore architectures, a computational intensity of 30–40 is
needed in order to balance bandwidth capacity and floating point performance,
see for example the trade-offs for the Tintin and Rackham systems at UPPMAX,
Uppsala University, calculated in [64]. This means that we need to exploit data
locality (work on data that is cached locally) in order to overcome bandwidth
limitations and scale to the full number of available cores.
2.4 Specific Properties of the MLFMA Algorithm
In the MLFMA algorithm, the intermediate representation of sources and fields
is given in terms of plane wave directions κ̂ = (θ, φ), where θ is the polar angle,
and φ is the azimuthal angle in a spherical coordinate system. When computing
far-field interactions, the Green’s function can be represented using an integral
over the directions, which numerically is done through a quadrature method.
The accuracy of the approximation depends on the number of directions that
are used. A difference compared with the NESA method is that the number of
directions that are needed scale with the box size.
Table 2. An example of the number of directions N needed at each level in the
MLFMA algorithm, starting from the finest level  = max.
max −  0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
L 5 7 10 15 23 38 66 120 224 428
N 72 128 242 512 1152 3042 8978 29282 101250 368082
To compute the number of directions needed for a box at level , we first
compute the parameter L from the wave number of the electromagnetic wave,
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Fig. 4. A unit sphere discretized for L = 23 with 24 points in θ (latitudes) and 48
points in φ (longitudes).
the diagonal d of the box, and the desired error tolerance τ [43, Sect. 5.3]. Then
the box is discretized with L + 1 points in the θ-direction and 2L + 2 points in
the φ-direction giving a total number of N = 2L2 + 4L + 2. Using a realistic
tolerance τ = 1e − 4 and an appropriate box size for the finest level leads to
the sequence of sizes given in Table 2. Figure 4 shows the discretized sphere for
L = 23. The wide range of sizes for the representations at different levels does
pose a challenge for parallel implementations.
The interpolation step between parent and child or vice versa can be real-
ized in different ways. Here, we consider the Lagrange interpolation method
described in [43]. Then the value at one point at the new level is computed using
the m nearest neighbours in each coordinate direction. The operations of one
interpolation step are shown schematically in Fig. 5.
Fig. 5. To interpolate the data (middle) from a child L = 10 to a parent L = 15, a
sparse interpolation matrix (left, right) is applied to each of the data dimensions. The
matrix sizes are here 32 × 22, 22 × 17, and 17 × 16. The data matrix is extended with
m/2 columns to each side to manage the periodicity at the poles.
Similarly as for the NESA algorithm in the previous subsection, we charac-
terize the work performed during the algorithm and evaluate its computational
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Table 3. Characterization of the steps in the MLFMA algorithm. The number of
sources in group j is denoted by nj .
Operator Data size Compute size Intensity
Near field
Zi,j ni × nj 2ninj 2
Far field
Sj N × nj 2njN 2

































Ri ni × N 2niN 2
intensity. The results are given in Table 3. The radiation and reception steps are
matrix–vector products also in this case. The interpolation steps have a higher
computational intensity. For m = 6 and the child to parent operation, we get
40–66 flop/data, while for the parent to child operations, we get 10–15 flop/data.
The translation step is often a bottleneck in parallel implementation. It is an
elementwise multiplication with an intensity less than one flop/data.
3 State of the Art
There is a rich literature on parallel implementation of hierarchical matrix algo-
rithms. Many of the implementations are aimed at volume formulations (parti-
cles/charges are located in a volume), as opposed to surface formulations as for
the scattering problem. The volume formulation is more likely to have a large
number of particles in a group, and a more well-balanced tree structure.
The most common parallelization approach, targeting distributed memory
systems, is to partition the tree data structure over the computational nodes,
and use an MPI-based parallelization [34]. The resulting performance is typically
a bit better for volume formulations then for boundary formulations, since the
computational density is higher in the former case. A particular issue for the
MLFMA formulation of electromagnetic scattering problems is that the work per
element (group) in the tree data structure increases with the level, and additional
partitioning strategies are needed for the coarser part of the structure [6,30,56].
The ongoing trend in cluster hardware is an increasing number of cores per
computational node. When scaling to large numbers of cores, it is hard to fully
exploit the computational resources using a pure MPI implementation, due to the
rapid increase in the number of inter-node messages with the number of MPI
processes for communication heavy algorithms [64]. As is pointed out in [35],
a hybrid parallelization with MPI at the distributed level and threads within
the computational nodes is more likely to perform well. That is, a need for
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efficient shared memory parallelizations of hierarchical algorithms to be used in
combination with the distributed MPI level arises.
The emerging method of choice for implementing complex algorithms on mul-
ticore architectures is dependency-aware task-based parallel programming, which
is available, e.g, through the StarPU [5], OmpSs [46], and SuperGlue [54] frame-
works, but also in OpenMP, since version 4.0. Starting with [7], where StarPU
is used for a task parallel implementation of an FMM algorithm, several authors
have taken an interest in the problem. In [31], SuperGlue is used for a multicore
CPU+GPU implementation of an adaptive FMM. The Quark [61] run-time sys-
tem is used for developing an FMM solver in [40]. Since tasks were introduced in
OpenMP, a recurring question is if the OpenMP implementations can reach the
same performance as the specific run-times discussed above. An early OpenMP
task FMM implementation is found in [2]. This was before the depend clause
was introduced, allowing dependencies between sibling tasks. OpenMP, Cilk and
other models are compared for FMM in [66], OpenMP and Klang/StarPU are
compared in [1], and different OpenMP implementations and task parallel run-
times are compared with a special focus on locking and synchronization in [4]. A
common conclusion from these comparisons is that the commutative clause pro-
vided by most task parallel run-time systems is quite important for performance,
and that this would be a useful upgrade of OpenMP tasks for the future.
An alternative track is to develop special purpose software components for
the class of FMM-like algorithms, see, e.g., PetFMM [12] and Tapas [21].
An open source implementation of MLFMA is available through the Puma-
EM software [47], parallelized with MPI. An example of a commercial MLFMA
software is Efield [16] provided by ESI Group, parallelized for shared memory.
4 Proposed Solution and Proof of Concept
During the last decade task-parallel programming has emerged as the main pro-
gramming paradigm to run scientific applications on modern multicore- and
heterogeneous computer architectures. A recent and fairly complete overview of
the current state of the art can be found in [52].
The key idea is that the programmer provides the sequential work-flow of
an algorithm in terms of tasks. These are then submitted to a run-time system,
which analyses the data dependencies of the tasks and schedules them onto
available hardware resources to be executed in parallel. It can in some cases be
possible to obtain higher performance by hand-tuning a code, but the cost in
programming effort and the renewed cost if the system configuration changes
are usually considered too high.
There are several arguments for using task parallel programming for the
hierarchical matrix–vector products considered here.
– The work flow is already described in terms of tasks operating on data asso-
ciated with the individual groups. Therefore, the overhead of converting the
algorithm into a suitable form can be largely avoided.
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– The data size varies between groups, the number of child groups and interac-
tions across the tree structure. The amount of work varies with the level and
the phase of the algorithm. All of this indicates that the asynchronous task
execution provided by a run-time system is more likely to be efficient than a
statically determined schedule.
– The dependencies between tasks are complex, problem dependent, and hard
to analyze manually. With the run-time scheduling, dependencies are auto-
matically managed, and tasks can run as soon as their dependencies have been
met. Furthermore, the run-time guarantees correctness in the sense that if the
sequential task flow of the application code is described correctly, the parallel
execution guarantees to respect the order up to admissible interleavings.
As a proof of concept, we have implemented the NESA algorithm for the
electrostatic potential problem using the SuperGlue [54] framework. A detailed
description of the implementation details and the results can be found in [63]. A
benefit of using the NESA algorithm is that the tasks are more similar both in
size and type than for the MLFMA algorithm. The main arguments for choos-
ing the SuperGlue framework are (i) that it has very low scheduling overhead,
and can therefore handle small task sizes well, and (ii) that commutative data
accesses are naturally included in the dependency management based on data-
versioning. Commutative accesses relate to tasks that touch the same data, and
that can therefore not run concurrently, but that can otherwise run in any order.
We have also implemented the NESA algorithm using OpenMP tasks, and
provide some results and comments on how the two implementations compare.
In the following subsections, we provide a brief survey of task parallel pro-
gramming frameworks, we discuss the SuperGlue and OpenMP implementations,
and we provide some illustrative performance results.
4.1 A Task-Parallel Programming Overview
One of the key features of task parallel programming is that it makes it relatively
easy for the programmer to produce a parallel application code that performs
well. However, it is still important for the programmer to understand how to
write a task parallel program and how various aspects of the algorithm are likely
to impact performance.
The granularity of the tasks determines the number of tasks, which has a
direct effect on the potential parallelism. As an application programmer, it is
beneficial to be aware of how tasks interact with each other and with the data.
That is, to understand the character of the data dependencies. There may be
different ways of splitting the work that lead to different degrees of parallelism. In
the NESA and MLFMA cases, a basic task size is given by the algorithm through
the division of the domain into groups. The discussion to have is whether some
groups need splitting (the coarse levels in MLFMA) or merging (the leaf groups).
The granularity of tasks also has an effect on how the tasks interact with the
memory hierarchy. If the tasks are small enough, data may fit into the cache.
If the run-time system is locality-aware such that tasks are scheduled at the
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cores where the data they need is cached, significant performance gains may
be secured. As was discussed in Sects. 2.3 and 2.4, the computational intensity
provided by the tasks of the NESA and MLFMA algorithms is not enough to
scale well if all of the data is read from the main memory.
In [55] resource-aware task-scheduling is investigated. It is shown that the
effect of, e.g, bandwidth contention between tasks can be reduced by co-
scheduling a mix of diverse tasks. However, in the NESA case, all of the tasks
have a similar computational intensity, so that approach is not applicable.
From the user perspective, it would be ideal if there were only one frame-
work for task parallelism, or at least one common standard for task parallel
programming implemented by different frameworks. Steps are being taken in
this direction, see also the implementation in [62], but it will take some time
until it is in place. Meanwhile, we provide an overview of some of the more
relevant initiatives.
The StarPU framework [5,52] was initially developed to manage scheduling
between the CPU and GPU resources in one computational node. It has over
time been developed in different ways and has become one of the most widely
adopted general purpose run-time systems. In StarPU, an important component
is the management of data transfers and data prefetching. Advanced performance
prediction based on performance measurements is used in the different scheduling
algorithms. StarPU has very good performance for large scale problems with
relatively large task sizes. When task sizes become too small, the overhead of
the advanced scheduling is too large, and performance goes down.
Another important run-time system is OmpSs [15], which is the current rep-
resentative of the StarSs family [46]. In OmpSs, the tasks are defined through
compiler directives in the same way as in OpenMP. In fact, the development of
the OpenMP standard in terms of tasks and task dependencies is driven by the
development of OmpSs. In this way, the constructs and implementations are well
tested before being adopted by the standard. The use of directives can be seen
as less intrusive when transforming legacy code into task parallel code compared
with the use of specific APIs for task submission.
LAPACK [3], which implements a large selection of linear algebra opera-
tions, is one of the most widely used libraries in scientific computing. With the
advent of multicore architectures, a number of projects were started to provide
multicore and GPU support. These have now converged into using the PaRSEC
run-time system [8], which has excellent performance both for large and small
task sizes. PaRSEC can be used for all types of algorithms, but it requires the
task dependencies to be expressed in a specific data flow language. This allows
to build a parametrized task graph that can be used efficiently by the run-time
system, but it can be an obstacle for the application programmer.
The SuperGlue framework [54] was developed mainly for research purposes
with a focus on performance. It is a general-purpose task parallel framework for
multicore architectures. It is very lightweight, it uses an efficient representation
of dependencies through data versions, and has very low overhead, such that
comparatively small tasks can be used without loosing performance.
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Tasks with dependencies were introduced in OpenMP 4.0. The dependencies
are only between sibling tasks submitted in the same parallel region, and there
is not yet support for commutative tasks, which are relevant for the NESA and
MLFMA types of algorithms. The main reason for using OpenMP is that it is
a standard and is likely to remain, making it a relatively secure investment in
coding.
4.2 The SuperGlue Task Parallel Implementation
SuperGlue is implemented in C++ as a headers only library. In order to write
a task-based version of the NESA algorithm for SuperGlue, we need to define
a SuperGlue task class for the matrix–vector product that is the computational
kernel used in all the tasks. In Program1.1 we show a slightly simplified code
that emphasizes the most relevant parts. The task class contains the data that
is touched by the task, a constructor, and a run method. In the constructor, the
types of data accesses are registered. In this case, it is a commutative (add) access
to the output vector. The read accesses to the input data are not registered as
that data is not modified during execution. The access information is used for
tracking dependencies, and extra dependencies increase the overhead cost.
The constructor is called at task submission, while the run method is called
at task execution time.




5 SGTaskGemv(SGMatrix &A_ , SGMatrix &x_ , SGMatrix &
y_)
6 {
7 A = &A_;
8 x = &x_;
9 y = &y_;
10 Handle <Options > &hy = y->get_handle ();




15 double *Mat= A->get_matrix ()->get_data_memory ();
16 double *X = x->get_matrix ()->get_data_memory ();
17 double *Y = y->get_matrix ()->get_data_memory ();
18 cblas_dgemv(Mat , X, Y);
19 }
20 };
Program 1.1. The MVP task class
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In the application code all former calls to the matrix–vector product sub-
routine should be replaced by the corresponding task submission. If we hide the
task submission statement in a subroutine, the syntax of the application code
does not need to change at all. The new subroutine that replaces the original
matrix–vector product by the task submission is provided as Program1.2.
1 void gemv(SGMatrix &A, SGMatrix &x, SGMatrix &y){
2 SGTaskGemv *t= new SGTaskGemv(A, x, y);
3 sgEngine ->submit(t);
4 }
Program 1.2. The subroutine that submits an MVP task.
There are also other small changes such as starting up the SuperGlue run-
time, and the SGMatrix data type, which equips the ‘ordinary’ matrix type with
the data handle that is used when registering accesses. A longer description of
the implementation can be found in [63], and the full implementation is available
at GitHub1.
4.3 The OpenMP Task-Parallel Implementation
An implementation with a similar functionality as the task-parallel implementa-
tion described above can—with some care—be created with OpenMP as well. A
simple task construct was introduced in OpenMP 3.0, and a depend clause was
added in OpenMP 4.0, to allow dependencies between sibling tasks, i.e, tasks
created within the same parallel region. This means that if we create several par-
allel regions for different parts of the algorithm, there will effectively be barriers
in between, and the tasks from different regions cannot mix.
1 #pragma omp parallel
2 {
3 #pragma omp single
4 {
5 // Submit tasks for near -field multiplication
6 FMM:: mv_near_field(OT , C, Q);
7 // Submit tasks for far -field multiplication
8 FMM:: mv_far_field(OT , C, Q);
9 }
10 }
11 #pragma omp taskwait
12 #pragma omp barrier
Program 1.3. The structure of the OpenMP implementation. There is one global
parallel region (lines 1–10), and within this region only one thread can submit tasks
(lines 3–9).
1 https://github.com/afshin-zafari/FMM/.
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The proper way to do it is to create one parallel region that covers the whole
computation, and then make sure that only one thread generates tasks such that
the sequential order is not compromised. An excerpt from the OpenMP main pro-
gram that illustrates this is shown in Program1.3. The tasks are implicitly sub-
mitted from the near-field and far-field subroutines, whenever the cblas dgemv
subroutine is invoked.
The tasks are defined using the task pragma with the depend clause, see
Program 1.4. Only the (necessary) inout dependence for the output data vector
is included. Adding the (nonessential) read dependencies on the matrix and input
data vector was shown in the experiments to degrade performance.
1 #pragma omp task depend(inout:Y[0:N])
2 cblas_dgemv(Mat , X, Y);
Program 1.4. The OpenMP task pragma that defines a gemv task.
As can be seen, the implementation is not so difficult, but there are several
ways to make mistakes that lead to suboptimal performance. The programmer
needs to understand how the task generation, the task scheduling, and the par-
allel regions interact.
4.4 Performance Results
In this section we summarize the experimental results from [63] and relate these
to the arguments we gave for using a task-based parallel implementation. The
ease of implementation was discussed in the previous two subsections. The next
two arguments concerned the benefits of asynchronous task execution, dynamic
and automatic scheduling, and mixing of computational phases.
Execution traces for the SuperGlue implementation, when running on one
shared memory node of the Tintin cluster at the Uppsala Multidisciplinary Cen-
ter for Advanced Computational Science (UPPMAX), are shown in Fig. 6. The
simulation parameters P and Q are the average number of sources in one group
at the finest level (the average of nj), and the number of auxiliary sources in
each group, respectively. The near-field trace (top) nicely illustrates how tasks of
different sizes are scheduled asynchronously onto 16 worker threads with no vis-
ible idle time between the tasks. The far-field trace furthermore illustrates that
the different computational phases can be interleaved to a large extent using a
schedule that it would be difficult to construct statically. Finally the last trace
shows that the far-field tasks can be embedded in the near-field computation.
As will be discussed below, this is beneficial since the far-field tasks have a lower
computational intensity, and in this case are also smaller. The idle time that can
be seen in the beginning for thread 0 in the middle and bottom panels is the
time for task submission.
Another question that was investigated using the proof of concept implemen-
tation was how the task size impacts scalability, and how small tasks can be used
without loosing performance. The same problem with N = 100 000 source points
is solved in all experiments, but the method parameters P (the average number
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Fig. 6. Execution traces for the near field computation (top), the far field computation
(middle), and the combined execution (bottom) for Q = 100 and P = 400. Each
task is shown as a triangle, and the color indicates which phase of the algorithm
it belongs to. Near-field (dark gray), radiation (medium gray), source transfer (light
gray), translation (black), field transfer (light gray), and reception (medium gray).
of source points at the finest level) and Q (the number of auxiliary points used
for each group) are varied between the experiments.
We compute the speedup Sp using p cores as Sp = T1/Tp. Each node of
the Tintin cluster consists of two AMD Opteron 6220 (Bulldozer) processors. A
peculiarity of the Bulldozer architecture is that each floating point unit (FPU) is
shared between two cores. This means that the theoretical speedup when using
2p threads (cores) is only p, and the highest theoretical speedup on one node
with 16 threads is 8.
Figure 7 shows the results for different task sizes. The near-field computation
scales relatively well for all of the task sizes, but the performance improves with
size P . For the far-field, there is no scalability when both P and Q are small.
The situation improves when the sizes increase, but the scalability is significantly
worse than for the near-field. For the combined computation, the results are
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better than the far-field results with the same sizes, and for the larger tasks
even better than the near-field results. That is, the mixing of the two phases
allows the limited scalability of the far-field computation to be hidden behind
the better performance of the near-field computations. We can however conclude
that Q = 10 and P = 50, which are reasonable numbers for the two-dimensional
case results in tasks that are too small for scalability. Using Q = 100, which is
suitable for the three-dimensional problem, is however enough for shared memory
scalability. This is an indication that the proof of concept approach can be used
for the real three-dimensional problem.
Fig. 7. Speedup for the near-field computation (left), the far-field computation (mid-
dle) for P = 400 (solid lines) and for P = 50 (dashed lines), and the combined compu-
tation (right).
In Table 4, we compare the execution times, the speedup, and the utilization
for execution with small tasks and with larger tasks. The utilization is defined
as the fraction of the total execution time that is spent in executing tasks. That
Table 4. The parallel execution time Tp, the speedup Sp, the speedup in relation to
the theoretical speedup S∗p , and the utilization Up computed as the fraction of time
spent executing tasks, for two problem settings.
p Tp [ms] Sp Sp/S
∗
p Up
Q = 10, P = 50
1 244 1.0 1.00 0.90
4 111 2.2 1.10 0.55
8 137 1.8 0.44 0.29
16 156 1.6 0.20 0.21
Q = 100, P = 300
1 1192 1 1.00 0.99
4 401 3.0 1.49 0.98
8 228 5.2 1.31 0.98
16 163 7.3 0.92 0.96
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is, the lack of utilization reveals overhead, idle time and load imbalance. For the
problem with larger tasks, both utilization and speed are close to optimal. For
the problem with small tasks, the utilization goes down to 21% for 16 threads.
Then one might expect that the execution time T16 = T1/16/0.21, leading to a
speedup S16 = 3.4, but this is not at all the case. Figure 8 shows the slowdown
of individual task execution as a function of the number of threads. A factor
of 2 is expected for 16 threads due to the Bulldozer architecture. This is also
the case for the larger tasks. For the smaller tasks, the far-field computations
exhibit a slowdown of 4, which limits the potential scalability to maximum 4
at 16 threads. The computational intensity does not change with the task size,
but a potential explanation can be found when looking at the scheduling in the
run-time system. For large enough tasks, the run-time system has time to use
the knowledge of which data is needed by a task to place it in the work queue of
the thread where that data is cached, thereby ensuring data locality. However,
for too small task sizes, task execution becomes faster than task submission, and
the opportunity to find the next task ‘in time’ is lost. Then the threads try to
steal work from each other. This results in contention on the work queues as well
as a loss of data locality.




































Fig. 8. Increase in individual task execution times for the complete execution for P =
50, Q = 10 (left) and for P = 300, Q = 100 (right).
The final question we ask in this section is whether OpenMP is efficient
enough to use for this problem. We already mentioned the fact that OpenMP
currently does not support commutative tasks. The performance of the OpenMP
run-time implementations has increased over time, and will most likely continue
to do so.
The experiments were carried out both on a node of the Tintin cluster,
described in the previous section, and on a local shared memory system with
4 sockets of Intel Xeon E5-4650 Sandy Bridge processors, yielding a total of 64
cores. On Tintin, the codes were compiled with gcc version 4.9.1 and OpenMP
4.0, while on Sandy Bridge the compiler was gcc 6.3.0 combined with OpenMP
4.5.
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We compare the execution times using SuperGlue (SG) and using OpenMP
(OMP) for the full execution and for two different task sizes. The results, given in
Tables 5 and 6, show that OpenMP is slower for small task sizes, and especially
when small sizes are combined with large numbers of threads. However, for
the larger problem sizes, the differences are small 5–10%, and the results vary
between the two hardware systems. We do not see the effect of the missing
commutative clause. As long as tasks are large enough. These results indicate
that OpenMP can be used for this type of problem.
Table 5. Execution times in ms for the SuperGlue (SG) and OpenMP (OMP) imple-
mentations executed on a Tintin node.
p P = 50, Q = 10 P = 300, Q = 100
SG OMP OMP/SG SG OMP OMP/SG
1 244 285 1.17 1192 1186 1.00
4 111 134 1.21 363 345 0.95
8 137 110 0.80 210 186 0.89
16 156 254 1.63 145 139 0.96
Table 6. Execution times in ms for the SuperGlue (SG) and OpenMP (OMP) imple-
mentations executed on the Sandy Bridge system.
p P = 50, Q = 10 P = 300, Q = 100
SG OMP OMP/SG SG OMP OMP/SG
1 438 476 1.09 2318 2556 1.10
4 166 260 1.57 811 913 1.13
8 100 197 1.97 422 469 1.11
16 107 170 1.59 244 253 1.04
32 135 237 1.76 154 157 1.02
64 141 535 3.79 127 133 1.05
5 Perspectives and Future Directions
Our proof-of-concept implementation demonstrates that a task parallel imple-
mentation provides the expected benefits. As long as the task granularity is not
too small relative to the overhead of the run-time system the proposed solution
performs well. Thus, we can recommend this general direction of parallelization,
but there are many further aspects to consider; we discuss some of them in the
following subsections.
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5.1 Recommendations for a Task Parallel 3-D Implementation
When performing large scale three-dimensional simulations, it becomes neces-
sary to use distributed computer systems, and hence distributed parallel pro-
gramming (or a partitioned global address space (PGAS) model). In [64] it was
shown that a hierarchical task-parallel programming model was beneficial for the
distributed implementation. Larger tasks are communicated between computa-
tional nodes, and then split into subtasks that are executed in parallel within
each node.
For the upward and downward phases it seems natural to let a larger task rep-
resent operations within a subtree. For the communication-intensive translation
phase, it is less clear what the best type of task is. Perhaps translations between
subtrees can be performed as one larger task, but this reduces the opportunities
to interleave the translation stage with the other stages.
The partitioning of the global tree structure into subtrees would be per-
formed at a level where the number of groups is at least equal to the number
of computational nodes. Then the question is how to share the work and the
data for the levels above the splitting point. For the NESA algorithm, this is not
such a big problem as the amount of work at these lower levels is small. How-
ever, for the MLFMA algorithm, the work increases significantly for the lower
levels, as can be seen in Table 2. In this case, the work for these levels needs to
be divided between the computational nodes, while the data could potentially
be shared by all. A drawback of such an approach could be that this kind of
splitting becomes more intrusive from the programming perspective, than just
making each subroutine call into one task.
As we saw in the proof-of-concept implementation, small task sizes can also
become a problem, but from the programming perspective we do not want to
explicitly merge work into larger tasks. In a preliminary implementation, which
is not yet finished, we performed experiments with batching of small tasks. When
tasks are submitted to the run-time system, they are saved in a buffer until there
is enough work to actually start a batched task, which then executes all of them
at once.
The question of which run-time system or programming model to use is
a difficult one. Especially for a company, it is important to know what kind
of long-term support of a programming model can be expected, and whether
permissions and licenses for using it remain stable. This would be an argument
for using OpenMP for the shared memory part. For distributed task-parallel
programming, however, there is no similarly established standard as of yet. The
choice is then to either develop a custom run-time which is unlikely to be as
good as the already existing ones, or to trust an existing one, which may at
some point no longer be supported.
5.2 Automatically Mapping Workloads to Accelerators
Applications that perform regular computations on a large number of data are
often good candidates for efficient execution on accelerators such as GPUs. How-
ever, mapping some parts of the applications onto a GPU is not easy, especially
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when the application is written in C++. Indeed, in C++ references to array
elements or certain values such as loop bounds can be hidden in function calls.
Automatic tools that detect data dependencies statically and generate paral-
lel code and GPU kernels need this information explicitly. Otherwise, dynamic
analysis and code instrumentation are required.
Initially, the mapping consists in detecting loops that meet the criteria of the
accelerator. These criteria express the adequacy between the loop nest patterns
and the target accelerator hierarchy: external parallel loops will be mapped
directly to streaming cores and sequential internal loops in threads. The loop
nest sizes must be large enough to compensate for communication time and less
than the number of possible accelerator threads. Finally, an estimation of the
kernel memory footprint is required to fit the overall memory of the GPU.
If we take into account only the pieces of application that naturally respect
these constraints, we miss many pieces of code that can benefit from optimiza-
tion. Gouin presents a methodology to increase the number of application pieces
that can benefit from accelerator optimization and describes all necessary map-
ping stages [24,25].
The actual programming of GPU kernels, preferably specified within the
same source file as the calling CPU code, and of the necessary device memory
management and data transfers to/from GPU device memory can be made eas-
ier for the programmer by adopting a high-level parallel programming model
supporting GPU execution. For example, OpenACC allows to write kernels by
annotating sequential loop-based code in a style similar to OpenMP parallel loop
annotations. The OpenMP task model supports code generation for GPU execu-
tion of tasks since OpenMP 4.0/4.5 with the introduction of the target directive
for offloading computations to accelerator devices. SYCL (https://www.khronos.
org/sycl) is a high-level programming layer atop OpenCL that provides a single-
source abstraction for OpenCL based accelerator programming. For improved
programmability, task-based runtime systems for heterogeneous programming
such as StarPU can also be coupled with higher-level programming abstraction
layers such as SkePU [14], which, from high-level constructs such as skeleton
function calls, automatically generate the API calls for the management of tasks,
data buffers and their dependencies by the runtime system.
5.3 Optimizing the Task Sizes
In the application the basic task size is given by the algorithm through the
division of the domain into groups. As the tiling transformation makes it possible
to optimize task granularity at the loop level, adjusting task and group sizes can:
– improve data locality
– improve cache reuse and
– reduce communication overhead.
The new decomposition must be performed in order to balance computa-
tions and communications. Considering the OpenMP implementation and a large
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number of small tasks, merging could also reduce the global thread creation over-
heads and thread scheduling run-time.
Task and group sizes are multi-dimensional spaces and the optimal decom-
position parameters depend on the target architecture constraints (memory size,
number of cores). Finding these optimal parameters is complex since they are
dynamic variables. Autotuner techniques combining profiling information might
be used to develop heuristics and to limit the maximum task sizes at each level
of the application.
5.4 Limiting Recursive Task Creation on CPU
Task-based computations over recursively defined sparse hierarchical domains
such as quadtrees/octrees could, if applicable for the underlying computational
problem, choose to stop the recursive subdivision at a certain depth limit and,
for example, switch to computations over dense representations below this limit
or sequentialize the independent subcomputations instead of creating a smaller
task for each of them. For example, OpenMP 4.x provides the if clause to the
task construct for conditional task creation. Such cut-off depth/condition, as
well as the degree of task unrolling in general, can be used as a tuning param-
eter to balance the trade-off between computational work to perform, degree of
data parallelism in tasks, and tasking and synchronization overhead. For exam-
ple, Thoman et al. [53] describe a combined compiler and runtime approach for
adaptive granularity control in recursive CPU task-parallel programs.
5.5 Techniques for Task and Data Granularity Adaptation on GPU
The task granularity in dynamically scheduled task-based computations on a
heterogeneous system can have a major impact on overall performance. Each
task executing on an accelerator typically contains just one kernel call, or possi-
bly several kernel calls that execute in sequence on the same accelerator unit. For
the application considered in this chapter, tasks/kernels of size 50 × 50 turn out
to be too fine-grained for GPU execution in practice, as most of the GPU’s com-
putation capacity remains unused and the task management overhead (which is
for StarPU in the order of several dozen microseconds) becomes large in relation
to the task’s work.
A number of task-based programming environments allow to control task
granularity already at task creation, in particular for CPU-based tasks by intro-
ducing conditions for recursive task creation, as described in Sect. 5.4.
Moreover, a number of static and dynamic techniques exist for adapting task
granularity in a GPU execution context. In the remainder of this section we
review a number of such granularity adaptation techniques specifically for GPU
task execution, which could be leveraged in future extensions of this work.
– Overpartitioning of a data-parallel computation into more than one task/ker-
nel call leads to finer granularity, which can enable automated hybrid CPU-
GPU computing but also incurs increased runtime overhead for the manage-
ment of the additional tasks.
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– Kernel fusion is an optimization for accelerator computations that tries to
merge fine-grained tasks/kernel calls into fewer, coarser-grained ones.
– Persistent kernels on GPU are applicable to scenarios with many subsequent
kernel calls of one or few statically known types, and can significantly reduce
the accumulated kernel latencies for small GPU tasks.
– Operand transfer fusion is a granularity coarsening optimization for the com-
munication of kernel operand data between main memory and accelerator
memory.
Overpartitioning. Task-based computations can be generated from higher-level
parallel programming models. As an example, we could consider the skeleton
programming framework SkePU (www.ida.liu.se/labs/pelab/skepu) for GPU-
based systems [17,18]. SkePU provides for each supported skeleton (map, reduce,
stencil etc.) multiple back-ends (target-specific implementations), e.g. for single-
threaded CPU execution, multithreaded CPU execution using OpenMP, and
GPU execution in CUDA or OpenCL. Moreover, SkePU also provides a back-end
that generates tasks for the StarPU runtime system [14]. From a single skeleton
call, a user-defined number of asynchronously executed tasks can be generated,
by partitioning the work and thus converting some of the skeleton call’s data
parallelism into task parallelism. Such “overpartitioning” automatically exploits
hybrid CPU-GPU computing via StarPU’s dynamic heterogeneous task sched-
uler [32] at the expense of increased runtime overhead for the management of
the additional tasks.
Kernel Fusion. Kernel fusion is an agglomeration optimization for accelerator
computations that merges multiple kernels resp. kernel calls into a single one.
The purpose of this coarsening of the granularity of accelerator usage is to either
improve data locality, or to reduce kernel startup overhead, or to improve the
overall throughput by combining memory-bound with arithmetics-bound ker-
nels. Kernel fusion is a special case of the classical loop fusion transformation,
namely, for the case of parallel loops executing on an accelerator with many
parallel hardware threads, such as a GPU.
Kernel fusion can be done in two different ways: parallel fusion (by co-
scheduling of independent kernels) or serial fusion (by serialization of possibly
dependent kernels), see also Fig. 9 for illustration.
Serial fusion is particularly effective if it can internalize inter-kernel flow of
bulk operand data (i.e., intermediate (sub-)vectors or -matrices) between pro-
ducer and consumer kernels, and moves the time points of production and con-
sumption of each such data element much closer to each other. Hence, these
data elements can now be stored and reused in registers or fast on-chip memory,
which reduces the amount of slow off-chip memory accesses and thus increases
the arithmetic intensity of the code.
In contrast, parallel fusion does not change the arithmetic intensity of the
code, but eliminates kernel startup time overhead, improves thread occupancy
and thus utilization of the accelerator especially for kernels with relatively small
operands. Moreover, it can lead to overall improved throughput by co-scheduling
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Fig. 9. Left: Serial kernel fusion by sequencing code from (calls to) different kernels
in the same parallel loop, preserving per-element data flow dependencies between ker-
nels in the fused code.—Right: Parallel kernel fusion by co-scheduling two previously
independent kernel executions within the same “superkernel”. Adapted from [59].
memory-bound with arithmetics-bound kernels [60]. For GPUs, parallel fusion
can be done at the granularity of individual threads or of thread blocks, the
latter of which should give better performance [60].
A number of static kernel fusion techniques especially for compilers targeting
GPUs have been presented in the literature, e.g. by Wang et al. [59], Wahib and
Maruyama [58] and Filipovic et al. [20]. Filipovic and Benkner [19] evaluate the
effectiveness of parallel kernel fusion on GPU, Xeon Phi and CPU. Wen et al. [60]
apply parallel kernel fusion in a just-in-time compiler that tries to pair memory-
bound with arithmetics-bound kernels. Qiao et al. [48] study serial kernel fusion
for image processing DSLs.
Persistent Kernel. For scenarios with many small tasks that all execute the same
(or just a few different) statically known code, using a persistent kernel [29] is
another technique to reduce the GPU kernel start-up overhead time (which is,
for current CUDA GPUs, in the order of several microseconds, thus significant
for small tasks). In contrast to starting a new kernel execution for each GPU
task that is supplied with all its input data at its start and that delivers all
output data on exit, a persistent kernel is started just once in the beginning and
continuously runs on the GPU until it is eventually terminated by the CPU.
When idle, the persistent kernel performs busy waiting on its input data buffers
until it finds new data to work on, i.e. after it was written (transferred) there
by the CPU. It then performs the corresponding operation and writes the data
to the corresponding output buffer. The CPU can finally terminate the kernel
by writing a special “poison pill” value into an input field that the GPU kernel
polls regularly during busy waiting. For example, Maghazeh et al. [41] describe
how the persistent-kernel technique was used in a packet processing application
in telecommunications.
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Operand Transfer Fusion. Heterogeneous systems that expose a (physically)
distributed memory architecture to the low-level programmer require the explicit
memory allocation and transfer of not yet uploaded kernel operand data from
main memory to accelerator memory before kernel execution and the transfer
of the kernel’s output operands back to main memory (or possibly to other
accelerator memories) if needed there for subsequent computations. Accelerator
APIs provide functions for memory allocation and transfer of operands, such as
cudaMalloc and cudaMemcpy, respectively.
The data transfer time for a bulk operand (e.g., a (sub-)vector or -matrix) of
N elements can generally be modeled by a linear cost function tcomm = α+βN ,
which is characterized by the transfer startup time α and the word transfer time
β. On PCIe 3.0-attached GPUs the startup time α can be in an order of about
10μs, with α/β ≈ 104 floats [36]. For tasks with small operands, the transfer
startup time is thus a none-negligible overhead. Likewise, there is a significant
overhead for device memory allocation where required.
A key observation is that multiple operands that can be stored adjacently
in both main memory and accelerator memory can be transferred in a single,
larger message, thus saving transfer startups compared to separate transfers for
each operand. Likewise, device memory can be allocated for such operands by a
single call to cudaMalloc.
Li and Kessler [36] present a dynamic optimization based on lazy allocation.
They replace the standard API functions for lazy execution operand memory
allocation and operand transfer by lazy-execution variants that defer their effect
until kernel call execution time. At the kernel call, the operands and their (non-)
availability in accelerator memory (hence the need for allocation and transfer)
are definitely known, even in cases where static analysis could not resolve this
information, e.g. due to variable aliasing or statically unknown task mapping.
Then, operands to be transferred together will be allocated consecutively in
memory if possible. This greedy optimization applies to one kernel call at a
time.
5.6 High-Level Macro-dataflow Coordination
A common characteristic of the task-parallel programming frameworks discussed
so far is that they, despite all abstractions from concrete hardware, do require
a considerable expertise in parallel programming to get things right and even
more such expertise to get things efficient. One reason is that they intertwine
two different aspects of program execution: algorithmic behaviour, i.e., what is
to be computed, and organization of task-parallel execution, i.e., how a compu-
tation is performed on multiple execution units, including the necessary problem
decomposition, communication and synchronization requirements.
The aim of coordination programming is precisely to separate application-
centric code from organization-centric code. The term goes back to the sem-
inal work of Gelernter and Carriero [22], but has seen many variations since.
For example, S-Net [27] is a declarative coordination language whose design
thoroughly avoids the intertwining of computational and organizational aspects.
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S-Net achieves a near complete separation of the concern of writing sequential
application building blocks (i.e., application engineering) from the concern of
composing these building blocks to form a parallel application (i.e., concurrency
engineering).
S-Net defines the coordination behaviour of networks of asynchronous, state-
less components and their orderly interconnection via typed streams. We delib-
erately restrict S-Net to coordination aspects and leave the specification of the
concrete operational behaviour of basic components, named boxes, to conven-
tional programming languages.
An S-Net box is connected to the outside world by two typed streams, a
single input stream and a single output stream. The operational behaviour of a
box is characterized by a stream transformer function that maps a single data
item from the input stream to a (possibly empty) stream of data items on the
output stream. S-Net effectively promotes functions implemented in a standard
programming language into asynchronously executed stream-processing compo-
nents.
In order to facilitate dynamic reconfiguration of networks, a box has no inter-
nal state, and any access to external state (e.g. file system, environment vari-
ables, etc.) is confined to using the streaming network. This allows us to cheaply
migrate boxes between computing resources and even having individual boxes
process multiple data items concurrently. Boxes execute fully asynchronously: as
soon as data is available on the input stream, a box may start computing and
producing data on the output stream. Boxes usually represent non-trivial units
of computation instead of basic operations as in the original data-flow approach.
Hence, S-Net effectively implements a macro data flow model.
It is a distinguishing feature of S-Net that it neither introduces streams as
explicit objects nor that it defines network connectivity through explicit wiring.
Instead, it uses algebraic formulae to describe streaming networks. The restric-
tion of boxes to a single input and a single output stream (SISO) is essential for
this. S-Net provides five network combinators: serial and parallel composition,
serial and parallel replication as well as feedback. Any combinator preserves the
SISO property: any network, regardless of its complexity, again is a SISO entity.
To summarize, S-Net is an abstract notation to express concurrency in appli-
cation programs in an abstract and intuitive way. It avoids the typical annoy-
ances of machine-level concurrent programming. Instead, S-Net borrows the
idea of streaming networks of asynchronous, stateless components, which segre-
gates applications into their natural building blocks and exposes the data flow
between them. We have developed a highly tuned run-time system customized
to the specific needs of S-Net [23]. In addition we have developed Distributed
S-Net for cluster architectures [26].
S-Net is not at all confined to classical streaming applications as we have
demonstrated through a number of numerical application case studies [28,44,45].
We have not yet implemented any of the methods for electromagnetic scattering
problems described earlier in this paper, and, unfortunately, for the time being
we lack the resources to do so. However, the closest matching algorithm we do
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have implemented with S-Net is Tiled Cholesky Factorization, another hierar-
chical matrix algorithm [10]. Here, S-Net compared very favourably against yet
another established task-parallel approach: Intel’s Concurrent Collections (CnC)
[9,11,33]. In fact, S-Net outperformed CnC both with respect to code size and
ease of programming as well as performance and scalability [65].
An interesting question for future work is whether or not—or better to what
extent—we may be able to re-produce these positive results for the not dissimilar
algorithms discussed in this paper.
6 Summary and Conclusions
In this chapter, we have discussed the properties of hierarchical matrix algo-
rithms arising in electromagnetic scattering problems, and how to parallelize
these problems on multicore, heterogeneous, and distributed hardware architec-
tures.
Two different classes of algorithms were discussed in more detail, MLFMA
and NESA algorithms. The main difference between these from a parallelization
perspective is that in the former, the work performed for groups at different
levels varies significantly, while in the latter, the work size per group is uni-
form. Because of this, a fine-grained parallelization of MLFMA needs to be more
intrusive, since the work in coarse level groups needs to be split over threads/
processes.
Both the data structures and the interaction patterns in the hierarchical
matrix algorithms are irregular, which is why we suggest to use a parallel pro-
gramming model that supports asynchronous execution. A pilot implementa-
tion using a task parallel programming model for shared memory architec-
tures showed promising results regarding the potential to mix the computational
phases during the execution and regarding the resulting utilization of the hard-
ware. A challenging aspect was the relatively small work sizes for individual
groups. We discuss different approaches to managing task granularity that could
be implemented in future projects.
When working with industrial, or academic, legacy codes, several potentially
conflicting interests influence the choices. To change which algorithm is used
is typically a major investment, since it is unlikely that this part is well sepa-
rated from the rest of the code. If the software was started from scratch today,
perhaps other algorithmic choices would be made in light of the current prevail-
ing hardware architectures. To achieve the best possible performance probably
requires some refactoring of the code, while minimizing the changes to the exist-
ing code is relevant both from a cost perspective and a maintainability perspec-
tive. Finally, when using high-level programming models which build on some
particular implementation of a run-time system, external dependencies are intro-
duced that complicate the administration of the software, and introduce a risk
of future incompatibility or discontinuation.
In this chapter we have tried to shed light on some of these choices, to support
further work in the area.
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Abstract. Estimation of tail distributions and extreme quantiles is
important in areas such as risk management in finance and insurance
in relation to extreme or catastrophic events. The main difficulty from
the statistical perspective is that the available data to base the esti-
mates on is very sparse, which calls for tailored estimation methods. In
this chapter, we provide a survey of currently used parametric and non-
parametric methods, and provide some perspectives on how to move
forward with non-parametric kernel-based estimation.
Keywords: Risk measures · Extreme value theory ·
Kernel estimation · Bandwidth selection
1 Introduction
This chapter presents a position survey on the overall objectives and specific
challenges encompassing the state of the art in tail distribution and extreme
quantile estimation of currently used parametric and non-parametric approaches
and their application to Financial Risk Measurement. What is envisioned, is
an enhanced non-parametric estimation method based on the Extreme Value
Theory approach. The compounding perspectives of current challenges are
addressed, like the threshold level of excess data to be chosen for extreme values
and the bandwidth selection from a bias reduction perspective. The application
of the kernel estimation approach and the use of Expected Shortfall as a coher-
ent risk measure instead of the Value at Risk are presented. The extension to
multivariate data is addressed and its challenges identified.
Overview of the Following Sections. In the following sections, Financial risk mea-
sures are presented in Sect. 2. Section 3, covers Extreme Value Theory, Sect. 4,
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Parametric estimation and Semi-parametric estimation methods, Sect. 5, Non-
Parametric estimation methods and Sect. 6, the perspectives identified by the
addressed challenges when estimating the presented financial risk measures.
2 Financial Risk Measures
The Long Term Capital Management collapse and the 1998 Russian debt crisis,
the Latin American and Asian currency crises and more recently, the U.S. mort-
gage credit market turmoil, followed by the bankruptcy of Lehman Brothers and
the world’s biggest-ever trading loss at Société Générale are some examples of
financial disasters during the last twenty years. In response to the serious finan-
cial crises, like the recent global financial crisis (2007–2008), regulators have
become more concerned about the protection of financial institutions against
catastrophic market risks. We recall that market risk is the risk that the value of
an investment will decrease due to movements in market factors. The difficulty
of modelling these rare but extreme events has been greatly reduced by recent
advances in Extreme Value Theory (EVT). Value at Risk (VaR) and the related
concept of Expected Shortfall (ES) have been the primary tools for measuring
risk exposure in the financial services industry for over two decades. Additional
literature can be found in [39] for Quantitative Risk Management and in [42] or
in [25] for the application of EVT in insurance, finance and other fields.
2.1 Value at Risk
Consider the loss X of a portfolio over a given time period δ, then VaR is a risk
statistic that measures the risk of holding the portfolio for the time period δ.
Assume that X has a cumulative distribution function (cdf), FX , then we define
VaR at level α ∈ (0, 1) as
VaRδα(X) = inf{x ∈ R : P (X > x) ≤ 1 − α} = inf{x ∈ R, FX(x) ≥ α} = F ←X (α), (1)
F←X is the generalized inverse of the cdf FX . Typical values of α are 0.95 and 0.99,
while δ usually is 1 day or 10 days. Value-at-Risk (VaR) has become a standard
measure for risk management and is also recommended in the Basel II accord.
For an overview on VaR in a more economic setting we refer to [37] and [23].
Despite its widespread use, VaR has received criticism for failing to distinguish
between light and heavy losses beyond the VaR. Additionally, the traditional
VaR method has been criticized for violating the requirement of sub-additivity
[4]. Artzner et al. analysed risk measures and stated a set of properties/axioms
that should be desirable for any risk measure. The four axioms they stated are:
– Monotonicity: Higher losses mean higher risk.
– Translation Equivariance: Increasing (or decreasing) the loss increases
(decreases) the risk by the same amount.
– Subadditivity: Diversification decreases risk.
– Positive Homogeneity: Doubling the portfolio size doubles the risk.
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Any risk measure which satisfies these axioms is said to be coherent. A related
concept to VaR, which accounts for the tail mass is the conditional tail expecta-
tion (CVaR), or Expected Shortfall (ES). ES is the average loss conditional on
the VaR being exceeded and gives risk managers additional valuable information
about the tail risk of the distribution. Due to its usefulness as a risk measure,
in 2013 the Basel Committee on Bank Supervision has even proposed replacing
VaR with ES to measure market risk exposure.
2.2 Conditional Value at Risk or Expected Shortfall
CVaRα(X) := E[X|X ≥ VaRα(X)] (2)
Acerbi and Tasche proved in [1] that CVaR satisfies the above axioms and is
therefore a coherent risk measure.
Conditional Value-at-Risk can be derived from VaR in the case of a continu-








Estimating ES from the empirical distribution is generally more difficult than
estimating VaR due to the scarcity of observations in the tail. As in most risk
applications, we do not need to focus on the entire distribution. Extreme value
theory is then a practical and useful tool for modeling and quantifying risk.
Value at Risk and Extreme value theory is covered well in most books on risk
management and VaR in particular (also ES with much less extent), see for
example [33,37,39], and [22]. Vice versa, VaR is treated in some Extreme value
theory literature, such as [26] and [17].
3 Extreme Value Theory: Two Main Approaches
Extreme value theory (EVT) is the theory of modelling and measuring events
which occur with very small probability: More precisely, having an X1, ...,Xn
sample of n random variables independently and identically following a distri-
bution function F (·), we want to estimate the real xpn defined by
xpn = F̄
←(pn), with pn < 1/n. (4)
where pn is a known sequence and F̄←(u) = inf{x ∈ R, F̄ (x) ≤ u}. F̄← is the
generalized inverse of the survival function F̄ (·) = 1−F (·). Note that xpn is the
order quantile 1 − pn of the cumulative distribution function F .
A similar problem to the estimate of xpn is the estimate of “small probabili-
ties” pn or the estimation of the tail distribution. In other words, for a series of
fixed (cn) reals, we want to estimate the probability pn defined by
pn = P (X > cn), with cn > xn,n. (5)
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The main result of Extreme Value Theory states that the tails of all distri-
butions fall into one of three categories, regardless of the overall shape of the
distribution. Two main approaches are used for implementing EVT in practice:
Block maxima approach and Peaks Over Thresholds (POT).
3.1 Block Maxima Approach
The Fisher and Tippett [29] and Gnedenko [30] theorems are the fundamental
results in EVT. The theorems state that the maximum of a sample of properly
normalized independent and identically distributed random variables converges
in distribution to one of the three possible distributions: the Weibull, Gumbel
or the Fréchet.
Theorem 1 (Fisher, Tippett, Gnedenko).
Let X1, ...,Xn ∼i.i.d. F and X1,n ≤ ... ≤ Xn,n. If there exist two sequences an












(−(1 + γx)−1/γ) if γ = 0, 1 + γx > 0.
exp(− exp(−x)) if γ = 0, x ∈ R. (7)
We say that F is in the domain of attraction of Hγ and denote this by
F ∈ DA(Hγ). The distribution function Hγ(·) is called the Generalized Extreme
Value distribution (GEV).
This law depends only on the parameter called the tail index. The density
associated is shown in Fig. 1 for different values of γ. According to the sign of γ,
we define three areas of attraction:








Fig. 1. The GEV distribution for γ = −0.5 (solid line), γ = 0 (dashed line), and
γ = 0.5 (dash-dot line).
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– If γ > 0, F ∈ DA (Fréchet): This domain contains the laws for which the
survival function decreases as a power function. Such tails are know as “fat
tails” or “heavy tails”. In this area of attraction, we find the laws of Pareto,
Student, Cauchy, etc.
– If γ = 0, F ∈ DA (Gumbel): This domain groups laws for which the sur-
vival function declines exponentially. This is the case of normal, gamma,
log-normal, exponential, etc.
– if γ < 0, F ∈ DA (Weibull): This domain corresponds to thin tails where the
distribution has a finite endpoint. Examples in this class are the uniform and
reverse Burr distributions.
The Weibull distribution clearly has a finite endpoint (s+(F ) = sup{x, F (x) <
1}). This is usually the case of the distribution of mortality and insurance/re-
insurance claims for example, see [20]. The Fréchet tail is thicker than the Gum-
bel’s. Yet, it is well known that the distributions of the return series in most
financial markets are heavy tailed (fat tails). The term “fat tails” can have sev-
eral meanings, the most common being “extreme outcomes occur more frequently
than predicted by the normal distribution”.
The block Maxima approach is based on the utilization of maximum or min-
imum values of these observations within a certain sequence of constant length.
For a sufficiently large number k of established blocks, the resulting peak val-
ues of these k blocks of equal length can be used for estimation. The procedure
is rather wasteful of data and a relatively large sample is needed for accurate
estimate.
3.2 Peaks Over Threshold (POT) Approach
The POT (Peaks-Over-Threshold) approach consists of using the generalized
Pareto distribution (GPD) to approximate the distribution of excesses over a
threshold. This approach has been suggested originally by hydrologists. This
approach is generally preferred and forms the basis of our approach below. Both
EVT approaches are equivalent by the Pickands-Balkema-de Haan theorem pre-
sented in [5,40].
Theorem 2 (Pickands-Balkema-de Haan). For a large class of underlying
distribution functions F ,
F ∈ DA(Hγ) ⇐⇒ sup
x∈[0, s+(F )[
|Fu(x) − Gγ, σ(u)(x)| u→s+(F )−→ 0, (8)
where s+(F ) = sup{x, F (x) < 1} is the end point of the distribution, Fu(x) =
P(X − u ≤ x|X > u) is the distribution of excess, and Gγ, σ is the Generalized
Pareto Distribution (GPD) defined as
Gγ, σ(x) =
{
1 − (1 + γ
σ
x)−1/γ if γ = 0, σ > 0,
1 − exp(−x/σ) if γ = 0, σ > 0.
(9)
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This means that the conditional excess distribution function Fu, for u large, is
well approximated by a Generalized Pareto Distribution. Note that the tail index
γ is the same for both the GPD and GEV distributions. The tail shape parameter
σ and the tail index are the fundamental parameters governing the extreme
behavior of the distribution, and the effectiveness of EVT in forecasting depends
upon their reliable and accurate estimation. By incorporating information about
the tail through our estimates of γ and σ, we can obtain VaR and ES estimates,
even beyond the reach of the empirical distribution.
4 Parametric and Semi-parametric Estimation Methods
The problem of estimating the tail index γ has been widely studied in the lit-
erature. The most standard methods are of course the method of moments and
maximum likelihood. Unfortunately, there is no explicit form for the parameters,
but numerical methods provide good estimates. More generally, the two common
approaches to estimate the tail index are:
– Semi-parametric models (e.g., the Hill estimator).
– Fully parametric models (e.g., the Generalized Pareto distribution or GPD).
4.1 Semi-parametric Estimation
The most known estimator for the tail index γ > 0 of fat tails distribution is
without contest the Hill estimator [31]. The formal definition of fat tail distribu-
tions comes from regular variation. The cumulative distribution is in the Fréchet
domain if and only if as x → ∞, the tails are asymptotically Pareto-distributed:
F (x) ≈ 1 − Ax−τ , (10)
where A > 0 and τ = 1/γ. Based on this approximation, the Hill estimator is




lnXn−j+1,n − ln Xn−kn,n. (11)
where kn is a sequence so that 1 ≤ kn ≤ n. Other estimators of this index
have have been proposed by Beirlant et al. [6,7] using a regression exponential
model to reduce the Hill estimator bias and by [28] that introduce a least squares
estimator. The use of a kernel in the Hill estimator has been studied by Csörgő
et al. [18]. An effective estimator of the extreme value index has been proposed
by Falk and Marohn in [27]. A more detailed list of the different works on the
estimation of the index of extreme values is found in [19]. Note that the Hill
estimator is sensitive to the choice of threshold u = Xn−kn,n (or the number of
excess kn) and is only valid for fat-tailed data.
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4.2 Parametric Estimation
The principle of POT is to approximate the survival function of the excess
distribution by a GPD after estimating its parameters from the distribution
of excess over a threshold u as explained in the following two steps:
– First step—Tail distribution estimation
Let X1, ...,Xn follow a distribution F and let Y1, . . . , YNn , (Yi = Xi − un) be
the exceedances over a chosen threshold un. The distribution of excess Fun is
given by:
Fun(y) = P (X − un ≤ y |X > un) (12)
and then, the distribution F , of the extreme observations, is given by:
F (un + y) = F (un) + F̄un(y) × F̄ (un) (13)
The distribution of excess Fun is approximated by Gγ,σ(un) and the first
step consists in estimating the parameters of this last distribution using the
sample (Y1, . . . , YNn). The parameter estimations can be done using MLE.
Different methods have been proposed to estimate the parameters of the GPD.
Other estimation methods are presented in [26]. The Probability Weighted
Moments (PWM) method proposed by Hosking and Wallis [32] for γ < 1/2
was extended by Diebolt et al. [21] by a generalization of PWM estimators
for γ < 3/2, as for many applications, e.g., in insurance, distributions are
known to have a tail index larger than 1.
– Second step—Quantile estimation
In order to estimate the extreme quantile xp defined as
xpn : F̄ (xpn) = 1 − F (xpn) = pn, npn → 0. (14)
We estimate F (u) by its empirical counterpart Nu/n and we approximate
Fun by the approximate Generalized Pareto Distribution GPD(γ̂n, σ̂n) in
the Eq. (1). Then, for the threshold u = Xn−k,n, the extreme quantile is
estimated by







The application of POT involves a number of challenges. The early stage of
data analysis is very important in determining whether the data has the fat tail
needed to apply the EVT results. Also, the parameter estimates of the limit GPD
distributions depend on the number of extreme observations used. The choice
of a threshold should be large enough to satisfy the conditions to permit its
application (u tends towards infinity), while at the same time leaving sufficient
observations for the estimation. A high threshold would generate few excesses,
thereby inflating the variance of our parameter estimates. Lowering the threshold
would necessitate using samples that are no longer considered as being in the
tails which would entail an increase in the bias.
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5 Non-parametric Estimation Methods
A main argument for using non-parametric estimation methods is that no spe-
cific assumptions on the distribution of the data is made a priori. That is, model
specification bias can be avoided. This is relevant when there is limited infor-
mation about the ‘theoretical’ data distribution, when the data can potentially
contain a mix of variables with different underlying distributions, or when no
suitable parametric model is available. In the context of extreme value distri-
butions, the GPD and GEV distributions discussed in Sect. 3 are appropriate
parametric models for the univariate case. However, for the multivariate case
there is no general parametric form.
We restrict the discussion here to one particular form of non-parametric
estimation, kernel density estimation [44]. Classical kernel estimation performs
well when the data is symmetric, but has problems when there is significant
skewness [9,24,41].
A common way to deal with skewness is transformation kernel estimation
[45], which we will discuss with some details below. The idea is to transform the
skew data set into another variable that has a more symmetric distribution, and
allows for efficient classical kernel estimation.
Another issue for kernel density estimation is boundary bias. This arises
because standard kernel estimates do not take knowledge of the domain of
the data into account, and therefore the estimate does not reflect the actual
behaviour close to the boundaries of the domain. We will also review a few bias
correction techniques [34].
Even though kernel estimation is non-parametric with respect to the under-
lying distribution, there is a parameter that needs to be decided. This is the
bandwidth (scale) of the kernel function, which determines the smoothness of
the density estimate. We consider techniques intended for constant bandwidth
[35], and also take a brief look at variable bandwidth kernel estimation [36]. In
the latter case, the bandwidth and the location is allowed to vary such that bias
can be reduced compared with using fixed parameters.
Kernel density estimation can be applied to any type of application and data,
but some examples where it is used for extreme value distributions are given in
[8,9]. A non parametric method to estimate the VaR in extreme quantiles, based
on transformed kernel estimation (TKE) of the cdf of losses was proposed in [3].
A kernel estimator of conditional ES is proposed in [13,14,43].
In the following subsections, we start by defining the classical kernel estima-
tor, then we describe a selection of measures that are used for evaluating the
quality of an estimate, and are needed, e.g, in the algorithms for bandwidth selec-
tion. Finally, we go into the different subareas of kernel estimation mentioned
above in more detail.
5.1 Classical Kernel Estimation
Expressed in words, a classical kernel estimator approximates the probability
density function associated with a data set through a sum of identical, symmetric
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kernel density functions that are centered at each data point. Then the sum is
normalized to have total probability mass one.
We formalize this in the following way: Let k(·) be a bounded and symmetric
probability distribution function (pdf), such as the normal distribution pdf or
the Epanechnikov pdf, which we refer to as the kernel function.
Given a sample of n independent and identically distributed observations







kb(x − Xi), (16)
where kb(·) = 1b k( ·b ) and b is the bandwidth. Similarly, the classical kernel esti-






Kb(x − Xi), (17)
where Kb(x) =
∫ x
−∞ kb(t)dt. That is, K(·) is the cdf corresponding to the pdf
k(·).
5.2 Selected Measures to Evaluate Kernel Estimates
A measure that we would like to minimize for the kernel estimate is the mean










where Ω is the domain of support for fX(x), and the argument b is included to
show that minimizing MISE is one criterion for bandwidth selection. However,
MISE can only be computed when the true density fX(x) is known. MISE can

















To understand these expressions, we first need to understand that f̂X is a random
variable that changes with each sample realization. To illustrate what it means,
we work through an example.




1, 0 ≤ x ≤ 1
0, otherwise. (21)
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For each kernel function centered at some data point y we have that
EX [kb(x − y)] =
∫ 1
0
kb(x − y) · 1dy = Kb(x) − Kb(x − 1). (22)
If we apply that to the kernel estimator (16), we get the integrated square bias
∫ 1
0
(Kb(x) − Kb(x − 1) − 1)2 dx. (23)






kb(x − y)2 · 1dy − (Kb(x) − Kb(x − 1))2
)
dx. (24)
The integrals are evaluated for the Gaussian kernel, and the results are shown
in Fig. 2. The bias, which is largest at the boundaries, is minimized when the
bandwidth is very large, but a large bandwidth also leads to a large variance.




































Fig. 2. The square bias (left) and the variance (middle) as a function of x for b =
0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6. The curve for b = 0.3 is shown with a dashed line in both cases. MISE
(right) is shown as a function of b (solid line) together with the integrated square bias
(dashed line) and the integrated variance (dash-dot line).
To simplify the analysis, MISE is often replaced with the asymptotic MISE
approximation (AMISE). This holds under certain conditions involving the sam-
ple size and the bandwidth. The bandwidth depends on the sample size, and we
can write b = b(n). We require b(n) ↓ 0 as n −→ ∞, while nb(n) −→ ∞ as
n −→ ∞. Furthermore, we need fX(x) to be twice continuously differentiable.
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where R(g) =
∫
g(x)2 dx and mp(k) =
∫
xpk(x) dx. The bandwidth that mini-




















The optimal bandwidth can then be calculate for different kernel functions. We












The difficulty in using AMISE is that the norm of second derivative of the
unknown density needs to be estimated. This will be further discussed under the
subsection on bandwidth selectors.
We also mention the skewness γX of the data, which is a measure that can














It was shown in [44], see also [41], that minimizing the square integrated













where f̂i(·) is the kernel estimator obtained when leaving the observation xi out.
Other useful measures of the goodness of fit are also discussed in [41].
5.3 Bias-Corrected Kernel Estimation
As was illustrated in Example 1, boundaries where the density does not go to zero
generate bias. This happens because the kernel functions cross the boundary, and
some of the mass ends up outside the domain. We want from the kernel method
that E[f̂X(x)] = fX(x) in all of the support Ω of the density function, but this
condition does not hold at boundaries, unless we also have that the density is
zero there. An overview of the topic, and of simple boundary correction methods,
is given in [34]. By employing a linear bias correction method, we can make the
moments of order 0 and 1 satisfy the consistency requirements m0 = 1 (total
probability mass) and m1 = 0, such that the expectation is consistent to order
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b2 at the boundary. A general linear correction method for a density supported










yjkb(x − y)dy, (32)
where z is the end point of the support of the kernel function. An example
with modified Gaussian kernels close to a boundary is shown in Fig. 3. At the
boundary, the amplitude of the kernels becomes higher to compensate for the
mass loss, while away from the boundary they resume the normal shape and
size. The kernel functions closest to the boundary become negative in a small
region, but this does not affect the consistency of the estimate.
Fig. 3. Bias corrected kernel functions using the linear correction approach near a
boundary (dashed line).
A more recent bias correction method is derived in [38], based on ideas from
[15]. This type of correction is applied to the kernel estimator for the cdf, and
can be seen as a Taylor expansion. It also improves the capturing of valleys and
peaks in the distribution function, compared with the classical kernel estimator.
It requires that the density is four times differentiable, that the kernel is sym-
metric, and at least for the theoretical derivations, that the kernel is compactly
supported on Ω = [−1, 1]. The overall bias of the estimator is O(b4) as com-
pared with O(b2) for the linear correction method, while the variance is similar
to what is achieved with the uncorrected estimator. This boundary correction
approach is used for estimating extreme value distributions in [9].
F̃X(x) =
F̂X(x) + λ(F̂1(x) + F̂2(x))
1 + 2λ
, (33)
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The parameter λ is kernel dependent, and should be chosen such that AMISE is
minimized, but according to [15], the estimator is not that sensitive to the choice.
An explicit expression for AMISE with this correction is derived in [38], and is
also cited in [9], where the value λ = 0.0799 is also given as an (approximate)
minimizer of the variance for the Epanechnikov kernel.
5.4 Transformation Kernel Estimation
The objective in transformation kernel estimation is to find a transformation
of the random variable X, which for example has a right-skewed distribution
into a symmetric random variable Y . Then classical kernel estimation can be
successfully applied to Y .
The transformation function T (·) should be monotonic and increasing. For a
right-skewed true density, it should also be concave. It also needs to have at least
one continuous derivative. The transformation is applied to the original data to
generate a transformed data sample
yi = T (xi), i = 1, . . . , n. (35)
For the pdfs of the two random variables it holds that
fX(x) = T ′(x)fY (y), (36)
and for the cdfs we have that FX(x) = FY (y). We apply the kernel density
estimator to the transformed data, leading to the following estimator for the
original density:





kb(T (x) − T (xi)). (37)
Several different transformation classes have been proposed for heavy tailed
data. The shifted power transformation family was proposed in [45]
T (x) =
{
sign(λ2)(x + λ1)λ2 , λ2 = 0,
ln(x + λ1), λ2 = 0,
(38)
where λ1 > −min(xi) and λ2 ≤ 1. An algorithm for choosing the transformation
parameters is given in [10]. First a restriction is made to parameters λ1,2 that
give close to zero skewness (29) for the transformed data. Then AMISE (27) of
the classical kernel estimation for the density fY (y) is minimized assuming an
asymptotically optimal bandwidth. This is equivalent to minimizing R(f ′′Y ). As
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we do not know the true density, an estimator is needed. The estimator suggested
in [10] is









k ∗ k(yi − yj), (39)
where the convolution k ∗ k(u) = ∫ k(u − s)k(s)ds, and c is the bandwidth used
in this estimate.
The Möbius-like mapping introduced in [16] takes data in ΩX = [0,∞) and





The scale M is determined by minimizing R(f̂ ′′Y ). Given a scale M , α is deter-
mined such that no probability mass spills over at the right boundary. That is,
the resulting density does not have mass at (or beyond) infinity.
A modified Champernowne distribution transformation is derived in [12],
with transformation function
T (x) =
α(x + c)α−1((M + c)α) − cα
((x + c)α + (M + c)α − 2cα)2 , (41)
where M can be chosen as the median of the data, and α and c are found by
maximizing a log likelihood function, see [12].
So far, we have only considered the possibility of performing one transfor-
mation, but one can also transform the data iteratively, or perform two specific
consecutive transformations. Doubly transformed kernel estimation is discussed,
e.g., in [9]. The idea is to first transform the data to something close to uniform,
and then to apply an inverse beta transformation. This makes the final distri-
bution close to a beta distribution, and the optimal bandwidth can then easily
be computed.
5.5 Bandwidth Selection
As briefly mentioned in Sects. 5.2 and 5.4, the choice of bandwidth b in kernel
estimation has a significant impact on the quality of the estimator, but choosing
the appropriate bandwidth requires the use of one estimator or another. The








is often cited, but it assumes that the underlying density can be approximated
by a normal density. This is hence not appropriate for heavy-tailed, right-skewed
distributions.
Many bandwidth selection methods use a normal reference at some step in
the process [11], but this introduces a parametric step in the non-parametric
estimation. An interesting alternative, the Improved Sheather-Jones bandwidth
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selection algorithm, is also described in [11], where the normal reference is elim-
inated by formulating a non-linear equation for the optimal bandwidth.
We start from the point of how to estimate R(f ′′X) = ‖f ′′x ‖2. There are at
least two possible plug-in estimators, based on the equality
‖f (j)X ‖2 = (−1)jE[f (2j)]. (43)
The two types of estimators are











b (x − xk)k(j)b (x − xm)dx (44)
and









b (xk − xm). (45)
By requiring the two estimators to have the same asymptotic mean square error,
we get a condition on the bandwidth. A derivation for the Gaussian kernel is
provided in [11], and we summarize these result here to illustrate the bandwidth
selection algorithm. Requiring (44) and (45) to be asymptotically equivalent




















and, for the Gaussian kernel, (44) for j + 1 becomes










(xk − xm). (47)
The two relations (46) and (47) together define the function γj(b). We also have
Eq. (28) for the bandwidth of the Gaussian kernel. Combining this with (46) for









b∗1 ≡ ξb∗1. (48)





](b) = γ1(· · · γ
−1(γ
(b)) · · · ), for  ≥ 1. Here, it would be possible to
assume a normal distribution to estimate ‖f̂ 
+2‖2 in order to compute b∗
+1,
and then all the other bandwidths. However, this does not work well if the true
distribution is far from normal [11]. In the improved Sheather-Jones algorithm,
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we instead assume that b∗
+1 = b for some large enough . The experiments in




Using this relation, no assumptions on the true distribution are made, and this
bandwidth selector is shown to perform well also for non-normal distributions.
6 More Challenges in Estimating the Risk
Measures—Financial Time Series and Multivariate
Case
A Dynamic Approach. Highlighting the underlying assumptions is relevant for
understanding model uncertainty when estimating rare or extreme events. The
VaR and ES are estimated given that the distribution of asset returns does not
change over time. In the last two sections, when applying the POT approach
to the returns in order to calculate these risk measures, their distribution was
assumed to be stationary. A dynamic model which captures current risk is then
more realistic. EVT can also be used based on a stochastic time series model.
These dynamic models use an ARCH/GARCH type process along with the POT
to model VaR and ES which depend on and change due to the fluctuations of
the market. This approach, studied in [2], reflects two stylized facts exhibited by
most financial return series, namely stochastic volatility and the fat-tailedness
of conditional return distributions over short time horizons.
The Multivariate Case for EVT. When estimating the VaR of a multi-asset
portfolio, under financial crises, correlations between assets often become more
positive and stronger. Assuming that the variables are independent and identi-
cally distributed is a strong hypothesis. Portfolio losses are the result not only of
the individual asset’s performance but also, and very importantly, the result of
the interaction between assets. Hence, from the accuracy point of view, ideally
we would prefer the multivariate approach.
An extension of the univariate EVT models using a dependence structure
leads to a parametric model and is then expected to be less efficient for scarce
data. A non-parametric approach should be preferred to estimate portfolio tail
risk. Transformation kernel density estimation is used in [8] for studying mul-
tivariate extreme value distributions in temperature measurement data. Future
directions involve to apply this type of methodology to real and simulated port-
folio data.
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Abstract. This chapter presents the authors’ work for the Case Study
entitled “Delivering Social Media with Scalability” within the framework
of High-Performance Modelling and Simulation for Big Data Applica-
tions (cHiPSet) COST Action 1406. We identify some core research areas
and give an outline of the publications we came up within the framework
of the aforementioned action. The ease of user content generation within
social media platforms, e.g. check-in information, multimedia data, etc.,
along with the proliferation of Global Positioning System (GPS)-enabled,
always-connected capture devices lead to data streams of unprecedented
amount and a radical change in information sharing. Social data streams
raise a variety of practical challenges: derivation of real-time meaningful
insights from effectively gathered social information, a paradigm shift
for content distribution with the leverage of contextual data associated
with user preferences, geographical characteristics and devices in general,
etc. In this article we present the methodology we followed, the results
of our work and the outline of a comprehensive survey, that depicts
the state-of-the-art situation and organizes challenges concerning social
media streams and the infrastructure of the data centers supporting the
efficient access to data streams in terms of content distribution, data
diffusion, data replication, energy efficiency and network infrastructure.
The challenges of enabling better provisioning of social media data have
been identified and they were based on the context of users accessing
these resources. The existing literature has been systematized and the
main research points and industrial efforts in the area were identified and
analyzed. In our works, in the framework of the Action, we came up with
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potential solutions addressing the problems of the area and described how
these fit in the general ecosystem.
1 Introduction
1.1 Social Data Streams Features
Herein some basic terminology for the topic of our Case Study entitled “Deliv-
ering Social Media with Scalability” within the framework of High-Performance
Modelling and Simulation for Big Data Applications (cHiPSet) COST Action
1406 is introduced. The terminology appears in published works [111] and [108],
as well.
Social networks, media and platforms enable communication, exchange, busi-
ness and knowledge acquisition as well as social network users connection with
each other with the purpose of sharing content. Social data is the information
that social media users share, e.g. check-in information, multimedia data, tags,
annotations, and likes, and may include metadata such as the user’s location,
native language, biographical data and shared links, whereas ’streams’ denotes
various approaches have been performed that we do not refer to static datasets,
but rather to dynamic information generated and transmitted over the Online
Social Network (OSN).
Formally, an OSN is depicted by a directed graph G = (V,E), where V is
the set of the vertices of the graph representing the nodes of the network and
E are the edges between them, denoting various relationships among the edges
of the graph [69]. The semantics of these edges vary, and their interpretation
is expanded for various OSNs from personal acquaintance, to common interests,
microblogging services or business contact. As far as the directionality of the
edges of the social graph is concerned, it is associated with the concept of the
OSN: for Facebook, an edge denotes mutual friendship between the endpoints of
a link, for Twitter, if the edge between A and B points at B, A’s posts (tweets)
appear in B’s main Twitter page, and so on. A social node centrality is indicative
of the importance of a node within a social network. It is given in terms of a
real-valued function on the vertices of a graph, where the values produced are
expected to provide a ranking which identifies the most important nodes [40,41].
In Rogers’ classic work [150], the author defines information diffusion as the
process in which an innovation is communicated through certain channels over
time among the members of a social system. In this context, the innovation is
defined as the first spread of information from an originator. A social cascade is a
specific case of information diffusion and practically occurs within an OSN, when
a piece of information is extensively retransmitted after its initial publication
from a user. Cascades can be represented as rooted directed trees where the
initiator of the cascade is the root of the tree [26] and the length of the cascade
is the height of the resulting tree. Each vertex in the cascade tree can have the
information of the user, and the identity of the item replicated in the cascade.
Figure 1 depicts an example of the evolution of a social cascade in a directed











Fig. 1. The evolution of a social cascade in Twitter
graph. The cascade follows the arrows’ direction. For example, in Twitter, B, C,
D, E are followers of A, whereas the adopters of a new information piece could
be the nodes, that after having been exposed in a video link, they retransmit it,
contributing remarkably to Internet traffic [1].
1.2 Challenges for Distribution of Social Data Streams
In the survey [108] we wrote in the framework of (cHiPSet) COST Action 1406
we identified the challenges of enabling better provisioning of social media data
based on the context of users accessing these resources. In our works [109–111],
that we produced in the framework of the Action, we came up with potential
solutions addressing the problems of the area and described how these fit in the
general ecosystem.
Distributing social data streams largely depends on the exploitation of usage
patterns found in OSNs, and can be improved either through the selective
prefetching of content (cost-effectiveness) or through the strategic place-
ment/selection of the employed infrastructure (energy-efficiency). The cost
of scaling such content might be the number of replicas needed for a specific
source or it may take into account the optimal use of memory and processing
time of a social-aware built system. Optimization of energy efficiency for data
centers that support social data interaction and analysis includes tasks such
as data growth, data center federation and Content Delivery Network (CDN)-
load-balancing at data center level. In our taxonomy (Fig. 2), pillars associated
with cost-effectiveness include Context-aware Computing, Content/Information
Diffusion Models and Content Distribution challenges, whereas Software for
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Fig. 2. Taxonomy of challenges for distribution of social data streams.
Infrastructure Efficiency is associated with energy-efficiency. This taxonomy
includes solutions or approaches to the ‘Challenges for Distribution of Social
Data Streams’. These solutions or approaches require enough effort, hence they
can also be considered as a challenge for the research community.
Context-Aware Computing: Application of social contextual information,
such as profiles, images, videos, biometrical, geolocation data and local data, in
situations where conventional bandwidth-intensive content scaling is infeasible,
could largely facilitate: the spreading of information, the identification of poten-
tial information sources, as well as a paradigm shift in the way users access and
control their personal data. User-generated multimedia content is especially dif-
ficult due to its long tail nature, with each item probably not popular enough to
be replicated in a global scale, but with the long-tail altogether getting sufficient
accesses [20]. Social analysis tasks interweaved with context-aware computing
could pave the ground for preactive caching mechanisms in the framework of a
content delivery infrastructure of streaming providers.
Software for Infrastructure Efficiency: The industry has made several
efforts to address challenges associated with optimization of energy efficiency
for data centers that support social data interaction and analysis [42,129,163]
such as data growth, isolation, real-time interactions, data center federation and
CDN-load-balancing at data center level, but usually lacks from focusing on
energy consumption of the employed infrastructures. The challenges in the area
of energy-efficient data-centers include workload consolidation and shut-down
techniques, Virtual Machines (VMs) consolidation and migration, data replica-
tion and placement, and energy-aware scheduling algorithms.
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Content/Information Diffusion Models: Prevalence of OSNs has trans-
formed the landscape of content exchange. Popularity of relatively data heavy
multimedia user generated content (UGC) has also risen [6], resulting in data
deluge across all media platforms [12,127,141]. Measurement studies, such as
[48], attribute the recent increases in HTTP/HTTPS traffic to the extended use
of OSNs [28,49,69]. Elaborate data manipulation presupposes coping with the
size of social graphs with billions of nodes and edges [174]. Facebook, for exam-
ple, reported that had 1.47 billion daily active users on average for June 2018
and 2.23 billion monthly active users as of June 30, 2018 [4]. Its custom built-in
data warehouse and analytics infrastructure [11] has to apply ad-hoc queries and
custom MapReduce jobs [55] in a continuous basis on over half a petabyte of
new data every 24 h for the creation of meaningful aggregations and analysis.
It is also acknowledged that a large proportion of bandwidth-intensive media is
distributed via reposted OSN links, contributing significantly to Internet traf-
fic [1], [46]. These challenges are closely associated with the Content/Information
Diffusion Models used to represent the diffusion of information over OSNs and
facilitate relevant algorithmic solutions (Fig. 2).
Content Distribution: The delivery infrastructure of video operators is made
up of scattered geo-distributed servers, which with specific cache selection mech-
anisms direct users to the closest servers hosting the requested data. Transmis-
sion Control Protocol (TCP), however, is subject to delay jitter and throughput
variations and clients are required to preload a playout buffer before starting the
video playback [111]. Thus, the quality of experience (QoE) of media platform
users is primarily determined by stalling effects on the application layer. For
the YouTube case cache server selection is also highly Internet Service Provider
(ISP)-specific, with geographical proximity not being the primary criterion and
DNS level redirections for load-balancing purposes occurring quite frequently
and substantially contributing to the initial startup delay of the playback. Sev-
eral network-level and client-level approaches are focused on the detection of such
interruptions, that negatively affect the user experience [94]. With the growing
popularity of OSNs and the increased traffic due to outspread of information
via the latter, the improvement of user experience through scaling bandwidth-
demanding content largely depends on the exploitation of usage patterns and
geolocation data associated with OSNs. These challenges are closely associated
with the Architectures, Systems and Techniques within the 5G infrastructure.
Some key factors contributing to the problem of diffusion of bandwidth-
intensive media content over OSNs are discussed below.
Large-Scale Datasets. In order to harness the power of social networks diffu-
sion over CDN infrastructure, the key areas of interest that need to be explored
include the large size of the graphs, and also the fact that diffusion of links is
multiplied through dissemination over sites like YouTube, and amplified by the
proliferation of smartphones and cheap broadband connections. The amount of
information in OSNs is an obstacle, since elaborate manipulation of the data
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may be needed. An open problem is the efficient handling of graphs with billions
of nodes and edges.
The desired scaling property refers to the fact that the throughput of the
proposed approaches should remain unchanged with the increase in the data
input size, such as the large datasets that social graphs comprise and the social
cascades phenomena that amplify the situation. Cost of scaling such content can
be expressed in different ways. For instance, it may be matched with the number
of replicas needed for a specific source. Future experimentations may take into
account the optimal use of memory and processing time of an OSN-aware built
system.
Internet of Things (IoT) is a global infrastructure that interconnects
things based on interoperable information and communication technologies, and
through identification, data capture, processing and communication capabilities
enables advanced services [5]. Things are objects of the physical world (physi-
cal things, such as devices, vehicles, buildings, living or inanimate objects aug-
mented with sensors) or the information world (virtual things), capable of being
identified and integrated into communication networks. It is estimated that the
number of Internet-connected devices has surpassed the human population in
2010 and that there will be about 50 million devices by 2020 [9]. Thus, the still
ongoing significant IoT innovation is expected to generate massive amounts of
data from diverse locations, that will need to be collected, indexed, stored, and
analyzed.
OSN Evolution. Existent works examine valuable insights into the dynamic
world by posing queries on an evolving sequence of social graphs (e.g. [146]).
Time evolving graphs are increasingly used as a paradigm for the emerging area
of OSNs [71]. However, the ability to scalably process queries concerning the
information diffusion remains to a great extent unstudied. With the exception
of sporadic works on specialized problems, such as that of inference of dynamic
networks based on information diffusion data [149], at the time of writing the
authors are not aware of relative studies on the information diffusion through
OSNs under the prism of graphs dynamicity.
5G Approaches. The demand for high-speed data applications that has risen in
recent decade lead to development of Fifth Generation Wireless (5G) communi-
cations. Development of efficient mechanisms for supporting mobile multimedia
and data services is prerequisite for 5G networks. Real bottleneck of todays’
mobile networks is the radio access network and the backhaul. Caching in the
intermediate nodes, servers, gateways, routers, and mobile users’ devices can
reduce doubled transmission from content providers and core mobile networks.
Known caching techniques that can be used within 5G are: content distri-
bution network, information-centric networks, content-centric networking, http
web caching, evolved packet core caching, radio access network caching, device to
device caching, proactive caching, predictive caching, cooperative caching [23].
Those techniques are using different algorithms and models. Analysis presented
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in [23] has shown that the deployment of those caching techniques in mobile net-
work can reduce redundant traffic in backhaul, minimize the traffic load, increase
the transfer rate in mobile network and reduce the latency. Correlation of several
caching methods and procedures could result in improving network performance
and obtaining better results.
On the other hand, well known bottleneck that 5G brings is the complex het-
erogeneity of the network. Particularly, network consists of different technologies
that coexist, where some technologies could potentially disable the transmission
of data of equipment that use other technologies. Thus, we need a solution that
efficiently handles resources in space, frequency, and device dimensions. Semantic
coordination could alternatively be used in such networks [135,164].
The nodes in the system can communicate and share knowledge in terms of
the spectrum utilization in the network. In [164], the authors proposed to model
the spectrum usage coordination as an interactive process between a number of
distributed communicating agents, where agents share their specific information
and knowledge. The information includes the current spectrum usage state, spa-
tial coordinates of the device, available communication protocols, usage policy,
spectrum sensing capabilities of the device, spectrum needs, etc. An approach
for such coordination is presented in [164] and it is based on semantic technolo-
gies and communication between heterogeneous agents with potentially different
capabilities and a minimal common compliance. The core knowledge is repre-
sented by ontologies whose representation and usage is specified in a standardized
way. The approach is used as dynamic spectrum coordination algorithms used for
coordination among different wireless technologies in 5G networking [135,164].
This semantic technologies based approach can be used for wide diapason of
problems within 5G heterogeneous networks, such as network states predictions,
network analysis, minimizing traffic load, content distribution coordination etc.
This approach could be used in combination with caching techniques in order to
improve content distribution in 5G, but further research should be done in this
area.
Mobile CDNs and the Cloud. Mobile computing (MC) [13] has created enor-
mous demand for online experience, that OSN-aware CDNs are required to sat-
isfy. Almost-ubiquitous Wi-Fi coverage and rapid extension of mobile-broadband
provide undisrupted connectivity for mobile devices, whereas devices that hop
seamlessly from WiFi to cellular networks, and technologies such as 5G, will be
optimised for uses that put a premium on continuous connectivity regardless of
the user location [5]. Mobile-specific optimizations for applications along with
drastically simplified and more intuitive use of devices (e.g. with multi-touch
interactions instead of physical keyboards) contribute to mobile applications
becoming the premium mode of accessing the Internet, at least in the US [6].
Cellular networks have become the main way citizens connect to the Inter-
net worldwide, specially in developing countries. Thanks to the development of
mobile devices and their networking capacities, as well as the arrival of fast and
reliable networks such as 5G, a high quality connectivity is ensured everywhere
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and any time. The irruption of new paradigms, such as IoT, has increased the
number of connected devices (sensors, actuators, etc.) which requires infrastruc-
tures that provide higher throughput networking, specially in use cases where
high definition videos are involved and even new scenarios are yet to emerge.
Mobile Computing entails the processing and transmission of data over a
medium, that does not constraint the human-medium interaction to a specific
location or a fixed physical link. Figure 3 depicts a general overview of the MC
paradigm in its current form. It is the present decade that signifies the prolif-
eration of MC around the world, although handheld devices have been widely
used for around two decades in the form of Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs)
and early smartphones. Almost ubiquitous Wi-Fi coverage and rapid extension of
mobile-broadband (around 78 active subscriptions per 100 inhabitants in Europe
and America) provide undisrupted connectivity for mobile devices, whereas 97%
of the world’s population is reported to own a cellular subscription in 2015 [5].
Moreover, the MC paradigm is nowadays further combined with other predomi-
nant technology schemes leading to the paradigms of Mobile Cloud Computing
[15], Mobile Edge Computing [8], Anticipatory Mobile Computing [138], etc.
Today’s mobile devices include smartphones, wearables, carputers, tablet
PCs, and e-readers. They are not considered as mere communication devices,
as they are in their majority equipped with sensors that can monitor a user’s
location, activity and social context. Thus, they foster the collection of Big Data
by allowing the recording and extension of the human senses [115].
Mobile social networking involves the interactions between users with similar
interests or objectives through their mobile devices within virtual social net-
works [44]. Recommendation of interesting groups based on common geo-social
patterns, display of geo-tagged multimedia content associated to nearby places,
as well as automatic exchange of data among mobile devices by inferring trust
from social relationships are among the possible mobile social applications ben-
efiting from real-time location and place information.
1. Industrial Applications: Maintenance, service, optimization of distributed
plant operations is achieved through several distributed control points, so that
risk is reduced and the reliability of massive industrial systems is improved
[139].
2. Automotive Applications: Automotive applications capture data from sensors
embedded in the road that cooperate with car-based sensors. They aim at
weather adaptive lighting in street lights, monitoring of parking spaces avail-
ability, promotion of hands-free driving, as well as accident avoidance through
warning messages and diversions according to climate conditions and traffic
congestion. Applications can promote massive vehicle data recording (stolen
vehicle recovery, automatic crash notification, etc.) [7].
3. Retail Applications: Retail applications include, among many others, the
monitoring of storage conditions along the supply chain, the automation of
restocking process, as well as advising according to customer habits and pref-
erences [139].
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4. Healthcare & Telemedicine Applications: Physical condition monitoring for
patients and the elderly, control of conditions inside freezers storing vaccines,
medicines and organic elements, as well as more convenient access for people
in remote locations with usage of telemedicine stations [98].
5. Building Management Applications: Video surveillance, monitoring of energy
usage and building security, optimization of space in conference rooms and
workdesks [7].
6. Energy Applications: Applications that utilize assets, optimize processes and
reduce risks in the energy supply chain. Energy consumption monitoring and
management [10,172], monitoring and optimization of performance in solar
energy plants [167].
7. Smart homes & Cities Applications: Monitoring of vibrations and material
conditions in buildings, bridges and historical monuments, urban noise moni-
toring, measuring of electromagnetic fields, monitoring of vehicles and pedes-
trian numbers to optimize driving and walking routes, waste management
[81].
8. Embedded Mobile Applications: Applications for recommendation of interest-
ing groups based on common geo-social patterns, infotainment, and auto-
matic exchange of data among mobile devices by inferring trust from social
relationships. Visual effects streaming workflow will give users on-demand,
cloud-based access to visual effects tools, that can be accessed via web, given
enough low-latency bandwidth to maintain a connection for streaming the
User Interface from the cloud. Video Game streaming workflow will give play-
ers the option of streaming graphically-rich content that requires near-instant
interaction between the game controller and the graphics on the TV screen
[139].
9. Technology Applications: Hardware manufacture, among many others, is
improved by applications measuring peformance and predicting maintenance
needs of the hardware production chain [139].
Roadmap: Our chapter is organized as follows: Sect. 2 discusses existent surveys
concerning modelling, simulation and performance evaluation in the examined
bibliographical field. The association of context-aware computing with social
networks is given in Sect. 3. Infrastructure efficiency of deployed data centers
for the distribution of social content is analyzed in Sect. 4 in terms of software
solutions, as well as data center scheduling frameworks. Section 5 presets a cat-
egorization of most predominant models for the depiction of the information
diffusion process in a social network. Section 6 discusses various architectures,
systems and techniques for efficient content distribution based on social data
streams, along with diverse studies that corroborate them as well as the way 5G
network infrastructure affects the social data streams. Section 7 concludes and
finally gives the outline of future research directions.
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2 Related Work
In a manner that resembles the utilization of social data streams Anjum et
al. [21] review the deployment of peer-assisted content delivery solutions. They
present challenges caused due to heterogeneity in user access patterns and the
variety of contextual information, such as interests and incentives of Internet
Service Providers, End-Users and Content Providers. Furthermore, Perera et al.
[139] survey context awareness from an IoT perspective. They indicate that the
technology in the IoT is expected to enable expansion of conventional content
delivery systems to a broader network of connected devices. They systematize the
collection, modeling, reasoning, and distribution of context in relation to sensor
data in a work that resembles the social data harvesting in terms of volume,
variety and velocity. The survey also addresses a broad range of methods, models,
systems, applications, and middleware solutions related to context awareness in
the realm of IoT, that could be potentially applicable to social data streams, too.
In [111] Kilanioti et al. study various experiments on a modified content
delivery simulation framework and compare miscellaneous policies for dynamic
content delivery based on analysis of social data streams. The incorporation of
an OSN-aware dynamic mechanism becomes indispensable for content delivery
services, since (i) significantly large proportion of Internet traffic results from
bandwidth-intensive multimedia content, that is produced via online media ser-
vices and transmitted over OSNs, and (ii) multimedia content providers, such
as YouTube, often rely on ubiquitous content distribution infrastructures. The
policies presented take patterns of user activity over OSNs and exploit geo-social
properties of users participating in extensive retransmissions of items over OSNs.
The authors proceed to incorporate diverse caching schemes of the underlying
infrastructure, miscellaneous policies for the handling of OSN data and various
approaches that take into account the most efficient timing for content place-
ment. The simulation framework introduced in [107] serves in this study as the
basis of further parameterized content delivery experimentation that exploits
information transmission over OSNs and decreases replication costs by selec-
tively copying items to locations where items are bound to be consumed.
Downloads of large size multimedia contents are explored through several
studies together with techniques that try to reduce doubled content transmis-
sions using intelligent caching strategies in mobile networking [14,23,101]. The
main idea is redistribution of mobile multimedia traffic in order to eliminate
duplicated downloads of popular contents. Intelligent caching strategies would
enable access to popular contents from caches of nearby nodes of a mobile net-
work operator. Those strategies allow content providers to reduce access delays to
the requested content. Many caching algorithms for content distribution already
exist [23]. Efficient caching strategy could enhance the energy efficiency of 5G
networks, thus the cooperative caching architecture is presented in [101]. This
strategy addressed the increasing demand for mobile multimedia and data ser-
vices in energy efficiency in emerging 5G systems using content caching and
distribution.
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We are not aware of surveys in the bibliography suggesting an holistic app-
roach for the utilization of social data streams towards facilitation of content
distribution decisions and social analysis tasks other than [108]. The diverse
parameters we review in this work (modelling, simulation, performance evalua-
tion) take into account low-level decisions and high-level considerations, includ-
ing energy efficiency of employed data centers, in-memory keeping solutions and
various network approaches for time-critical applications. We review combined
aspects such as optimal route selection, data redundancy, data localization and
data center optimizations.
3 Social Networks and Context-Aware Computing
A social network is a network of social bindings between people. Computer-
Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) has contributed much in offering
advanced collaborative systems for leveraging human connections and improv-
ing human interactions in workspace environments, but these systems mostly
focus on business-driven interactions where connections among people tend to
be formal and structured [43]. Recently however, social and computing disciplines
focused specifically on the design of social-networking services, i.e. applications
that support human social interactions and can be more informal.
The advancement of wireless networks, as well as mobile, context-aware and
ubiquitous computing, enabled the improvement of social-networking services by
enabling social encounters between proximate users with common interests in an
anywhere and anytime fashion, as in Ubiquitous Computing systems [43]. Thus,
there has been a shift of the application focus from virtual to physical social
spaces using ubiquitous technologies [43]. This shift introduces a great number of
possibilities, however it also introduces a number of challenges that are related to
ubiquitous computing. While social-network systems for ubiquitous computing
environments are an emerging trend in social computing, due to the fact that
ubiquitous-computing environments are more dynamic and heterogeneous than
Internet based environments, appropriate solutions and design guidelines are
required to facilitate their ubiquitous aspect.
Ubiquitous Computing, first introduced in the nineties, refers to the shift-
ing of the computing paradigm from the desktop Personal Computer (PC) to a
more distributed and embedded form of computing [170]. Together with Perva-
sive Computing (for many these terms are synonymous), Ubiquitous Computing
introduced the concept of “anywhere, anytime computing”, allowing users to
interact with computers embedded in every-day objects in an“anywhere and
anytime” manner. Ubiquitous Computing specifies also that the interaction of
users with such devices must be straightforward to the degree that the user
would not be aware of such an interaction. Thus, in order for ubiquitous and
pervasiveness to be achieved, computers must disappear from the front-end, be
embedded to common objects that humans use daily and provide computational
and informational services without expecting from users to explicitly and con-
sciously interact with them.
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Challenges in Ubiquitous Computing can be categorized to (Want and Per-
ing [170]): (i) power management issues: refers to how mobile devices deal with
processing power and storage space and the kind of wireless technology to use in
every given situation, (ii) limitations in connecting devices: this issue has to do
with how all these small devices will be connected and managed, (iii) user inter-
face issues: since Ubiquitous Computing demands for many different small-scale
devices of various types of interfaces and displays of various sizes, the challenge
in user interfaces lies in developing user friendly and interactive interfaces to the
level where users will be motivated in using them, (iv) issues related to Location
Aware Computing. Henricksen et al. [88] add to the above list the challenge
of managing heterogeneous devices of different hardware and software specifi-
cations, such as sensors and actuators, embedded devices in objects such as
shoes, home and office appliances such as videos, mobile devices and traditional
desktop computers, in order for these devices to interact seamlessly. Another
challenge they mention has to do with maintaining network connections while
devices move between networks of different nature and characteristics. In ubiq-
uitous environments, people tend to use many devices simultaneously, therefore
there is a need for these devices to communicate and exchange data. Another
challenge Satyanarayanan [152] notes is tracking user intentions. This is impor-
tant in Pervasive Computing in order for the system to understand what system
actions could help the user and not hinder him/her.
An important challenge on context-awareness is to build context-aware sys-
tems that detect and manipulate the context in a human-like manner, i.e. making
decisions proactively based on the context and provoke actions based on those
decisions that assist the user through his/her task; the aforementioned should
be done without any user participation or disturbance, except maybe in case of
emergency. Another important issue is obtaining contextual information. Con-
textual information can be any information related to the user, the computing
system, the environment of the user and any other relevant information regarding
the interaction of the user and the system [63]. User’s personal computing space
can be used as the user’s context (any information regarding the user taken
from her personal profile, calendars, to-do lists etc.), various types of context
can be sensed in real time like location, people and objects nearby, while contex-
tual parameters could also include the current emotional and physiological state
of the user. Contextual challenges also include the way context is represented
(ontologies can be used or other context modeling techniques), the way this infor-
mation is to be combined with the system information, as well as how frequently
should context information be considered. Hinze and Buchanan [90] differen-
tiate the static context from the fluent context. An example of static context
is users profile information, while fluent context is dynamic, real-time context,
e.g. time. The authors propose that a context model should be defined for each
important entity, such as the user, the locations, etc. The authors mention as
challenges the capturing of the context (whether it should be done automatically
at particular times or manually by the user) and the process of storing the con-
text (whether it should be stored on the client, on the server or both). On the
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process of accessing contextual information, Hinze and Buchanan propose that
context-awareness can help in reducing the amount of data to be accessed in real
time, by pre-retrieving any relevant pre-known data, e.g. the static context [90],
to increase efficiency.
User modelling in another challenge in developing ubiquitous systems. User
modeling in ubiquitous environments is challenging: a user often changes roles
depending on the context and the current environment he acts into; the big
challenge is how to capture these changes and how to react on them [90].
Perhaps one of the most important contextual parameters is location, as it
plays an important role in context-aware systems and ubiquitous systems. An
issue with location as a contextual parameter is the type of location sensing
technology to be used, while privacy is another issue. The issue with privacy is
whether user privacy should be sacrificed for location awareness and to what
extent. A third issue is the semantic (and contextual) representation of the loca-
tion in order to utilize more contextual parameters than just the location itself.
For example, by semantically representing locations, one can attach to them
various information resources such as a webpage, a user profile, various objects
with semantic representation etc. Schilit et al. [154], proposed the movement
from the simplified concept of location to more contextually rich notions of
place where people and activities should also be considered. Possible problems
towards this concept include the difficulty in managing large scale positioning
data, privacy concerns regarding location-awareness and the challenge of how to
associate information objects, such as a web page, with a real-world location. Pri-
vacy issues regarding location-awareness are related to human psychology: users
often consider privacy issues when their location is to be known by a system, but
at the same time they provide private information such as credit card numbers
and addresses to online systems without hesitation. This happens because in
the first case they simply do not see the benefit of providing their location to
be used by a simple application (e.g. finding friends in the proximity), while at
the latter case they clearly see the benefit of buying goods online. The authors
also argue that the centralized nature of the most location tracking applications
(having a central server on which all user personal data are stored) discourages
users from providing any personalized information, because centralized data can
be accessed by anyone, not only illegally (e.g. hackers) but also the government,
corporations with interest in user data (e.g. advertisers) etc. A solution can be
the use of a decentralized schema where any personal data is stored and calcu-
lated on the client side, i.e. the user’s device. An example of such a technology is
the well known Global Positioning System (GPS): the client device uses satellite
links to calculate locally the user’s current position.
Context-Awareness and Adaptation related challenges and issues include
1. Modelling the context: which method is more appropriate to use
2. Observing the context: automatically or manually
3. Context sensing: how are contextual parameters retrieved (sensors, user
profiles etc.). In retrieving context data from various sources (e.g. sensors),
how are inconsistencies between these data resolved
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4. Accuracy of contextual information should be well known during the
design of ubiquitous systems
5. Storing the context: on server (privacy issues), on client or on both
6. Accessing the context
7. Using the context
8. How are the user and the environment connected and interact
9. How will the application modify its behaviour (be adapted) based
on the context
10. Systems should be more context-aware than just the location. A
place is more than a location (also a Location related challenge)
11. Devices should not operate based only on their own context, but
based on the context of the whole system
12. Contextual information should be used to reduce the amount of
input that is needed from users (also a Human-Computer Interaction
related challenge)
13. How to capture changes in the user’s role deals with capturing the
current context (i.e. the environment and the various circumstances) and
user modelling (what possible role could a person play according to context)
14. Context should be processed and various components should
adapt to it without interfering with user’s task – no user explicit
interaction should be necessary
15. Adaptation in ubiquitous environments: may need to adopt various
devices separately and at the same time, while the user maintains a consis-
tent view for the system/application
Context-aware computing has evolved over time from desktop applications,
web applications, mobile computing, pervasive/ubiquitous computing to IoT
over the last decade [139]. Context-aware computing became more popular with
the introduction of the term ‘ubiquitous computing’ by Mark Weiser, while
the term ‘context-aware’ was first used by Schilit and Theimer [155] in 1994.
Context-aware computing has proven to be successful in understanding sensor
data. Advances in sensor technology led to more powerful, cheaper and smaller
sensors. The number of employed sensors is expected to grow over the next
decade [161], generating ultimately big data [139,140].
In settings where social communities become mobile, i.e. users not only inter-
act, meet and communicate via social networks, but are mobile as well (move
into the environment, interact with others, etc.), the concept of group awareness
is met [53,134,176] where context related to the group is exploited to enable
ubiquitous applications and services to function and serve people’s concerns and
needs in a pervasive manner. There is a need, thus, for formulating dynamic
communities aiming to facilitate people in performing common tasks. It is often
the case that such dynamic communities are resolved after the current goals
have been achieved [134]. It is evident, thus, that the context within which such
dynamic communities are created, act, achieve goals and are then resolved is
important, and that, through this context, we can understand the groups’ inter-
ests and, thus, personalize the applications and services offered [134].
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A bibliography study [134] on mobile social network applications and plat-
forms states that the context features that these applications and platforms use
can be summarized as follows: Location, Interest, Time, Personal, Activity and
Social Interaction. Here, context is “any information that can be used to char-
acterize the situation of an entity” [62] and social context is “the information
relevant to the characterization of a situation that influences the interactions of
one user with one or more other users” [169]. Moreover, in [134] a context-aware
Mobile Social Network model is proposed aiming to facilitate the creation of
dynamic social networks based on a combination of multiple contexts, including
location, users’ profile, domain specific data and OSN data, along with services
for fostering the interaction among users.
4 Infrastructure Efficiency
4.1 Software Solutions for Infrastructure Efficiency
Regarding infrastructure efficiency, various models have been proposed for the
optimization of such infrastructures that support social networks data centers.
These approaches have also been proposed by industry partners addressing var-
ious challenges [42,129,163]. Among these challenges, the following have been
identified: (a) data volume increase, (b) confinement, (c) interactions made in
real-time or near real time, (d) federation of data center infrastructures and (e)
cdn-load-balancing between data centers, but usually not focused on cost effec-
tiveness. One of the main data center costs is energy consumption of both the
IT equipment as well as the supporting Mechanical and Electrical (M&E) infras-
tructure. A widely used indicator that measures the energy effectiveness of the
M&E infrastructure overhead is Power Usage Effectiveness (PUE) [25], which
is calculated as the Total facility energy/Total IT energy and has a theoretical
minimum of 1.
Figure 2 shows the categories on which the research community and other
stakeholders have developed solutions for the improvement of costs and effi-
ciency:
– Workload Consolidation and Shut-down Techniques,
– VM Consolidation and Migration,
– Data Replication and Placement, and
– Energy-aware Scheduling Algorithms.
The main objective based on these solutions is to reduce the idleness of
computing and storage nodes (throttle resources), while switching off unused
machines without jeopardizing Service Level Agreements. Some representative
examples from each category are shown in Table 1.
Regarding Workload Consolidation and Shut-down Techniques,
heuristics for energy-aware consolidation of jobs and maximization of resource
utilization are presented in [117]. These approaches estimate resource consump-
tion in terms of CPU utilized by tasks and encourage resources to execute mul-
tiple tasks in parallel. The proposal from [102] is an algorithm that search for a
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minimum multi-objective function, taking into account energy-consumption and
running time by combining resource allocation and heuristic rules and simulating
Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) based workloads.
One of the most popular approaches to increase efficiency is to switch off idle
servers [75,78], which is usually tested in dedicated simulation tools [74]. Several
models, including games theory models [72,73], are used to balance opposite
requirements in data centers, such as performance and energy consumption.
Even models utilized for economic environments, such as Data Envelopment
Analysis, are employed to analyze the efficiency in various realistic large-scale
data centers and propose corrections to improve data-center efficiency [76].
In addition, techniques for energy conservation like Virtual Machine (VM)
Migration and Consolidation are widely studied and already employed. In
[35], a resource manager solution focused on virtualized data centers, which
enables lower energy consumption by applying VM migrations and allocations
based on current CPU usage, is proposed. An extension of VM migration is pre-
sented in [34] where Service Level Agreement (SLA) restrictions are considered.
Allocation and migration of VMs is also the target in [159] where a Bayesian
Belief network algorithm is presented. Moreover, a day/night pattern is taken
into account for an energy manager in [148], based on the aggregation of traffic
during low usage periods and shutting down idle machines.
Solutions for improving energy proportionality through Data Replication
and Placement, are also available. A power-proportional distributed file system
approach that tries to store data on non-overlapping subsets of machines is
presented in [18]. Such subsets of machines contain only one copy of each file and
administrators can decide how many subsets will be turned on to serve incoming
requests. On the other hand, a division of the cluster in non-overlapped zones
is proposed in [162], enabling operators to shut down zones. In a similar way, in
[105] the authors present a variation of the Hadoop File System (HDFS) that
divides the cluster in Hot Zones that store recent data and Cold Zones where low
[e.g. spatial or temporal] popularity files are stored. Then a power off policy is
applied to the Cold Zones. A non-uniform replica placement on data popularity
is also presented in [125].
Energy-Aware Scheduling Algorithms is the last family of solutions.
A green scheduling algorithm based on neural networks is proposed by [68],
focusing on the prediction of workload demand with the purpose of applying
power-off policies to idle servers. Experiments presented simulate a medium sized
data center that runs homogeneous workload that is intended to respond to end-
user requests. Energy-aware scheduling policies combined with Dynamic Voltage
and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) is presented in [100]. In [77], a multi-objective
scheduling algorithm is proposed, based on genetic algorithms, which takes into
account energy efficiency, performance and security constraints.
We have classified the related word under consideration in terms of their
final objective, including: (a) modelling, (b) simulation, (c) performance. Such
classification is shown in Table 2.
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Table 1. Related work summary
Ref Title: Performance evaluation of a green scheduling algorithm
for energy savings in cloud computing
Savings
[68] ∼ 45%
Category: Workload consolidation and power off policies (power off
policy based on a neural network predictor)
Evaluation: [8-512] nodes cluster simulation
Workload: End user homogeneous requests that follow a day/night pattern




Category: Workload consolidation and power off policies (energy-aware
task consolidation heuristic based on different cost functions)
Evaluation: Simulation of a not stated size cluster
Workload: Synthetic workload in terms of number of tasks, inter arrival
time and resource usage
Ref Title: Saving energy in data center infrastructures Savings
[148] [20-70]%
Category: Workload consolidation and shut-down techniques (safety
margin power-off policy)
Evaluation: 100 and 5000 nodes cluster simulation
Workload: Synthetic workload that follows a day/night pattern




Category: VM consolidation and migration
Evaluation: 100 nodes cluster simulation using CloudSim
Workload: Synthetic workload that simulates services that fulfill the
capacity of the cluster
Ref Title: dynamic energy-aware scheduling for parallel task-based
application in cloud computing
Savings
[102] [20-30]%
Category: Energy-aware scheduling algorithms (polynomial-time and
multi-objective scheduling algorithm for DAG jobs)
Evaluation: Experimentation on a 64 nodes cluster
Workload: Synthetic directed acyclic graph-based workload
4.2 Data Center Scheduling Frameworks
Resource managers have direct impact on the efficiency of the infrastructure since
they are responsible for the application of energy-aware scheduling models. The
responsibility for actually deciding resource negotiation and tasks deployment
have range from traditional approaches to fully managed solutions such as data
centers which are used by many entities with multiple users and various kind of
applications and requirements [30,38].
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Table 2. Classification of approaches according to their objective. The green color
represents that the work focuses strongly on that objective, and the red color represents
opposite.
The constraints imposed by diverse applications in terms of size, inter-arrival
and duration, may lead to various resource efficiency, latency rates and security
levels.
Current trends aim to utilize the same hardware resources to deploy various
kind of applications and frameworks with diverse requirements, which increases
the complexity since diverse data are to be processed.
We present the main categories of the scheduling resource-managing mod-
els following several approaches and we show their limitations summarized in
Table 3.
Monolithic models, where a centralized manager is responsible for all schedul-
ing and resource managing decisions came first. Such models [96] are a good
choice when the workload is composed of a relative low number of Batch jobs,
due to these schedulers being omniscient [55], since such kind of workload does
not usually have strict latency requirements [60]. Monolithic resource managers
perform near-optimal scheduling operations [58,85,175] as they are able to com-
pletely examine the data center. This detailed inspection allows the determi-
nation in terms of performance implications and impact on shared resources.
[83,128,133,158,173]. Due to this detailed cluster inspection, monolithic central-
ized schedulers usually utilize resources at a higher level than other approaches
[168]. Monolithic centralized schedulers also achieve high-quality decisions which
result in shorter makespans, near-optimal load balancing and predictable per-
formance and availability [59,156,177].
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Table 3. Cluster scheduling approaches.
Frameworks Strategy Optimal environment Near-optimal
environments
Paragon [58] Centralized Low number of long-running and
non-latency sensitive jobs
Mid and high number of
jobs












Mid number of heterogeneous
workloads
High number of short and
latency-sensitive jobs





Tarcil [60] Mixed workloads
Sparrow [137]
Mercury [103] Hybrid Mixed workloads composed of
90% of short, latency-sensitive








With the arrival of new computation paradigms such as microservices, cur-
rent trends tend to divide jobs into smaller parts which usually are more latency-
sensitive. This new scenario with huge amounts of small jobs overcome the capac-
ity of Monolithic models. Two new centralized resource managing models were
proposed to overcome this limitation by dividing the responsibility of resource
managing and scheduling:
– Two-level resource managers, such as Mesos [89], and YARN [166] employ
a central resource manager which coordinates a set of independent sched-
ulers. The parallel schedulers pessimistically block the data center in order
to make a scheduling decision. Such manager offers resource schedulers, and
as a response, the set of schedulers perform scheduling decisions for deciding
which machines will execute a particular task. The down side of this model
is that, opposed to Monolithic models, the schedulers are not omniscient. In
this model, data-center state and tasks requirements are not always available
to make optimal scheduling decisions.
– Shared-state resource managers, such as Omega [156], employ a centralized
manager which orchestrates a set of parallel scheduling agents. In contrast to
Two-level resource managers, each scheduling agent makes scheduling deci-
sions based on a partially out-of-date copy of the whole data-center state.
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Instead of blocking the data center to apply their decisions, they follow a
transactional approach. If a transaction ends up in a conflict, the data-center
state is requested and the scheduling restarts.
However, all the aforementioned proposals suffer from a performance bot-
tlenecks when huge latency-sensitive workloads composed of millions of tasks
are under consideration, as they employ centralized coordinators for resource
managing or even for resource managing as well as scheduling [137].
Distributed schedulers such as Sparrow and Canary [67,137,142,143] are
built to work optimally when the aforementioned scenarios are considered.
Distributed models employ faster and simpler algorithms in order to analyze
smaller areas of the data center, which leads to sub-optimal decisions with higher
throughput and lower latency rates.
The frameworks and applications served by data centers are constantly evolv-
ing. Current trends show that in most cases heterogeneous workloads are being
deployed in large-scale realistic clusters [50,145]. Such workloads are composed
by two main kinds of jobs: (a) Jobs such as web servers and data-center frame-
works, which represent 10% of jobs. These jobs consume, however, more than
80% of computing resources because they run for long periods; and (b) Jobs such
as MapReduce tasks, which represent 90% of jobs. These jobs run for shorter
periods and consume less than 20% of computing resources [19,144,147,175]. In
such environment, sub-optimal scheduling operations may severely impact on the
aforementioned large jobs. Hence, distributed models may achieve worse results
in terms of performance compared to those achieved by centralized models.
Finally, hybrid models, such as Hawk and Mercury [56,57,103] were devel-
oped to work well under the aforementioned scenario. These models employ
centralized and distributed approaches in order to overcome the limitations dis-
cussed. Hybrid models use a centralized scheduler for long-running jobs to pro-
vide high-quality scheduling and, on the other hand, they employ a distributed
approach for those short jobs which need quick scheduling to achieve latency
goals.
Beyond workload consolidating and resource throttling, other research has
explored the impact IT hardware refresh and optimization could have on data
centre energy consumption [31]. Additionally, it was shown that addressing
energy efficiency at the design stage of software systems presents a significant
opportunity to reduce infrastructure energy consumption [32].
5 Content Diffusion Models for Social Data Streams
This section outlines the most predominant models for the depiction of the con-
tent/information diffusion process in a social network described in [108]. Most
of the existent algorithmic solutions for content distribution are built on them,
thus the assumption that content circulation over social data streams is depicted
by one of them is of crucial importance for the suggested solutions. The main
algorithmic problems studied in the bibliography are related with the discovery
of nodes that are most prone to diffuse content to the greatest extent, and the
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categorization of nodes according to their influence degree. The categorization
of the models is depicted in Fig. 4. The models presented are the most recent in
the bibliography and there are no prior recent models to the best of our knowl-
edge. The first-level discrimination of models is based on whether they take
the structure of the network into consideration (network-aware) or not (holis-
tic). In other words the discrimination criterion is if they incorporate knowledge
about underlying associations of the nodes (edges) or, to the contrary, follow an
aggregate-level approach.
Information Diffusion Models Classification. Li et al. in [120] classify informa-
tion diffusion issues as a “3W issue”, that is with regard to “What”, “Why” and
“Where”. They consider “What” to refer to the question“what latent informa-
tion is there to be found in social networks?” and they provide as an example the
findings, such as the way that an individual’s shopping habits relate to his/her
profession, that can be included in a large volume of consumer data. Further-
more, their proposal considers “Why”, to refer to the question“why has the
information propagated in this way?” This question refers to the factors that
have affected the diffusion result, for example the factors that have produced a
particular social cascade. Finally in their view “Where”, refers to the question
“where will the information be diffused to in the future?”. This question refers
to the future diffusion path that will be followed. For example if two influential
users receive the same information from a common contact in a social network,
but have a different perspective on the information, then it is important to esti-
mate how they will respond and whether they will propagate the information
through the network.
Based on the “3W issue” they classify information diffusion models as predic-
tive and explanatory. Explanatory models aim to discover answers to important
questions concerning the information diffusion process, such the determination of
the main factors that affect information diffusion and the most influential nodes
in the network. Predictive models, on the other hand, are used to predict the
future information diffusion process in social networks based on certain factors,
for example the quality of information diffused.
In a similar manner Luu et al. in [126] classify information diffusion models
in non-network and network diffusion models. The former refers to user commu-
nities without any knowledge about the user relationship network and the latter
is more applicable to the social networks where user relationships networks are
given (e.g. Facebook, blog networks). For each model category Luu et al. describe
representative models, notable model extensions, as well as model applications.
The surveyed applications include Influence Maximization and Contamination
Minimization. Model extensions are asynchronous models that incorporate time
delay factors into the basic models.
An important class of information diffusion models are inspired from natural
and biological systems. A typical example is provided by Dewi and Kim [61], who
propose a bio-inspired model for information diffusion in complex networks using
ant colony optimization. The model introduces selfishness in forwarder nodes and
unacquainted nodes and employs ant colony optimization to find shortest path
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and manage the selfish nodes and disjoined nodes. The authors provide simula-
tion results in two types of networks: lattice networks and scale free networks,
and the results show that the ant-colony model has higher performance and
higher reachability than a selected baseline epidemic model.
Influence Maximization. Influence maximization is an important issue in social
network analysis domain which concerns finding the most influential nodes in
a social network. Determining the influential nodes is made with respect to
information diffusion models and is based on the observation that most of the
existing models only contain trust relationships. In this respect Hosseini-Pozveh
et al. in [93] classify influence maximization models in two classes: cascade-
based and threshold-based. They evaluate all models in comparison with selected
benchmark models through two real data sets, the Epinions and Bitcoin OTC.
Based on the evaluation results a main conclusion is drawn: when a distrusted
user performs an action or adopts an opinion, the target users may tend not to
do it.
The efficiency of influence maximization algorithms is subject to active
research since the problem is known to be NP-hard. In this respect Kempe et al.
proposed a greedy algorithm (referred to as SimpleGreedy) that guarantees 63%
influence spread of its optimal solution [106]. Along this line Ko et al. in [113]
propose an improved algorithm, termed Hybrid-IM, which by combines PBIM
(Path Based Influence Maximization) and CB-IM (Community Based Influence
Maximization). Ko et al. further provide evaluation results from extensive exper-
iments with four real-world datasets. They show that Hybrid-IM achieves great
improvement (up to 43 times) in performance over state-of-the-art methods and
finds the seed set that provides the influence spread very close to that of the
state-of-the-art methods.
5.1 Holistic View Models
Rogers’ theory [150] is quantified by the Bass model [33]. The Bass model is
based on the notion that “the probability of adopting by those who have not
yet adopted is a linear function of those who had previously adopted” (F.Bass).
It predicts the number of adopters n(t) ∈ N of an innovation at time t (in the
information diffusion scenario the number of retransmitters of an information
piece):
n(t) = pM + (q − p)N(t) − q/M ( N (t))2 (1)
where N(t) is the cumulative number of adopters by time t, M is the potential
market (the ultimate number of adopters), p ∈ [0, 1] is the coefficient of innova-
tion (the external influences, expressing the individuals influenced by the mass
media), and q is the coefficient of imitation (internal influence, expressing the
individuals influenced by the early adopters). This approach, however, largely
ignores the underlying network structure.
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Models under the same concept of holistic view of the social behaviour make
use of differential equations, and include, among others, the “multi-step flow
model” by Katz and Lazarsfeld [104], the Daley-Kendall rumours model [54],
and also, more recent ones, such as, the Van den Bulte and Joshi model of
influentials and imitators [47].
Fig. 4. Content/information diffusion models
5.2 Network-Aware Models
These include completely novel models, but also variations of the afore-
mentioned (holistic) models, such as the Nekovee variation [136] of the Daley-
Kendall model, and are separated in following categories, based on whether they
are mathematically formulated (Analytical models) and then applied or are the
outcome of empirical methods, such as regression, regression trees etc. (Empirical
models).
Analytical Models. The first mathematical models based on nodes’ thresholds
for the depiction of information diffusion were developed by Schelling [157] and
Granovetter [86]. A categorization of the most predominant models is presented.
Game-Theoretic Models. In [112], Kleinberg proposes a simple networked coor-
dination games model. The author assumes that there are two behaviours a node
v ∈ V in the graph G = (V,E) can follow, A and B. The model is based on the
notion that for each individual the benefits of adopting a new behaviour increase
as more of its neighbours adopt the new behaviour. At discrete time steps each
node updates its choice of A or B according to the behaviour of its neighbours.
The objective of the nodes is to switch each time to the behaviour that reaps
the maximum benefit for them. For the nodes v and w there is a motivation for
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behaviour matching, expressed in the following way, where parameter q is a real
number 0 < q < 1:
– if v and w both choose behaviour A, they both receive a q payoff
– if v and w both choose behaviour B, they both receive a 1 − q payoff
– if v and w choose different behaviours, they both receive a 0 payoff
v’s payoff for choosing A is qdAv and for choosing B is (1 − q)dBv . The overall
payoff for v playing the game with its neighbours in G is the sum of the individual
(pairwise) payoffs; q is actually the threshold expressing the fraction of adopting
neighbours, since it easily results that v should adopt behaviour B if dBv > qdv,
and A if dBv < qdv, where dv is the degree of the node, d
A
v the number of
its neighbours with behaviour A and dBv the number of its neighbours with
behaviour B.
Initially there is a set S of nodes adopting behaviour B and hq(S) is the set
of nodes adopting B after one round of updating with threshold q. hkq (S) is the
set of nodes adopting B after k successive rounds. A set S is contagious (with
respect to hq) if “a new behaviour originating at S eventually spreads to the full
set of nodes”and the contagion threshold of a social network G is“the maximum
q for which there exists a finite contagious set”.
The technical issue of progressive or non-progressive processes (monotonous
or non-monotonous as referred to later on in the present study) refers to the fact
that when a node v following till then the behaviour A updates to behaviour
B in time step t, it will be following B in all subsequent time steps. Although,
intuitively, we would expect progressive processes to give finite contagious sets
more easily (because of lack of early adopters setbacks that would hinder the
cascade), Kleinberg points out that both the progressive and non-progressive
models have the same contagion thresholds [131], which in both cases is at most
1/2 (“a behaviour can’t spread very far if it requires a strict majority of your
friends to adopt it”) [131].
More game-theoretic models can be found in the work of Arthur [22], who
proposes a simple cascade model of sequential decisions with positive externali-
ties, manifested by a term that adds to the payoff of a decision. Namely in the
scenario of two competing products, the latter become more valuable as they
are used by more users (for a social media site or a smartphone, for example, it
will aquire better third-party applications and support as its users grow). Also
game-theoretic models are introduced by Banerjee [29] and Bikhchandani et al.
[39], that are based on influence not due to positive externalities, but because of
information conveyed from earlier decisions. The proposed game-theoretic mod-
els, however, have the drawback of not taking heterogeneity into consideration,
in the notion that all nodes have the same threshold, and all their neighbours
contribute the same in making a node change its behaviour.
Bayes-Based Models. Combining nodes’ private information and their observa-
tions of earlier adoptions, in [69], Kleinberg and Easley present a Bayes based
model to formulate information cascades, answering questions such as “What is
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the probability this is the best restaurant given the reviews I have read and the
crowds I see there?”.
Pr [A|B] = Pr [A] Pr [B|A]
Pr [B]
(2)
Three factors are taken into consideration:
– The states of the world;
– Payoffs; and
– Signals.
The first factor expresses whether an option is good or bad (if a new restaurant
is a good or a bad choice). Supposing that the two options of the world are
K (the option is a good idea) and B (the option is a bad idea), the world is
placed in K with probability p and in B with probability 1 − p (Pr [K] = p,
Pr [B] = 1 − Pr [K] = 1 − p). Payoffs for a node v are defined as follows:
– If v rejects the option, the payoff is 0.
– If v adopts a good idea, it receives a positive vg > 0 payoff.
– If v adopts a bad idea, it receives a negative vb > 0 payoff.
– If v adopts without any prior knowledge, the payoff is 0.
The signals refer to private information each individual gets about the benefit
or not of a decision: a high signal (H) suggests that adoption is a good idea,
whereas a low signal (L) suggests that it is a bad idea. If accepting is indeed a
good idea, then Pr [H|K] = q > 12 and Pr [H|K] = 1 − q < 12 . In the restaurant
example the private information could be a review that an individual reads about
the first restaurant, with a high signal corresponding to a review comparing it
favorably to restaurant B. If choosing the first restaurant is indeed good, there
should be a higher number of such reviews, so Pr [H|K] = q > 12 . Kleinberg and
Easley [69] consider how individual decisions are made using (Eq. 2) when they
get a sequence of independently generated signals consisting of a number of high
signals and a number of low signals, thus making interesting observations about
situations where individuals can observe others’ earlier decision, but do not have
access to their knowledge.
The basic propagation models on which most generalizations for information
diffusion are based are the Linear Threshold Model (LTM) [86,157,171] and the
Independent Cascade Model (ICM) [82] with many proposed extensions (LTM:
[106,171], ICM: [82,87,106]) and also a proposed unification [106].
Linear Threshold Model. Based on the assumption that some node can be either
active (adopts a new idea/transmits a piece of information) or inactive and
taking into account the monotonicity assumption, namely that nodes can turn
from inactive to active with the pass of time but not the opposite, we can say
that the LTM is based on the following notion: Each node v has a predefined
activation threshold θv ∈ [0, 1], which expresses how difficult it is for the node
to be influenced when its neighbors are active (“the weighted fraction of the
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neighbors of node that must become active in order for node to become active”),
and is influenced by each one of its neighbors w according to a weight bvw,
so that
∑
w∈Γ (v) bvw ≤ 1. The thresholds can be produced randomly with a
uniform distribution, but some approaches investigate a uniform threshold for
all the nodes of the network, e.g. [37]. The process takes place in discrete steps
and the nodes that satisfy the constraint
∑
w∈Γ (v) bvw > θv are gradually added
as active to the initial set of nodes. It’s worth mentioning that LTM can result
as a modification of the networked coordinations game referred in the previous
paragraph with the differentiation of payoffs for different pairs of nodes.
LTM expresses the idea that the influence of the neighbours of a node is
additive, but when the rule of influence can not be expressed by a simple weighed
sum, for example a node becomes active when one of its acquaintances and two
of its co-workers do so, the arbitrary function gv substitutes the weighed sum.
In the General Threshold Model for time steps t = 1, 2, 3... a node v becomes
active if the set of active neighbours at t satisfy gv(X) > θv.
Independent Cascade Model. Under the ICM model [82], there is also a set
of initially active nodes, the process takes place in discrete steps, but when
node v becomes active, it has only one chance of activating each of its inactive
neighbors w until the end of the process with a probability pvw independent of
the activations history and with an arbitrary order.
Exact evaluation of activation probabilities is exponential to the number of
edges of the graph. Improving the performance of the works in [86] and [160],
there are works studying the calculation of these probabilities such as [84] (based
on a General Threshold Model with the assumption that each parent’s influence
is fixed), or [64] (based on the ICM). In the latter, sampling from the twitter
dataset is conducted in an efficient Markov-Chain Monte Carlo fashion using
the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm [51] and the problem is tackled with two
differentiations, one of which considering the past paths of data known (retweets
for the twitter dataset) and one considering only the past path endpoints known
(hashtags and urls) and joint probabilities are taken into consideration, reflecting
also model uncertainty.
Epidemical Models. In the case of epidemical models a single activated
(“infected”) node causes the change of state of a neighbour susceptible node,
whereas in the afore-mentioned threshold and game-theoretic models a node has
to interact with multiple neighbour nodes to evolve (complex contagion).
Epidemical models were introduced on the assumption that information
would propagate like diseases. They constitute another category with an almost
straightforward pairing with the ICM. The ICM captures the notion of contagion
more directly, and also allows us to incorporate the idea that a node’s receptive-
ness to influence does not depend on the past history of interactions with its
neighbors.
Epidemical models variations include the simple branching processes model,
where a node infects a number of nodes and the contagion proceeds in subsequent
waves with a probability π. This model is characterized by the basic reproductive
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number of the disease R0 = kπ, where k is the number of new people somebody
meets, which expresses the anticipated number of new cases of the disease that
a single node will cause.
Extensions of the epidemical models are the SIR, SIS, and SIRS models: S
stands for susceptible nodes, nodes that have not been infected yet and have
no immunity to the contagion. I stands for infected nodes, nodes contagious to
their susceptible neighbours, and R stands for recovered nodes, with the recovery
considered as permanent in SIR and temporary in the case of SIRS [114]. The
sequence of the letters in the acronyms of the models explains the flow of the
epidemic. In SIR model nodes pass from the state of being susceptible to the
state of being infected and then recover. In SIS model nodes are immediately
susceptible once they have recovered (like in the case of common cold, recovery
does not imply immunity that lasts for long). In the SIRS model recovered nodes
free of infection may rejoin the susceptible nodes.
Markov Chain Models. Markov chains [65] are used to describe transitions from
one state of a system to another in a finite set of possible states. Their mem-
oryless nature (Markov property) has to do with the fact that the next state
each time is independent of the preceding states. More formally: With a set of
states {ξ1, ξ2, .., ξr} the process moves successively from one state to another
in so-called steps, and specifically from state ξi to state ξj with a probability
pij (transition probability) independent of the previous states of the chains, or
remains in the same state with a probability pii. A particular state is picked
from Ξ as the initial state. Markov chains are usually depicted with a directed
graph, where the edges’ labels denote the transition probabilities.
Markov models are widely used for analysing the web navigation of users.
PageRank [45] is based on a Markov model and is used for ranking of infor-
mation in the World Wide Web. By assigning weights that denote the relative
importance of an hyperlinked document in a set of documents, the likelihood
that a person will reach a specific page through random clicks is, essentially,
represented.
In [160], Song et al. use a Continuous-Time Markov Chain Model (CTMC),
namely a Markov model that describes the transition among states after some
time of stay in a particular state. This time is exponentially distributed and does
not affect the transition probability to the next state. The information diffusion
model is introduced on a network G(V , w, τ). G contains a set V of n nodes and
E edges between nodes representing the information diffusion paths. w denotes
the set of the edges’ weights (“amount of information to flow from one node to
another”) and τ the set of the time delay on the information diffusion paths.
Thus, the representation of the graph matches the CTMC in the notion that
each node represents a state, each weight a transition probability and the delay
is represented as the time-to-stay in each state.
Voter Model. The basic voter model introduced by Clifford and Sudbury [52]
and Holley and Liggett [91], is defined in an undirected network and allows the
spread of two opinions. In discrete time steps, a node adopts the opinion of a
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randomly chosen neighbour. For a node v ∈ V in graph G = (V,E), Γ (v) is the
set of neighbors of v in G and initially the nodes are arbitrarily endowed with a
0/1 state. At time step t each node adopts the opinion of one uniformly picked
neighbour. With an initial assignment f0 : V → {0, 1} inductively we define
ft+1(v) =
{
1, with probability a
0, with probability b (3)
where a = |{u∈Γ (v):ft(u)=1}||Γ (v)| and b =
|{u∈Γ (v):ft(u)=0}|
|Γ (v)| .
Even-Dar and Shapira [70] argue that it is one of the most natural prob-
abilistic models to capture the information diffusion in a social network. It is
suitable for depicting the spread of a technological product, as it is proved that
under this model consensus is reached with probability 1. Even-Dar and Shapira
refer to the (almost) consensus of products such as Google as a search engine,
YouTube as a video-sharing website etc.
Models from Physics. Models from physics include the Ising model [97] serving
for the description of magnetic systems, and bootstrap percolation [16] serving
for the description of magnetic systems, neuronal activity, glassy dynamics, etc.
The Ising model [97] was first proposed in statistical physics and encompasses
the notion of a ground state (in physics the state with the minimum energy),
and that of the “self-optimizing” nature of the network.
Similarly to the basic voter model, there can be two competing “opinions”,
in favour of or against a subject, let’s say depicted by a “+1” and a “−1”, which
in physics express the correspondence of an atom forming a network to a spin
variable (can be considered as the basic unit of magnetization) state σi = ±1.
The total energy of the system under this model (Hamiltonian) is defined as:







for each configuration σ = (σ1, ..., σN ), with the parameter J associated with
an “external magnetic field” and E with the“nearest-neighbours interaction”, N
the number of the atoms. The ground state is the lowest energy configuration sg
(in physics the zero temperature configuration), so that sg ∈ argminsH(s). In a
social network can be seen as the state with the most likely opinion, minimizing
conflicts among its members (atoms).
In the standard bootstrap percolation process [16] a node is initially either
active with a given probability f or inactive. It becomes active if k (k = 2, 3, ...)
of its nearest neighbors are active. In that notion it resembles the k-core problem
of random graphs [124], where k-core is the maximal subgraph within which all
vertices have at least k neighbors, but whereas bootstrap percolation starts from
a subset of seed vertices according to the above-mentioned activation rule, the
k-core of the network can be found by a subsequent pruning of vertices which
have less than k neighbors.
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Empirical Models. Before the advent of machine-readable traces, the potential
of networks in the transmission of information and messages was stated already
by Milgram in his renowned experiment [130] or Christakis [79], who suggested
in a study of 12000 participants that risks, such as the risk of becoming obese or
benefits, such as stopping of smoking, are propagated through social ties. However,
it is large scale and time-resolved machine-readable traces that, through the step-
by-step track of interactions in OSNs (although not compulsorily easily accessible/
collectible), have driven to the formulation of a plethora of empirical models.
Some generic observations concerning the empirical models are the following.
Many of them lack insight of information content, unlike works, such as that of
Huberman et al. [24], who formulate a model taking into consideration solely
the features of an information item (a news item in Twitter). Sometimes the
discovered patterns in empirical models are at odds with the predictions based
on theoretical (analytical) models. For example, in unison with the epidemical
model, Leskovec et al. in [119] claim that cascades (depicting the blogosphere
information diffusion) are mostly tree-like. More specifically, they notice that
the number of edges in the cascade increases almost linearly with the number of
nodes, suggesting that the average degree in the cascade remains constant as the
cascade grows (a trees property). Moreover, Leskovec et al. claim that these trees
are balanced, as they notice that the cascade diameter increases logarithmically
with the size of the cascade. In contradiction to the above, the trees derived
from the chain-letter diffusion model of Liben-Nowell and Kleinberg in [121] are
inconsistent with the epidemic model, as they are very narrow and deep, with
the majority of their nodes having one child and a median distance from their
root to the their leaves being of hundreds steps.
Precisely, in [121] the spread of a chain-letter is represented by a tree. Copies
of the chain-letter represent paths through the tree, the root represents the
originator and the leaves represent the recipients of a message (w is a child of
v if w appends its name in the copy of the letter directly below v). In order
to produce trees with the characteristics mentioned in the previous paragraph,
the probabilistic model suggested (i) incorporates asynchrony: after receiving a
message, each recipient waits for a time t before acting on it, and if it receives
more copies of the item in this time interval, it acts upon only one of them,
and (ii) encompasses a back-rate β, as a node can either forward the message to
its neighbours with probability 1 − β or group-reply to his corecipients with a
probability β.
In [27], Bakshy et al. attempt to model the information diffusion in Twitter
with the use of regression trees. Twitter is convenient for information diffusion
modeling, since it is explicitly diffusion-oriented: users subscribe to the content
of other users. The retweet feature, moreover, helps in the acknowledgement
(though does not guarantee it) of reposts. Seeders are users posting original (not
retweeted) content and reposting instead of the conventional retweeting (RT
@username) is taken into account. Influence is measured in terms of the size
of the whole diffusion tree created, and not just the plain number of explicit
retweets. The three different cases studied ascribe the influence to the first one
having posted a link, the most recent one or follow a hybrid approach.
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As far as the seed users are concerned, the predictors used include: the num-
ber of followers, number of friends, number of tweets and date of joining, and
regarding the past influence of seed users: the average, minimum and maximum
total influence and average, minimum and maximum local influence (local refers
to the average number of reposts by a user’s immediate friends over a period of
one month and total to the average total cascade size over that period).
Bakshy et al. [27] come to the conclusion that although large cascades have
in their majority previously successful individuals with many followers as initia-
tors, individuals with these characteristics are not necessarily bound to start a
large cascade. Thus, because of the fact that estimations cannot be made at an
individual level, marketers should rely on the average performance. By studying
the return on investment, on the whole, with a cost function of the number of
followers per individual i: ci = acf + ficf , where a is acquisition cost cf cost per
follower and fi is the number of followers, they conclude that relatively ordinary
users of average influence and connectivity are most cost-efficient.
Content-related features are, also, according to Bakshy et al. not expected to
discriminate initiators of large cascades from non-successful ones, due to the large
number of non-successes. In order to take content into account, the regression
analysis is repeated encompassing the following features: rated interestingness,
perceived interestingness to an average person, rated positive feeling, willingness
to share via email, IM, Twitter, Facebook or Digg, some indicator variables for
type of URL, and some indicator variables for category of content.
Moreover, Lerman et al. [118] claim that exploiting the proximity of users in
the social graph can serve as an adding-value factor for the prediction of infor-
mation diffusion. They discriminate proximity as coming from conservative or
non-conservative processes (denoting that the amount of spread information in
the network remains or not constant, respectively). For the case the underly-
ing network is not fully known [132], Najar et al. focus on predicting the final
activation state of the network when an initial activation is given. They find
the correspondence between the initial and final states of the network without
considering the intermediate states. Their work is based on the analogy between
predictive and generative approaches for discrimination or regression problems
(predictive models depicting a better performance, when the real data distribu-
tion can’t be captured).
In [174], Yang and Leskovec use a time series model for modeling the global
influence of a node through the whole network. For each node u, an influence
function Iu(l) is the number of mentions of an information l time units after
the node u adopted the information (at tu), and with V (t) being the number of
nodes that mention the information at time t, it applies:
V (t + 1) =
∑
u∈∈A(t)
Iu(t − tu) (5)
where A(t) are the nodes that got activated before t, tu ≤ t. For the modeling
of the influence functions a non-parametric formulation followed allows greater
accuracy and deviation, as no assumptions are made.
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A study of the social news aggregator Digg [66] crawling data from the site,
story, user and social network perspective, suggests the presence of previously
unconsidered factors for the steering of information spread in OSNs. Doerr et al.
suggest, that, beyond the bare OSN topology two factors matter: the temporal
alignment between user activities (i.e. whether users are visiting the site in the
same narrow time window) and a hidden logical layer of interaction patterns
occurring in their majority outside the social graph.
In the direction of studying the information diffusion as social graphs evolve,
Ren et al. [146] study the evolution steps for shortest paths between two nodes,
(so that they can ascribe them to a disjoint path, a short-circuiting bridge or a
new friend between them), and furthermore, metrics such as closeness central-
ity, and global metrics, like the graph diameter, across snapshots of gradually
evolving graphs. To this end, they adopt an efficient algorithm and an efficient
storage scheme.
Firstly, they cluster (in an incremental procedure not requiring all snapshots
to be present in memory) successive graphs exploiting their many resemblances
(daily snapshots). As G∪ and G∩ essentially “bound” the graphs in the cluster,
with G∩ being the intersection (the largest common subgraph) of all snapshots in
cluster C, and G∪ the union (the smallest common supergraph) of all snapshots
in C, grouping of snapshots into clusters can be based in the idea of the graph
edit similarity between these two graphs (G∪, G∩). The graph edit similarity to
capture the similarity requirement of a cluster is defined as:
ges(Ga, Gb) =
2 | E(Ga ∩ Gb) |
| E(Ga) | + | E(Gb) | (6)
Secondly, they exploit the idea that, denoting the shortest-path between
the vertices v and u, by P̃∗(u, v) in a graph G∗, where ∗ = 1, 2, ..., n,∩,∪, the
solution can easily be found by the intersection or union (two graphs) of graphs
in the cluster, or be “fixed” using these two graphs, and they propose a“finding-
verifying-fixing framework”.
As far as the storage schemes variations are concerned, for a cluster of snap-
shots C = G1, ..., Gk the deltas Δ(Gi, G∩),∀1 ≤ i ≤ k consist a small fraction
of the snapshot, and their size depends on the threshold value used for clus-
ters’ similarity. The penalty of decompression overheads needed is surpassed by
savings in I/O. Variations of the storage schemes include the following:
SM1(C) = {G∩,Δ(G∪, G∩),Δ(Gi, G∩)|1 ≤ i ≤ k} (7)
SM2(C) = {G∩,Δ(G∪, G∩),Δ(G1, G∩),D(Gi, Gi−1)|2 ≤ i ≤ k} (8)
SM FV F (C) = {D(G∩, Gp∩),Δ(G∪, G∩),Δ(G1, G∩),D(Gi, Gi−1)|2 ≤ i ≤ k}
(9)
In (7) the authors consider only the edge sets of Δ(Gi, G∩) and G∩ to execute
their algorithms on a snapshot Gi and the snapshots, Gi’s, of the cluster need
not be explicitly stored. For further compression of data of an evolving graph
sequence similarity of successive snapshots is exploited: In (8) D(Gi, Gi−1) =
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(E+i , E
−
i ), where E
+
i = E(Gi) − E(Gi−1) and E−i = E(Gi−1) − E(Gi) are the
changes made to snapshot Gi−1 to obtain the next snapshot Gi. Authors observe
that the size of the set of edge changes D(Gi,Gi−1) is on average just 1/10 the
size of Δ(Gi, G∩). Hence, representing an EGS in terms of the D’s is much more
space efficient than in term of the Δ’s. Further compression can be achieved by
exploiting inter-cluster redundancy (9).
6 Distribution of Social Data Streams
6.1 Content Distribution for Social Data Streams
This subsection provides a description of architectures, systems and techniques
[108] for the distribution of social data content.
Architectures. In [99], Jacobson et al. introduce Content Centric Network-
ing (CCN), noting that network use has evolved to be dominated by content
distribution and retrieval. CCN has no notion of host at its lowest level - a
packet “address” names content, not location, while simultaneously preserving
the design decisions that make TCP/IP simple, robust and scalable. Content is
treated as a primitive, and with new approaches, Jacobson et al. simultaneously
achieve scalability and performance.
To share resources within the context of a social network with the use of the
cloud business model, Chard et al. in [49] propose the SocialCloud architecture.
Users register in cloud services (computational capacity, photo storage etc.), and
their friends can consume and provide these services through a Facebook appli-
cation. The allocation of resources (trading or reciprocal use between friends)
is conducted by an underlying market infrastructure, whereas the Social Cloud
application passes a SLA to the service. The advertisement of the service, so
that it can be included in the market is done with XML based metadata stored
in Globus Monitoring and Discovery System (MDS).
An interesting approach [116] applicable to the realm of content delivery
is based on an architecture which combines global learning and local caches
with small population. It is shown that age-based thresholds can timely exploit
time-varying popularities to improve caching performance. Moreover, the caching
efficiency is maximized by a combination of global learning and clustering of
access locations, accompanied by score mechanisms to help with practical issues
at local caches. Practical considerations include, though, the size of the content
that circulates over OSN and the long-tail effect, since the goal of the authors
is first to learn a good estimate at the global point and then feed it back to the
local caches in the form of content scores, thus, making the approach possibly
prohibitive for OSN-aware content delivery.
Systems. In Buzztraq [151], Sastry et al. build a prototype system that takes
advantage of the knowledge of the users’ friends’ location and number, to gener-
ate hints for the placement of replicas closer to future accesses. Comparing their
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strategy with location based placement, which instead uses the geographical
location of recent users, they find substantial decrease of cost, when requests as
part of cascades are more than random accesses of content. Furthermore, their
system reacts faster when there is a new region shift, since it starts counting
friends of previous users in a new region, even before a request comes from that
region. The key concept of Buzztraq is to place replicas of items already posted
by a user closer to the locations of friends, anticipating future requests. The
intuition is that social cascades are rapidly spread through populations as social
epidemics. The experimental results indicated that social cascade prediction can
lower the cost of user access compared to simple location-based placement. Buz-
ztrack is a simple system that only provides hints as to where to place objects.
Other more complex constraints that the present work covers, such as server
bandwidth and storage, are not taken into account. Moreover, social cascade
is indirectly analyzed because there has to be a third-party page where users
connect to view the videos and have access to their social profile.
In the direction of distributing long-tailed content while lowering bandwidth
costs and improving QoS, although without considering storage constraints,
Traverso et al. in [165] exploit the time differences between sites and the access
patterns that users follow. Rather than naively pushing UGC immediately, which
may not be consumed and contribute unnecessarily to a traffic spike in the upload
link, the system can follow a pull-based approach, where the first friend of a user
in a Point of Presence (PoP) asks for the content. Moreover, rather than push-
ing content as soon as a user uploads, content can be pushed at the local time
that is off-peak for the uplink and be downloaded in a subsequent time bin,
also off-peak for the downlink. The larger the difference is between the content
production bin and the bin in which the content is likely to be read, the better
is the performance of the system.
In [153], Scellato et al. study how Twitter can be used to examine social cas-
cades of UGC from YouTube and discover popular objects for replication. They
improve the temporary caching policy by placing content after accounting for
the distance between users. For the model CDN system constructed and tested,
Scellato et al. used the Limelight network properties with 19 clusters of servers
worldwide. To test the system, two different video weights were used: geosocial,
in which node locality values are calculated from all the users that have posted a
message about the item (even without being involved in a cascade), and geocas-
cade, in which node locality values are calculated from the users participating
in the item’s social cascade. It was shown that the model improved performance
against a no weight policy, with geocascade weight performing better.
Techniques. The introduction of concrete, unified metrics for the characteriza-
tion of the extent of the social dissemination (local or global cascades phenom-
ena) is an open issue. A systematic incorporation of this quantified knowledge
into the existent underlying content delivery infrastructure would be salutary
for proactive steps towards the improvement of user experience.
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Furthermore, novel techniques aim to incorporate the information extracted
from OSNs in the way that users share content and in how the content ultimately
reaches the users. Some of these works use the information directly from OSNs,
whereas others use such information indirectly. The research goals vary: the
decision for copying content, improvement of policy for temporary caching, etc.
Zhou et al. [178] leverage the connection between content exchange and geo-
graphic locality (using a Facebook dataset they identify significant geographic
locality not only concerning the connections in the social graph, but also the
exchange of content) and the observation that an important fraction of content
is “created at the edge” (is user-generated), with a web based scheme for caching
using the access patterns of friends. Content exchange is kept within the same
Internet Service Provider (ISP) with a drop-in component, that can be deployed
by existing web browsers and is independent of the type of content exchanged.
Browsing users online are protected with k-anonymity, where k is the number of
users connected to the same proxy and are able to view the content.
In [92], Hoque and Gupta propose a technique with a logical addressing
scheme for putting together in the disk blocks containing data from friends. The
large scale of OSNs and the predominant tail effect do not allow use of tech-
niques such as those used in multimedia file systems or web servers, where items
are globally popular, and, techniques keeping related blocks together tracking
the access pattern of blocks, respectively. To this purpose, in [92] the social
graph is divided into communities. The organization of blocks in the disk is
conducted with a greedy heuristic that finds a layout for the users within the
communities and organizes the different communities on the disk by considering
inter-community tie strength. The system is implemented on top of the Neo4j
graph database as a layout manager.
Instead of optimizing the performance of UGC services exploiting spatial and
temporal locality in access patterns, Huguenin et al., in [95], show on a large
(more than 650,000 videos) YouTube dataset that content locality (induced by
the related videos feature) and geographic locality are in fact correlated. More
specifically, they show how the geographic view distribution of a video can be
inferred to a large extent from that of its related videos, proposing a UGC storage
system that proactively places videos close to the expected requests. Such an
approach could be extended with the leverage of information from OSNs.
Kilanioti et al. in [109–111] propose miscellaneous policies for dynamic
OSN-aware content delivery over a content delivery simulation framework. The
authors propose policies that take patterns of user activity over OSNs and exploit
geo-social properties of users participating in social cascades, proceed to incorpo-
rate various caching schemes of the underlying infrastructure, different policies
for the handling of OSN data and various approaches that take into account the
efficient timing of prefetching. Given an efficient placement of surrogate servers
with maximum performance and minimum infrastructure cost, they apply con-
textual features of the user as heuristics to find the best content diffusion place-
ment, either in a global or in a local scale, i.e., which content will be copied
in the surrogate servers and to what extent, not overlooking memory, time and
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computational cost. Moreover they study temporal aspects of diffusion, related
to the most efficient timing of the content placement. The simulation framework
they introduce can serve as the basis of further parameterized content delivery
experimentation that exploits information transmission over OSNs and decreases
replication costs by selectively copying items to locations where items are likely
to be consumed.
In terms of performance, Kilanioti et al. note a significant improvement over
the respective improvement (39.43% only for the plain Social Prefetcher app-
roach [107], up to 42.32% for selected caching mechanisms, compared to 30%
in [165]) performing better than existent pull-based methods employed by most
CDNs, even though these methods additionally overlook storage issues of the
distributed infrastructure.
Last but not least, of more concurrent cascades happening it would be inter-
esting to know which of them will evolve as global and which of them will
evolve as local, possibly making some associations with their content or con-
text features. It is challenging to discover contextual associations among the
topics, which are by nature implicit in the user-generated content exchanged
over OSNs and spread via social cascades. In other words it would be useful to
derive semantic relations. This way the identification of a popular topic can be
conducted in a higher, more abstract level with the augmentation of a seman-
tic annotation. While the topic of a single information disseminated through an
OSN can be explicitly identified, it is not trivial to identify reliable and effective
models for the adoption of topics as time evolves [80,123] characterized with
some useful emergent semantics. Therefore efficient semantic annotation can be
seen as a solution for the challenge of characterization of the extent of the social
dissemination.
6.2 Content Distribution in 5G Environments and Technologies
Content became the main information item exchanged between different actors
in the Internet. Video and multimedia content counts for 80–90% of the total
global traffic. Rich multimedia content lead to rapid mobile traffic growth that
current mobile radio network, mobile backhaul, the capacity of the wireless link
and mobile core network cannot support. 5G could overcome these bottlenecks
introducing high increasing ratio of mobility communications and strong ori-
entation towards content-related services and applications for content delivery
over wireless technology, high throughput, low data delivery latency, and high
scalability enabling huge number of devices [17].
Environment. 5G represents the 5th generation network of mobile systems
which opens new possibilities, increase radio link capacity and brings plenty of
new trends such as [17,122]: heterogeneous networks (HetNets); new use cases
based on connections and communications between device to device, massive
Machine-Type Communications, and Internet of Things (IoT); evolution of radio
access technologies; cloudification throughout SDN and network function virtual-
ization (NFV) paradigms; flexible spectrum management; cell densification; etc.
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NFV and SDN capabilities in 5G systems are expected to enable network pro-
grammability. Content delivery could be affected by 5G cloudification through
different SDN/NFV paradigms [122]. Programmable network control and the vir-
tualization of all the RAN elements into virtual appliances by flexible NFV man-
agement are included within 5G networks. This enable content focused resources
allocation. Agile design of new network functions and their control are possible.
Network providers could extend network with new function that includes custom
designed information, such as services that can offer to the online media service
providers. The collaboration between the network provider and the online media
service provider by means of the edge cache could be enabled by media delivery
solutions designed for 5G. The control of the network will be kept by the network
provider. The network provider would give only the relevant information for the
online media service provider, while the online media service provider will keep
the control of the delivery process and decide whether the cache shall be used,
what and how information or resources are cached [3].
Technologies. New technologies such as LTE-A, LTE-U, WiFi and ZigBee,
SDN and NFV rapidly change networks and services and lead to changes to
content delivery. For example, mobile video will generate more than 69% of
mobile data traffic by 2019 [2]. It is expected to witness an increase to 75% by
2021, which is much greater from 46% in 2016 on the share of smart devices and
connections, while the amount of traffic offloaded from 4G was 63% at the end
of 2016, and it will be 66% percent by 2021 [2].It is also expected to witness
higher offload rates when the 5G network arrives. The main challenges in a
wireless or mobile environment that have impact on content delivery services
are reflected to the limited spectrum and bandwidth in wireless, heterogeneous
networks, wireless link characteristics that are dependent on location and time,
radio congestion, handoff issues, etc.
5G Use Cases. Future 5G developments is dependent on service providers,
technology enablers and customers. All these actors are directly involved in deci-
sions which use cases to pursue first, as well what technology is needed for the
use cases. The 5G standards development process is also dependent on decisions
which use cases first to deploy. All these ongoing developments will directly affect
content delivery mechanisms, models and systems architectures. The main 5G
use cases currently are reflected to [3]:
1. Gigabit broadband to home, related to deliver streams rated from 100 Mbit/sec
to 1 Gbit/sec, which are needed to deliver television with higher resolution than
4K, virtual and augmented reality. Specific applications require special network
configuration, for example in order to minimize latency in virtual reality appli-
cations.
2. Next generation mobile user experience.
3. Future corporate networks, addressed to better service providing, which
require operators to dynamically manage network and to use software defined
networking and network function virtualization.
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4. Digital industrial ecosystems include agriculture, smart cities and healthcare
applications, which imply network configurations that every industry partic-
ipant can benefit from.
5. Infrastructure as a service approach is for service providers that lack the
resources to invest in nationwide 5G coverage.
5G Solutions and Approaches. The demand for high-speed data applications
has been on the rise in the recent decade, which led to the development of 5G.
Development of efficient mechanisms for supporting mobile multimedia and data
services is prerequisite for 5G networks. The real bottleneck of todays’ mobile
networks is access radio network and the backhaul. Caching in the intermediate
nodes, servers, gateways, routers, and mobile users’ devices can reduce doubled
transmission from content providers and core mobile networks.
Known caching techniques that can be used within 5G are: content distri-
bution network, information-centric networks, content-centric networking, http
web caching, evolved packet core caching, radio access network caching, device to
device caching, proactive caching, predictive caching, cooperative caching [23].
Those techniques are using different algorithms and models. Analysis presented
in [23] showed that the deployment of those caching techniques in mobile network
can reduce redundant traffic in backhaul, minimize the traffic load, increase the
transfer rate in mobile network and reduce the latency. Correlation of several
caching methods and procedures could result in improving network performance
and obtaining better results.
5G brings complex heterogeneity of the network with different technolo-
gies that coexist, where some technologies could totally disable transmission of
data of equipment that use other technologies. Solutions that efficiently handles
resources in space, frequency, and device dimensions are needed. One possible
efficient solution is semantic coordination in such networks is given in [135,164].
The nodes in the system can communicate and share knowledge of their per-
spective of the spectrum utilization in the network. In [164] authors proposed
to model the spectrum usage coordination as an interactive process between
a number of distributed communicating agents, where agents share their spe-
cific information and knowledge. The information includes the current spectrum
usage state, spatial coordinates of the device, available communication proto-
cols, usage policy, spectrum sensing capabilities of the device, spectrum needs,
etc. Approach for such coordination presented in [164] is based on semantic
technologies, and harmonize communication between heterogeneous agents with
potentially different capabilities with a minimal common compliance. The core
knowledge is represented by ontologies whose representation and usage is spec-
ified in a standardized way. This semantic technologies-based approach can be
used for a wide spectrum of problems within 5G heterogeneous networks, such
as network states predictions, network analysis, minimizing traffic load, content
distribution coordination etc. This approach could be used in combination with
caching techniques in order to improve content distribution in 5G, but further
research should be carried out in this area.
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7 Conclusions
This article describes the results of the collaborative work performed as part
of High-Performance Modelling and Simulation for Big Data Applications
(cHiPSet) COST Action 1406. The presented case study focused on multime-
dia big data from entertainment and social media, medical images, consumer
images, voice and video, that drives research and development of related tech-
nologies and applications and is steadily becoming a valuable source of infor-
mation and insights [109–111], [108]. In fact, this work describes the general
landscape and how our approach fits in the general ecosystem. Multimedia con-
tent providers such as YouTube strive to efficiently deliver multimedia big data
to a large amount of users over the Internet, with currently more than 300 h
of video content being uploaded to the site every minute. Traditionally, these
content providers often rely on social data content distribution infrastructures.
However, some measurement studies depict that a significantly large proportion
of HTTP traffic results from bandwidth-intensive multimedia content circulat-
ing through OSNs. Consequently the user activity extracted from OSNs can be
exploited to reduce the bandwidth usage. By incorporating patterns of informa-
tion transmission over OSNs into a simulated content distribution infrastruc-
ture, the performance of content distribution mechanisms can be remarkably
improved.
CDN services are increasingly being used to enable the delivery of bandwidth-
demanding large media data to end-users of multimedia content providers and
extend the capabilities of the Internet by deploying massively distributed infras-
tructures to accelerate content delivery. Next generation CDNs are being lever-
aged in an array of ways to overcome the challenges of providing a seamless
customer experience across multiple devices with varying connectivity and cor-
responding to the call for enterprise application delivery. They have to go beyond
efficient resource discovery and retrieval tasks of the established CDNs and sup-
port refined mechanisms for data placement, replication and distribution for a
large variety of resource types and media formats. OSNs on the other hand cre-
ate a potentially transformational change in user navigation and from this angle
the rapid proliferation of OSNs sites is expected to reshape the architecture and
design of CDNs. The challenges and opportunities highlighted in the interdisci-
plinary field of OSN-aware content delivery are bound to foster some interest-
ing future developments, including innovative cache replacement strategies as
a product of the systematic research of temporal, structural and geographical
properties of social cascades.
Particularly today that HTTP traffic ascribed to media circulating over OSNs
has grown, an OSN-awareness mechanism over content distribution schemes has
become essential. This mechanism aims to exploit patterns of social interactions
of the users to reduce the load on the origin server, the traffic on the Internet,
and ultimately improve the user experience. By addressing the issue of which
content will be copied in the surrogate servers of a CDN, it ensures a near-
optimal content diffusion placement. At the same time, it moderates the impact
on bandwidth that the Big Data transmitted via OSNs has, offering scalable
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solutions to existing CDNs or OSNs providers. Furthermore, it paves the way
for experimentation with variations on caching schemes, timing parameters of
content delivery and context of the OSN and the media platform.
A future target is to potentially leverage the CDN services of cloud ser-
vice providers in order to lower costs while increasing simplicity. CDNs, often
operated as Software as a Service (SaaS) in cloud providers (Amazon Cloud-
Front, Microsoft Azure CDN, etc.) aim at addressing the problem of smooth
and transparent content delivery. A CDN actually drives cloud adoption through
enhanced performance, scalability and cost reduction. With the limitation for
both CDNs and cloud services being the geographic distance between a user ask-
ing for content and the server where the content resides, cloud acceleration and
CDN networks are both complementary to achieving a goal of delivering data in
the fastest possible way. Cloud mainly handles. Utilization of OSN-aware CDNs
in cloud computing, where content is constantly changing and, thus, not easily
cached, is likely to have profound effects on large data download.
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Abstract. Fifth generation mobile networks (5G) will rather supplement than
replace current 4G networks by dramatically improving their bandwidth,
capacity and reliability. This way, much more demanding use cases that simply
are not achievable with today’s networks will become reality - from home
entertainment, to product manufacturing and healthcare. However, many of
them rely on Internet of Things (IoT) devices equipped with low-cost trans-
mitters and sensors that generate enormous amount of data about their envi-
ronment. Therefore, due to large scale of 5G systems, combined with their
inherent complexity and heterogeneity, Big Data and analysis techniques are
considered as one of the main enablers of future mobile networks. In this work,
we recognize 5G use cases from various application domains and list the basic
requirements for their development and realization.
Keywords: 5G  Big Data  Use cases
1 Introduction
The vision of 5G is becoming clearer as we move closer to the end of this decade. The
5G will feature increased network speed, and machines, cars, city infrastructure beside
people will be connected. It is expected that 5G networks will have always-on capa-
bilities and to be energy efficient, which require new protocols and access technologies.
The 5G network represents highly complex and heterogeneous network that integrates
massive amount of sensor nodes and diversity of devices such as macro and small cells
with different radio access technologies such as GSM, WCDMA, LTE, and Wi-Fi that
coexist with one another. Such network vision is expected to lead to traffic volume of
tens of exabytes per month that further demands networks capacity 1000 times higher
than now [1, 2]. Such traffic volume is not supported with nowadays cellular networks.
Thus, practical deployment of 5G networking systems, in addition to traditional
technology drivers, needs some new critical issues to be resolved on different areas
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such as: (1) coordination mechanism [3], (2) power consumption [4], (3) networking
behavior prediction [5], (4) positioning and location-awareness [6] etc. Some operators
already start their deployments and the standards process forward.
5G will be built upon the existing 4G LTE networks with features available as part
of the LTE - Advanced standard. Some features will include carrier aggregation that
enable using of existing spectrum efficiently with network capacity increase and higher
throughput rates. Self-organizing networks will play key role as well as technologies
such as coordinated multipoint that will enable operators to simultaneously transmit
and process signals from multiple sites. Software-defined networks (SDN) and network
functions virtualization (NFV) will be very important for operators in order to scale
their networks quickly in migration from 4G to 5G [7]. SDN will play key role for
carving virtual sub-networks, which can be used for huge bandwidth applications,
which for example include video with requirement in speed of 10 Gb/s as well as lower
bandwidth applications, which for example connect different user equipment that are
less demanding on the network.
The 5G architecture and deployment will depend upon how the network is used.
For example, applications such as streaming video, video conferencing and virtual
reality require high speed with growth in the video traffic. In order to achieve this
requirement, the network needs a lot of small cell coverage and higher bandwidth
spectrum. Further, 5G will be the network for Internet of Things (IoT) with support for
a lot of devices [8]. Such IoT network should be efficient in low-bandwidth trans-
missions with enhanced coverage. Because of the high scale of 5G systems combined
with their inherent complexity and heterogeneity, Big Data techniques and analysis will
be one of the main enablers of the new 5G critical issues.
Big Data refers to large data sets whose size is growing at enormous speed making
it difficult to handle and manage them using the traditional techniques and software
tools. It is a step forward from traditional data analysis, considering the following
aspects (so-called five “five Vs”) [9]: quantity of data (volume), different types of semi-
structured and unstructured data (variety), the rate with which data is changing or how
often it is created (velocity), the importance of results extracted from data (value), data
quality, including trust, credibility and integrity (veracity). Taking into account the
prediction that the number of connected devices will increase 10–100 by the time when
5G will be commercially used [10], it can be concluded that Big Data techniques will
play an important role, as all the considered usage scenarios are based on extracting
knowledge from the enormous amount of heterogeneous data generated by connected
devices in order to support the decisioning and other mechanisms in future 5G
networks.
In this chapter, we identify use cases and scenarios that could benefit from new
capabilities provided by 5G network in synergy with Big Data technologies, list basic
requirements for their application development, and consider some future challenges
addressing positioning challenges and semantic-based solutions. The researcher com-
munity and service providers (business stakeholders) could benefit from this chapter.
From one side, it provides an insight of recent trends in 5G research and development,
while, from the other side, it discusses how the research outcomes could be used for
development of future services to satisfy customer demands.
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Section 2 of this chapter gives list 5G use cases requirements, while Sect. 3 gives
identified 5g use case with short description of each. Section 4 gives future challenges
targeting positioning systems, semantic based approaches, 5G security etc. Section 5
concludes the chapter.
2 5G Use Cases Requirements
The introduction of big data techniques in 5G distributed applications poses a chal-
lenge, as these techniques usually require huge computational resources. In general,
there is a need for high performance computing infrastructure. This infrastructure
would typically be available as a private or public cloud or grid. Cloud or grid
resources will allow for consuming, storing and processing huge amounts of data. This
data shall be prepared for consumption from the edge network. Depending on the
nature of the data needed by end-users, we can envision two kinds of data processing
methods: online and offline. Offline methods are easier to handle as the processing can
be performed in the cloud or grid. This are supposed to be processes that are not
critical. Online processing is used when a response is needed in a given amount of time,
and therefore both the time required to give a response and the latency would have high
impact on the set of use cases that will be available for 5G.
For online processing, in those cases where common off-the-shelf hardware is
available at the edge, general Big Data solutions can be run on top of this commodity
hardware, assuming that the constrained resources available are enough.
In general, we identify following requirements needed for 5G use cases:
• Network requirements: Network with 5G capabilities; faster and higher-capacity
networks, which can deliver video and other content-rich services; massive con-
nectivity of devices based on different technologies, etc.
• Application requirements: Consistent process mining over Big Data triple store;
Network capability measurement module; Reasoning module; Learning and Pre-
diction module (for example, Neural Network); Optimization module; Corre-
sponding domain and application Ontologies; etc.
• Storage requirements: Big Data triple store; Possibility to handles large amounts (a
petabyte or more) of data; Distributed redundant data storage; Massively parallel
processing; Provides Semantic Big Data processing capabilities; Centrally managed
and orchestrated.
Even though the 5G networks are primarily designed for enhanced communication
purposes, high-accuracy positioning has been considered as one of the key features in
5G. Moreover, the standardization organization third generation partnership project
(3GPP) has already published several technical reports and specifications regarding
positioning in future 5G networks [11–14]. However, since the 5G specifications are
still under development, detailed descriptions of different positioning approaches and
related positioning protocols are yet unavailable. Despite this, in order to facilitate
development of various future 5G-enabled use cases, 3GPP has introduced the first set
of performance requirements considering different types of position-reliant use cases
presented in [13]. For each use case, a specific positioning accuracy, including both
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horizontal and vertical directions, has been given according to the type of the area of
interest and its 5G service characteristics. For certain use cases, when applicable, also
accuracy requirements for velocity estimation and device bearing estimation are
provided.
Similar to common 5G guidelines, besides focusing only on maximizing the
positioning accuracy, also other important positioning service aspects have been
considered in the existing reports given in [13]. One of the key performance indicators
is positioning availability, which defines in which percent of the time the positioning
method provides estimates with the specified accuracy level. Another important posi-
tioning performance indicator is latency, which indicates the elapsed time between
triggering the positioning process and finally obtaining the position estimates. More-
over, the latency of the first position estimate at the initialization stage of the posi-
tioning process, referred to as the time-to-first-fix, has been separately specified
typically with reduced performance requirements compared to the latency in general.
In addition to the above-described 5G positioning requirements, there are various
other aspects, which have not yet been appropriately addressed in the reports and
specifications, but should be considered according to the needs of users, operators and
3rd parties. Such aspects include, for example, energy consumption, security and
privacy, estimation reliability and related confidence levels, and possible regulatory
requirements (e.g., positioning during emergency calls) [12–14].
Mobile-network-based positioning approaches can be divided into two fundamental
categories, which are network-centric positioning and user-centric positioning. In
network-centric positioning, the position estimates are obtained at the network side
based on the signals transmitted by the user device. In this approach, all heavy com-
putational load is located at the network side, which reduces the power consumption of
the user device, and thus, increases the valuable battery life of the device. Moreover,
when the positioning is done at the network side, all positioning related information,
such as network BS locations, are already available for the positioning algorithms
without introducing additional overhead from signaling the information over the radio
interface. The fact that the position information is fundamentally located at the network
side is especially useful for achieving the future targets of the 5G networks, as it
facilitates numerous 5G-enabled mission-critical use cases where the latency and
reliability of the position estimates are in a crucial role. In the user-centric positioning
approach, where the user device performs the positioning based on the signals trans-
mitted by the network nodes, the position information is not directly available at the
network side. This approach increases user security and privacy, but on the other hand,
it requires additional signaling overhead in order to utilize the device positions jointly
as part of new 5G-enabled infrastructures such as traffic control and ITS, for instance.
3 5G Use Cases
In this section, we analyze how the current advances in 5G and related concepts can be
leveraged in order to provide novel use cases that were not possible before or improve
the existing services and solutions.
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3.1 5G Coordination Mechanisms
The 5G network indicates the need for coexistence of multiple wireless technologies in
the same environment [3, 15, 16]. The problem that raises in such environments is
mutual interference among multiple wireless networks, which is consequence of an
overlapping in usage of the same set of resources. Typically, such case happens when
same radio frequencies are used for multiple communication channels that are based on
different radio technologies [3, 15]. Coordination protocols defined by the technology
standards traditionally address the problem when networks use same technology. New
coordination concepts are needed in the case of co-existing networks based on
heterogeneous technologies [16, 17].
We identify the following possible scenario. In a Home Network setting, a typical
home can have several rooms each equipped with WiFi enabled HDTV set and a
number of streaming audio appliances. At the same time and in the same building, a
sensor network is used for home automation including presence detection, temperature
and lighting regulation, doorbell indication and security and safety monitoring. Most
homes also have at least one microwave oven and a number of Bluetooth Low Energy
gadgets. During the typical evening, all of these devices are active and have to be
actively coordinated in order to provide satisfactory level of service.
3.2 Power Consumption
A number of recently finished as well as currently on-going 5G related EU projects
confirm a diversity of usage and applications of power consumption, efficiency and
reliability in WSNs. These projects delivered a number of algorithms and protocols for
reducing energy consumption that show the importance of the power consumption.
Further, the design of the 5G wireless networks has to consider energy efficiency as
very important pillar in order to optimize economic, operational, and environmental
concerns [1, 18]. In presence of enormous high traffic volume, data-driven techniques
such as intelligent distribution of frequently accessed content over the network nodes
and content caching can result in relevant energy consumption reductions and prolong
the lifetime of nodes that are low on battery energy.
3.3 Networking Behavior Prediction
Big Data Analytics solutions can predict how the needs in resources use change among
places and throughout the time within a complex large-scale system. A 5G network that
adopt such solution would have ability to learn from the previous situations and states
and intelligently adopt to new demands [5, 19]. Particularly, using appropriate learning
techniques the system will enable devices to learn from past observations in their
surroundings.
For example, we identify the following use case scenario: (a) In a Smart City, traffic
lights and pedestrian crossings (i.e. various presence detectors) are IEEE 802.15.4
technology equipped while community WiFi network is mounted on a number of light
posts lining the same street. During rush hours, there is a high demand for WiFi traffic
due to a large number of people using personal devices potentially impacting traffic
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management system; (b) Mobile users consume images, videos and music, which
increase in volume over time. In such a case, network congestion is a consequence of
the high dynamics in demands that exceeds the system potential for adaptability.
3.4 Positioning and Location-Awareness in Future 5G Networks
The world is changing rapidly. New services are needed and many of those new
services require location-awareness. Autonomous vehicles, transportation, traffic con-
trol need this kind of service. If we consider the problem from the point of view of the
smart city we notice that there are many new user groups, such as pedestrians, cleaning
and maintenance services, management and administration. There are several approa-
ches to help with positioning. One started with Long Range Positioning systems like
Decca and LORAN and continued with Global Positioning System (GPS) that is a
positioning system based on Medium Earth Orbit satellites. GPS is a part of Global
Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) [20]. GNSS also includes, for example European
Galileo and Russian GLONASS. However, satellites are not solving the positioning
problem totally. In many regions positioning needs help from mobile communication
networks that is called assisted GPS (A-GPS). The high latitudes in North and in South
and cities with skyscrapers are for examples problematic regions.
In contrast to the earlier and existing mobile generations, where positioning has
been only an add-on feature, future 5G radio networks will allow for highly accurate
positioning not only for personal navigation purposes but also for unforeseen location-
aware services and applications like robotics, intelligent transportation systems (ITSs),
and drones, just to name few. While seeking to meet the demanding communication
requirements of 5G, e.g., in terms of capacity and data-rates, 5G networks will exploit
large bandwidths and massive antenna arrays, which together with even denser base
station (BS) deployments create also a convenient environment for 5G-based radio
positioning. Hence, it is widely expected that future 5G networks should enable and
even improve indoor and outdoor positioning techniques embedded to a radio access
network (RAN) [11] as well as the ones that utilizes RAN-external measurements from
GNSS or sensors.
3.5 Ultra/High Definition Live Video Streaming in Wireless Networks
In recent years, video streaming, both on-demand and live has become an important
part of our everyday lives – from social networks, content delivery platforms to
industrial, robotic and experimentation systems. Due to rise of processor power and
camera sensor resolution of consumer devices, such as smartphones, the image quality
criteria perceived by consumers has dramatically increased. High Definition video is
becoming a must for all the use cases where video streaming is involved. Not only that,
but also new video formats are emerging, such as stereoscopic 3D, 360-degree video
and Ultra High Definition Video which contain even more data that has to be trans-
mitted. Therefore, Internet service providers, mobile carriers and content providers are
encountering many issues, as transmission of such content requires significantly larger
bandwidth. Additionally, the issues become even more challenging due to device
mobility, which can affect the Quality of Service and Quality of Experience, especially
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when it comes to live video broadcast in varying network conditions [21]. Here, we
identify a potential use case of novel networking paradigms – SDN and VNF, in
combination with Big Data technologies. Large amount of network equipment and
status data is analyzed. The results of data analysis are semantically annotated and
stored into RDF triple store, so semantic reasoning can be performed in order to draw
new conclusions which could lead to re-deployment of virtual networking assets,
generation of SDN rules, parameter tuning or other optimizations with objective to
satisfy user-defined QoS parameters and maintain the quality of high definition live
video streaming in varying network conditions, where devices are moving intensively
(such as mobile robotic and experimentation systems).
In several publications so far, this topic has been discussed, problems identified and
several solutions proposed. However, in most cases, these solutions suffer from low
quality, large end-to-end latency in live streaming and frequent freezes in the video
playout due to sudden drops of the available bandwidth [22]. In [22], it was shown
network-based prioritization introduced by an OpenFlow, SDN-enabled controller can
reduce video freezes caused by network congestion. Therefore, the utilization of SDN
technologies in this case seems promising. In [23], results confirm that it is now
possible to realize a short-range THz wireless communication system for commercial
applications where Ultra HD video streaming is needed. However, it is not suitable for
use cases like experimentation and mobile robot where long-range wireless commu-
nication is of utmost importance.
We can conclude that there are still many open questions in case of ultra/high
definition live video streaming using wireless networks, which makes it suitable for
future research and application of next generation networking in synergy with Big Data
and semantic technologies.
3.6 Multi-party Trust Based on Blockchain for Process Monitoring
IoT and smart objects are key-enabler technologies for monitoring of complex business
processes [24], especially in logistics domain and industrial production systems [25].
However, most of these processes involve multiple parties. In absence of central
authority, the trust between these parties becomes an important issue [25, 26]. Despite
the fact that artifact-driven monitoring enables to effectively keep track of the execution
of processes where multiple organizations are involved, it does not fully solve the
problem of trust among them. As the devices involved in monitoring process might
belong to different organizations, there is still a possibility that one of the parties can
misconfigure its devices in order to achieve some own goal in an illegal way, with
possibility to disrupt the process execution itself, affecting the final outcome.
Blockchain technology is recognized as a solution for issues related to trust in
multi-party process monitoring systems [25–27]. Blockchain provides a shared
immutable ledger, which guarantees that the information can be accessed and validated
by all the participants of a process both during its execution and after it is completed,
which builds the trust among them.
This use case represents a potential area where we can make use of synergy of
various novel technologies and paradigms, such as IoT, Big Data and next generation
networking together with blockchain.
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3.7 Trusted Friend Computing
With the advent of 5G networks, an increasing number of devices will be connected
permanently and at high speed to the Internet and to each other. While many appli-
cations will benefit from this new connectivity by being able to interact more quickly
with data providers, such as the cloud or other resources, there is also a growing need
for privacy-conscious data sharing. This is particularly the case in the context of Big
Data, which also includes the issue of moving large amounts of private data. One
possible approach to this problem is to move calculations close to the data and provide
access to both data and local computing resources.
The Trusted Friend Computing (TFC) concept aims to enable a community of users
to securely share their IT resources without a central organization collecting and storing
information. It is a distributed, resource-centered paradigm where data, computing
power, software or the network can be shared reliably and resiliently. This paradigm
defines an original IT architecture built around the notion of a community of users
(called friends) of a given software application. Instead of using the traditional
approach where the IT architecture is middleware-centric to share resources, the TFC
approach focuses on the software application used by the community. One of the
important advantages of this approach is to avoid heavy executable codes transfers
since all friends already possess the calculation modules useful for the community.
Inspired by the social network model and using a concept similar to virtual private
networks (VPNs), the idea is to allow friends to invite other users of the software to
join the community to share their resources. The community is therefore built by
individual cooptation and is, by nature, distributed, decentralized and elastic.
To achieve this objective, several major technical challenges must be addressed.
We can, among other things, mention:
• Clearly define a security model for sharing IT resources in the context of TFC
applications;
• The definition of community management and accounting needs;
• The development of a platform to enable and facilitate the implementation of
applications that comply with the TFC model.
Finally, a user community focused on using a specific application must be identified
and the application must be enhanced with TFC features. One of these communities is
that of physicians involved in the diagnosis of genetic diseases and using the Gen-
searchNGS tool [28]. This Java software analyzes next-generation sequencing data
(NGS) to detect changes in DNA sequences for the diagnosis of genetic diseases [29,
30]. In order to be able to easily integrate into any Java software, including Gen-
searchNGS, TFC capabilities the POP-Java tool [31, 32] was used. This tool has been
improved to support the different functionalities required for TFC-compatible appli-
cations [33].
TFC’s security model is based on the notion of a “confidence link” as presented in
[34]. A confidence link is a two-way channel that allows two friends to communicate
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safely at any time. The confidence link also authenticates users with a security cer-
tificate, ensuring the identification of communicating partners. Each member of a
network can extend the network by creating additional confidence links with other
friends, thus adding new members to the network. All friends as well as all confidence
links form a connected graph where the nodes are friends and the arcs are the confi-
dence links. We call such a graph a “community of trusted friends” or more simply a
“community”. None of the friends in the community have a global view of the
infrastructure. Each friend only knows his direct friends, i.e. the users with whom he
has established a confidence link.
Applications can publish resources on a network of friends or search and access the
resources of other network members. When publishing a resource, specific access
rights can be given to limit access to the resource, for example by differentiating
between direct and indirect friends in a network.
The model also includes the ability to record the use of each member’s resources,
which allows the use of resources to be billed based on their utilization rate, thereby
encouraging members to share their resources.
Today, and certainly even more so tomorrow, the use of mobile networks for
professional applications will be a reality. These applications are less and less confined
to work desktops but are now used outside the enterprise environment for efficiency
and ease of use. A concept such as TFC can truly benefit from a high-performance
mobile communications network such as 5G networks to provide professional com-
munities with secure access, anytime, anywhere, to vast computing and data resources.
3.8 Virtual and Augmented Reality Applications
Virtual (VR) and augmented reality (AR) applications are not exceptions when it
comes to potential use cases where utilization of 5G networks could be highly bene-
ficial. The arrival of next-generation of mobile network will unlock the full potential of
VR and AR technology, which is still limited by current network characteristics. The
complex graphically-rich scenes and sophisticated input mechanisms that are used to
create the VR and AR experiences require a large amount of data that has to be
processed [35]. Lag, stutter, and stalls are unacceptable for user experience and comfort
[36]. This is not a huge problem for local applications, but is quite challenging when
done remotely, if the user is on the move and not using the fixed network connection
[35]. In this case, the quality of VR and AR experience is heavily dependent on three
network components: high capacity, low latency and uniform experience. This way,
many novel services and applications that involve the usage of augmented and virtual
reality would see lights of the day, such as immersive movies, video games, live shows,
concerts, sport events, immersive education platforms, immersive social interactions,
immersive professional project collaboration and many others [35–37]. To sum up,
these services would affect the way that people play, learn and communicate [36].
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4 Current Solutions and Future Challenges
4.1 5G Positioning
Possible Error Sources State of the Art
When considering the 5G positioning aspect, ultra-dense BS deployments, increased
transmission bandwidths, and large antenna arrays enable efficient utilization of both
ranging-based (e.g., time-of-arrival (ToA) and time-difference-of-arrival (TDoA)), and
angle-based (e.g., direction-of-arrival (DoA)) positioning measurements. However, in
order to exploit these types of measurements for positioning, specific prior knowledge
about the network and user device is often assumed available. In case of temporal
measurements, the clocks of the user device and network nodes are often assumed to be
synchronized. More specifically, with ToA measurements, all clocks in the network,
including the user device and the BSs, are typically assumed to be synchronized among
each other, whereas with TDoA measurements, only the BS clocks are assumed to be
synchronized. Nonetheless, clock synchronization errors can result in large inaccura-
cies in ranging measurements, and thus, has to be carefully considered in a practical
positioning system implementation. Besides the aforementioned clock errors, the
ranging measurements as well as angle-based measurements can be deteriorated by the
errors related to BSs’ locations. In addition to the inaccurate BSs’ location information,
uncertainties in the orientation of the BS antennas and/or the user device antennas may
cause significant error to the positioning results when utilizing angle-based measure-
ments like DoA measurements for positioning.
Whereas the BS position and antenna orientation error can be typically considered
time-invariant, the clock errors are often time-variant with certain time-drifting
behavior. However, it is appropriate to assume that the time-variant behavior of the BS
clocks can be sufficiently small, and thus, there can be only a possible constant clock
offset between the BS clocks. Nonetheless, any unknown (or uncertain) system
parameter, such as clock offset, BS positions and antenna orientation, can be estimated
using classical simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) approaches, where the
user device position and the unknown system parameters are estimated simultaneously
while the user device is moving within the network coverage area.
Since the 5G specifications are still under development and 5G networks are only
beginning to emerge to the market, the state-of-the-art 5G positioning studies rely on
high computational load computer simulations using realistic radio wave propagation
models with extensive 3D ray tracing algorithms. In [38], a network-centric positioning
approach was studied by considering asynchronous clocks in the user device and in the
network BSs. It was shown that regardless of the clock errors, sub-meter positioning
accuracy was achieved by using the ToA and DoA measurements. Moreover, while the
user device was moving in the network, the network BSs were synchronized similar to
the well-known SLAM principle. This type of approach was later used in [39] for
investigating location-aware communications, including applications for proactive
radio resource management and location-based geometric beamforming.
A user-centric positioning approach based on signals from a single BS was studied
in [40]. In this case, by utilizing only a single BS for the positioning, requirements for
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the clock synchronization can be considerably alleviated. Based on the ToA and angle-
of-arrival (AoA) measurements, the user device position was estimated with sub-meter
accuracy and the antenna orientation of the user device with sub-degree accuracy.
Moreover, the developed estimation algorithm was also designed to exploit reflected
(or scattered) radio wave components, and therefore, it was able to provide position
estimates also for the reflection locations. This type of utilization of non-line-of-sight
radio paths introduces various new communications aspects from advanced beam-
forming techniques to environment-aware interference management. The user-centric
positioning approach was also studied in [41] for a high-speed train scenario utilizing
5G-specified downlink synchronization signal blocks for positioning purposes. Again,
despite of the challenging BS geometry of the train scenario, sub-meter positioning
accuracy was achieved by jointly using the ToA and AoA measurements.
The network-centric positioning with uncertain BS antenna orientations was
studied in [42], where the positioning was based on type of signals used in conven-
tional beam training procedures. By using beam-wise received signal power mea-
surements the user device position and the unknown BS antenna orientations were
jointly estimated achieving a sub-meter positioning error and a sub-degree antenna
orientation error.
Semantic Analysis of Network Topology and Sensor Data for High-Precision
Localization in 5G Networks Challenges
High-accuracy positioning has been considered as one of the key features of future
generation network and still an open question in many areas, such as robotics, drone-
based experimentation and exploration, autonomous vehicles and intelligent trans-
portation systems.
This task becomes quite challenging in these cases, especially when it comes to
indoor localization [43] and outdoor localization of fast-moving aerial devices [44] in
varying network conditions (drones).
Mobile-network-based positioning can be divided in two categories: user-centric
and network-centric. There are various positioning methods which perform with dif-
ferent values of accuracy, latency and time-to-fix in certain conditions.
It is identified that current research in 5G localization is going towards cooperation
[45, 46]. Therefore, the semantic coordination of both user and network operator
devices could be used for determining the precise location, taking into account two
factors:
1. Network topology: how the devices are arranged in space within the network, such
as distance, frequency band at which the device is operating etc. The information
about network topology can be semantically annotated leveraging some domain-
specific language as a representation.
2. Service utilization and sensor data: a large amount of service utilization and sensor
data is collected from both the customer and network operator devices (such as
monitoring and status). It can be analyzed leveraging various data analysis tech-
nique. Furthermore, the data can be semantically annotated according to the results
obtained as output of data analysis techniques.
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For this purpose, we define domain-specific ontologies and rules which are used to
perform semantic reasoning about the precise location leveraging the semantic
annotations about both the network topology and service utilization/sensor data,
taking into account the user-defined performance metrics and QoS parameters, such
as accuracy, latency and time-to-fix (Fig. 1).
4.2 Infrastructure Design of Semantic Driven Big Data in 5G Networking
Semantic Driven Big Data State of the Art
Problems of 5G coordination, power consumption and network behavior prediction
feature smart adoption of high-volume data processing results by the system that we
propose to address using semantics. In particular, core of the proposed infrastructure is
a server, centralized or distributed, that collects relevant knowledge in the given
environment and uses the knowledge to make necessary informative decisions, for
example about network coordination, network sensors power consumption etc. The
server collects networking data and interprets data semantically. For the knowledge
representation, the server uses ontology framework approach. The first version of the
framework has been previously successfully applied in the case of coordination of
technologies that operate in the same unlicensed frequency band [17, 47]. The
Fig. 1. Semantic analysis of network topology and sensor data for high-precision localization in
5G networks.
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coordination and spectrum sensing is modelled as an interactive process, where system
nodes communicate and share knowledge about relevant spectrum conditions.
Semantic channels are established within the system for the interaction between par-
ticipating communication devices. The ontology framework could be extended for
different cases such as solution presented in [48] that could give further directions for
management of semantic Big Data for intelligence.
System that incorporates sensors and 5G user equipment acquire large collection of
data. Collecting, storing, analyzing and retrieving data from industrial sensors or other
machinery connected to the Internet of Things has become of increasing importance, as
a growing number of organizations is looking to take advantage of available data.
One possible semantic framework approach has been successfully proven in many
cases. In [17], the case of semantic LTE-U coordination is presented. The coordination
and spectrum sensing is modelled as an interactive process, where system nodes
communicate and share knowledge about relevant spectrum conditions. Ontologies are
used for knowledge representation as bases for automatic reasoning about optimal
channel allocations and for coordination. Moreover, in [49] the semantic technology
was used for the implementation of network intelligence on top of the FIESTA-IoT
platform by using reasoning for the network state estimation in order to perform the
spectrum coordination. On the other side, in [50, 51], a semantic-driven approach for
unmanned vehicle mission coordination in robotic experimentation testbeds is pre-
sented. In this case, the ontologies are used to represent the knowledge about device
capabilities, constraints, domain expert knowledge and both the design-time (mission
code) and run-time (sensor data) aspects that are taken into account during the gen-
eration of the coordinated device missions. Furthermore, in the paper [52] is presented
the novel semantic-based approach and algorithm for automatic code generation with
huge potential with its extension to 5G applications.
Semantic Driven 5G System Architecture Challenges
The challenge is to exploit semantic technologies at the backend as a flexible foun-
dation for advanced frontend data processing tasks. Possible system architecture con-
sists of five modules given in Fig. 2 and described in more details in the following.
(1) Data Acquisition Module (DAM): Redis is an in-memory database with option of
persistence on disk, so it represents a tradeoff where very high write and read
speed is achieved at the price of the limitation of data sets that can’t be larger than
memory [53–55]. We assume data sources at the order of million data series with
about million measurements annually for few tens of years with several bytes of a
data item size. Hence, size of the total data load could be estimated at the order of
a petabyte (PB). The row data has low information density, and as such it is very
susceptible for compression. Hence, it can be expected that a 100 times com-
pression rate can be achieved easily (e.g. simple run-length encoding). Big Data
technologies can be used for ultra-large scale data sets processing. Distributed
storage and processing frameworks are used for that, such as the open source
Apache Hadoop Framework [56]. Apache Hadoop enables distributed data pro-
cessing across clusters of computers. Popular MapReduce distributed data-
processing model, Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS), and distributed table
store HBase [57] are Hadoop components.
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(2) The Pre-Processing Module (PPM) identifies instability intervals that are
semantically annotated, stored, and retrieved later on during search by end user.
Anomaly detection is an important problem that has been under extensive research
in diverse application domains. We distinguish two basic types of approaches with
respect to domain specification as well as online or offline processing. These
approaches are not mutually exclusive but, in opposite, they can be used together
to achieve a synergy effect. Results obtained in such a way can be used for instant
reaction but also for longer term planning activities. They can provide users a
valuable information, which can be used proactively, further improve system
Fig. 2. System architecture for Semantic Driven Big Data in 5G networking.
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efficiency and give competitive advantages. In most cases a refining of input data
is needed as a first step. Anomaly detection in time series data obtained by sensors
[58] is a very demanding task but really important in the same time.
A simple low-complexity algorithm for instability intervals detection is envi-
sioned. The process complexity shall be encapsulated into a separate instability
parameters construction module that would extract the parameters from data series
in an independent batch-processing manner. Semantic description of the insta-
bility interval may be more or less complex depending on the end user application
requirements. However, it contains pointer to the corresponding row data record
that are stored separately such that semantic search may retrieve row data also. We
estimate no more than 250 potential instability intervals within one series annually
with average 1% of sensors detecting the instability at one measurement time
instant, resulting in 250  0.01  4M = 10M instability intervals annually. If we
assume semantic annotation of the intervals of 10 triplets per interval, it totals to
100M triplets. This data size is proven to be practically successfully implemented
on a off-the-shelf single server hardware with 64 GB of RAM. Note that the
system is easily scalable by simple multiplication of the servers assuming fed-
erated queries are implemented.
(3) Semantics Module (SM) is based on a platform for scalable linked data semantic
datasets management. The platform is envisioned to feature advanced Web based
collaborative ontology editor and to be flexible with respect to the used triplestore.
By default, we assume a triplestore that is based on Jena [59] as one of the most
proven Open Source semantic technologies on the market. Semantic data is
represented in standard RDF/OWL formats [60] and manipulated by semantic
queries written in the standard SPARQL query language [61]. In this way, the
technology would allow different reasoners to be adopted. The expected data
processing and storage efficiency is based on the effective use of semantic
descriptions of physical characteristics of sensors, their organization and place-
ment, price, type of measurement units, etc. For the purpose a number of standard
ontologies may be loaded into the system and used, such as time ontology,
measurements ontology, etc. For application specific purposes an online collab-
orative ontology editor will be used to allow end-user to adjust existing ontologies
and develop new ones.
When we have sensor data, attention on the ontologies for sensor data and
metadata should be put. The most corresponding is the Semantic Sensor Network
(SSN) ontology. Systems that adopt the SSN ontology are built on an RDF
database - triple store. Big volume of sensor data collected are challenging to
triple stores, because the evaluation of SPARQL queries becomes expensive.
Triple stores are not optimized to evaluate time series interval queries. Emrooz is
good solution for such case. Emrooz is open source and scalable database capable
of consuming SSN observations represented in RDF and evaluating SPARQL
queries for SSN observations [62]. Emrooz can be implemented on Apache
Cassandra and Sesame [62, 63].
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(4) End-User Web Application Module (WAM) is envisioned to be implemented as
an advanced Ajax front-end that communicates with back-end using RESTful
service API and SPARQL queries. It should consist of the following sub-modules:
(a) NLP Sub-Module: user enters search query in simplified English, such that low
cognitive load for end user is required while in the same time certain domain
language specifics are exploited in order to lower complexity of the language
use and processing. The input is then processed and converted to SPARQL
query for semantic search over the semantically annotated data. Data prepro-
cessing algorithms can then be used to retrieve intervals of unstable states, with
recorded date and time of the start and end of the data sequence. Every time
series is semantically annotated also: name of the physical property, type of the
measurement unit, name of the subsystem (and/or machine and/or location…),
attached sensor, etc. Semantic descriptions of data are automatically generated
during preprocessing and are later used for making autocomplete recommen-
dations to the user, to help him easily search the time series descriptions. Then,
key segments are identified related to the given search query, where each of the
segments can describe date, time, abnormality in measured physical unit (on
some sensor with some features), and all/some unstable data overlapping with
an extracted instability interval [64]. In this way, we are able to make more
effective and user friendly queries.
(b) Reporting & Analytics Sub-Module: Results of the data analysis are visually
presented by means of visually appealing charts, graphs, tables, etc. Semantic
filtering is applied for powerful faceted search and browsing through the
search results. Also, data analysts are able to reconfigure online data pre-
sentation into simple web applications that could be instantly used by the
other team members.
Semantic similarity between the input query and annotations of the instability
intervals is used as the indicator of coincidence between data sets and the search
query. Multilingual support can be provided by existing features defined in the
standard RDF/XML language support. As a consequence of the NLP module
that is based on representing concepts by the supporting ontologies, multilin-
gualism is supported naturally. Though, some additional effort would be
required depending on the type and number of additional languages.
Additional features: Different characterizations and taxonomies of the insta-
bility intervals are possible including for example classification of the
abnormal events as low, middle, high or critical. We can also specify the
intensity of the abnormality as a percentage of the deviation of maximal
measured value in the instability interval from the target value. For example,
we may define abnormality as “deviation between 7% and 20%”. Estimation
of conditional probability of overlapping of two or more instability intervals
will be based on simple analytics algorithms such as counting (“x of y” or
“x/y”, 6 of 9 or 7/10, in searching results indicate overlapping of the insta-
bility intervals). Advanced user-friendly simplified English based search for
causality chains for identification of the root cause is possible. Similarly, a set
of intervals rooted by a specified interval can be determined as well.
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(5) Reasoning and Predicting Module (RPM) is envisioned to be implemented as an
advanced neural network. Neural networks can be adopted for learning compo-
nent of the RPM. Neural networks have been proven effective in interference
detection and classification within wireless networks [65, 66] as well as in time-
series prediction tasks [67] that are crucial for coordination.
4.3 5G Security Challenges
Security solutions for 5G can be divided into five groups: Software Defined Network
(SDN), Network Function Virtualization (NFV), Mobile Cloud (MC), communication
channels and privacy policies [68]. Primary focuses with target technologies described
in [68] are: security of centralized control points (SDN, NFV); flow rules verification in
SDN switches (SDN); control access to SDN and core network elements (SDN, NFV,
MC); isolation for VNFs and virtual slices (NFV); security of control channels (SDN
and channels themselves); user identity verification for roaming and clouds services
(privacy policies); security of users identity and location (privacy policies); encryption
and anti-malware technologies (privacy policies); security of data, storage systems and
web services in clouds (MC); service-based access control security for clouds (MC).
Each of this target and security technologies are deeply investigated in [68].
Security of 5G will be a big challenge because it will connect branches of critical
infrastructures. However, to make 5G a safe technology, security solutions will con-
sider not only this integrated critical infrastructure but also society as a whole, [68].
The basic challenges mentioned in [68] and [69] are:
• High network traffic - a huge number of IoT devices.
• Security of radio communications.
• Cryptographic integrity of user data plane.
• Roaming Security - updating security parameters between operators of networks.
• Denial of Service and Distributed Denial of Service attacks on infrastructure and
end devices.
• Coordination of distributed control systems (like Non-Access Stratum layers of
3GPP protocols).
• Eavesdropping. This attack may lead to intercepting messages by an attacked
receiver and is very hard to detect.
• Jamming. This attack may lead to disrupting a communication between legitimate
users or block access to radio resources. Very often is realized via an infected
receiver.
• Man in The Middle attack. Attacker takes control over communication between
legitimate users.
• Basic requirements like authentication, authorization, availability or data confi-
dentiality. Some of the current technologies fulfilling these requirements may be not
effective enough in 5G context.
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4.4 5G Simulations
A very popular method of finding problems, predicting behavior and developing
improvements in system is analyzing the simulation of this system. In 5G cellular
communication new simulation systems have to be developed because of a huge
number of new services, applications requirements, and performance indicators, [70].
There are three basic types of simulations: link-level, system-level, and network-level.
Authors in [70] describe the following challenges connected to all of these three types
of simulation:
• Variety of application, technologies, environments and performance indicators.
• Complexity of simulation and simulators. It is caused by growing memory demands
and time of simulation which is a result of huge MIMO and complexity of channels.
• Integration of all these three types of simulations. Integration of link-level and
system-level simulation may be useful in the evaluation of nonlinear operations
(like NOMA) in complex environments. Integration of system-level and network-
level simulation is useful in the evaluation of the end to-end performance of all
network.
Other challenges, like reusability, scalability, flexibility, multiple levels of abstraction
or parallel processing are deeply investigated in [70].
4.5 Radio-Access Research and Propagation Issues
One of the expectations for 5G is to ensure prospective radio-access technologies
which will be integrated and will allow creating a long-term networked society [71].
Seven main challenges in this field mentioned in [71] are multi-hop communication,
device-to-device communication, cooperative devices, ultra-reliable communication,
massive machine-type communication, inter-vehicular/vehicular-to-road communica-
tion, and ultra-dense deployments.
The principals of propagation of centimeter waves are very similar to millimeter
waves but have different characteristic [72]. The most important differences in those
characteristics are free space path loss, diffraction, reflection and scattering, material
penetration. These problems can be solved by deploying a Multi Input Single Output
System described in [72]. OFDM can be used as a base for developing a new system of
encoding digital data on multiple carrier frequencies [72]. OFDM will allow to avoid
multipath effect, gain spectral efficiency, and simplify equalization (in comparison with
Single-Carrier Systems) [72].
4.6 Millimeter Waves and 5G Standardization
Millimeter waves have a bigger spectrum in cellular frequency bands then centimeters
waves [71]. This provides new radio-design opportunities and challenges, like [71]:
• Very high capacity and data rates.
• “Short wavelengths necessitating large array antenna solutions to maintain useful
link budgets”.
• Antenna sizes will be smaller (design challenges).
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Standardization of 5G is a still on-going process. However, some decisions have been
already made. The World Radio Communication Conference promoted bands lower
than 6 GHz or between 24–84 GHz in 2015 [71]. A Third Generation Partnership
Project (3GPP) completed first 5G specification in 2018. Below 6 GHz bandwidth
requirements regarding cellular network did not change because of similarity of
propagation conditions in new and existing bands [71]. More technical information
about higher bands and accepted by 3GPP standards can be found in [71] and [73].
4.7 5G Modulation Schemes
Extreme data rates, a huge number of IoT devices, high-speed high resolution
streaming videos - this are only examples what 5G will be used for. The main challenge
is to support very fast entry to the network, even for transferring trivial data, [74]. To
achieve this goal proper modulation scheme have to be chosen.
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing is a classic modulation scheme based
on dividing available bandwidth into several parallel sub-channels. Each of these sub-
channels (called also sub-carriers) can transmit independent data. Multiplexing in time
and frequency is possible. However, authors in [74] proposed three modulations
schemes, with better Peak to Average Power Ratio and better spectrum efficiency.
These modulations schemes are, [74]:
• Filter Bank Multi-carrier (FBMC) - each sub-carrier is filtered independently. Cycle
prefix is not used. Offset-QAM is used for orthogonality.
• Generalized Frequency Division Multiplexing (GFDM) adaptable multiple carrier
transmission methods. Each sub-carrier is filtered independently. There is no
orthogonality. Available spectrum is spread into segments.
• Filtered Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (F-OFDM) - an extension of
classic OFDM. Bandwidth is divided into sub-bands depending on the application.
Each sub-band provide proper service. The spectrum is accommodating a range of
services which optimize its usage.
Comparison of all these modulation schemes, results and conclusions can be found
in [63].
4.8 Machine Learning in Software Defined Networks
The 5G technology entails a significant increase in the amount of processed data. The
continuous collection and analysis of such data leads to a Big Data problems that are
caused by the volume, variety and velocity properties [75].
However, a key aspect of the operation of each network is its management and
control. Recently, most of a network functions (e.g. routing, switching, firewalling,
conversion of protocols etc.) were realized by dedicated hardware. The complexity of a
network infrastructure increases a number of challenges in organizing, managing and
optimizing network operations. The popular idea for solving these problems is Soft-
ware Defined Networking (SDN) paradigm. SDN allows to migrate many of network
functions from the devices to the software-defined networking controllers. The SDN
controller manages flow control, analyses network traffic and routes packets according
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to forwarding policies. Consequently, SDN controller serves as a sort of operating
system for the network.
Taking into account aforementioned challenges and problem of processing large
data sets, there is a need for developing efficient and much more complex management
methods. Such management methods require making decisions in the real time. There
are a lot of known data processing methods. However, many of them cannot be directly
applied for effective processing and management of large data sets in modern envi-
ronments, such as 5G networks. Modern solutions require complex decision making
techniques that analyze historical, temporal and frequency network data [76].
One of the possible solutions could be the application of Machine Learning
(ML) methods, which are successfully used in the processing of Big Data [77–80]. The
capabilities of SDN (e.g. centralized control, global view of the network, software-based
network analysis, and dynamic forwarding policies) may fit well to the application of
Machine Learning techniques [81]. These possibilities are included in the FCAPS
(Fault, Configuration, Accounting, Performance, Security) management ISO standard
[82]. In each of the following areas of application one can find intelligent methods [78]:
In the fault management area, ML methods allow not only detection, but also solving
the causes of failures in networks. Automation dealing with failures will allow for min-
imization of downtime and human intervention and, as a result, minimization of losses.
Machine Learning can play important role also in configuration management.
Networks such as 5G are characterized by frequent topological changes. This requires
modifications in the configuration, which can be prone to errors and difficult to opti-
mize. Considering the multiplicity of configuration parameters, analyses of ML can
help to automate this process, e.g. by dynamic resources allocation or services con-
figuration. Appropriate methods can also allow verification of the used configuration
and its possible withdrawal and rollback.
Accounting management is tightly connected with monitoring of network resources
and pricing plans. ML methods can help identify fraud and dishonest activities of
network users. It is also possible to analyze the use of resources and create new service
packages. Smart solutions can also significantly improve the QoS level.
An important area of management is performance management. Guaranteeing
adequate level of performance is a key factor for efficient network. The use of ML
methods can result in traffic load prediction, and, in result, proactive and adaptive
network performance management.
Security Management has become crucial issue in networks. Modern security
approaches consist of tools for identifying threats and vulnerabilities. The use of ML
methods can help in detection of anomalies finding and abuses verification in the
network. However, this approach has a high risk of blocking the correct network traffic
(high false positive rate). Identifying the nature of the cyber-attack is crucial to
choosing appropriate remedies allowed returning to the proper functioning of the
network.
The aforementioned opportunities show a wide field for applying ML methods in
Software Defined Networking paradigm. Machine Learning can play the major role in
autonomous network management for 5G networks. Some of the available solutions,
such as IBM’s MAPE-K or CogNet, are successfully supported by Machine Learning
methods [76, 78].
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5 Conclusion
Use case opportunities will increase enormously with 5G networks deployment. Not
only that the existing applications and solutions will be enhanced, but many novel use
cases and scenarios will become feasible. The potential for further 5G use cases in
future services and applications is huge in industries and national priorities including
domains from entertainment and telecommunication services, to healthcare, smart
cities, remote industrial machine operation, virtual sports attendance and many others.
However, the future scenarios will place much more diverse requirements on the
system that need to be explored and analyzed. It is identified that the main enablers of
future 5G networks are Internet of Things (IoT), Big Data technologies, together with
novel networking paradigms – Software-Defined Networking (SDN) and Network
Functions Virtualization (NFV). New architectures will rely on large number of con-
nected smart devices generating enormous amount of data each moment. The generated
data needs to be analyzed in order to make the right decision as soon as possible,
almost in real time. On the other side, the increased flexibility of network infrastructure
management and fine-grained control is also required, which is enabled by NFV and
SDN. Furthermore, there is a need for evolution of the current architectures by adding
the additional network intelligence layer that would enable more complex scenarios,
such as device coordination. The possible approaches for embedding the network
intelligence are either using the semantic technology or machine learning techniques.
The future may seem far ahead but the phase for defining the requirements is now.
Any new technology or system that we design for 5G needs to be deployed and
evaluated, and it is expected to last at least until the end of the next decade.
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Abstract. When coupled with spatio-temporal context, location-based
data collected in mobile cellular networks provide insights into patterns
of human activity, interactions, and mobility. Whilst uncovered patterns
have immense potential for improving services of telecom providers as
well as for external applications related to social wellbeing, its inherent
massive volume make such ‘Big Data’ sets complex to process. A sig-
nificant number of studies involving such mobile phone data have been
presented, but there still remain numerous open challenges to reach tech-
nology readiness. They include efficient access in privacy-preserving man-
ner, high performance computing environments, scalable data analytics,
innovative data fusion with other sources–all finally linked into the appli-
cations ready for operational mode. In this chapter, we provide a broad
overview of the entire workflow from raw data access to the final appli-
cations and point out the critical challenges in each step that need to
be addressed to unlock the value of data generated by mobile cellular
networks.
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1 Mobile Cellular Networks - From Data to Applications
There is a tremendous growth of new applications that are based on the analysis
of data generated within mobile cellular networks. Mobile phone service providers
collect large amounts of data with potential value for improving their services
as well as to enable social good applications [7]. As an example, every time a
user makes via mobile phone interaction (SMS, call, internet), a call detail record
(CDR) is created and stored by a mobile network operator. CDRs not only log
the user activity for billing purposes and network management, but also pro-
vide opportunities for different applications such as urban sensing [5], transport
planning [3,28], disaster management [38,46,64] socio-economic analysis [45,57]
and monitoring epidemics of infectious diseases [10,11,36,62].
Several studies have reviewed applications to analyse CDRs, however most
focus on specific aspects such as data analytics for internal use in telecom com-
panies [26], graph analytics and applications [7], or public health [44]. This sur-
vey aims to cover the entire workflow from raw data to final application, with
emphasis on the gaps to advance technology readiness. Figure 1 depicts our main
concept which shall be used to summarise the state of the art work and identify
open challenges.
Fig. 1. Mobile cellular networks - from location data to applications.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides some
background on mobile cellular networks and the nature of the data sets avail-
able. It also sets the basis for different approaches to anonymization. Section 3
presents a discussion of data-intensive approaches and architectures to deal
with the computationally-demanding nature of detecting patterns from telecom
data. Then, Sect. 4 discusses approaches to analyze mobile operators data sets
via graph analysis and machine learning. Section 5 enumerates some relevant
external data sources that can complement mobile phone data, while Sect. 6
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elaborates on diverse pertinent applications. Finally, Sect. 7 furnishes the sum-
mary and objectives for future research efforts.
2 Data Anonymization and Access
With the pervasive adoption of smartphones in modern societies, in addition to
CDRs, there is now a growing interest in xDRs, Extended Data Records. They
enclose information on visited web sites, used applications, executed transac-
tions, etc. Coupled with cell-tower triangulation, applications can infer fine-
grain phone locations [29], thus making data volumes even larger. Telecom data
typically include spatial and temporal parameters to map device activity, con-
nectivity, and mobility.
Telecom operators follow rigorous procedures for data anonymization to pre-
serve privacy such that anonymized records cannot be linked to subscribers under
any normal circumstances. Furthermore, before releasing any data to third par-
ties, data sets are usually aggregated on temporal and/or spatial scales. For
example, the numbers of calls as well as the duration of calls between any pair
of antennas are aggregated hourly and movement trajectories are provided with
reduced spatial resolution [1]. Differential privacy paradigm adds noise to orig-
inal data up to the level not affecting the statistics significantly to preserve
users’ privacy. Another approach, suggested by the Open Algorithms (OPAL)
initiative, proposes moving the algorithm to the data [35]. In their model, raw
data are never exposed to outside parties, only vetted algorithms run on telecom
companies’ servers.
An example of preserving privacy of users by releasing only pre-aggregated
data is Telecom Italia Big Data Challenge [4]. Opened data sets accumulated
activity and connectivity across defined spatial cells of the city of Milan and
in the Province of Trentino in 10 min resolution. Despite aggregation, data sets
are still rich source of information, especially when fused with other data such
as weather, news, social networks and electricity data from the city. To get
some useful insight about the data we further describe and visualize activity
and connectivity maps from Telecom Italia data sets and mobility from Telekom
Srbija data set.
2.1 Activity
The activity data set consists of records with square id, time interval, sms-in
activity, sms-out activity, call-in activity, call-out activity, internet traffic activity
and country code, for each square of grid network. The data is aggregated in
ten minutes time slots. We did further aggregation on daily level to gain overall
insight into daily base activity. Figure 2 illustrates an aggregated activity of
mobile phone users in the city of Milan. We observe that areas with highest
activity refer to urban core of the city, whereas areas with lower activity levels
refer to peripheral parts of the city. The same analysis is performed for the
Province of Trentino and corresponding results are presented in Fig. 3. Although
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the inspected area of the Trentino Province exceeds significantly the urban area
of the city of Trentno, the same pattern in distribution of mobile phone activity
is present - high activity in urban area along lower activity in rural areas. From
the visual inspection of Fig. 3 we observe that higher activity areas spatially refer
to transit areas with main roads, which was expected.
Fig. 2. Aggregated activity over spatial area of the city of Milan.
2.2 Connectivity
Connectivity data provides directional interaction strength among the squares
(cells) of the grid network. Records consist of timestamp, square id1, square id2
and strength which represents the value (weight) of aggregated telecom traffic
multiplied with a constant k to hide exact number of calls and sms recorded by
single base station [4]. As in [43] we performed additional spatial aggregation,
and analyzed connectivity patterns between different city zones of Milan through
the lens of graph theory. For illustration purposes we created a single undirected,
weighted graph for a typical working day from the data set. In Fig. 4 we present
the obtained spatial graph of connectivity links. During the work week, the city
center acts as a hub, the strongest links are gathered close to the city center,
while on weekends and holidays the opposite pattern occurs [43].
The second type of connectivity data presents connectivity from the city of
Milan to other Provinces in Italy. Additional aggregation is applied to extract
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Fig. 3. Aggregated activity over spatial area of Trentino Province
Fig. 4. Connectivity across the city of Milan
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Fig. 5. Connectivity from the city of Milan to Provinces
daily base connectivity patterns. Figure 5 presents connectivity links from dif-
ferent areas of the city of Milan to Provinces in Italy. We may conclude that
the distribution of connectivity links is regular to all Provinces, and that the
majority of links start from central areas of the city of Milan.
2.3 Mobility
Mobile phone data can reveal the approximate location of a user and its mobility
trace based on geographical location of the Radio Base Stations which registered
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Fig. 6. Mobility across the city of Novi Sad, Serbia
the traffic. In [16] the authors proposed a novel computational framework that
enables efficient and extensible discovery of mobility intelligence from large-
scale spatial-temporal data such as CDR, GPS and Location Based Services
data. In [25] the authors focus on usage of Call Detail Records (CDR) in the
context of mobility, transport and transport infrastructure analysis. They ana-
lyzed CDR data associated with Radio Base Stations together with Open Street
Map road network to estimate users mobility. CDR data can provide general-
ized view of users mobility, since data is collected only when the telecom traffic
happens. To illustrate mobility data set we created Fig. 6 that presents a map
with mobility traces across the city of Novi Sad on 3rd July 2017, for the time
interval between 6am and 12pm extracted from raw CDR data through aggre-
gation of visited locations’ sequences of anonymous users. Data originate from
Serbian national operator, Telekom Srbija, released under non-disclosure agree-
ment. From mobility traces we can detect few locations in the city that acts as
trajectory hubs.
3 Big Data Processing
The typical workflow applied for processing spatio-temporal data, such as mobile
phone data used in this case study, contains numerous queries across loca-
tions and timestamps of interest, spatial/time aggregations and summarization.
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Existing solutions are rarely focusing on the execution time, scalability, and
throughput that are of high importance for the implementation and near real-
time settings. In this section, we present briefly some important concepts and
architectural issues related to processing Big Data.
3.1 Big Data Architectures
Over the last decade we have witnessed a tremendous progress and innovation in
large-scale data processing systems and the associated data-driven computation.
Among many others, these include MapReduce-based computational systems,
data streaming technologies, and NoSQL database systems. A major challenge
is to build systems that on the one hand could handle large volumes of batch
data and on the other hand offer the required scalability, performance and low
latency required for integration and real-time processing of massive, continuous
data streams. In the following paragraphs, we discuss some of the architectural
principles underlying Big Data systems that address this challenge, in particular
the Lambda and the Kappa architectural alternatives.
Lambda Architecture. Big Data systems often face the challenge of how to
integrate processing of “new” data that is being constantly ingested into a system
with historical (batch) data. Newly arriving (real-time) data is usually processed
using stream-based processing techniques, while historical data is periodically
reprocessed using batch processing. The Lambda architecture [40] is a blueprint
for a Big Data system that unifies stream processing of real-time data and batch
processing of historical data.
The Lambda architecture pursues a generalized approach to developing Big
Data systems with the goal of overcoming the complexities and limitations when
trying to scale traditional data systems based on incrementally updated rela-
tional databases. In an incremental database system, the state of the database
(i.e. its contents) is incrementally updated, usually when new data is processed.
In contrast to incremental database systems, the Lambda architecture advocates
a functional approach relying on immutable data, i.e., new data is added on top
of the immutable historical data (batch data) already present in the system.
As opposed to traditional distributed database systems, e.g., where distri-
bution of tables across multiple machines has to be explicitly dealt with by the
developer, a key underlying principle of the Lambda architecture is to make the
system aware of its distributed nature so that it can automatically manage distri-
bution, replication and related issues. Another key aspect of the Lambda archi-
tecture is its reliance on immutable data as opposed to incrementally updated
data in relational database systems. Reliance on immutable data is essential for
achieving resilience with respect to human errors.
The Lambda architecture promises to tackle many important requirements of
Big Data systems, including scalability, robustness and fault tolerance (including
fault-tolerance with respect to human errors), support for low-latency reads and
updates, extensibility, easier debugging and maintainability. At a high-level of
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abstraction, the Lambda architecture is comprised of three layers, the batch
layer, the serving layer, and the speed layer.
The batch layer stores the raw data (also often referred to as batch data,
historical data, or master data set), which is immutable. Whenever new data
arrives, it is appended to the existing data in the batch layer. The batch layer
is responsible for computing batch views taking into account all available data.
The batch layer periodically recomputes the batch views from scratch so that
also the new data that has been added to the system since the computation of
the last batch views is processed.
The serving layer sits on top of the batch layer and provides read access to
the batch views that have been computed by the batch layer. The serving layer
usually constitutes a distributed database, which is populated with the com-
puted batch views, and ensures that the batch views can be randomly accessed.
The serving layer is constantly updated with new batch views once these become
available. Since the serving layer only needs to support batch updates and ran-
dom reads, but no random writes (updates), it is usually significantly less com-
plex than a database that needs to support random reads and writes. While the
serving layer enables fast read-only access to the pre-computed batch views, it
must be clear that these views may not be completely up-to-date, since data
that has been acquired since the latest batch views have been computed have
not been considered.
The speed layer is provided on top of the serving layer in order to support
real-time views on the data. The speed layer mitigates the high latency of the
batch layer by processing the data on-the-fly, as it arrives in the system, using
fast, incremental algorithms to compute real-time views of the data. As opposed
to the batch layer, which periodically recomputes the batch views based on all
historical data form scratch, the speed layer does not compute real-time views
from scratch. To minimize latency, it only performs incremental updates of the
real-time views taking into account just the newly arrived data. The real-time
views provided by the speed layer are of temporary nature. Once the new data
has arrived at the batch layer and has been included in the latest batch views,
the corresponding real-time views can be discarded.
Figure 7 depicts the main architectural aspects of the Lambda architecture.
Data streamed in from data sources (sensors, Web clients, etc.) is being fed
in parallel both into the batch layer and the speed layer, which compute the
corresponding batch views and real-time views, respectively.
The lambda architecture can be seen as a trade-off between two conflicting
goals: speed and accuracy. While computation of real-time views is being done
with very short latencies, computation of batch views is typically a very high-
latency process. On the other hand, since the speed layer does not take into
account all of the available data, real-time views are usually only approximations,
while batch views provide accurate answers considering all data available in the
master data store at a certain point in time. In order to get a view of all the
available data (batch data and new data) queries have to be resolved such that
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Fig. 7. The Lambda architecture.
they combine the corresponding batch-views and real-time views, which can
either be done in the serving layer or by the client applications.
The Lambda architecture has been widely recognized as a viable approach to
unifying batch and stream processing, by advocating real-time stream processing
and batch re-processing on immutable data. There are, however, some potential
drawbacks associated with the Lambda architecture. Although a major objective
of the lambda architecture is to reduce the complexity as compared to traditional
distributed database systems, this goal often cannot be fully realized. While the
batch layer usually hides complexity from the developers, typically by relying on
some high-level MapReduce framework (e.g., Hadoop), the speed layer may still
exhibit significant complexities to the developers of Big Data solutions. In addi-
tion, having to develop and maintain two separate data processing components,
the stream layer and the batch layer, adds to the overall complexity. Another
potential issue with the Lambda architecture is that constantly recomputing
the batch views from scratch might become prohibitively expensive in terms of
resource usage and latency.
Kappa Architecture. A limitation of the Lambda architecture is that two
different data processing systems, i.e., the stream layer and the batch layer, have
to be maintained. These layers need to perform the same analytics, however
realized with different technologies and tools. As a consequence, the system
becomes more complex and debugging and maintenance become more difficult.
This drawback is being addressed by the Kappa architecture [31].
The Kappa architecture constitutes a simplification of the Lambda archi-
tecture by uniformly treating real-time data and batch data as streams. Con-
sequently, batch processing as done in the lambda architecture, is replaced by
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Fig. 8. The Kappa architecture
stream processing. The Kappa architecture assumes that (historical) batch data
can also be viewed as a (bounded) stream, which is often the case. What is
required, however, is that the stream processing component also supports effi-
cient replay of historical data as a stream. Only if this is the case, batch views
can be recomputed by the same stream analytics engine that is also responsible
for processing real-time views. Besides the ability to replay historical data, the
order of all data events must be strictly preserved in the system in order to
ensure deterministic results.
Instead of a batch layer and a speed layer, the Kappa architecture relies on
a single stream layer capable of handling the data volumes for computing both
real-time views and batch views. Overall system complexity decreases with the
Kappa architecture as illustrated in Fig. 8. However, it should be noted that the
Kappa architecture is not a replacement of the Lambda architecture, since it
will not be suitable for all use cases.
3.2 Big Data Frameworks
There is a plethora of Big Data frameworks and tools that have been devel-
oped in the past decade. As a result, both the Lambda architecture and Kappa
architecture can be implemented using a variety of different technologies for the
different system components. In the following, we briefly discuss a few frame-
works that are most typically used to implement Big Data systems based on the
Lambda or Kappa architecture.
Hadoop. The Apache Hadoop ecosystem is a collection of tools for developing
scalable Big Data processing systems [63]. The Hadoop File System (HDFS)
is a distributed file system for storing large volumes of data on distributed
memory machines (clusters) transparently handling the details of data distri-
bution, replication and fail-over. The Hadoop MapReduce engine utilizes HDFS
to support transparent parallelism of large-scale batch processing that can be
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formulated according to the MapReduce programming model. Hadoop is often
used to implement the batch layer in data processing systems that implement
the Lambda Architecture.
Spark. Apache Spark introduces Resilient Distributed Data sets (RDDs) and
Data Frames (DFs) [65,66]. Spark can work nicely within the Hadoop ecosys-
tem, although this is not mandatory, since Spark is self-contained with respect
to task scheduling and fault tolerance. Moreover, it supports a large collection of
data sources, including HDFS. Spark supports iterative MapReduce tasks and
improves performance by explicitly enabling caching of distributed data sets. A
wide range of functions support categorization of application components into
data transformations and actions. In addition, Spark provides stream processing
functionality, a rich machine learning library, a powerful library for SQL pro-
cessing on top of Data Frames and also a library specifically designed for graph
processing (GraphX). Spark is often used for implementing the speed layer in a
Lambda or the stream layer in a Kappa architecture.
Kafka. Apache Kafka [30,60] is a scalable message queuing and log aggregation
platform for real-time data feeds. It provides a distributed message queue and
a publish/subscribe messaging model for streams of data records, supporting
distributed, fault-tolerant data storage. The framework is run as a so-called
Kafka cluster on multiple servers that can scale over multiple data centers. Kafka
supports efficient replay of data streams and thus it is often used to implement
systems that resemble the Kappa architecture.
Samza. Apache Samza [42] is a scalable, distributed real-time stream processing
platform that has been developed in conjunction with Apache Kafka and that is
often used for implementing Big Data systems based on the Kappa architecture.
Samza can be integrated easily with the YARN resource management framework.
Resource Management Frameworks. YARN is a resource negotiator
included with Apache Hadoop. YARN decouples the programming paradigm
of MapReduce from its resource management capabilities, and delegates many
scheduling functions (e.g., task fault-tolerance) to per-application components.
Apache Mesos is a fine-grained resource negotiation engine that supports shar-
ing and management of a large cluster of machines between different computing
frameworks, including Hadoop, MPI, Spark, Kafka, etc. The main difference
between YARN and Mesos is the resource negotiation model. Whereas YARN
implements a push-based resource negotiation approach, where clients specify
their resource requirements and deployment preferences, Mesos uses a pull-based
approach, where the negotiator offers resources to clients which they can accept
or decline.
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4 Data Analysis
Data Analysis is the scientific process of examining data sets in order to discover
patterns and draw insights about the information they contain. In the case of
data collected by mobile phone providers, typically in the form of CDRs, the
analysis focuses in two main directions: (i) graph analysis and (ii) machine learn-
ing. Moreover, the data analysis must incorporate the spatial-temporal charac-
teristics of such data.
4.1 Graph Analytics
Graph mining is a heavily active research direction with numerous applica-
tions [2,15] that uses novel approaches for mining and performing useful analysis
on datasets represented by graph structures. Current research directions can be
categorized into the following groups [52]: (i) Graph clustering used for group-
ing vertices into clusters; (ii) Graph Classification used for classifying separate,
individual graphs into two or more categories; (iii) Subgraph mining used for
producing a set of subgraphs occurring in at least some given threshold of the
given input example graphs.
One of the core research directions in the area of graph clustering is the
discovery of meaningful communities in a large network [20] from the perspec-
tive of spatial-temporal data that evolves over time. In the majority of real-life
applications, graphs are extremely sparse usually following power-law degree
distribution. However, the original graph may contain groups of vertices, called
communities, where vertices in the same community are more well-connected
than vertices across communities. In the case of CDR data, the graph corre-
sponds to user interactions and communities correspond to groups of people with
strong pair-wise activity within the group delimited by spacial-temporal bound-
aries. To enable efficient community detection in potentially massive amounts of
data, the following problems must be tackled [58]: (i) the algorithmic techniques
applied must scale well with respect to the size of the data, which means that
the algorithmic complexity should stay below O(n2) (where n is the number of
graph nodes), and (ii) since these techniques are unsupervised, the algorithms
used must be flexible enough to be able to infer the number of communities dur-
ing the course of the algorithm. Moreover, the temporal dimension of the data
must be taken into account when detecting communities to better understand
the natural evolution of user interactions. Some algorithms that qualify for this
task are Louvain [8], Infomap [54], Walktrap [50], FastGreedy [14], etc.
The result of community detection analysis is a set of grouped vertices that
have very strong inner connectivity. The results could be presented on the map,
since telecom data is georeferenced. In Fig. 9 we present geographical map of
Milan city with wide suburban area overlayed with the results of community
detection analysis in 3D. Communities that have smaller overall area are pre-
sented with higher bars. From visual inspection of Fig. 9 we can notice that the
dense urban area of the city has a larger number of small communities, while
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in the sparsely populated suburban area there are a few very large communi-
ties. High number of communities within small spatial area is reflecting dynamic
nature of telecom traffic in urban areas, which is strongly related to people flow
and its dynamic across the city.
Fig. 9. Communities over the city of Milan in 3D.
Collective classification and label propagation are two important research
directions in the area of graph classification for vertex classification. Iterative
classification is used for collective classification to capture the similarity among
the points where each vertex represents one data point either labeled or unla-
belled [55]. Label propagation is a converging iterative algorithm where vertices
are assigned labels based on the majority vote on the labels of their neigh-
bors [67]. In the case of CDR data, these algorithms can be used to draw insights
about users and their neighborhoods by finding the correlations between the label
of a user and (i) its observed attributes, (ii) the observed attributes (including
observed labels) of other users in its neighborhood, (iii) the unobserved labels of
users in its neighborhood. The spatial-temporal dimension of the data also plays
an important role as the correlations will bring new insight into the propagation
of labels and the way user neighborhood is built.
Subgraph mining deals with the identification of frequent graphs and sub-
graphs that can be used for classification tasks, graph clustering and building
indices [51]. In the case of CDR data, subgraph mining can help to detect hidden
patterns in active user communities delimited into spatial-temporal boundaries
by contrasting the support of frequent graphs between various different graph
classes or to classify user interaction by considering frequent patterns using the
spatial-temporal dimensions as a cardinal feature.
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4.2 Machine Learning
Spatial-temporal data analysis is an important and evolving domain of machine
learning. The main direction when dealing with such data is forecasting and
prediction in support of the decision-making process.
Classical machine learning techniques, from simple ones for sequential pat-
tern mining (e.g., Apriori, Generalized Sequential Pattern, FreeSpan, PrefixS-
pan, SPADE) to more complex ones (e.g., Linear, Multilinear, Logistic, Poisson
or Nonlinear Regression), can be used to capture the dependencies between spa-
tial and temporal components and help with making accurate predictions into
the future and extract new knowledge about the evolution of users and their
interests.
With the increasing evolution and adoption of neural networks, new deep
learning architectures are developed for the analysis of spatial-temporal data and
used for making and quantifying the uncertainty associated with predictions [56].
These techniques can be employed in the process of making accurate predictions
for spatial-temporal data when working in both big data and data scarce regimes
managing to quantify the uncertainty associated with predictions in a real-time
manner.
5 Data Fusion
Identified patterns from telecom data reach true value when combined with
other sources. As illustrated in Fig. 10 processed and analyzed telecom data can
be fused with diverse data sources in context of various applications. We summa-
rized several fusion scenarios in Table 1. The list is not exhaustive, only highlights
diversity of the combinations, and some of the examples might integrate mobile
phone data with more than one external source. Satellite data, environmental
data, IoT, Points-of-Interests (POI), National statistics and other sources can
add to the value of mobile phone data. For example, satellite data can provide
information on land cover types and changes and IoT can collect valuable ground
truth measurements.
Bringing together heterogeneous datasets with mobile phone data and using
them jointly is challenging due to typical mismatch in the resolutions of data,
multimodal and dynamic nature of data. Some applications on mobile phone
data demand external sources only for training and validation (e.g. learning
model to predict socio-economic indicators based on features extracted from
telecom data). Here special attention is needed to understand the bias and avoid
spurious correlations. Other scenarios demand continuous information flow from
external source and dynamic integration (e.g. air quality measurements fused
with aggregated mobility from telecom data). The main challenge here is the
timely processing of external data and proper alignment with mobile phone
data.
Fusion scenarios reported in Table 1 illustrate heterogeneity of external data
sources, all having an important role in unlocking the value of mobile phone data
coming from telecom operators. The quality of final application depends on the
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Table 1. Data fusion scenarios - mapping external data sources with telecom data.
External data source Examples
Satellite data NASAs Tropical Rainfall Measurement Mission (TRMM)
satellite ←→ anomalous patterns of mobility and calling
frequency [38]
Landsat-7 for deriving impact map of floods ←→
aggregated activity by day and by antenna [46]
SPOT-Vegetation satellite for calculating vegetation index
←→ average number of calls between all market pairs [27]
Environmental data The air quality estimated by regional model ←→ staying
at home and travel patterns [17]
Availability of environmental freshwater measured as the
total length of the rivers in each spatial unit ←→
estimate of mobility obtained from CDRs [39]
Logs of the climatic conditions: temperature, relative
humidity, air pressure and wind speed from weather
stations ←→ inferring the social network for each
subject [49]
POI Events on famous POIs across city ←→ users presences in
the area [21]
POIs from Google Earth for land use inference ←→
aggregated number of calls managed by each of base
transceiver station towers [48]
Pokémon POIs ←→ city-level aggregated distributions of
number of connected devices and downloaded information
from xDR records [24]
IoT Inductive loop vehicle detectors ←→ mobility, rush hours
traffic [28]
Census, Surveys Travel surveys ←→ daily commuting from mobility traces
patterns [3]
Census on journey to work ←→ activity and connectivity
around laborshed area [5]
Demographic and health surveys ←→ connectivity and
mobility across country [11]
National statistics on socio-economic development ←→
human mobility patterns [45]
Household income and expenditure survey ←→ top up
credit amounts, mobility and social network features [57]
Infrastructure The street network (highways and primary streets) from
OpenStreetMap, metro network, bus routes ←→ xDR
data aggregated into origin-destination (OD) matrices [23]
Customer sites of each power line per grid square and line
measurement indicating the amount of flowing energy
←→ aggregated people dynamics features from the mobile
phone network activity [9]
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Fig. 10. Fusion of mobile phone data with other sources.
availability of external sources, efficiency of data processing and the quality of
delivered information and its integration.
6 Applications
A plethora of research work has been published related to the usage of telecom
data for a multitude of purposes. Telecom data contains rich user behaviour infor-
mation, and it can reveal mobility patterns, activity related to specific locations,
peak hours or unusual events. Extracting frequent trajectories, home and work
location detection, origin destination matrices are further examples of knowl-
edge that may be mined from rich telecom data. Telecom operators have a great
interest to analyze collected data for optimizing their services. For example,
time-dependent pricing schemes can maximize operators profit, as well as users
grade of service. Dynamic data pricing frameworks combining both spatial and
temporal traffic patterns [18] allow estimating optimal pricing rewards given the
current network capacity.
Telecom data significantly enriched many different fields and boosted external
social good applications. Studies in transportation, urban and energy planning,
public health, economy and tourism have benefited most from this valuable new
resource that surpasses all alternative sources in population coverage, spatial
and temporal resolution.
Transportation planning applications need information on different modes
of trips, purposes, and times of day. With telecom data transportation models
can effectively utilize mobility footprints at large scale and resolution. This was
validated by an MIT study [3] on the Boston metropolitan area where the authors
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demonstrated how CDR data can be used to represent distinct mobility patterns.
In another example, origin destination matrices inferred from mobile phone data
helped IBM to redesign the bus routes [6] in the largest city of Ivory Coast -
Abidjan.
Mobility patterns derived from telecom data could be very valuable for pub-
lic health applications, in particular epidemiology. Surveillance, prioritization
and prevention are key efforts in epidemiology. Mobile phone data demonstrated
utility for dengue [62], HIV [11,22], malaria [61], schistosomiasis [39], Ebola
epidemic [47], and cholera outbreaks [19]. Another suitable public health appli-
cation is concerned with air quality where recent studies embraced telecom data
to better quantify individual and population level expose to air pollution. In [17]
the authors highlighted the need to dynamically assess exposure to NO2 that
has high impact on peoples health. Their method incorporated individual travel
patterns.
Urban studies highly explored the potential of mobile phone data and discov-
ered that it can be used for urban planning [5], detecting social function of land
use [48], in particular residential and office areas as well as leisure-commerce and
rush hour patterns [53], and extracting relevant information about the structure
of the cities [37]. Recent applications propose an analytical process able to dis-
cover, understand and characterize city events from CDR data [21] and a method
to predict the population at a large spatio-temporal scale in a city [13]. All urban
studies fit into the wider context of smart city applications and therefore more
breakthroughs on the usage of mobile phone data are expected.
With the growing role of tourism there is increased interest to investigate
utility of mobile phone data to understand tourists experiences, evaluate mar-
keting strategies and estimate revenues generated by touristic events. Mobility
and behaviour patterns have been recently used to derive trust and reputation
models and scalable data analytics for the tourism industry [33,59]. The Andorra
case study has proposed indicators in high spatial and temporal resolutions such
as tourist flows per country of origin, flows of new tourists, revisiting patterns,
profiling of tourist interests to uncover valuable patterns for tourism [34]. Special
attention is given to large scale events that attract foreign people [12]. Arguably,
tourists via their mobile devices have quickly become data sources for crowd-
sourced aggregation with dynamic spatial and temporal resolutions [32].
Other high impact applications include social and economical develop-
ment [45,57], disaster events management such as cyclones landfall [38] or earth-
quakes [64], and food security [27,68].
Although many studies demonstrated utility of mobile phone data in various
applications, reaching the operational level is still not that close. If we recall
the summary of workflow’s steps provided in Fig. 1, all further described in the
previous sections, we can realize that technologies used in each step need to
match with specific application.
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7 Summary and Vision
This chapter provided an overview of all steps in discovering knowledge from
raw telecom data in the context of different applications. Knowledge about how
people move across a city, where they are gathering, what are home, work and
leisure locations along with corresponding time component are valuable for many
applications. The biggest challenges in this process are privacy and regulation,
real-time settings and data fusion with external sources.
Efforts directed toward providing access to telecom large-scale human behav-
ioral data in a privacy-preserving manner [41] are necessary. Real-time settings
raise critical issues concerning computational infrastructure, big data frame-
works and analytics. There is a lack of research and benchmark studies that
evaluate different computational architectures and big data frameworks. Only a
few studies tackled issues of parallelization and distributed processing. In [16]
authors proposed mobility intelligence framework based on Apache Spark for
processing and analytics of large scale mobile phone data. Another example is the
study [58] that provided computational pipeline for the community detection in
mobile phone data, developed in Apache Hive and Spark technology, and bench-
marked different architectures and settings. More of these studies are needed
to choose the right architecture and processing frameworks. Graph analytics
together with machine learning have become indispensable tools for telecom
data analytics, but the streaming nature of data demands for change detection
and online adaption. External data sources mentioned in the data fusion section
are also advancing (e.g., new satellites launched, enhanced IoT ecosystems) and
will help us to understand spatio-temporal context better.
Future research must address all critical aspects to reach technology readiness
for operational environment. This will enable applications based on mobile phone
data to have high impact on decision making in urban, transport, public health
and other domains and will certainly open opportunities for new applications.
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Abstract. Recent developments in sensor technology, wearable com-
puting, Internet of Things (IoT), and wireless communication have
given rise to research in ubiquitous healthcare and remote monitoring
of human’s health and activities. Health monitoring systems involve pro-
cessing and analysis of data retrieved from smartphones, smart watches,
smart bracelets, as well as various sensors and wearable devices. Such sys-
tems enable continuous monitoring of patients psychological and health
conditions by sensing and transmitting measurements such as heart rate,
electrocardiogram, body temperature, respiratory rate, chest sounds, or
blood pressure. Pervasive healthcare, as a relevant application domain
in this context, aims at revolutionizing the delivery of medical services
through a medical assistive environment and facilitates the independent
living of patients. In this chapter, we discuss (1) data collection, fusion,
ownership and privacy issues; (2) models, technologies and solutions for
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medical data processing and analysis; (3) big medical data analytics for
remote health monitoring; (4) research challenges and opportunities in
medical data analytics; (5) examples of case studies and practical solu-
tions.
Keywords: e-Health · Internet of Things (IoT) ·
Remote health monitoring · Pervasive healthcare (PH)
1 Introduction
Recent developments in sensor technologies, wearable computing, Internet of
Things (IoT), and wireless communications have given rise to research on mobile
and ubiquitous health-care and remote monitoring of peoples health and activ-
ities [61]. Health monitoring systems include processing and analysis of data
retrieved from smart-phones, smart watches, smart bracelets (that is, wrist-
bands), as well as various connected sensors and wearable devices [69]. Such
systems enable continuous monitoring of patients psychological and health con-
ditions by sensing and transmitting measurements such as heart rate, electro-
cardiogram (ECG), body temperature, respiratory rate, chest sounds, and blood
pressure. Collected, fused, and analyzed sensor data are important for diagno-
sis and treatment of patients with chronic diseases (such as, hypertension and
diabetes) or for monitoring and assistance of elderly people. The area of health
informatics is explored by researchers with different academic backgrounds: com-
puter scientists, physicians, mathematicians, statisticians, and sociologists. All
of them have something to contribute: from medical knowledge, though com-
puter science (that is, simulations and data analysis), to sociological and mar-
keting know-how (such as, apps dissemination and social interventions). There
are mathematical/computational models (for instance, differential equations or
system dynamics) that can be involved in understanding of health-relevant pro-
cesses. For example, infectious disease models can use sensoric data that are
collected from human contacts; these models can be useful in risk assessment of
patients.
This chapter addresses major challenges and opportunities related to the
medical data collection, modelling and processing in the context of monitoring
of human’s health and behavior. To illustrate the use of discussed concepts and
technologies we present three case studies. The first case study describes a Big
Data solution for remote health monitoring that considers challenges pertaining
to monitoring the health and activities of patients. We present the design and
implementation of a remote health monitoring system architecture that may be
employed in a public, private or hybrid cloud. The second case study describes
a system designed to support distributed monitoring of human health during
a trip. It is assumed that a travel agency that organizes a trip to high moun-
tains equips the guide and tourists with sensors that monitor health parameters.
The third case study describes the use of machine learning in the context of
monitoring daily living activities of people with dementia. Detected anomalies
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in the daily living activities of people with dementia may help medical experts
to distinguish between health decline symptoms caused by dementia and health
decline symptoms incurred by the side effects of the prescribed medications.
The rest of this chapter is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses data
collection, fusion, ownership and privacy issues. Models, technologies and solu-
tions for medical data processing and analysis are addressed in Sect. 3. Section 4
discusses big medical data analytics for remote health monitoring. Research
challenges and opportunities in medical data analytics are addressed in Sect. 5.
Section 6 describes examples of case studies and practical scenarios. The chapter
is concluded in Sect. 7.
2 Medical Data Collection, Fusion, Ownership
and Privacy
2.1 Medical Data Collection
Medicine has always been trying to measure properties of patients (such as,
clinical picture) and how to understand their health and disease. Computer sci-
ence would then incorporate the results of these measurements, experiments and
observation into models. Recently, the utilisation of IT tools for medicine (such
as, machine learning) has undergone an accelerating growth, however all mod-
els of such system are incomplete without real data, especially register-based.
For example with patient Electronic Health Record/Documentation (EHR/D)
data can be provided with reasonably accuracy on clinical picture, procedures,
or co-morbidity. International standard - HL7 (Health Level Seven) allows inter-
operability between IT providers and solutions. However, still in many countries
most of medical data is analog and must be digitized (e.g. image and sound pro-
cessing). Moreover, powerful computer facilities and ubiquitous wearable devices
with multiple sensors have made possible the collection, processing and storage
of data on individual or group of patients. Individual data can be used for risk
assessment for a particular health disorder. For example the risk of being affected
by an infectious disease can be calculated based on sensor data and question-
naires [36]. Data collected from group of patients potentially being in contact
can be used for infectious disease risk assessment in given community. There is
concern about Data Protection Act in EU from legal perspective about provid-
ing such kind of data analysis, which will be described in detail in this chapter.
The consent of each patient should be requested, which could be very difficult
to obtain.
2.2 Blockchain for Privacy and Security
The main application of Blockchain in medicine is traceability of drugs in many
actors setup. Such a technique has been already applied in Sub-Saharian Africa
and South-East Asia for verifying originality of drugs (fake drugs are big prob-
lem there). Blockchain technology can also help in investigating food-borne out-
breaks, where tractability of items in supply chain with storage/transport char-
acteristics is crucial.
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2.3 Data Fusion
Data fusion (DF) is a multi-domain growing field aiming to provide data for
situation understanding. Globally, threat detection and facility protection are
some of the vital areas in DF research [49]. Fusion systems aim to integrate sensor
data and information in databases, knowledge bases, contextual information,
user mission, etc., in order to describe dynamically-changing situations [32]. In
a sense, the goal of information fusion is to attain a real-time simulation of a
subset of the world based on partial observations of it [50].
The ability to fuse digital data into useful information is hampered by the fact
that the inputs, whether device-derived or text-based, are generated in different
formats, some of them unstructured. Whether the information is unstructured
by nature or the fact that information exchange (metadata) standards are lack-
ing (or not adhered to) all of this hinders automatic processing by computers.
Furthermore, the data to be fused may be inaccurate, incomplete, ambiguous, or
contradictory; it may be false or corrupted by hostile measures. Moreover, much
information may be hard to formalize, i.e., imaging information. Consequently,
information exchange is often overly complex. In many instances, there is a lack
of communication between the various information sources, simply because there
is no mechanism to support this exchange.
The high data flow, either device-based or text-based, is unable to process
and leads to time delays, extra costs, and even inappropriate decisions due to
missing or incomplete information [13,63].
The key aspect in modern DF applications is the appropriate integration of
all types of information or knowledge: observational data, knowledge models (a
priori or inductively learned), and contextual information [28,73]. Each of these
categories has a distinctive nature and potential support to the result of the
fusion process.
– Observational Data: Observational data are the fundamental data about the
individual, as collected from some observational capability (sensors of any
type). These data are about the observable characteristic of a person that are
of interest [40].
– Contextual Information: Context and the elements of what could be called
Contextual Information could be defined as “the set of circumstances sur-
rounding the acquired data that are potentially of relevance to its comple-
tion.” Because of its data-relevance, fusion implies the development of a best-
possible estimate taking into account this lateral knowledge [29]. We can see
the context as background, i.e., not the specific entity, event, or behaviour of
prime interest but that information which is influential to the formation of a
best estimate of these items [27].
– Learned Knowledge: In those cases where a priori knowledge for DF pro-
cess development cannot be formed, one possibility is to try and excise the
knowledge through online machine learning processes operating on the obser-
vational and other data [59]. These are procedural and algorithmic methods
for discovering relationships among concepts of interest that being captured
by the system (sensor data and contextual information). There is a tradeoff
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involved in trying to develop fully-automated algorithmic DF processes for
complex problems where the insertion of human intelligence at some point in
the process may be a much more judicious choice [23].
At this time, there are a multitude of problem-specific solutions to fusion,
most of which are centred in specific applications, producing problem-specific
results [26]. The ability to automatically combine the results of smaller problems
into a larger context is still missing.
2.4 Medical Data Security Requirements Enforced by the Law
and Related Ownership and Privacy Issues
All organizations that are collecting, processing and storing medical are obliged
by the international and local law regulations and standards to improve their
data protection strategies. The example of data protection laws required by USA
is the The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA)1, used
for compliance and secure adoption of electronic health records (EHR).
HIPAA sets the rules for sensitive patient data protection with its Privacy and
Security Rules. According to HIPA, a company that processes protected health
information must store it in a system that is secure as far as physical, network,
and process security is concerned. Security Rule of HIPAA defines requirements
for health information that is held or transferred in electronic form. It requires
that HIPAA-covered entities implement the following protections:
– Ensure the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of all e-PHI they create,
receive, maintain or transmit;
– Identify and protect against reasonably anticipated threats to the security or
integrity of the information;
– Protect against reasonably anticipated, impermissible uses or disclosures; and
– Ensure compliance by their workforce.
Additionally, it regulates technical safeguards when hosting sensitive patient
data, including facility access in place, as well as policies for using workstations,
electronic media, and all processes of transferring, removing, disposing, and re-
using electronic media or electronic information. It enforces authorized unique
user IDs, emergency access procedures, automatic log off, encryption of data,
and audit reports. Also, activity tracking logs of all activity on hardware and
software are necessary.
Health-care organizations must ensure the security and availability of patients
data for both health-care professionals and patients.
The complete suite of HIPAA Administrative Simplification Regulations can
be found at 45 CFR Part 160, Part 162, and Part 164, and includes:
– Transactions and Code Set Standards;
– Identifier Standards;
1 https://www.hhs.gov/hipaa.




– Breach Notification Rule.
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)2 is a regulation in EU law on
data protection and privacy within the European Union (EU) and the European
Economic Area (EEA). It also specifies the conditions for exporting of personal
data outside the EU and EEA areas. It specifies:
– Rights of the data subject
– Controller role
– Transfers of personal data to third countries or international organizations
– Independent supervisory authorities
– Cooperation and consistency
– Remedies, liability and penalties
– Delegated acts and implementing acts
It specifies actions to be taken that enforces the processing on systems that are
processing medical data. Several examples may be:
– Data holders must notify the authorities in case of breach;
– Subjects have a right to access their data;
– The right to be forgotten that gives individuals the power to request the
removal of their personal data;
– Privacy must be designed in;
– Privacy is included by default, not by unticking a box;
– Right to rectification, the data shall have the right to obtain from the con-
troller without undue delay. The data subject have the right to have incom-
plete personal data completed, including by means of providing a supplemen-
tary statement.
– Every organization holding personal third party data must have a data pro-
tection officer.
The GDPR imposes stiff fines on data controllers and processors for non-
compliance, up to 20 million, or 4% of the worldwide annual revenue of the prior
financial year, in case of braking the basic principles for processing medical data.
To obtain the HIPAA required security level, the company may follow two
paths:
1. choose a reputable HIPAA training company that offers certification creden-
tials, and analyze the company procedures and systems by itself;
2. obtain evaluation by an independent, third party auditor, like for instance,
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For ensuring GRPD standards, the company may:
1. obtain the customized GDPR certificate for protection officers5;
2. hire authorized experts6;
For both HIPAA and GDPR compliance there is no one main central inde-
pendent party that may certify the company.
GDPR specific challenges rises inside remote systems. First of all, under the
GDPR personal data may not be stored longer then needed. This is why, reten-
tion procedures have to be implemented and when the data expired they have to
be removed from systems. Data can be stored on multiple locations, under mul-
tiple vendors, processed by many services. The deletion of data completely have
to consider also backups and copies of data stored on the remote equipment.
Additionally, breaching response may also be the issue. Breach notification have
to be shared among data holders. A breach event have to be well defined.
Processing of personal data outside the European Economic Area (EEA)
is the next problem due to multiple location. Controllers will need to define a
multi-country data strategy taking into account localization laws.
The transparency of security procedures of medical systems or third party
certificates are necessary to ensure security controllers about the quality of secu-
rity services.
Medical service providers must be subject of an audit to perform a control
framework with privacy and privacy by design control measures.
Medical services should be monitored to address any changes in technology
and recommended updates to the system. It includes newly introduced equip-
ment, and sensors.
During processing large set of data, visibility regarding metadata and data
anonymization is a big challenge. The level of protection of metadata, the respec-
tive ownership rights, rights to process the collections of metadata, intended uses
of metadata should be examined carefully.
2.5 Publicly Available Medical Datasets and Reuse of Already
Collected Data
Comprehensive and real-world personal health and activities datasets have a
very important role in data processing and analysis; therefore several attempts
have been made to create big and representative examples of real-world datasets
[67].
Examples of such datasets are UbiqLog [68] and CrowdSignals [82], which
contains both the data from the smartphones, and from wearable devices, smart
watch/bracelet.
Biomedical signals datasets can be found at PhysioNet7 which offers free
Web access to large collections of recorded physiologic signals (PhysioBank) and
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The ExtraSensory dataset contains data from 60 users and more than 300K
labeled examples (minutes) originated from smartphone and smartwatch sensors.
The dataset is publicly available for context recognition research [77].
Within already implemented Hospital Information System (HIS) framework
a lot of data is collected (e.g. for administrative purposes), but not have been
analysed from patients health perspective. Organizational structure as dedicat-
ing staff to patients, transport paths rerouting, shift distributions, geo-localizing
isolated/cohorted patients, etc. can be used for example in infectious disease
field. There are models and tools describing the possible spread of pathogens
and could indicate an effective strategy in the fight against infectious diseases8,
however available solutions are not using HPC as it would be possible.
3 Models, Technologies and Solutions for Medical Data
Processing and Analysis
Usability of e-health can rely on collecting techniques and data analysis. Various
data sets (survey, diagnosis and tests, time series, spatial, panel, longitudinal
data, etc.) shall be analysed by different methods (regressions, decision trees,
structural equation modelling, social network analysis, agent-based modelling,
machine learning, etc.).
3.1 Innovative Use of Commercial Electronic Devices (Smartphones
and Watches, Bracelets, Wearables,...) for Remote Monitoring
Low-power and low cost electronic devices can be easily purchased and used.
Some properties as body temperature and blood pulse can be measured with
high accuracy, but developer are trying to target more and more features. FDA
(Federal Drug Agency) as well as EMA (European Medicines Agency) certify
digital Health Software and Devices. Most of devices on the market do not
satisfy minimum conditions for certification and accreditation. Some of them as
air quality monitoring devices (e.g. PM2.5 laser dust sensor for less than 5$) have
been massively used in heavily polluted cities. However no medical organization
recommends using home devices due to very low data quality and data provided
from certified official stations should be enough. More data is not always better
as it is shown in this example.
Some issues come with digital health apps and software (mhealth). Nowadays
an app can be found for almost everything. Let’s consider advances in image
recognition using deep learning by a smartphone for measuring blood pressure
by photoplethysmography. The biggest advantage of this method is simplicity,
so nothing more than smartphone is needed. However, even it works well after
calibration for most users, there are patients for whom the error of this proce-
dure can reach 30%. So apps offering this feature (like icare and HDCH) were
taken away from Google Play and App Store, but their equivalents are still very
popular, for example in China.
8 www.sirsz.pl.
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Another type of sensors are bluetooth beacons to track social interactions
that can be used for infectious disease control and psychological health (one
of certified suppliers for these beacons is kontakt.io). Smartphone or wearable
sensors can communicate between each other and collect contact data.
3.2 IoT Platforms for e-Health Applications
Thinger.io. The IoT platform is an open source alternative. Thinger.io is rela-
tively new to the IoT ecosystem but is being used extensively in different research
projects [25,43,48], or even for education [38]. It provides a ready to use cloud
service for connecting devices to the Internet to perform any remote sensing or
actuation over the Internet. It offers a free tier for connecting a limited number
of devices, but it is also possible to install the software outside the cloud for a
private management of the data and devices connected to the platform, without
any limitation.
Fig. 1. Thinger.io platform
This platform is hardware agnostic, so it is possible to connect any device
with Internet connectivity, from Arduino devices, Raspberry Pi, Sigfox devices,
Lora solutions over gateways, or ARM devices, to mention a few. The platform
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provides some out of the box features like device registry; bi-directional com-
munication in real-time, both for sensing or actuation; data and configuration
storage, so it is possible to store time series data; identity and access management
(IAM), to allow third party entities to access the platform and device resources
over REST/Websocket APIs; third party Webhooks, so the devices can easily
call other Web services, send emails, SMS, push data to other clouds, etc. It also
provides a web interface to manage all the resources and generate dashboards for
remote monitoring. The general overview of this platform is available at Fig. 1.
The main benefit of using this platform, aside that it is open source, is the pos-
sibility to obtain a bi-directional communication with the devices, in real-time,
by using standard REST-API interfaces. This way, it is possible to develop any
application, i.e., desktop, mobile, Web service, that interacts with devices by
using a well-known and proven interface based on REST [62]. Meanwhile, the
devices can use more efficient (in terms of bandwidth, or memory footprint)
binary protocols to communicate with the cloud. In the other way, this platform
provides client libraries for connecting several state of the art IoT devices like
Arduino-based, ESP8266, ESP32, LinkitOne, Texas Instruments CC3200, Libel-
lium Waspmotes, Raspberry Pi, etc. The client libraries provide a comprehensive
way of connecting devices and sending information to the cloud, without having
to deal with complex IoT protocols.
Libelium MySignals. This is a development platform for medical devices and
eHealth applications. The platform can be used to develop eHealth web applica-
tions and to test own sensors for medical applications. MySignals is an example
of commercial product which is offered and supported by a Spanish company
called Libelium9. It allows measurement of more than 20 biometric parameters
such as pulse, breath rate, oxygen in blood, electrocardiogram signals, blood
pressure, muscle electromyography signals, glucose levels, galvanic skin response,
lung capacity, snore waves, patient position, airflow and body scale parameters.
Data gathered by sensors can be stored in the MySignals or third party Cloud
to be visualized in external Web and mobile app’s. Libelium offers an API for
developers to access the information as well as Open source HW version which
is based on Arduino. One of the drawbacks is the restriction for sending the
information coming from MySignals to a third party cloud server using directly
WiFi radio which is limited only for HW version – option is not available for
SW version running on libelium Atmega 2560 node.
FIWARE. FIWARE10 is an open source IoT platform “combining compo-
nents that enable the connection to IoT with Context Information Management
and Big Data services in the cloud” [8]. FIWARE uses rather simple standard
APIs for data management and exchange that can be used to develop smart
applications. It provides enhanced OpenStack-based cloud hosting capabilities
9 www.libelium.com/product/mysignals.
10 https://www.fiware.org/.
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and a number of components for functions offered as a Service. The adoption
of FIWARE technology by the eHealth market is promoted by the industrial
accelerator FICHe project [9] launched by European Commission and several
industrial projects that have been developed in the FICHe context. CardioWeel
[6] is an advanced driver assistance system that provides information about
drivers health status using the human electrocardiogram (ECG) acquired from
the drivers hands. This system is hosted on FIWARE cloud using the available
virtual machines. The development of healthcare applications using FIWARE
components is described in [75] and in [19].
4 Big Medical Data Analytics for Remote Health
Monitoring
With the advance of remote health monitoring and pervasive healthcare con-
cepts, an increased research work has been published to cover the topics ranging
from theory, concepts, and systems, to applications of Big medical data systems
for ubiquitous healthcare services.
4.1 Big Medical Data System Architecture
The analysis and health problem detection can be performed on a mobile device
(phone, watch, bracelet, etc.) leveraging edge computing principles, or at a
nearby computing infrastructure, e.g. IoT gateway, or a home/hospital server
[22].
Physiological, health and social media data, providing insight into people
activities and health conditions, could be enriched and correlated with exter-
nal and environmental data collected within Smart City infrastructure (weather
conditions, environment pollution/noise, temperature, city events, traffic con-
ditions, etc.). As such, fusion, analysis and mining of IoT medical data and
external/environmental data could better detect potential health problems and
their cause-effect relationships with the environment.
The fusion, processing and analytics of sensor data, collected from personal
mobile and health devices, as well as Smart city infrastructure are performed at
the edge/fog computing components providing efficiency and minimal latency in
detection of critical medical conditions that requires prompt actions. Also, this
can provide a personalized health system for general well-being where individuals
can be provided with healthcare tailored to their needs.
Moreover, such system should support efficient collection and analysis of
massive quantities of heterogeneous and continuous health and activities data
(Big Data) from a group, or a crowd of users. The storage, aggregation, process-
ing and analysis of Big health data could be performed within public, private or
hybrid cloud infrastructure. The results of data analysis and mining are provided
to physicians, healthcare professionals, medical organisations, pharmaceutical
companies, etc. through tailored visual analytics, dashboard applications. There
is a number of research and development challenges that must be addressed
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Fig. 2. A system for remote monitoring of people health and activities - general archi-
tecture
prior to wider application of such personalized healthcare systems that continu-
ously monitor peoples health and activities and respond appropriately on critical
events and conditions. These include, but are not limited to security, privacy and
data ownership, sensor data fusion, scalable algorithms and systems for analytics
and data mining, and edge-cloud models for processing and analytics.
The general architecture of a large-scale distributed system based on medical
IoT devices and Big Data processing and analytics for remote monitoring of
peoples health and activities is given in Fig. 2.
Remote monitoring systems can operate at multiple scales, providing per-
sonal and global sensing. As illustrated in [44], there are three distinct scales for
sensing: personal, group and community sensing.
Personal or individual monitoring systems are designed for single individ-
ual, and are often focused on personal data collection and analysis. Typical
scenarios include tracking the users exercise routines, measuring activity levels
or identification of symptoms connected with psychological disorders. Although
collected data might be for sole consumption of the user, sharing with medical
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professional is common. Popular personal monitoring technologies are Google
GlassTM, FitBitTM and The Nike+ FuelBandTM.
If individuals share a common interest, concern or goal while participating
in monitoring applications they form a group. Group monitoring systems can be
popular in social networks or connected groups, where data can be shared freely,
or with privacy protection. Common examples are health monitoring applica-
tions including contests related to specific goals: running distance, weight loss,
calorie intake, etc.
If a number of people participating in health and activities monitoring is very
large, it is called community or crowd monitoring. Crowd modeling and moni-
toring implies collective data analytics for the good of the community. However,
it involves cooperation of persons who will not trust each other, highlighting
the need for strong privacy protection and possibly low commitment levels from
users. Examples of community monitoring involve tracking the spread of diseases
across area, finding patterns for specific medical conditions etc. The impact of
scaling to monitoring applications is to be explored, but many research issues
related to information sharing, data ownership, data fusion, security and privacy,
algorithms used for data mining, providing useful feedback, etc. remain open.
Khan et al. in [41] presented the latest research and development efforts and
achievements in the field of smart healthcare regarding high performance com-
puting (HPC) and large-scale healthcare architectures, data quality and large-
scale machine learning models for smart healthcare, Internet-of-Things, fog com-
puting, and m-Health, as well as wearable computing, Quality of Service (QoS),
and context-awareness for smart healthcare.
The challenges in designing algorithms, methods and systems for health-
care analytics and applications have been examined in [45], along with a survey
on smart healthcare technologies and solutions. The next-generation healthcare
applications, services and systems related to Big healthcare data analytics are
reviewed and challenges in developing such systems are discussed.
The current state and projected future directions for integration of remote
health monitoring technologies into clinical and medicine practice have been
presented in [31]. Several of the challenges in sensing, analytics, and visualization
that need to be addressed before systems can be designed for seamless integration
into clinical practice are highlighted and described.
4.2 Big IoT Data for Remote Health Monitoring
With the development of Internet of Things (IoT) concepts, the idea of IoT
healthcare systems has been an interesting topic for large number of researchers.
Baker et al. in [16] have presented state-of-the-art research related to wearable
IoT healthcare system. A standard model for application in future IoT health-
care system was proposed, along with an overview of existing challenges includ-
ing security, privacy, wearability and low-power operation. Also, the authors
reviewed several research works that address IoT healthcare challenges related
to rehabilitation, diabetes management, disease monitoring, heart-attack detec-
tion and general activity and health monitoring purposes. Furthermore, a four-
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part model was proposed as an aid in the development of future IoT healthcare
systems, and it includes:
– wearable sensor and central nodes,
– short range communications,
– long range communications,
– secure cloud storage architecture and machine learning.
Islam et al. in [34] have given an overview of existing IoT–based healthcare
network studies, and state-of-the-art network architectures, platforms, applica-
tions, and industrial trends in this area. Furthermore, they highlighted security
and privacy issues and proposed a security model aiming to minimize security
risk related to health care. Specifically, they presented an extensive overview
of IoT healthcare systems, one of them being the Internet of m-Health Things
(m-IoT): an operating symbiosis of mobile computing, medical sensors, and com-
munications technologies for healthcare services.
An important part of IoT healthcare is obtaining insights from large data
generated by IoT devices. The focus of [53] was on IoT architecture, opportu-
nities and challenges, but from the data analysis point of view. In this paper a
brief overview of research efforts directed toward IoT data analytics, as well as
the relationship between Big Data analytics and IoT were given. Furthermore,
analytic types, methods and technologies for big IoT data mining are discussed.
In [77], authors have used smartphone and smartwatch sensors to recognize
detailed situations of people in their natural behavior. Initial tests were con-
ducted over labeled data from over 300k minutes from 60 subjects. A dedicated
application for data retrieval was implemented and presented. As stated in the
paper, the main contribution is the emphasis on in-the-wild conditions, namely
naturally used devices, unconstrained device placement, natural environment
and natural behavioral content. The main challenge when recognizing context in
non-controlled conditions is high diversity and variance of the data. However, it
was shown that everyday devices, in their natural usage, can capture information
about a wide range of behavioral attributes.
In [57] a distributed framework based on the IoT paradigm has been pro-
posed for monitoring human biomedical signals in activities involving physical
exertion. Also, a validation use case study was presented which includes mon-
itoring footballers heart rates during a football match, and it was shown that
data from BAN devices can be used to predict not only situations of sudden
death but also possible injuries.
Ma et al. in [52] have presented a Big health application system based on
health IoT devices and Big Data. The authors presented the architecture of
health care application leveraging IoT and Big Data and introduced technology
challenges and possible m-health applications based on this architecture.
One important subset of the data used for healthcare and improved quality
of life are the data retrieved from healthcare services running on smarthphones
such as Endomondo, Nike+, RunKeeper, and Runtastic. These applications can
provide data about different lifestyles, such as sleep, diet and exercise habits all of
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which can be correlated with various medical conditions. In such manner, physi-
cians can calculate risk for conditions or in cases of diagnosed ones, can adapt
treatments or provide emergency responses when needed. Cortes et al. in [21]
have provided an extensive analysis of traces gathered from Endomondo sport
tracker service. The main Big Data challenges associated with analysis of the
data retrieved from this type of applications were discussed. They include data
acquisition (data redundancy, workload, flow rate), data cleaning (invalid and
uncertain data from sensors), data integration, aggregation and representation
(define common data representation across various applications, spatio-temporal
properties of the data), query processing, data modeling and analysis (queries
are important aspect of knowledge discovery), and interpretation (online and
offline analysis).
The concept of smart health (s-Health), which integrates context-aware
mobile health principles with sensors and information originated in smart cities,
has been introduced in [74]. The authors provided a detailed overview of the
smart health principles and discussed the main research challenges and oppor-
tunities in augmentation of smart healthcare with smart city concepts.
4.3 Processing and Analysis of Big Health and Mobility Data
Streams
The healthcare industry generates large amounts of data, driven by record keep-
ing, compliance and regulatory requirements and patient care [65]. The current
trend is toward rapid digitalization of these massive amounts of data, and their
fusion with data retrieved from personal and mobility sensors. When it comes to
health care in terms of patient records, treatment plans, prescription information
etc., everything needs to be done quickly, accurately and in some cases transpar-
ently enough to satisfy stringent industry regulations. However, with extended
datasets, effective data processing and analysis can uncover hidden insights that
improve patient care. If the data is collected out of the medical offices, they
can model a patient’s behavior more accurately. Furthermore, the results can be
used to provide better real-time healthcare at lower cost. Real-time component
requires that systems for analysis and processing must deal not only with huge
amounts of data, but also with Big Data streams. This requirement has led to a
proliferation of studies related to processing and analysis of big, heterogeneous
streams for healthcare purposes. These streams have all main characteristics of
Big Data:
– Volume: in order to create a complete overview of person’s or group health, it
is necessary to take into account data collected from related sources, obtained
not only from medical instruments and BAN sensors, but also from social
media, mobile devices or machine-to-machine data. This data can be from
terabytes to exabytes, does not need to be stored, but must be effectively and
analyzed and processed in timely manner.
– Velocity: Data streams with unparalleled rate and speed are generated and
must be processed and analysed accordingly. In order to be effective, and to
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provide responses in emergency situations, healthcare systems must process
and analyze torrents of data in real time, but also be capable to perform
long-term batch operations.
– Variety: Data comes in all varieties, from structured, numeric data obtained
from sensors and medical devices to unstructured text documents, email,
video, audio and mobility data. Systems must be capable of processing all
varieties of data from text to graph data.
In order to effectively process and analyze Big health data streams, tech-
niques for Big Data must be taken into account and adapted for data streams.
Big Data in health informatics is a pool of technologies, tools, and techniques
that manage, manipulate, and organize enormous, varied, and intricate datasets
in order to improve the quality of patients’ status. Fang et al. in [24] have given
a comprehensive overview of challenges and techniques for big computational
health informatics, both historical and state-of-the art. Several techniques and
algorithms in machine learning were characterized and compared. Identified chal-
lenges were summarized into four categories, depending on Big Data characteris-
tics they tackle (i.e., volume, velocity, variety, and veracity). Furthermore, a gen-
eral pipeline for healthcare data processing was proposed. This pipeline includes
data capturing, storing, sharing, analyzing, searching, and decision support.
Wang et al. in [81] have presented strategic implications of Big Data in health-
care, including but not limited to historical development, architectural design
and component functionalities of Big Data analytics. Different capabilities of
healthcare data analytics were recognized from different implementation cases,
and various benefits were identified. Recognized capabilities include:
– Analytical capability for patterns of care - analytical techniques typically
used in a Big Data analytics system to process data with an immense vol-
ume, variety, and velocity via unique data storage, management, analysis,
and visualization technologies.
– Unstructured data analytical capability - unstructured and semi-structured
data in healthcare refer to information that can neither be stored in a tradi-
tional relational database nor fit into predefined data models.
– Decision support capability - the ability to produce reports about daily
healthcare services to aid managers’ decisions and actions.
– Predictive capability - ability to build and assess a model aimed at generat-
ing accurate predictions of new observations, where new can be interpreted
temporally and or cross-sectionally.
– Traceability - ability to track output data from all the system’s IT components
throughout the organization’s service units.
As a result, the best practice for Big Data analytics architecture has been pro-
posed. This architecture loosely consists of five main architectural layers: data,
data aggregation, analytics, information exploration, and data governance. Ma
et al. in [51] have underlined the importance of data fusion based approach to
provide more valuable personal and group services, such as personalized health
guidance and public health warnings. Various technologies and areas that are
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related to this topic were covered, including mobile, wearable and cloud com-
puting, Big Data, IoT and Cyber Physical systems. Authors proposed cloud- and
big-data-assisted layered architecture, and described each layer along with tools
and technologies that can be used. Also, different applications were identified
related to medical recommendations and wearable healthcare systems.
4.4 High Performance Data Analytics
Efficient analytics of large amounts of data in health care (such as, patient
genomic data or X-ray images) demands computational, communication and
memory resources of High Performance Computing (HPC) architectures.
HPC involves the use of many interconnected processing elements to reduce
the time to solution of given a problem. Many powerful HPC systems are het-
erogeneous, in the sense that they combine general-purpose CPUs with accelera-
tors such as, Graphics Processing Units (GPUs), or Field Programmable Gates
Arrays (FPGAs). For instance ORNL’s Summit—which is currently credited as
the leading HPC system in the TOP500 list of most powerful computer systems
[76]—is equipped with 4608 computing nodes and each node comprises two IBM
Power9 22-core CPUs and six NVIDIA V100 GPUs, for a theoretical peak power
of approximately 200 petaflops.
Many approaches have proposed for using HPC systems [18,39,56,60]. While
multi-core CPUs are suitable for general-purpose tasks, many-core processors
(such as the Intel Xeon Phi [20] or GPU [58]) comprise a larger number of lower
frequency cores and perform well on scalable applications [54] (such as, DNA
sequence analysis [55] or deep learning [79]).
5 Medical Data Analytics: Research Challenges
and Opportunities
5.1 Adaptive Edge/Cloud Processing and Analytics
In the context of medical IoT, the particular benefits could arise from the fog
and edge computing paradigms. They represent the model where sensitive data
generated by body worn medical devices and smart phone sensors are processed,
analyzed and mined close to where it is generated, on these devices themselves,
instead of sending vast amounts of sensor data to the cloud, that could exhaust
network, processing or storage resources and violate user privacy. Only aggre-
gated, context enriched data/events are sent to the cloud for further process-
ing and analytics. The right balance between Edge-Cloud should provide fast
response to detected events, as well as conservation of network bandwidth, min-
imization of latency, security and preservation of privacy.
Typically, Internet of Things (IoT) is composed of small, resource constrained
devices that are connected to the Internet. In essence, they are dedicated to
perform specific tasks without the need of providing a general means for per-
forming complicated, resource-consuming computations. This means that most
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of the data is transmitted to the cloud without prepossessing or analysis. This
implies that the amount of data that is transmitted to the cloud is increasing
even more rapidly than the number of IoT devices itself. Indeed, cloud comput-
ing is being recognized as a success factor for IoT, providing ubiquity, reliability,
high-performance and scalability. However, IoT solutions based on cloud com-
puting fail in applications that require very low and predictable latency or are
implemented in a geographically distributed manner with a lot of wireless links.
A promising technology to tackle the low-latency and geographical distribution
required by IoT devices is fog computing.
The fog computing layer is an intermediate layer between the edge of the
network and the cloud layer. The fog computing layer extends the computation
paradigm geographically providing local computing and storage for local services.
Fog computing does not outsource cloud computing. It aims to provide a com-
puting and storage platform physically closer to the end nodes provisioning new
breed of applications and services with an efficient interplay with the cloud layer.
The expected benefit is a better quality of service for applications that require
low latency. Lower latency is obtained by performing data analysis already at the
fog computing layer. Data analysis at the fog computing layer is lightweight, and
therefore more advanced analyses and processing should be done at the cloud
layer. Naturally, some applications do not require real-time computation, or they
need high processing power, and therefore they are performed at the cloud layer.
For example, in the case of a smart community, where homes in a neighborhood
are connected to provide community services, low latency is expected for making
urgent decisions, and thus computation is performed within the neighborhood,
instead of a cloud layer which can be located on another continent [33].
5.2 Virtualisation Technologies in e-Health
To support multi-tenancy of different applications and to achieve elasticity in
large-scale shared resources, fog computing takes advantages of virtualization
technologies. Virtualization and application partitioning techniques are the two
key technology solutions that are employed in a fog computing platform. Vir-
tualization includes the process of abstracting and slicing the heterogeneous
computing nodes into virtual machines (VMs), hiding the details about the het-
erogeneity of hardware devices from the applications that are running on the fog
layer. Among different virtualization technologies, Linux containers, i.e., con-
tainerization, has advantages in short implementation time, efficient resource
utilization and low management cost. Application partitioning divides each task
into smaller sub-tasks to be executed concurrently on distributed grids, which
can improve the task offloading efficiency of applications when the node is over-
loaded by computationally intensive applications.
Containers provide OS level virtualization without a need for deployment of
a virtual OS. Hence, they are lightweight and significantly smaller in size than
VMs. Containers provide a self-contained and isolated computing environment
for applications and facilitate lightweight portability and interoperability for IoT
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applications. Moreover, data and resource isolation in containers offers improved
security for the applications running in fog nodes [17].
Recently, researchers have shown increased interest in studying and deploying
container-based healthcare applications. Kačeniauskas et al. [37] have developed
a software to simulate blood flows through aortic valves, as a cloud service. They
have experimentally evaluated the performance of XEN VMs, KVM VMs and
Docker containers and have found that Docker containers outperform KVM and
XEN VMs. In [35] a framework to monitor patients symptoms has been proposed.
This solution employs a Raspberry Pi that read the medical data through the
sensors attached and sent it to a server. The server is running Docker containers.
A home-based healthcare framework has been proposed by Li et al. [47].
Different sensors send streams of medical data to docker containers for process-
ing. Koliogeorgi et al. [42] has presented the cloud infrastructure of the AEGLE
project, which integrates cloud technologies and heterogeneous reconfigurable
computing in large scale healthcare system for Big Bio-Data analytics. AEGLE
runs each service and library in different Docker containers. It also uses Kuber-
netes for fault tolerant, management and scaling of the containerized applica-
tions.
A conceptual model and minimal viable product implementation, that
enables the analyses of genomic data, harvested by a portable genome sequencer
using mobile devices, has been proposed by Araújo et al. [14]. They have used
Docker to process the data and to ensure that their system will work across dif-
ferent devices and operating systems. Moreover they would like to prepare the
Docker image available for mobile phones. In this way, it will be possible to run
their system containers on mobile phones. Rassias et al. [66] has introduced a
web-based platform for real-time teleconsultation services on medical imaging.
Their platform consists of a client application and an ecosystem of microservices.
Each system’s service is running in Docker container.
Bahrami et al. [15] has proposed a method to better protect sensitive data.
Their method provides real-time resource recommendation for a container sched-
uler according to HIPAA’s (Health Insurance Portability and Accountability
Act) regulations. Finally, a recent paper by Sahoo et al. [70] presents a fault
tolerant scheduling framework for distribution of healthcare jobs based on their
types. They have evaluated the framework with both hypervisor-based virtual-
ization and container-based virtualization. Containers achieved faster start-up
time and less response time for both CPU-intensive and data-intensive task.
6 Case Studies and Practical Solutions
6.1 Big Data Solution for Remote Health Monitoring
Taking into account all the challenges related to health/activities monitoring
data and control flows that should be employed in a public, private or hybrid
cloud, we have designed Remote Health Monitoring system architecture and have
implemented the system tailored to analysis of mobility data for the purposes
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Fig. 3. The general architecture of remote health monitoring cloud infrastructure
of healthcare. The general architecture of Remote Health Monitoring system is
given in Fig. 3.
To provide collection of massive and fast sensor data streams, a distributed
message broker is employed that maintain a set of topics, for different users
or medical conditions, where different sensor data and events will be streamed.
These topics would be monitored by number of processing and analytics jobs
within Big Data stream engine. Each job acquires only the data from the topics
of interest, so different jobs are used to identify specific medical condition and
patient behaviour. This architecture could be applied to both personalized and
group healthcare systems. The main advantages are:
– Data decoupling: every measurement is streamed as a separate record to a
predefined topic, so occurrence of missing data in records is easily detectable:
they are absent from the topic; if data from certain sensors is missing, it can
be easily left out.
– The separation at jobs level: jobs can monitor only a subset of topics; provides
a perfect ground for implementation of different privacy protocols for each
job.
– The user level separation: this model allows both personal and collective
analysis as jobs can monitor data on individual, or a group level.
– Comprehensive visualization: the results from each jobs can be visualized
separately, which can simplify the visualization itself; however, alerts and
notifications from different jobs can be combined and visualized to provide
an insight to general state.
Big health data stream processing and analysis currently relies on systems for
massive stream analytics. A comparative analysis of the existing state-of-the art
stream processing solutions is presented in [72], including both open source solu-
tions such as Storm, Spark Streaming and S4, and commercial streaming solu-
tions such as Amazon Kinesis and IBM Infosphere Stream. Comparison includes
processing model and latency, data pipeline, fault tolerance and data guarantees.
These and similar solutions can be used in healthcare use cases.
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For the implementation of prototype system Apache Kafka11 and Apache
Spark Streaming12 have been used. Kafka is chosen as it can support differ-
ent topics, and messaging capabilities necessary for handling Big Data streams.
Apache Spark Streaming is selected because of its main paradigm which implies
that stream data is treated as series of bounded batch data, a technique called
micro batching, and for its machine learning library MLlib. We do not use a
mobile health application for data collection, but we created a simulation of mul-
tiple users based on pre-recorded personal health/activities data used for stream-
ing such data to the system. Each users simulation component reads a file that
contains different records in csv format, and publishes them to adequate Kafka
topic. Actual data have been obtained from UbiqLog [68] and CrowdSignals [82]
datasets. These datasets contain information retrieved from smartphones and
smart bracelets, such as a heart rate, step count, accelerometer and gyroscope
data, location, application usage and WiFi. A distinct record is generated for
every measurement or event, and it contains user id, topic, and value. Id is used
to separate different users, topic to identify type of measurement or event, and
value to hold actual data. For each type of record there is a predefined Kafka
topic. These topic streams are monitored by a number of Apache Spark Stream-
ing jobs. Each job acquires the data from monitored topics, and performs specific
health and activities related analysis. We implemented a demo job for predic-
tion of skin temperature based on heart rate and step count values. Firstly, in
offline mode we created a regression model for these parameters. Then, in Spark
Streaming job, we loaded that model, and generated alert in the form of console
notification if predicted temperature is higher than the predefined threshold.
This illustrates that the system can be used for complex event processing. Our
vision is to create jobs that can detect complex events, extrapolate valuable
information, and run spatio-temporal mining algorithms on available data. Fur-
thermore, visualization and alert generating component of the system will be
implemented.
6.2 Smartphone Ad Hoc Network (SPAN) for e-Health Application
Practical Scenario. In this section, we propose a system designed to support
distributed monitoring of trip participants’ health. Let’s assume that there is
a travel agency which organizes the climbing in a high mountains, e.g. Kili-
manjaro. As the agency makes reasonable policy, they equip the guide and the
participants with sensors that measure health parameters (heart rate, pressure,
body temperature, etc.) in order to monitor the people’s health.
The guide-leader is equipped with a satellite mobile phone and can exchange
information with the agency and rescue teams. The communication between the
guide and the participants is organized in ad hoc manner using Bluetooth. Each
participant is equipped with a smartphone and the health sensor. The sensor is
connected to the smartphone by Bluetooth Low Energy.
11 kafka.apache.org.
12 spark.apache.org/streaming/.
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Technology. One of the trends observed recently in the global telecommunica-
tions is a constant growth of the number of smart devices. Mobile devices are
getting richer in functionality thanks to more and more computing resources,
better batteries and more advanced embedded equipment (e.g. sensors, cameras,
localization modules). An important parts of each mobile device are the wireless
communication interfaces (e.g. WiFi, Bluetooth), which are used to exchange
data between the mobile device and peripheral devices (e.g. headphones, hands-
free system, etc.) or other mobile devices. Thanks to the wireless communication
it is also possible to integrate smartphones with external sensors.
Thus Sikora et al. [71] decided to create the SmartGroup@Net (SGN) mobile
application which allows on direct communication between people without the
necessity to be in a range of cellular network infrastructure. The communication
is realized over Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) to create mobile network allowing
local exchange of messages, which contain selected information about the state of
the network nodes. This is an example of Smart Phone Ad hoc Network (SPAN)
solution13. In the considered test study the Polar H7 Bluetooth Smart 4.0 heart
rate sensor and Wiko Sunny phones are used – see Fig. 4.
Fig. 4. A smartphone with SGN application running together with Polar H7 heart rate
sensor.
Mobile Application. SmartGroup@Net (SGN) is the mobile application,
which allows on supporting outdoor search actions performed by group of people.
The application is useful for different public services, that could be supported
during rescue action by civilian volunteers equipped with mobile phones. Other
potential applications of SGN include: increasing safety of people moving in
13 SPAN network can be formed by portable devices (e.g. smartphones, tablets, etc.)
which communicate over WiFi or Bluetooth and operate in ad-hoc mode. The main
advantage of the SPAN network is independence not only from the network operator,
but also from the tariff plan – the communication in an ad-hoc mode is free of charges.
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Fig. 5. An example of the SGN application user screen with buttons and fields descrip-
tion
groups in areas with limited access to the mobile network – like high mountains
climbing, coordination and management of rescue actions in a crisis situation
area (e.g. earthquake, plane crash etc.) and other coordinated actions involving
sensors carried by people or self-propelled devices. In all mentioned scenarios it
is important to maintain a proper group formation and topology.
An exemplary screen of the SGN application is shown in Fig. 5. Information
about the current location and the destination of the mobile phone user as well
as the locations of other participants of the action are presented on the map
downloaded online from the Open Street Map service14 and stored in the cache
or installed in the offline mode as image file.
The presented application uses the BLE protocol for local exchange of infor-
mation between the participants of the action. The information sent by each
participant include his identification data (action number, user’s name and id),
location (geographical coordinates), status (normal or emergency), heart rate.
These data are saved in the broadcast packet, encrypted and sent to other users
depending on the radio transmission range. Each of the participants of the action
can simultaneously broadcast messages with their own data and listen to mes-
sages from the other group members. Thus the leader (guide) can obtain the
information about health status of the participants. Depending on the situation
appropriate preventive measures can be taken.
14 http://www.openstreetmap.org.
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6.3 Machine Learning for Monitoring Daily Living Activities
of People with Dementia
Dementia is a very complex condition affecting the mental health of people and
having a negative impact upon their daily life, independence and abilities. The
current statistics show that dementia has a rapid spread worldwide as each year
around 10 million new cases are reported [7]. Moreover, it is estimated that since
2016, dementia has become the 5th cause of deaths worldwide [12]. Even if there
is no cure for dementia, the lives of people with dementia could be improved by
detecting and treating challenging behavioural and psychological symptoms [7].
In this context, our vision is to leverage on novel Big Data ICT technologies and
Machine Learning (ML) algorithms to analyze the daily living activities of the
people with dementia aiming to determine anomalies in the pattern of their daily
living activities. Such patterns might be analyzed by medical experts or profes-
sional caregivers to take actions to improve patients overall health. For example,
the anomalies found in the daily living activities of people with dementia could
help medical experts in differentiating between health decline symptoms intro-
duced by dementia and health decline symptoms generated by the side effects
of the prescribed medications and their interactions (i.e. polypharmacy side-
effects). This would allow medical experts to better evaluate the health status
of a patient and better adjust its medication plan.
This section proposes a system designed based on the Lambda architecture
for the real-time analysis of daily living activities of people with dementia using
machine learning algorithms. The system collects data about the daily living
activities patterns of the monitored persons using a set of Raspberry Pi’s that
are installed in the house of the monitored person. The collected data is sent to
a Big Data platform where machine learning algorithms are applied to identify
anomalies in the behavior of people with dementia. The proposed system has
been implemented in the context of the MEDGUIDE project [10] which is an
innovative Ambient Assisted Living (AAL) project that aims to provide solutions
for supporting the well-being of people with dementia and their caregivers.
Challenges of ML for Heterogeneous Data Streams. ML for data streams
is a subclass of the machine learning domain in which the analyzed data is
generated in real-time. In [46] several challenges that might appear when ML is
applied on heterogeneous distributed data streams are identified: (a) the input
data is generated by many sources, (b) the data formats are both structured
and unstructured, (c) the streaming data has a high speed, (d) the data is
not completely available for processing (in some cases), (e) the data might be
noisy, characterized by missing values and of poor quality. Moreover several ML
algorithms must be adapted to larger datasets because they were designed for
smaller sets of data and the samples usually have many features because the
data is monitored by a big number of sensors. According to [64] several critical
issues that must be considered when analyzing real time data streams are: data
incompleteness, data streams heterogeneity, high speed of data streams and data
large scale.
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In [78] two major approaches for data streams processing are presented. In
the first approach the in-memory persists only a small part of the elements which
characterize the entire data stream while in the second approach fixed length
windows are used. In the second approach a selection of fixed parts of data are
loaded temporarily into a memory buffer and the ML algorithms take as input
the data from that memory buffer.
The authors of [30] identify another major challenge that might exist when the
ML algorithms are applied on data streams: in many cases the speed of the under-
lying ML algorithm is much slower than the speed of the coming data. A possible
solution for this challenge is to skip some of the instances from the data stream.
However, in that case the outcome might be negative if the instances that are
skipped contain insightful information. In [80] two steps that are typically applied
for predictive analytics and for prescriptive analytics are presented. The first step
is the analytic model building – in which the analytic model is generated by trying
out different approaches iteratively. The second step is dedicated to the analytic
model validation – when the model is tested on different datasets and improved
either by changing the configurable parameters or the complete algorithm.
The Experimental Platform. Our system design is based on Lambda archi-
tecture and that can be used for the real-time analysis of the daily living activities
of the people that have dementia using different ML algorithms.
Fig. 6. System for analyzing daily living activities of people with dementia using ML
algorithms
Figure 6 presents the high-level architecture of a system that is used for
the analysis of the daily living activities of people with dementia. The system
applies ML algorithms to detect anomalies in the daily living activities patterns
of the monitored patients that might require special attention from a specialized
healthcare professional.
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The system collects data about the daily living activities patterns of the
monitored persons using a set of Raspberry Pi’s that are installed in the house
of the monitored person. The Raspberry Pi’s collect information about different
types of activities such as sleeping, feeding, hygiene, indoor activities and out-
door activities. The number of times that the elder goes to the toilet and the
wandering behavior during night can be used as indicatives of different stages
of dementia. The caregiver being notified that the monitored patient presents
anomalous behavior with respect to the regular pattern of activities may take
preventive actions as to minimize the effects of dementia.
The data collected by the Raspberry Pi’s is sent in the form of AVRO mes-
sages to a Big Data platform created using the following technologies: Apache
Zookeeper [5], Apache Kafka [3], Apache Spark [4] and Apache Cassandra [2].
Zookeeper is a server that manages the coordination of tasks for the nodes of the
distributed system that is used for the processing of the streaming data. Kafka
is a streaming platform that handles the real-time data. The data comes in the
form of AVRO messages and is inserted in the system through the Kafka REST
server. The Kafka REST server uses an AVRO schema that is persisted in the
Schema Registry server to get the information from the messages. The AVRO
schema imposes a set of restrictions on the messages such as the number of fields
and the data types of the fields. The data is then processed in an implementation
of a Lambda architecture.
Kafka Connect is a server that takes the messages from the Kafka topics and
inserts them in Cassandra. In the case of batch processing the entire data stored
in the database is used as training data for the classification algorithms that are
used for the prediction of the daily living activities of the people with dementia,
while in the case of stream processing only the last streaming information is
considered. The function in the case of Lambda architecture is represented by
the ML algorithm that is used for the prediction of the daily living activities.
In the case of stream processing, it is unfeasible to retrain the ML algorithm
each time new streaming data comes into the system because this process would
take too much time compared to the time in which the prediction should be
made. Considering this time restriction, depending on the size of the streaming
data, the ML algorithms should be retrained at a frequency of several minutes
or several hours.
The predicted data can then be sent to the caregivers or to the healthcare
professionals using a healthcare application created with Spring and Angular.
Spring is used for back-end and for the communication with Apache Cassandra
and also for retrieving the data generated by the monitoring sensors and the
results obtained after the application of the ML algorithms. Spring is also used
for sending notifications to the caregivers if corrective measures must be taken.
Angular is a JavaScript framework that is used for the creation of the front-
end side. By using the healthcare system the caregivers should be able to see
data analytics, to detect anomalies in the daily living activities of the monitored
persons and should also be able to take immediate actions when they are notified.
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Detecting the Side-Effects of Polypharmacy upon the Daily Life
Activities of People with Dementia Using Machine Learning
Algorithms. This section presents how we have used the previously described
experimental platform in the context of detecting the deviations in the daily life
activities, and their polypharmacy-related causes, of people with dementia using
ML algorithms. We have chosen to focus on polypharmacy as it represents one
of the main challenges in the treatment of dementia affecting over 21% of the
elders with dementia. In particular, the Random Forest Classification algorithm
has been used for detecting the deviations of the daily life activities from the
patients’ baseline routine, while the k-Means clustering algorithm has been used
for correlating these deviations with the side-effects of drug-drug interactions.
The two ML algorithms have been implemented using two Spark jobs.
Concepts Definitions. In our approach, a day containing monitored activities is
defined as:
day = (duration(a1), duration(a2), . . . duration(an)) (1)
where duration(ai) represents the total duration in hours of the activity ai
while n is the number of total activities considered. In our approach, we
have considered the following five types of daily life activities as significant
enough for allowing the detection of polypharmacy side effects: a1 = sleeping,
a2 = feeding, a3 = toilet hygiene, a4 = functional mobility and a5 = community
mobility. Table 1 presents an example with information provided by sensors
regarding the activities performed by a patient with dementia during January
2nd, 2018.
Table 1. Information provided from sensors regarding the activities performed by a
patient with dementia during a day
Start time End time Activity
2018.01.02 00:00:00 2018.01.02 7:00:00 Sleeping
2018.01.02 7:00:00 2018.01.02 7:30:00 Toilet hygiene
2018.01.02 7:30:00 2018.01.02 8:00:00 Feeding
2018.01.02 8:00:00 2018.01.02 12:00:00 Functional mobility
2018.01.02 12:00:00 2018.01.02 13:30:00 Sleeping
2018.01.02 13:30:00 2018.01.02 14:00:00 Feeding
2018.01.02 14:00:00 2018.01.02 16:00:00 Community mobility
2018.01.02 16:00:00 2018.01.02 18:00:00 Functional mobility
2018.01.02 18:00:00 2018.01.02 18:30:00 Feeding
2018.01.02 18:30:00 2018.01.02 19:00:00 Toilet hygiene
2018.01.02 19:00:00 2018.01.02 21:00:00 Functional mobility
2018.01.02 21:00:00 2018.01.02 23:59:59 Sleeping
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The representation of the day January 2nd, 2018 according to (1) is
day = (10.5, 1.5, 1, 8, 2).
The baseline for a patient with dementia is a day when the patient has a
typical behavior and it is represented similar to the representation of a day (see
(1)). In our approach, the baseline for each monitored patient is defined by the
doctor based on discussions with the patient, its family and caregivers.
We consider that a monitored day is a deviated day if it contains at least one
activity which has the total duration higher or lower than a pre-defined threshold
compared to the same activity type in the baseline. A deviated day may be
associated with a semantic annotation consisting of a drug-drug interaction and
an associated side-effect. The information regarding dementia drugs, drug-drug
interactions and associated side-effects are stored as instances in a Polypharmacy
Management Ontology we have designed. This ontology is a simplified version
of the Drug-Drug Interactions Ontology (DINTO) [83] enhanced with drugs side
effects taken from [1].
Classifying a Day as Normal or as Having Significant Deviations from the Base-
line Using the Random Forest Classification Algorithm. To classify a day as
normal or as having significant deviations from the baseline we have used the
Random Forest algorithm suitable for Big Data classification provided by Apache
Spark [11]. We have trained the Random Forest classification algorithm using a
data set consisting of days labeled as having or not having a significant deviation
from the normal baseline.
In the testing phase, a set of new monitored days is classified, based on the
data set used in the training phase, as having/not having a deviation from the
baseline.
Identifying the Causes that Produced the Deviation of a Day from the Baseline.
To identify the causes which led to a deviation in the daily life activities of a
patient with dementia we have defined a k-Means clustering method consisting
of two steps:
1. Cluster the deviated days. The Spark MLlib implementation of the K-Means
clustering algorithm [11] has been applied on a set of deviated days, each
day being annotated with a drug-drug interaction and a side-effect causing
the deviation. Each cluster will contain similar annotated days and will be
labeled with the annotation (i.e. drug-drug interaction and its adverse effect)
of the cluster’s centroid.
2. Assign a new deviated day to a cluster resulted in the previous step. A new
deviated day will be assigned to the cluster for which the Euclidean distance
between that day and the cluster’s centroid is minimum. Consequently, the
deviated day will be annotated with the drug-drug interaction and its adverse
effect corresponding to the assigned cluster’s centroid.
Figure 7 presents the resources and the data flows for detecting the side-
effects of polypharmacy upon the daily life activities of people with dementia
using the Random Forrest Classifier and the k-Means Clustering Method.
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Fig. 7. The resources and the data flows for detecting the side-effects of polypharmacy
upon the daily life activities of people with dementia
7 Summary
Health informatics is already an established scientific field and advances of
e-health and m-health are already part of clinical practices of the XXI cen-
tury medicine. Digital medicine enables optimization of decision-making pro-
cesses and precise/personal medicine through the possibility of analyzing a huge
amount of data at low cost. The computer assisted decision-making tools may
be more efficient and safer than “analog” approaches that involve a physician.
In this chapter we have described (1) data collection, fusion, ownership and
privacy issues; (2) models, technologies and solutions for medical data processing
and analysis; (3) big medical data analytics for remote health monitoring; (4)
research challenges and opportunities in medical data analytics; (5) three case
studies. The first case study described a Big Data solution for remote health
monitoring that considers challenges pertaining to monitoring the health and
activities of patients. The second case study described a system designed to
support distributed monitoring of human health during a trip. The third case
study described the use of machine learning in the context of monitoring daily
living activities of people with dementia.
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Abstract. The faithful reproduction and accurate prediction of the phe-
notypes and emergent behaviors of complex cellular systems are among
the most challenging goals in Systems Biology. Although mathematical
models that describe the interactions among all biochemical processes in
a cell are theoretically feasible, their simulation is generally hard because
of a variety of reasons. For instance, many quantitative data (e.g., kinetic
rates) are usually not available, a problem that hinders the execution of
simulation algorithms as long as some parameter estimation methods are
used. Though, even with a candidate parameterization, the simulation
of mechanistic models could be challenging due to the extreme compu-
tational effort required. In this context, model reduction techniques and
High-Performance Computing infrastructures could be leveraged to mit-
igate these issues. In addition, as cellular processes are characterized by
multiple scales of temporal and spatial organization, novel hybrid simula-
tors able to harmonize different modeling approaches (e.g., logic-based,
constraint-based, continuous deterministic, discrete stochastic, spatial)
should be designed. This chapter describes a putative unified approach
to tackle these challenging tasks, hopefully paving the way to the defini-
tion of large-scale comprehensive models that aim at the comprehension
of the cell behavior by means of computational tools.
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1 Introduction
Cells are inherently complex systems, composed by a wide variety of molecule
types, whose functioning is finely regulated by an intricate network of interac-
tions. In order for cells to respond to environmental cues, surviving and reproduc-
ing, all of their components have to act together in a orchestrated manner. This
wealth of complexity is the main reason for the richness of cellular behaviours
that can be found in nature, but is also a major issue in advancing to a complete
understanding of these systems.
In the last decades, mathematical modeling and simulation proved to be
essential tools to understand and describe how biological functions emerge from
the complex network of interactions existing between cellular components [139].
However, even though modeling and simulation proved successful in describing
single processes or a limited amount of interacting pathways, extending this
approach to define and simulate a whole-cell turned out to be an unfeasible task
(besides the notable exception reported in [58], as it will be mentioned below),
especially in the case of human cells. As a matter of fact, the definition and
simulation of whole-cell models is challenging for several reasons. In particular,
the problem is exacerbated by the complex organization of cell systems; the
difficulties encountered in integrating different data sources and mathematical
formalisms in a single modeling framework; the huge demand of computational
power needed to perform the simulation. Although some of these challenges
were already discussed and highlighted before (see for example [67]), we hereby
provide a brief summary of the main challenges in the definition and simulation
of whole-cell models:
– biomolecular systems are composed of a wide variety of heterogeneous compo-
nents, ranging from small molecules, complex polymers (including proteins,
sugars and ribonucleic acids) and protein complexes. All these components are
further organized in functionally coherent pathways and organized in special-
ized compartments (e.g. the organelles in eukaryotic cells), ultimately giving
rise to complex (observable) phenotypes;
– cells display a complex spatial and functional hierarchical organization, that
results in phenomena occurring at a wide range of spatial and temporal
scales [30]. Moreover, this organization often gives rise to complex non-linear
dynamics;
– cellular systems are inherently stochastic, that is, the dynamics of cellular
processes is characterized by biological noise [39], which is exploited by the
cell to obtain specific responses that would be impossible in its absence [37].
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Thus, some cellular pathways (e.g., gene expression) must be modeled and
simulated as stochastic processes;
– the different nature of the cell components entails that they are measured
with different experimental techniques. Some of these components can be
measured with a high accuracy and with a high throughput (e.g., genomic
or RNA sequencing, mass spectrometry), while others are very difficult or
impossible to measure (e.g., kinetic information on the reaction rates). Thus,
modelers have to take into account the presence of vast amounts of data, often
in qualitative, or semi-quantitative form, together with limited quantitative
information;
– the availability of multiple types of data, and the need to model different
layers of organization, led to the definition of multiple modelling frameworks
[118]. Because of this, models of biochemical systems are usually focused
on one of the three main layers in which cellular processes are generally
divided, namely: signalling (perceive environmental changes, process infor-
mation and regulation of behaviour); gene regulation (control of expression
levels of gene products); metabolism, i.e., the production and consumption,
driven by enzymes, of small molecules essential for the life of cells. Even
though attempts to define a single framework were made before [23], the
integration of multiple modeling approaches is still challenging. However, a
unified modeling framework for these three layers would provide a reliable
means to capture their peculiarities [45], as was shown in [58].
– the availability of large amounts of experimental data, combined with the
massive complexity of cells components, leads to huge computational require-
ments, even when considering the simulation of a single cell. Thus, dynamic
mechanistic whole-cell models—encompassing all knowledge about biochemi-
cal reactions—are basically impossible to simulate on any existing computing
architecture. However, we will see that by means of some assumptions about
the system, such complexity can be mitigated using hybrid modeling, and
model reduction techniques.
Considering all these challenges together, it comes to no surprise that, up to
date, the only available example of whole-cell model is the one presented in the
pioneering work of Karr et al. [58]. In this seminal work, the authors succeeded in
simulating a whole-cell of one of the simplest known organisms, the Mycoplasma
genitalium, adopting for each cellular process a suitable mathematical formal-
ism. In particular, the authors showed the feasibility of predicting different cell
phenotypes from a genotype, by relying on computational approaches. To the
best of our knowledge, this results was not achieved again for any more complex
organism. However, the integration of multiple formalism into a single modeling
framework was already explored to smaller extents also in human cell models,
for example in [41]. It is out of question that the simulation of whole-cell models
will prove to be a challenge for modelers and computer scientists in the coming
decades, and this is especially true in the case of human cells. Here, we propose
a set of modeling approaches and techniques that would allow us to advance
towards the simulation of human whole-cell models.
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A dynamic whole-cell model would prove useful to understand how pheno-
types emerge from the complex interactions existing between cellular compo-
nents. Achieving dynamic simulation of a human cell in silico would have an
even more considerable impact in the fields of molecular and systems biology,
bioengineering and medicine [67]. Such a model, once validated, could allow to
uncover new and potential unknown processes inside human cells, providing a
reliable platform to generate new hypothesis to be tested in laboratory. In this
regard, in silico tests would guide the experimental design, greatly reducing
the costs, both in term of time and resources, of a “wet” laboratory. Moreover,
human cell models could be exploited to automatically assess the effects of a vast
number of perturbations in physiological or pathological conditions, in order to
unveil potentially new drug targets or test known drugs in a high-throughput
manner. We envision that human cell models could lead to breakthroughs in
many fields of application, including medicine and personalized medicine, phar-
macology and drug discovery, biotechnology and synthetic biology.
Regardless of the methodology used to create a whole-cell model, there
are some aspects that will always characterize this kind of approach: High-
Performance Computing (HPC) is necessary to mitigate the huge computa-
tional effort, in particular by distributing the computations over massively par-
allel machines and co-processors; dynamics modelling requires a proper kinetic
parameterization to perform predictive simulations, and such parameters are
often difficult—or even impossible—to measure by means of laboratory experi-
ments, leading to a problem of parameter estimation; biological models are often
characterized by multiple scales (temporal and spatial) which are not easy to
handle; to reduce the huge computational effort due to large-scale models, both
model reduction techniques or phenomenological simplifications can be lever-
aged. All these topics will be introduced and discussed in this paper.
This manuscript is organized as follows: in Sect. 2 we describe how HPC can
mitigate the exceptional computational demand required by the simulation of
whole-cell models; in Sect. 3 we propose modeling approaches for the definition
of whole-cell models, while in Sect. 4 we suggest some techniques that could be
employed to tackle the problems mentioned above in order to create a unified
modeling approach; finally, in Sect. 5 we give some final remarks and highlight
potential future directions.
2 High Performance Computing and Big Data
As it was highlighted in the previous section, High Performance Computing
(HPC) architectures and handling of huge amounts of data will be necessary
and enabling tools for the simulation of a human cell model. HPC involves the
use of many interconnected processing elements to reduce the time to solution
of given a problem. Many powerful HPC systems are heterogeneous, in the sense
that they combine general-purpose CPUs with accelerators such as, Graphics
Processing Units (GPUs), or Field Programmable Gates Arrays (FPGAs).
There exist several HPC approaches [11,60,89] developed to improve the per-
formance of advanced and data intensive modeling and simulation applications.
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Parallel computing paradigm may be used on multi-core CPUs, many-core pro-
cessing units (such as, GPUs [77]), re-configurable hardware platforms (such as,
FPGAs), or over distributed infrastructure (such as, cluster, Grid, or Cloud).
While multi-core CPUs are suitable for general-purpose tasks, many-core pro-
cessors (such as the Intel Xeon Phi [24] or GPU [85]) comprise a larger number of
lower frequency cores and perform well on scalable applications (such as, DNA
sequence analysis [71], biochemical simulation [53,76,81,123] or deep learning
[129]).
Widely used parallel programming frameworks [70] for heterogeneous sys-
tems include OpenACC [138], OpenCL [115], OpenMP [88], and NVIDIA CUDA
[84]. OpenMP is a set of compiler directives, library routines, and environment
variables for programming shared-memory parallel computing systems. Further-
more, OpenMP has been extended to support programming of heterogeneous
systems that contain CPUs and accelerators. OpenCL supports portable pro-
gramming of hardware provided by various vendors, while CUDA runs only on
NVIDIA hardware. CUDA C/C++ compiler, libraries, and run-time software
enable programmers to develop and accelerate data-intensive applications on
GPU.
As concerns distributed parallel computing, the available frameworks include
the Message Passing Interface (MPI) [48], MapReduce/Hadoop [51] or Apache
Spark [112]. MPI is a specification of library routines helpful for users that
write portable message-passing programs in C/C++, Fortran or Python. Basic
assumption behind MPI is that multiple processes work concurrently using mes-
sages to communicate and collaborate with each other. The MapReduce frame-
work, and its open-source implementation Hadoop software stack, hides the
details about data distribution, data availability and fault-tolerance, and allows
to scale up to thousands of nodes inside cluster or Cloud computing systems.
Lastly, Apache Spark [112] is a large-scale parallel computing platform that
provides a wide variety of tools for structured data processing, including SQL
queries (SparkSQL), streaming applications (Spark Streaming), machine learn-
ing (MLlib) and graph operations (GraphX), by means of various programming
interfaces in Java, Scala, Python and R.
The data size in Bioinformatics, Computational Biology, and Systems Biol-
ogy is increasing dramatically in the recent years. The European Bioinformatics
Institute (EBI), one of the largest biology-data repositories, had approximately
40 petabytes of data about genes, proteins, and small molecules in 2014, in com-
parison to 18 petabytes in 2013 [56]. Big data problems in these fields are not
only characterized by Velocity, Volume, Value, Variety, and Veracity, but also by
incremental and geographically distributed data. While part of these data may
be transferred over the Internet, the remaining are not transferable due to their
size, cost, privacy, and other ethical issues [69]. Moreover, the computational
time required by algorithms designed for the simulation of detailed mechanis-
tic models (see Sect. 3.1) scales poorly when the models are characterized by a
huge number of components. Thus, in recent years, research in Bioinformatics,
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Computational Biology and Systems Biology started to adopt different HPC
approaches to deal with Big Data.
In [86] Hadoop Blast (Basic Local Alignment Search Tool), in short HBlast,
a parallelized BLAST algorithm is presented. HBlast exploits the MapReduce
programming framework, adopting a hybrid “virtual partitioning” approach that
automatically adjusts the database partition size depending on the Hadoop clus-
ter size, as well as the number of input query sequences.
Sadasivam et al. considered in [100] a time efficient approach to multiple
sequence alignment, as essential tool in molecular biology. They proposed a novel
approach that combines the dynamic programming algorithm with the compu-
tational parallelism of Hadoop data grids to improve accuracy and to accelerate
of multiple sequence alignment.
Li et al. developed in [65] ClustaWMPI, an accelerated version of ClustalW
tool for aligning multiple protein or nucleotide sequences. In ClustalWMPI
adopts MPI and runs on distributed workstation clusters as well as on tradi-
tional parallel computers.
The work presented in [15] describes a new Molecular Dynamics approach,
named Desmond, that achieves unusually high parallel scalability and overall
simulation throughput on commodity clusters by using new distributed-memory
parallel algorithms. Desmond adopts a novel parallel decomposition method
that greatly reduces the requirement for inter-processor communication, a novel
message-passing technique that reduces the number of inter-processor messages,
and novel highly efficient communication primitives that further reduce commu-
nication time.
The estimation of kinetic parameters, mandatory to perform cellular simu-
lations, can be performed using population-based global optimization methods
(see Sect. 4.2 for additional information). These algorithms are intrinsically par-
allel and can be accelerated using GPUs [78,79]. In [124] acceleration of the
Differential Evolution algorithm is considered. In this work, a parallel imple-
mentation of an enhanced DE using Spark is proposed. Two different platforms
have been used for the evaluation, a local cluster and the Microsoft Azure public
cloud. The proposal drastically reduces the execution time, by means of includ-
ing a selected local search and exploiting the available distributed resources.
The performance of the proposal has been thoroughly assessed using challeng-
ing parameter estimation problems from the domain of computational systems
biology. Additionally, it has been also compared with other parallel approaches,
a MapReduce implementation and MPI implementation.
Coulier et al. presented in [29] a new framework, named Orchestral, for
constructing and simulating high-fidelity models of multicellular systems from
existing frameworks for single-cell simulation. They combined the many existing
frameworks for single-cell resolution reaction-diffusion models with the diverse
landscape of models of cell mechanics. They decoupled the simulation of reaction-
diffusion kinetics inside the cells from the simulation of molecular cell-cell inter-
actions occurring on the boundaries between cells. Orchestral provides a model
for simulating the resulting model massively in parallel over a wide range of
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distributed computing environments. They proved the flexibility and scalability
of the framework by using the popular single-cell simulation software eGFRD to
construct and simulate a multicellular model of Notch-Delta signaling over the
OpenStack cloud infrastructure.
Finally, HPC is exploited to accelerate the simulation of biochemical mod-
els that are defined according to mechanistic formalisms [118] (refer also to
Sect. 3.1 for some examples). In this context, GPUs [77] were already success-
fully employed to achieve a considerable reduction in the computational times
required by the simulation of both deterministic [53,76,123] and stochastic mod-
els [81,150]. Besides accelerating single simulations of such models, these meth-
ods prove to be particularly useful when there is a need of running multiple
independent simulations of the same model. Hundreds (or even thousands) of
simulations are often necessary to perform a wide variety of analysis on validated
models (e.g., sensitivity analysis of kinetic parameters, or parameter sweep anal-
ysis), but also to perform parameter estimation (PE) during the definition of
such models (please, refer to Sect. 4.2 for an extensive description). This kind of
tasks leverages at most the availability of the many cores of the GPUs, greatly
reducing the overall running time that is required to perform them [82,83].
3 Modeling Approach
In the field of Systems Biology, several modeling approaches have been defined
[114,118]. Each approach exploits a different mathematical formalism and was
developed to address the challenges posed by a specific (subset of) biochemical
processes (e.g. metabolism [117], gene regulation, or signaling). The definition of
a single, homogeneous mathematical framework to model and simulate a whole-
cell seems currently unfeasible, while the integration of multiple formalisms has
already proved to be able to achieve outstanding results [58]. Following this
principle, we decided to define our human cell modeling framework by inte-
grating multiple modeling approaches, namely: (i) mechanism-based models (in
particular reaction-based and agent-based models); (ii) constraint-based mod-
els; (iii) logic-based models (in particular boolean and fuzzy logic-based models).
These approaches, together with their peculiarities and limitations, will be briefly
described in the following subsections.
3.1 Reaction-Based Modeling
Biochemical systems are traditionally formalized as mechanistic and fully param-
eterized reaction-based models (RBMs) [12]. A RBM is defined by specifying the
following sets:
– the set S = {S1, . . . , SN} of molecular species;
– the set R = {R1, . . . , RM} of biochemical reactions that describe the inter-
actions among the species in S;
– the set K = {k1, . . . , kM} of kinetic constants associated with the reactions
in R;
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– the set of the initial concentration Yi ∈ R+0 , with i = 1, . . . , N , for each species
Si ∈ S.
Any RBM can be represented in a compact matrix-vector form AS K−→ BS,
where S = (S1, . . . , SN ), K = (k1, . . . , kM ), and A,B ∈ NM×N are the sto-
ichiometric matrices whose elements [A]i,j and [B]i,j represent the number of
reactants and products occurring in the reactions, respectively. Given an RBM
and assuming the law of mass-action [22], the system of coupled Ordinary Dif-
ferential Equations (ODEs) describing the variation in time of the species con-
centrations is obtained as follows:
dY
dt
= (B − A)[K  YA], (1)
where Y = (Y1, . . . , YN ) represents the state of the system at time t, YA
denotes the vector-matrix exponentiation form [22], while the symbol  denotes
the Hadamard product. The system can then be simulated using a numerical
method, which is usually based on implicit integration (e.g., Backward Differen-
tiation Formulae [19]) due to the stiffness that characterizes these models.
When the chemical species have a low concentration, the dynamics of the
system becomes instrinsically stochastic and the biochemical system should be
simulated using specific approaches like Gillespie’s Stochastic Simulation Algo-
rithm (SSA) [43]. In SSA, the simulation proceeds one reaction at a time. Both
the reaction to be fired and the time interval τ before the reactions occur are
determined in a probabilistic fashion. Thus, the simulated trajectory of the sys-
tem can radically diverge from the one predicted by a deterministic simulation,
allowing the investigation of the emergent effects due to the intrinsic noise and
providing a deeper knowledge of the system’s behavior. In the case of stochastic
modeling, the state of the system represents the exact number of molecules; K
denotes the vector of the stochastic constants, encompassing all the physical and
chemical properties of the reactions. These parameters are used to calculate the
propensity functions, ultimately determining the probability of each reaction Rm
to occur. Propensity functions are defined as:
am(Y) = km · dm(Y), (2)
where dm(Y) is the number of distinct combinations of reactant molecules occur-
ring in Rm. The delay time τ before the next reaction will occur is calculated









m=1 am(Y) and rnd is random number sampled with uniform
distribution in [0, 1).
Mechanistic modeling is considered the most likely candidate to achieve a
detailed comprehension of biological systems [20], since it can lead to quantita-
tive predictions of cellular dynamics, thanks to its capability to reproduce the
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temporal evolution of all molecular species occurring in the model. Nonetheless,
the computational complexity of the simulation and analysis of such models
increases with the size (in terms of components and interactions) of the systems,
limiting the feasibility of this approach. Moreover the usual lack of quantita-
tive parameters (e.g., kinetic constants, initial molecular concentrations of the
species) and the partial lack of knowledge about the molecular mechanisms,
sometimes due to the difficulty or impossibility to perform ad hoc experiments,
represent further limits to a wide applicability of this modeling approach. The
problems of simulation performances and parameter estimation are discussed in
the next Sections.
3.2 Constraint-Based Modeling
Constraint-Based Modeling (CBM) is based on the idea that phenotypes of a
given biological system must satisfy a number of constraints. Hence, by restrict-
ing the space of all possible systems states, it is possible to determine the func-
tional states that a biochemical (in particular, metabolic) network can or cannot
achieve. The fundamental assumption of constraint-based modeling is that the
organism will reach a quasi-steady state that satisfies the given constraints [20].
The starting point of CBM is the transposed stoichiometric matrix S =
(B−A)T, i.e., a matrix in which each row corresponds to a chemical species (e.g.,
metabolites), while columns correspond to reactions involving those species.
Since metabolic networks typically include more reactions (“fluxes”) than meta-
bolites, the stoichiometric constraints and the steady assumption alone lead to an
under-determined system in which a bounded solution space of all feasible flux
distributions can be identified. Additional constraints should be incorporated
to further restrict the solution space; this is usually performed by specifying
linear bounds to minimum and maximum values of fluxes. Additioanl capacity
constraints are generally set according to experimental data.
On top of CBM, Flux Balance Analysis (FBA) can be used to identify opti-
mal distribution of fluxes with respect to a given objective function. Thanks to
the linear definitions of fluxes, constraints and objective function, the solution
space is a multi-dimensional convex polytope. FBA exploits a simplex method to
efficiently identify the optimal fluxes that maximize, or minimize, the objective
function (e.g., the maximization of ATP [128] in the context of mithocondria
energy metabolism). CBM methods do not perform an actual simulation of the
biochemical system, but can be used—under a quasi-steady state assumption—
to investigate the distribution of fluxes. Interestingly, FBA has a very limited
computational complexity, so that it can be leveraged to study the behavior of
a metabolic systems on a whole-cell level.
3.3 Markovian Agents
Markovian agents [13] are a modeling tool that is specially suitable for large
scale phenomena composed of groups of single entities that behave as Markov
chains. Such entities, said agents, are individuals belonging to classes that are
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characterized by a common description of their dynamics. Agents may influence
each other by means of a technique called induction, which accounts for their
position in a logic map that represents the space in which they can move or be
positioned in the system. The system is described by considering for each class
the density of agents in each state and the probability of transition between
states, so that, thanks to a mean-field approach, the evolution in time of the
density in states may be approximately described by differential equations and
a closed form solution may be obtained, with the significant advantage that the
higher is the number of agents in a class, the best the approximation describes the
system. The communication mechanism acts by enabling or disabling transitions,
thus influencing the probability of transitions between states. This analytical
description is suitable to study both transient and regime behavior of the system.
Markovian agents may be used to describe the interactions of reactions that
happen in a cell in a large number of independent instances, including the effects
of inhibiting factors, as well as for describing the expression of cells in tissues
and organs. The technique has been applied to study biological pathways [27],
cancer cells [28], whole ecosystems, such as forestry landscape [142], and other
complex real-world systems [7,21,47]. The Markovian property make them suit-
able to describe processes that are characterized by exponentially distributed
interarrival time in their evolution.
From the formal point of view, let a Markovian agents model be composed
by different classes, with each class c characterized by a Markov chain with
nc states: the space Σ in which agents are located and can move is finite and
can be continuous or discrete. The distribution of agents in the space can be
represented by a density function δ : Σ → R+ so that, considering any sub-




δ(x)dx. The model evolves by accounting for state changes of
agents in their class and induction effects, birth of agents and death of agents:
its evaluation can be obtained as a counting process per each class that counts
the number of agents in each state of its Markov chain, in each position in space
and in each instant.
Let χc(l, t) = |χ[c]i (l, t)| be a vector of size n[c], with each element χ[c]i (l, t)
representing the average number of agents of class c in state i at time t and in
location l. If the space is discrete, the evolution of the counting process is thus




= bc([χ], l, t) + χc(l, t) · Kc([χ], l, t) (4)
where [χ] denotes the dependency on all the state of all agents in the model
in any time instant, matrix Kc is the main transition kernel that accounts for
spontaneous and induced actions contribution and bc is the birth vector of new
agents for the class in a state.
If the space is continuous, movement of agents is described by a diagonal
velocity matrix ωc, described in Eq. 5, that can be obtained by summing the
contributions for each direction:
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∂(ωc([χ], l, t) · χc(l, t))
∂l
=
∂(ωxc([χ], l, t) · χc(l, t))
∂lx
+








∂(ωc([χ], l, t) · χc(l, t))
∂l
= bc([χ], l, t) + χc(l, t) · Kc([χ], l, t) (6)
in which the second term accounts for the effects of agents movement by vc.
3.4 Logic-Based Modeling
In contrast with mechanism- and constraint-based models, logic-based model do
not require kinetic or stoichiometric information to be defined. Although these
models can describe the system under consideration only in qualitative terms,
they provide an efficient way to simulate the dynamic evolution of complex
systems, even when precise kinetic information is not available. Thanks to their
closeness to human language, logic-based models are able to leverage qualitative
and semi-quantitative data and they are generally regarded as more intepretable
by human experts. Moreover, their flexibility allow modelers to represent in
the same model highly heterogeneous components and the interactions existing
among them.
Logic-based models are defined by a set of υ variables V and a set of φ
IF-THEN logic rules F , describing the interactions existing between the compo-
nents. Evaluation of the rules in discrete time steps drives the system’s dynam-
ics: this can be achieved by either a synchronous (deterministic) or asynchronous
(stochastic) update policy [141]. Logic-based models are commonly employed in
systems biology to model gene regulatory networks and signal processing [74].
Among them, Boolean models are the most simple and widely used: in this kind
of models, variables can assume only two discrete states, often represented as 0
and 1, active or inactive, present or not present. Different Boolean logic models
were successful in predicting cellular behaviours [141], however these assump-
tions often limit their ability of representing biomolecular processes.
In order to overcome these limitations, more recently fuzzy logic was proposed
as an alternative to the modeling of complex biochemical systems [3]. Fuzzy logic
is a powerful, multi-valued extension of boolean logic, which allows variables to
assume multiple states in a continuous manner (i.e., between [0,1]) and deal
with any uncertainty related to the system. More in particular, fuzzy IF-THEN
inference systems are composed of φ rules of type:
IF v1 is in V1,1 and v2 is in V1,2 and ... and vυ is in V1,υ THEN o is in O1
IF v1 is in V2,1 and v2 is in V2,2 and ... and vυ is in V2,υ THEN o is in O2
· · ·
IF v1 is in Vσ,1 and v2 is in Vσ,2 and ... and vυ is in Vσ,υ THEN o is in Oσ,
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where vj , o ∈ V, with i = 1, . . . , υ, while the sets Vi,j and Oi, with i = 1, . . . , σ,
and j = 1, . . . , υ are fuzzy (sub-)sets, that is, the membership of the value
assumed by a generic variable v ∈ V for the fuzzy subset V is equal to a degree
α ∈ [0, 1]. This is denoted by μV (v) = α. If all the considered sets are classical
sets (i.e. always holds μV (v) ∈ {0, 1}), then the inference system is boolean.
An advantage of fuzzy reasoning is that, thanks to the fuzzy sets, it can
handle uncertainty and conflicting conclusions drawn from the logic rules [126].
Thus, it can allow for the dynamic simulation of qualitative and semiquantitative
models, even when precise kinetic information is missing. Fuzzy logic has been
applied to vastly different fields of research, ranging from automatic control [36]
to medicine [99], but it was successfully applied also in the field of cellular biology,
for example, to model signaling pathways [3] and gene regulatory networks [63].
We plan to exploit fuzzy logic in our hybrid framework to overcome the lack
of kinetic parameters [14,66] and model those cellular processes that still are not
understood in mechanistic detail, or whose components cannot be represented
by crisp, real-valued variables (e.g., complex phenotype as apoptosis/survival,
microscopy imaging data, etc.).
4 A Unified Modeling Approach
In principle, the SSA algorithm described in Sect. 3.1 can be used to simulate a
stochastic trajectory of any biological model, including a whole-cell model, and
such dynamics would be exact with respect to the Chemical Master Equation
(CME) underlying the corresponding set of biochemical reactions. This approach
could be even extended to consider the diffusion of molecules inside the cell, like
in the case of the Next Subvolume Method (NSM) [38]). However, both SSA and
NSM perform the simulations by applying a single reaction at a time, proceeding
with time steps that are inversely proportional to the sum of the propensities (see
Eq. 3) which, in turn, is proportional to the amount of reactants in the system.
These circumstances generally cause an explosion of the computational effort due
to exact stochastic simulation, making it unfeasible for whole-cell simulation.
An approximate but faster version of SSA, called tau-leaping [44], was pro-
posed by Gillespie to reduce the computational burden typical of SSA: by assum-
ing that the propensities do not change during a given time-interval (the so-called
leap condition) the number of reactions firing can be approximated by Poisson
random variables.
When the number of estimated reaction firings for all reactions increases,
the Poisson processes can be approximated by a normal distribution with same
mean and variance [44]. In this case, Stochastic Differential Equations (SDEs)
like the Langevin equations can be exploited to model the system, which is then
simulated using numeric solvers like the Euler-Maruyama method [119], strongly
reducing the overall computational effort. Finally, when the propensities become
extremely large, the noise term in the SDEs becomes negligible and can be
removed, so that the system can be modeled using simple ODEs [44].
The proper modeling approach must be carefully selected according to the
characteristics of the chemical system. Unfortunately, cellular mechanisms are
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controlled by reactions and pathways spanning over multiple scales, so that none
of these modeling methods is really adequate. By partitioning the reactions set
R into multiple regimes, according to their characteristics (e.g., their propensity
values), it is possible to simulate each subsystem using the optimal modeling
approach. It is clear that the firing of reactions in one regime can have a huge
impact to the others, so that the synchronization phase—necessary to propagate
the information across the regimes—becomes a mandatory and very delicate
phases of multi-scale hybrid simulators, like in the case of the Partitioned Leaping
Algorithm (PLA) [52].
By extending PLA by considering the additional modeling approaches
described in Sect. 3.1, it is possible to achieve whole-cell models [58]. In this
project, we pursue the integration of these modeling approaches, pushing the
limits of human cells simulation. In order to mitigate the huge computational
requirements, we plan to exploit model reduction and automatic simplification
algorithms. We also plan to perform an automatic inference of some missing
parts of the model (e.g., reactions, rules, parameters), exploiting state-of-the-art
evolutionary and statistical methods. Finally, we will test multi-agent approaches
to work on multiple scales (e.g., multiple cells or tissue simulation). All these
approaches will be described in the next subsections.
4.1 Model Reduction and Simplification
The complexity of cellular systems poses some limitations on the scale of the
models that can be simulated. In this context, model reduction techniques can
be used to tame the complexity before the execution of simulation algorithms is
performed.
The theory of complex networks has raised a great development over the
recent years. The empirical and theoretical results analyzing several real sys-
tems show that complex networks can be classified using its probability distri-
bution function P (k), i.e. the probability that a node is connected to k nodes of
a network. A scale-free network has the grades distribution function fitting the
power-law function [57]. Several studies examining the cellular metabolism of
different organisms have been conducted for determining the topological struc-
ture of a metabolic network [57]. In this direction, studies of Barabási and Albert
have also analyzed many issues in scale-free networks [2].
In many organism, the metabolic networks are composed of interconnected
functional modules and follow the scale-free model [49,61]. Three statistical mea-
sures can be considered in a scale-free network: the connectivity degree, the
diameter of the graph, and the clustering coefficient [2]. The connectivity degree
of a node is the number of incident arcs and it allows also for calculating the
distribution function of the connectivity degree. The diameter provides an esti-
mation of the average number of hops between any pair of nodes in the network.
It is also linked to the shortest paths between each node pair as well as to the
number of paths in the network. Finally, the clustering coefficient gives a measure
of the properties of nodes to form agglomerates. In addition, metabolic network
nodes can be classified into distinct groups considering the following parameters
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[49]: the within-module degree, i.e., the membership degree of a node into its
functional module, and the participation coefficient, i.e., a measure of the node
interaction with network functional modules. The above parameters can be used
to define non-hub and hub nodes as well as peripheral, provincial, connector,
and kinless nodes [49,64]. These metrics pave the way to the topological analy-
sis of a network, providing information on the connectivity and the participation
degrees of each node within the network.
The topological analysis of a network can be completed by functional analy-
sis. A cellular network is hierarchically organized with several functional modules
[5,57]. Methods for a rational decomposition of the network into independent
functional subsets are essential to understand their modularity and organization
principles.
Using the modularization approach commonly used in the area of control
theory, a cellular network can be viewed as an assembly of basic building blocks
with its specific structures, characteristics, and interactions [103,135]. Modu-
larization reduces the difficulty in investigating a complex network. Network
decomposition is also needed for cellular functional analysis through pathway
analysis methods that are often troubled by the problem of combinatorial explo-
sion due to the complexity of those networks.
Two main methods can be used for network functional analysis and, as a con-
sequence, for network model reduction and simplification: Flux Balance Analysis
(FBA) and Extreme Pathways Analysis (ExPA) [59,103,137].
FBA is a mathematical technique based on fundamental physical and che-
mical laws that quantitatively describe the metabolisms of living cells. FBA is a
constraint-based modeling approach [96]: it assumes that an organism reaches a
steady-state (under any given environmental condition) that satisfies the physic-
ochemical constraints and uses the mass and energy balance to describe the
potential cellular behavior. FBA model has been developed considering the mass
and energy conservation law: for each node/metabolite, the sum of incoming
fluxes must be equal to the sum of the outgoing ones. The space of all feasible
solutions of a linear equation constrained system lies within a three-dimensional
convex polyhedron, in which each point of this space satisfies the constraints
of the system [96]. When the system has an optimal and limited solution, this
is unique and it is located on a polyhedron vertex. However, the system can
have multiple optimal solutions (axis or plan) that are used to detect network
redundancies [96].
ExPA analysis detects the vital pathways in a network. They are the unique
set of vectors that completely characterize the steady-state capabilities of a net-
work. A network steady-state operation is constrained to the region within a
cone, defined as the feasible set. In some special cases, under certain constraints,
this feasible set collapse in a single point inside the cone. The algorithm detects
the extreme rays/generating vectors of convex polyhedral cones. Algorithm time
execution is proportional to the number of nodes and pathways [137].
Many software frameworks for cellular networks analysis and simulation
have been developed. Some solutions, such as Pajek [34], allows for either large
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complex networks analysis and visualization or network structural properties and
quantities analysis. CellNetAnalyzer [62] is a MATLAB package for performing
biochemical networks functional and structural analysis.
The BIAM framework implements an integrated analysis methodology based
on topological analysis, FBA analysis, and Extreme Pathways analysis [26,134].
The framework supplies the needed tools for drawing a network and analyzing
its structural and functional properties. Several scale-free network architectures,
dealing with different application domains, have been simulated and validated
[26,136]. Topological and functional analysis can be combined to select the main
functional nodes and paths of a cellular network. Redundant nodes and non-vital
paths could be ignored before the execution of time-constrained simulation algo-
rithms, reducing the overall computational complexity of large scale simulation.
4.2 Parameter Estimation
Mechanistic models are characterized by a kinetic parameterization (i.e., the K
vector described in Sect. 3.1). A precise estimation of such parameters is manda-
tory to perform faithful simulations of the system’s dynamics. The problem of
Parameter Estimation (PE) can be formulated as a minimization problem: the
goal is to reduce to zero a distance between the target experimental discrete-
time time-series and a simulated dynamics performed with the optimal vector
of parameters [83]. Due to the characteristics of the fitness landscapes defined
by the PE problem (i.e., multi-modal, non-linear, non-convex, noisy), classic
optimization methods cannot be employed efficiently. On the contrary, Compu-
tational Intelligence (CI) methods based on evolutionary computation or swarm
intelligence were shown to be effective for this problem [35,83], in particular
the settings-free variant of PSO named Fuzzy Self-Tuning PSO [80]. Moreover,
CI methods can be combined with probabilistic frameworks (e.g. expectation-
maximization methods [55]) to efficiently tackle the PE of stochastic models (see
for example [95]). However, when the number of missing parameters in the model
becomes extremely large, like in the case of whole-cell models, conventional CI
methods can show some limitations and large-scale methods must be employed.
Among the existing CI algorithms for large number of parameters, Differ-
ential Evolution (DE) [116] variants like the recent DISH [132] algorithm could
be exploited. DE algorithm was introduced in 1995 by Storn and Price [116]
and since then formed a basis for a set of successful algorithms for optimization
domains, such as continuous, discrete, mixed-integer, or other search spaces and
features [146]. The whole encompassing research field around DE was surveyed
most recently in [32] and even since then, several other domain- and feature-
specific surveys, studies, and comparisons have also followed [1,90,92,93]. The-
oretical insight and insights to inner workings and behaviors of DE during con-
secutive generations has been studied in the works like [87,122,133,144].
As the continuing research in DE enhancements and insight supports a much
vigorous research community, the DE algorithm variants have also steadily
placed top in competitions held annually at Congress on Evolutionary Com-
putation (CEC) [16,17,31,68,73,97,98,140]. For this reason, we expect these
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advanced versions of DE to be effective for the PE problem and outperform
classic algorithms, especially on high dimensional problem.
The most recent variants’ strain of DE is the Success-History based Adap-
tive Differential Evolution (SHADE) [120], which has a line of recent improve-
ments following a taxonomy [1] stemming from JADE [149] that is based on
jDE [16,144], upgraded as L-SHADE [121], SPS-L-SHADE-EIG [50], LSHADE-
cnEpSin [4], jSO [18], aL-SHADE [91], and most recently, DISH [132]. These
algorithms include different mechanisms and to describe the basic outline work-
ing principle to apply DE, from the following paragraph on, the basic canonical
1995 DE is described.
The canonical 1995 DE is based on parameter estimation through evolution
from a randomly generated set of solutions using population P , which has a
preset size of NP. Each individual (a set of estimated parameter values) in this
population P consists of a vector x with a of length D. Each vector x compo-
nent corresponds to one attribute of the optimized task for which parameters
are being estimated. The objective function value f (x ) evaluates quality of the
solution. The individuals in the population create improved offspring for the next
generation. This process is repeated until the stopping criterion is met (either
the maximum number of generations, or the maximum number of objective func-
tion evaluations, or the population diversity lower limit, or overall computational
time), creating a chain of subsequent generations, where each following genera-
tion consists of eventually better solutions than those in previous generations.
Some of most used computational operators operating on population P
over each generation and its vectors, are parameter adaptation, mutation [149],
crossover [121], selection [132], and population restructuring including adapta-
tion of population size [144]. First, all vectors in the initial population are uni-
formly generated at random between bounds [xlower,j , xupper,j ], ∀j = 1, . . . , D:
xi = {U [xlower,j , xupper,j ]};∀j = 1, . . . , D;∀i = 1, . . . , NP, (7)
then, three mutually and from current vector index i different, indices r1, r2,
and r3, are used to computing a differential vector (hence the name DE for
algorithm) and combine it in a scaled difference manner:
vi = xr1 + F (xr2 − xr3) , (8)
which is then taken into crossover with the current vector at index i:
uj,i =
{
vj,i if U [0, 1] ≤ CRi or j = jrand
xj,i otherwise
, (9)
finally through selection yielding a new vector xi,G+1 at this location i for next
generation G + 1:
xi,G+1 =
{
ui,G if f (ui,G) ≤ f (xi,G)
xi,G otherwise
. (10)
As mentioned in the beginning of this subsection, the work on DE is ongo-
ing and still challenging. To apply DE most efficiently on a new challenge for
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parameter estimation like the discussed simulation in this chapter, one of effec-
tive DE variants should be taken and adapted for the domain challenge at hand,
following recent experiences on DE applications in e.g. image processing [143],
energy scheduling [145], and autonomous vehicle navigation [147,148].
To assess the feasibility of DISH for the large-scale PE problem, we plan
to compare its performances against state-of-the-art methods, in particular the
aforementioned variants of DE and those algorithms that were shown effective
for the PE in previous studies (i.e., PSO [35] and FST-PSO [83]).
Another approach for DE that may be beneficial for the given application is
through unconventional synergy of the DE with several different research fields
belonging to the computational intelligence paradigm, which are the stochastics
processes, complex chaotic dynamics, and complex networks (CN).
As the key operation in metaheuristic algorithms is the randomness, the
popularity of hybridizing them with deterministic chaos is growing every year,
due to its unique features. Recent research in chaotic approach for metaheuris-
tics mostly uses straightforwardly various chaotic maps in the place of pseudo-
random number generators. The observed performance of enhanced optimizer
is (significantly) different, mostly the chaotic maps secured very fast progress
towards function extreme, but often followed by premature convergence, thus
overall statistics has given mixed results. Nevertheless, as reported in [106], the
the chaos driven heuristics is performing very well [104,107], especially for some
instances in the discrete domain [33,72].
The CN approach is utilized to show the linkage between different individuals
in the population. Interactions in a swarm/evolutionary algorithms during the
optimization process can be considered like user interactions in social networks
or just people in society. The population is visualized as an evolving CN that
exhibits non-trivial features - e.g., degree distribution, clustering, and centrali-
ties. These features can be then utilized for the adaptive population control as
well as parameter control during the metaheuristic run. Analysis of CNs from DE
algorithm can be found in [105,108,109,130,131]; and also in a comprehensive
study discussing the usability of network types [110].
4.3 Automatic Inference of Fuzzy Rules
Fuzzy IF–THEN inference systems are typically constructed by consulting
human experts, who give the related fuzzy rules, shapes of the corresponding
fuzzy sets and all the other required information. However, when human experts
are not available or in the presence of numerous system components and/or rules,
the definition of the inference system results to be particularly time consuming
and laborious. An alternative approach is exploiting data mining methods, in
order to automatically build inference systems by leveraging available data.
In particular, here we focus on GUHA (General Unary Hypotheses Automa-
ton), a method of automatic generation of hypotheses based on empirical data.
GUHA is based on a particular first order logic language, which allows to
treat symbolically sentences such as α appears often simultaneously with β,
in most cases α implies β, α makes β very probable, etc. The GUHA method
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is implemented in the LISpMiner software [127], which is freely downloadable
from https://lispminer.vse.cz/. Once the user provides relevant analytic ques-
tions regarding the data, the LISpMiner software outputs the dependencies
between the variables that are supported by the data. In practice, LISpMiner
runs through millions of fourfold contingency tables, from which it outputs those
which support the dependence provided by the user. From these findings, the
IF-THEN inference system can then be constructed.
GUHA and LISpMiner were already successfully employed in different fields
[127]: in the context of human cell modeling, this approach could be exploited
in order to automatically build large fuzzy inference systems. In particular, this
data mining method could leverage the vast availability of transcriptomic data
[54], which nowadays can be generated in short time, for a reasonable cost and
at single-cell resolution [113]. In such a way, we envision that the automatic
generation of large-scale dynamic fuzzy models of cellular processes would be
feasible. Such models would represent a significant step forward towards the
integration of cellular processes that are not known in full mechanistic detail, or
necessitate of a qualitative or semi-quantitative representation, inside a unified
framework for human cell modelling and simulation.
4.4 Multiformalism Approaches
Given the complexity and the heterogeneity of the sub-problems that charac-
terize the challenge posed by whole-cell modeling, a promising approach can be
provided by multiformalism modeling [46]. Multiformalism modeling offers the
possibility of obtaining complex models by allowing the coexistence of differ-
ent modeling formalisms in the same model, using model composition, model
generation, model abstraction on the basis of different supporting mechanisms.
Multiformalism approaches allow the representation of each subsystem with the
most appropriate representation, or with the description that is more familiar
for the developer of that submodel, easing the interaction between experts from
different domains without forcing any of them to relinquish established model-
ing practices: this allows to preserve existing know how and minimizes the effort
needed to integrate the overall model, that is a process that is supported by a
proper specialist in formalism design. Multiformalism models may be supported
by closed frameworks [25,102,125], that support a predefined set of formalisms,
or by open frameworks [6,42], that are designed to allow the definition of new
formalisms.
The solution, or analysis, of multiformalism models may be performed by
generating a specific solvable model, by generating or instantiating a simula-
tion tool, by orchestrating specific solvers for different submodels, by producing
executable code. Solution can be obtained by means of simulation, analytical
techniques or by applying multisolution, that is the possibility of using alter-
nate tools, explicitly decided by the modeler or automatically chosen according
to the characteristics of the model, to perform the analysis. This approach also
preserves, in general, tracking of numerical results back to logical elements in the
model, and can provide model-wide or submodel-wide results, such as properties
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of parts of the system that emerge from element-related results, and may also
be used to interface existing tools with new solvers, extending their applicabil-
ity [10]. Multiformalism modeling approaches may support combinatorial for-
malisms [125], logic modeling [25], discrete state space based formalisms [6,42],
continuous state space based formalisms [6], and hybrid formalisms [8] (that
may use specialized solution techniques [9]). More details about multiformalism
modeling concepts and principles are available for the reader in [46] and [101].
For a similar and wider concept, namely multiparadigm modeling, the reader can
refer to [75].
5 Future Developments
In this chapter we described a putative hybrid modeling and simulation frame-
work—exploiting several different approaches (e.g., RMBs, CBMs, boolean and
fuzzy rules) and leveraging High-Performance Computing—designed to perform
large-scale cell simulations. In this context, we highlighted some issues that pre-
vent the simulation of whole-cell models, proposing some approaches in order to
achieve this challenging task.
In particular, we propose the use of population-based metaheuristics for
global optimization to estimate the large number of missing kinetic parame-
ters. The emphasis in future research will be on modifying and testing robust
algorithms based on DE/DISH inspired by techniques successfully adopted for
solving highly constrained, large-scale and multi-objective problems. We will
compare this class of algorithms against swarm intelligence techniques (e.g., PSO
[94] and FST-PSO [80]) that were shown to be the most effective in previous
empirical studies [35,83].
Furthermore, a thorough analysis of the relatively good results of genetic
algorithms can help to develop powerful metaheuristics. Moreover, it is neces-
sary to emphasize the fact that, like most of the above mentioned metaheuristic
methods, they are inspired by natural evolution, and their development can be
considered as a form of evolution. Such a fact is mentioned in the paper [93]
that even incremental steps in algorithm development, including failures, may
be the inspiration for the development of robust and powerful metaheuristics.
Future directions in DE can be discussed not only in the journals like Swarm and
Evolutionary Computation, IEEE Transactions on Evolutionary Computation,
or Evolutionary Computation, but also at forthcoming conferences like Swarm,
Evolutionary and Memetic Computing Conference (SEMCCO), IEEE Congress
on Evolutionary Computation (CEC), and The Genetic and Evolutionary Com-
putation Conference (GECCO), all forthcoming also for year 2019.
A lot of work still needs to be done, in order to achieve a faithful repre-
sentation of a human cell in silico. The unified approach that we propose in
this work, although challenging to achieve and possibly able to capture a wide
variety of cellular behaviors, must be considered just as a starting point. As
a matter of fact, many additional layers of complexity can still be considered.
We assume that the biochemical systems is well-stirred, but this is often not
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the case. Spatial modeling and simulation can be leveraged to capture the orga-
nization in space of molecules (e.g., membrane receptors), cell organelles and
cell shape itself. The combinatorial complexity of the formation of huge protein
complexes or bio-polymers can also be tackled by means of specific modeling
[40] and simulation frameworks [111]. Moreover, cells are not closed systems:
they respond to environmental cues and they continuously interact with with
other cells by exchanging chemical signals. Furthermore, cell’s life cycle is coor-
dinated by a complex cell cycle program, that allows them to grow and divide,
and they are constantly subjected to the evolutionary pressure posed by the
environment. External signals and cell cycle both require additional complex
modeling approaches that are currently not considered in our approach. Whilst
we envision that human cell simulation will remain a challenging task for the
coming decades, we are working in that direction as it carries the promise of
elucidating the very basic mechanisms governing the functioning of our bodies
and life itself.
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Abstract. Drug discovery and development requires the integration of multiple
scientific and technological disciplines in chemistry, biology and extensive use
of information technology. Computer Aided Drug Discovery (CADD) methods
are being used in this work area with several different workflows. Virtual
screening (VS) is one of the most often applied CADD methods used in rational
drug design, which may be applied in early stages of drug discovery pipeline.
The increasing number of modular and scalable cloud-based computational
platforms can assist the needs in VS studies. Such platforms are being developed
to try to help researchers with various types of applications to prepare and guide
the drug discovery and development pipeline. They are designed to perform VS
efficiently, aimed to identify commercially available lead-like and drug-like
compounds to be acquired and tested. Chemical datasets can be built, libraries
can be analyzed, and structure-based or ligand-based VS studies can be per-
formed with cloud technologies. Such platforms could also be adapted to be
included in different stages of the pharmaceutical R&D process to rationalize the
needs, e.g. to repurpose drugs, with various computational scalability options.
This chapter introduces basic concepts and tools by outlining the general
workflows of VS, and their integration to the cloud platforms. This may be a
seed for further inter-disciplinary development of VS to be applied by drug
hunters.
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1 Introduction
Pharmaceutical drug discovery is a long-lasting and costly process, spanning over 12 to
15 years and costing about 1–2 billion US Dollars [1]. The process to identify new
active pharmaceutical ingredients (API) [2] starts with target identification and vali-
dation steps and follows hit identification, lead discovery and lead optimization to
acquire safe and effective new drug molecules at the preclinical stage [3]. Biological
screening is used to identify possible target of a hit molecule as a developable drug-
candidate as the first step in drug discovery. Advances in systematic biological
screening have generated automated parallel biological screening technologies, called
high throughput screening (HTS) [4]. Virtual screening (VS) is a widely applied
computational approach, which is performed as a hit identification method in early
stages of drug discovery pipeline. VS protocols involve searching chemical libraries to
identify hit compounds with a putative affinity for a specific biological target (enzyme
or a receptor) for further development.
CADD methods in conjunction with VS studies emerged as valuable tools to speed
up this long process and limit the cost expansion of R&D. Such studies demand a
strong combination of computational resources and skills, biochemical understanding
and medicinal motivation.
Effects of drugs in the human body are investigated with two main parameters,
namely pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics [5]. While pharmacokinetic studies
investigate the fate of drug substances during absorption, distribution, metabolism and
elimination (ADME) processes, pharmacodynamics determines the required concen-
tration of drug to be delivered at the site of action and the biochemical and physio-
logical effect, which may be responsible for the targeted biological response.
Fig. 1. Drug discovery pipeline presented together with some of the computational approaches
which are used to rationalize the process.
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CADD implementations deal with computational calculations of both pharma-
cokinetics and pharmacodynamics parameters. Therefore, ADME and even toxicity
(Tox) properties of a given compound can be predicted with computational chemistry
programs prior to any experimental studies. Furthermore, in silico approaches can also
be applied to determine the putative interactions between a ligand and a receptor
(Fig. 1).
In this chapter, we briefly address challenges and applications of biochemical - and
computational-drug discovery and development approaches, and their transformation in
VS to be applied in cloud platforms.
2 Background
2.1 Drug Discovery and Development
Until the 19th century, the drug discovery and development process was based on the
trial and error learning approach for diagnosis and curing the diseases. The therapeutic
effect was completely produced with natural products (NPs) [6]. These drugs were
obtained from the whole or a fraction of the NPs that contain the active pharmaceutical
ingredient [7]. Natural compounds are an important source for drugs, helped with
improved sensitivity and better means for their biochemical separation [8].
Starting with the first successful in vitro organic synthesis in laboratory by Wöhler
[9], it was clear that organic compounds could be produced out of the bodies of the
living organisms. However, to synthesize chemically different organic compounds,
structural information had to be explained in a more efficient way. In 1858, Kekulé
proposed structural theories which successfully followed by different theories from the
different scientists [10] leading to the discoveries of new findings [11].
Research Paradigms in Classical Terms of Drug Discovery
Mendelian Inheritance. Gregor Mendel stated that at least one dominant or two
recessive gene pair are required for mutations causing phenotype-observable properties
(e.g. diseases) [12] (Fig. 2).
Magic Bullet. The term of magic bullet was created by Paul Ehrlich, who started the
first systematic pharmaceutical screening and won the Nobel Prize in Physiology or
Medicine in 1908. He found out that chemical compounds can directly be delivered and
bound only to its biological target, called ‘chemoreceptors’ [13]. In light of this
information, biological targets are determined to play role in the first step of the drug
discovery depending on the developing technologies and knowledge [14] (Fig. 3).
Fig. 2. Mendelian genetics presumed phenotypic traits to depend on single genetic variation.
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Research Paradigms in Modern Terms of Drug Discovery
Polygenicity. It has been shown that many common diseases can occur as a result of
mutations on multiple genes, such as diabetes, asthma and heart disease. Such diseases
may develop as a result of an interplay of genetical inheritance, mutations on multiple
genes or contribution of environmental factors [15] (Fig. 4).
Magic Shotgun. The term of magic shotgun has emerged as a result of the detection of
secondary effect properties, such as adverse effects associated with the ability of the
drug to affect multiple targets. This concept is related to the development of drugs with
high selectivity, and to predict the potential adverse effects prior to clinical trials [16]
(Fig. 5).
Fig. 3. Summary of the biological understanding after the “magic bullet” approach.
Fig. 4. Common diseases are polygenic, and this is one of the biggest challenges in the field.
Fig. 5. Single compound may affect multiple targets. Such side-effects may be positive or
undesired.
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Several in silico approaches have been developed to predict side-effects and to
repurpose drugs that are already on the market.
Individualized Medicine. The genetic polymorphisms of drug targets, metabolizing
enzymes, or transporters may explain differences in the molecular pathophysiology of
patients, even of those who are assigned with the same diagnosis [17]. The aim is to
find drugs to compensate genetic deficiencies, i.e. to fight the disease at its roots. As of
today, with the transcriptome and the genetic parameters obtained from a patient’s
tissue or blood, one can be informed about their contributions to disorders [18]. For
instance, pharmacogenetics investigates how a genetic variation affects the binding site
of a drug. That may suggest a higher dosage because of a disturbed molecular
recognition.
Target Fishing. It can be regarded as the inverse screening wherein the ligand is
profiled against a wide array of biological targets to elucidate its molecular mechanism
of action by experimental or computational means.
Drug Repositioning. An approach to identify new medicinal applications for approved
drugs to treat other diseases because the drugs may bind to other receptors.
Polypharmacology. Special ligand design approach to exert an effect on multiple
disease-associated biological targets.
2.2 Molecular Recognition Theories
Key and Lock. In 1894, Emil Fischer proposed the model of key and lock for the
molecules bearing potential effects on biological systems. According to this model, it is
assumed that a ligand binds to the active site of its target which behaves like a key that
fits its lock [19, 20] (Fig. 6).
Induced Fit. In 1958, it was proposed by Daniel Koshland to consider the confor-
mational changes during the interaction between the ligand and its biological target,
which wasn’t considered in the lock-and-key theory of Fischer. In this model,
optimum-compatible binding is occurred by small but expected conformational chan-
ges during the interaction between the ligand and the biological target [36, 37]. Later,
this specific conformation of the ligand has been referenced as the bioactive confor-
mation (Fig. 7).
Fig. 6. Key and lock model.
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Thermodynamics in Ligand-Protein Binding. During the binding process of ligands to
their biological targets, it is known that conformational arrangements and desolvation
occur, with the help of specific physicochemical interactions [38] (Fig. 8).
The most important strategy in the process of developing novel drug candidates is to
increase the affinity of binding of the ligand to its target. The energy change after the
binding process is quantitatively expressed by logarithm of Kd or Ki values. These
values are related to Gibbs free energy of binding [21].
DGbinding ¼ RTlnKd RTlnKi ð1Þ
In this equation, R is the gas constant, T is the absolute temperature, Kd is the
equilibrium constant and Ki is the inhibitory constant that exist in the Cheng-Prusoff
equation [40].
In non-covalent thermodynamic binding process, ligand-protein binding energy
change is occurred and two thermodynamic quantities, the enthalpy change (DH) and
entropy change (-TDS), determine the sign and magnitude of the binding free energy
[33, 39].
DGbinding ¼ DHbinding  TDSbinding ð2Þ
Fig. 7. Induced fit model.
Fig. 8. Desolvation effect and thermodynamics in ligand-protein binding.
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2.3 Chemical Space
In 1996, Regine Bohacek, generated predictions about possible chemical compound
types that might be chemically accessed. Her estimation was pointing to 1060 chemical
compounds making up “chemical space” that was virtually identified by using carbon,
oxygen or nitrogen atoms, and by considering linear molecules with up to 30 atoms.
While making the predictions, Bohacek regarded chemical groups to be stable and
chemical branches, ring structures and stereochemical possibilities were taken into
account [22].
In later studies, “the limits of the chemical space” was drawn to be between 1018–
10200, according to the results of the analyses by different methods and descriptors.
Although there are many reports about this range to be accepted as Bohacek defined.
But it is expected that this number will continuously increase by the discovery of new
chemical skeletons [23–26]. Additionally, the number of organic compounds accessed
experimentally is 108, according to CAS and Beilstein databases which contain records
obtained from the scientific papers, those have been published by the scientific com-
munity, since 1771 [27, 28].
2.4 Rational Drug Design
The increasing scientific knowledge for novel drug discovery has opened new horizons
and generated useful technological developments for the researchers in the field. When
these new tools are wisely brought together with recent knowledge, they would provide
many advantages in drug design and development studies. Moreover, the available
theoretical and experimental knowledge about drug safety and the idea of being
appropriate for human use generate extra difficulties for drug design and development
[29]. It is known that not all candidate molecules with high potency can reach to a drug
status due to several reasons such as inefficient systemic exposure, unwanted side
effects and off-target effects. Also, a drug may not be right for every patient due to the
genetic variations and off-target binding. This also effects drugs that are already on the
market (Table 1).
However, molecular reasoning may give second chances for drugs that once failed
in late clinical studies (at great expense) or that have been retracted from clinical use.
With an improved molecular understanding, and with hindsight from the now feasible
pharmacogenetics and –genomics, these compounds have a chance to find their niche
for a reentry.
Conventional drug design and development approaches are associated with high
affinity binding of a ligand to its target. In rational drug discovery studies, evaluating
the ligands by only trial-and-error approach has lost its validity and assessing their
binding to the target related diseases is insufficient [30]. By taking control of some
parameters like off-target binding, ADME-Tox and bioavailability properties of the
molecules that have appropriate binding properties should also be discovered for the
drug candidates [49]. Therefore, revising the classical strategies with “rational”
approaches has become substantial. This process is called reverse pharmacology or
target-based drug discovery. In this recent approach, the questions about “Which
chemotypes will be worked on?” and “Why?” should also be considered during drug
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design and development studies, before directly evaluating the target binding properties
of the molecules [29, 30].
3 Computer Aided Drug Design (CADD)
Development of mathematical formulas to calculate the potential and kinetic energies
of biomolecular systems has made possible the implementation of such complex cal-
culations with computers [34]. CADD is applicable for hit molecule discovery for new
different chemotypes and for designing new derivatives.
CADD processes may be divided into molecular mechanical methods and quantum
mechanical methods. In both techniques, the results are obtained through energy-based
calculations. Molecular mechanics deals with the calculations at the molecular level
that can be performed on an atomic basis, while quantum mechanics involves electron
related complex calculations performed at the quantum level [34].
During existence of the obscurity in drug discovery studies, it is hard to reach the
desired target. But, the physicochemical parameter as a factor can be useful about this
topic by measuring the ADME properties [30, 35]. Also, the drug-candidate should be
bound to its target with high affinity [30]. In relation to that, drug design processes are
carried out within the framework of selected strategies, with the acquisition of three-
dimensional bioactive conformation of the ligands. CADD is used for identifying and
designing biologically active compounds and this field can be synergistically integrated
with all other medicinal chemistry related fields like pharmacology, biology and
chemistry [36].
3.1 Ligand-Based Drug Discovery
It is possible to store the chemical and biological information in special databases to
preserve the molecular features and their biological effects obtained from a series of
Table 1. Definition of the key terms related with informatic approaches used in early stage drug
discovery.
Bioinformatics. The discipline responsible for biological data recording and interpretation 
using information technologies. Some of its applications on drug discovery include the de-
tection of protein binding pocket, prediction of protein-protein interactions, occurrence of 
mutations, analysis of the biological sequences of macromolecules (e.g. similarity searches 
and fingerprint matches), estimation of 3D structures of biological macromolecules [31].
Cheminformatics. The discipline which accumulates and processes the chemistry related 
data, using information technologies. Some of its applications on drug discovery include 
construction of the 2D and 3D structures, storing and searching the chemical data, building 
chemical compound databases and datasets, QSAR / QSPR, estimation of ADME-Tox prop-
erties [31]. It can also be used to map the chemical space of compound libraries. 
Pharmacoinformatics. The discipline which combines the cheminformatics and bioinformat-
ics tools for pharma-related processes [32, 33]. 
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assays. If there is no molecular level structural data about the biological target, pre-
viously obtained structure-activity data can be used in CADD studies to find and
analyze the trend between the known compounds and their activity retrospectively,
then to design and discover new chemical entities prospectively [37]. A main workflow
of ligand-based studies addresses the generation of a model by training on a series of
compounds and subsequent testing stage of the model with test series of compounds.
Later, the generated model(s) can be validated with an external series of compounds
which were not used during model generation. Then the model can be used to virtually
screen chemical databases within the applicability domain of the model (Fig. 9).
Quantitative Structure Activity/Property Relationships (QSAR/QSPR). In 1863,
an approach about the relationship between chemical structure and biological activity
was proposed by Cros [38]. After that, in 1868 Crum-Brown and Fraser evaluated this
correlation in molecular level and described following equation to computationally
predict the biological response (U) to be identified as the function of the chemical
compound (C) [38, 39].
U ¼ f ðCÞ ð3Þ
In the course of the history, many researchers have conducted studies to relate
physicochemical properties and biological effects of compounds with different
approaches. Through these studies, the necessity to consider molecular substitutions
has emerged to try to explain biological effect or physicochemical property of a
chemical structure. In 1937, Louis Hammett compared ionization rates of benzene
derivatives substituted in various positions [40]. The first quantitative parameter was
determined as sigma (r), the potential electronic contribution value, which is defined
by calculating electronic substituent constant values. This was the first identified
quantitative parameter [38]. Then the first steric parameter for ester hydrolysis was
determined by Taft as Es constant [41]. Many other two-dimensional parameters have
been continued to be developed for being used in QSAR studies [38]. Later, a multi-
parametric formula was presented by Corwin Hansch that brought these parameters
together. The formula was designed to calculate minimal concentration needed to
mathematically formulate the biological activity, as logarithm of concentration and was
measured with several independent factors in different cases; such as partition coeffi-
cient (log P), aromatic substituent constant (p), electronic substituent constant (r),
Fig. 9. Basic workflow of ligand-based modeling applications.
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steric parameter (Es). Free-Wilson [42], Fujita-Ban [43], A Mixed Approach - Based on
Hansch and Free-Wilson Analysis [44], and Kubinyi Bilinear Analysis Method [45] are
some of the first generated models used in QSAR analysis.
When all the steps are evaluated, it can be observed that QSAR has different
applications. Structural activity or physicochemical property studies performed with
one independent variable are named 0D-QSAR calculations and the studies with
multivariate equations are called 1D-QSAR. In such equations, log P and Hammett
constant can be used as independent variables. Studies that take into account the
molecular descriptors and fingerprints containing information about structural and
bonding characteristics resulting from the two-dimensional molecular presentation are
called 2D-QSAR, if extra structural information (e.g. chirality) is included in studies
these studies are named as 2.5D QSAR [46].
The efforts to explain the binding orientations of the ligands have emerged 3D-
QSAR, together with the help of the developments in 3D molecular understanding
through the experimental methods, force-field methods and improved molecular
visualization technologies. Implementation of this approach is accomplished by
forming equally divided grids in the 3D coordinate system and the surface interaction
areas of the chemical compounds are determined by the following analysis methods
[47] (Table 2).
Pharmacophore Modeling. A pharmacophore aggregates functional groups of chem-
ical compounds which are responsible for the biological response and which exhibit
appropriate interaction with biological target. The term pharmacophore modeling refers
to the identification and 3D display of important pharmacophore groups to illustrate the
basic interactions between the ligand and the receptor. Pharmacophore modeling is
generally applied to determine common structural features within a series of similar or
diverse molecules by subtracting 3D maps. Once determined, the generated pharma-
cophore hypotheses may be used to virtually screen and to predict the biological activity
Table 2. Summary of some of the 3D-QSAR approaches.
Comparative Molecular Field Analysis (CoMFA). CoMFA is a subtype of the 3D-QSAR 
study, which includes steric and electronic fields (Lennard-Jones and Coulomb potentials) 
generated on the bioactive conformation of the compounds in the training set. In CoMFA 
studies, it is only possible to analyze the effects of enthalpic properties on ligand-protein 
binding [47].
Comparative Molecular Similarity Index Analysis (CoMSIA). To explain the structure activi-
ty relationships by considering major contributions obtained by steric, electrostatic, hydro-
phobic, and hydrogen bond donors (HBD) or hydrogen bond acceptors (HBA) properties are 
added into CoMFA and this generated CoMSIA analysis [48].
Receptor-based QSAR. In this study model, which is carried out using a combination of 
ligand-based and structure-based approaches, bioactive conformation of the ligands is ob-
tained by structure-based methods. Afterwards, 3D-QSAR studies are conducted through 
this bioactive conformation [47].
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of other molecules [37]. The model is generally obtained from the information belonging
to the ligands. However, it is also possible to generate a pharmacophore model from the
receptor itself or with a combined approach as well.
After the formation of possible bioactive conformers of the compounds, pharma-
cophore model can be generated in 3D by aligning the structures and mapping the 3D
binding properties. More than one pharmacophore hypothesis can be generated and the
most suitable one(s) can be identified by enrichment factor within their applicability
domain. While generating the model(s), the optimum volume of each pharmacophore
property takes the major interest.
The aim of pharmacophore modeling is to determine the optimum volume for the
identified properties. If identified volumes are larger than required, the selectivity of
active compounds by this model decreases and active and inactive compounds can be
found together by using this model. Conversely, if the fields are smaller than they need
to be, the active compounds cannot be identified by pharmacophore screening. While
creating a pharmacophore model; HBA and HBD features, hydrophobic (aliphatic or
aromatic) properties and negative/positive charges can be used. Besides, it is possible
to identify the desirable/undesirable regions or features without any specificity [37].
Most pharmacophore modeling programs create these properties according to opti-
mized ligand-receptor interactions. The ideas behind pharmacophores are also applied
to specify new compounds that aggregate as many pharmacophores, e.g. from a series
of in silico ligand docking experiments or after a first in vitro validation. The assembly
of new compounds can be iterative, i.e. growing from existing binders, or starting a de
novo design of novel drugs.
Machine Learning (ML). Relations between ligand/receptor structural properties and
biochemical effects are found by statistical models. With the advent of computational
chemistry and advances in structural biology, an increasing number of features may be
identified in silico for any given ligand and receptor, which may affect virtual
screening. The integration of all these data sources and tools allows for the formulation
of many models.
ML covers the computer-aided development of models (or rules) and their evalu-
ation. The use of ML techniques for drug discovery has been increasing recently both
in ligand-based and structure-based studies to find rules from a set of molecular fea-
tures and to predict a specific property [49]. Estimation of ADME-Tox properties by
the use of physicochemical descriptors, generation of hit or lead molecules with the
studies on prediction of biological activity, development of homology models, deter-
mination of bioactive conformation by the help of docking studies or pharmacophore
modeling are some of the examples of ML applications in drug discovery [49].
ML can be applied as regression or classification models [49]. In the regression
model, quantitative models are formed automatically. Statistically the most appropriate
model is selected from the generated ones. Classifiers utilize such models to cluster the
data. The learning process is carried out by known characteristics of the molecules to
predict their activities/properties. In the classification model, the branches are formed
on a classification tree. Biological and chemical data are placed on the leaves of the
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branches of the tree. It can be generated and used for various statistical decision-
making scenarios. Artificial neural networks, support vector machines, decision trees
and random forest techniques are some of the most applied ML techniques used in drug
discovery studies [49].
3.2 Structure-Based Drug Design
Experimental studies on elucidation of the 3D structures of biological macromolecules
are generally performed by x-ray crystallography and NMR methods [50] (Fig. 10).
Obtained structural information about the macromolecules is stored in regional protein
databases. There are three major regional databases (Protein Data Bank, PDB) for
storing 3D the crystal structures of these macromolecules such as RCSB PDB [51–54]
(USA), PDBe [54, 55] (Europe), PDBj [54, 56] (Japan). Likewise, the 3D structures of
relatively small biological macromolecules obtained by NMR techniques are stored in
the Biological Magnetic Resonance Data Bank [54, 57] (BMRB). Records stored in
these databases are synchronized via the Worldwide PDB [54] (wwPDB) organization.
Homology Modeling. Homology modeling techniques are used to predict 3D repre-
sentations of biomolecular structures. The model generation is done with the sequence
of monomers (nucleotides or amino acids). The applied algorithm transfers spatial
arrangements from high-resolution crystal structures of other phylogenetically
sequence-similar biological structures [58].
Protein sequence information is stored in reference databases such as UniProt [59],
where the information on the protein sequence and its functions are collected in one
place. The UniProt database offers other web services such as BLAST [60, 61] and
Clustal Omega [62] where sequence similarity and alignment can be retrieved. Con-
sensus annotation across protein families across species is aggregated in PFAM [63]
with functional annotation (Fig. 11).
Fig. 10. Obtaining the 3D protein structure.
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Docking. A structure-based simulation method which is used to predict the 3D binding
modes and molecular interactions between ligands and their biological targets
(Table 3). This technique is based on the thermodynamic calculations by following the
determination of the possible binding orientation of the ligands and the proteins with
appropriate interactions in the active site. The docking scores are determined based on
these interactions and conformational rearrangement costs which help evaluating the
generated results [58, 64, 65] (Fig. 12).
Fig. 11. Basic workflow for homology model generation.
Table 3. Docking concepts, and their limitations.
Technology Limitations
Rigid Docking. Receptor structure is treated
as a rigid body and the ligands are prepared
with conformational sample(s), then fit into
the active site of the protein
The overall protein structure and its active
site residues are flexible, this affects the
binding orientations of the ligands in docking
results
Induced-fit Docking. Flexibility of the active
site residues is considered for the protein and
these flexible active site residues flexibly
adapt to accommodate the ligand
It is a computationally expensive approach
that requires careful arrangement of the
docking parameters and cuts off the values
prior to docking simulation
Covalent Docking. In this method, binding
region of the receptor that ligands bind
covalently is identified and the docking
procedure is performed in this specific
condition
This method may generate chemically wrong
binding pattern and incorrect binding pose
but lowers the computational search costs of
docking
Peptide Docking. Peptide docking method is
used to determine binding modes of peptide
structures in the active site of its biological
target
Peptides, or fractions of proteins, are large
and flexible ligands and hence difficult to
parameterize and computationally expensive
compared to the small molecules
Protein-Protein Docking. It is the general
name of the docking method that is used to
predict protein-protein or protein-DNA
interactions those are taking place
biologically
This is the most computationally demanding
approach to simulate the interactions, due to
the size and complexity of the
macromolecules
Reverse Docking. It can be applied for target
fishing the drugs or active substances, or to
become aware of side-effects
Conceptionally, this approach requires a
catalog of configurations for screening many
targets by docking [66]
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Molecular Dynamics (MD). MD is a technique to simulate the dynamics of con-
nected atoms in a joint molecular system of ligands and their biological targets by
considering environmental factors (temperature, solvents, ions, membrane, pressure,
temperature, etc.). The simulation may be run within a specified time interval, all
depending on the ambient conditions set by the force-field [64, 67]. The most preferred
binding orientation of the conformational samples that emerge during the simulation
can be obtained by analysing the energy of the whole or a portion of the simulation and
by visualizing and analyzing the inter/intra-molecular interactions (Fig. 13).
4 Application of Virtual Screening
VS is a chemical search to match ligands with their biological targets. The process can
be applied by either ligand-based or structure-based approaches. Related to the prin-
ciples of the method used to find a hit molecule, VS covers various concepts.
Regardless of the CADD approach, the process starts with a chemical database to be
prepared for each molecular entry. This can be followed with in silico predictions of the
pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic profiles of the molecules and a filtering of
molecules within the database to obtain statistically significant and manageable sub-
clusters of the chemical space [6] (Fig. 14).
Fig. 12. Basic workflow for docking simulations.
Fig. 13. General workflow for MD simulations.
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4.1 Accessing Compound Databases
Chemical compound databases represent significant chemical catalogues for the dis-
covery of hit molecules with biological activity, which compile large numbers of
chemically different entities from either synthetic or natural origin [68]. They can be
generated with in-house data, a combination of compound databases (previously tested
or untested screening compound series) or in silico synthesis with building blocks.
Compound databases of curated biological activity data, commercial sources of the
molecules and pharmaceutical reference databases of the marketed drugs can be seen in
Table 4.
Fig. 14. General VS workflow.
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4.2 Preparing Ligands for Virtual Screening
It is important to assign the correct stereoisomeric or tautomeric forms and protonation
states of each ligand at a specified pH to avoid changing physicochemical and con-
formational behavior of the molecules. Parameterization during this stage must be done
very carefully for a VS study, because the molecules are generally stored in 1D or 2D
within the databases. For example, a chiral entry within the database may be in a single
enantiomer or a racemic mixture or a molecule may not be neutral as it is stored in the
database and may be at different protonation states at different pH values.
Conformational flexibility of ligands is also important and computationally more
expensive. Every additional rotation increases the number of conformations that needs
to be generated and this results with a computationally more expensive VS process.




Around 1.5 million binding affinity data points are available
which are obtained from patents and scientific articles
chEMBL [70]
www.ebi.ac.uk/chembl
More than 15 million biological activity results are available
curated from scientific papers and patents
ChemSpider [71] www.
chemspider.com








Structural representation of drugs with their receptors with
data from DrugBank and PDB
eMolecules
www.emolecules.com
Database comprises over 7 million screening compounds and
1.5 million building blocks, which are ready to order
Molport
www.molport.com
Comprising around 20 million ready to be synthetized
molecules, over 7 million screening compounds and around




Helps to search subsets of the database, containing over 4
million unique compounds with tautomeric and ionic states at
physiological conditions as well as possible stable conformer
for each molecular entry
Open PHACTS [78]
www.openphacts.org
Large knowledge-base of data integration for compounds,
their receptors, and pathways
PubChem [79]
pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov
Contains around 100 million compounds and 250 million
bioactivity data records
ZINC [80] zinc.docking.org Contains around 740 million purchasable molecules in 2D and
220 million purchasable lead-like molecules in 3D
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4.3 Compound Filtering
The main idea of compound filtering is to exclude the molecules which are not carrying
suitable pharmacokinetic or pharmacodynamic properties. The aim is to prevent pos-
sible risks in preclinical or clinical phases of the studies. This also helps to keep down
computational costs in VS studies.
Clustering by Chemical Diversity. It is possible to estimate the chemical similarities
of the compounds by computer-based calculations. This lets identification of similar or
diverse subsets of the libraries. Many different techniques are used for this purpose.
The basic approach is to use similarity algorithms based on mathematical parameters
obtained from chemical descriptors [81, 82]. Such calculations are generally done by
calculating molecular fingerprints, which are a way of encoding the structure of a
molecule, usually as binary digits used to symbolize the presence or absence of a
chemical substructure within the molecule allowing for a similarity search in a
chemical database. The most common similarity and classification algorithm is Tani-
moto’s similarity estimation and classification practice that regulate mathematical
classification studies [82].
Filtering with Physicochemical Parameters. One of the major examples of filtering
by pharmacokinetics related approaches is based on the scientific analysis of the drugs.
Most drugs in the market can be used orally and it is found that there is a generally
applicable rule to determine whether a biologically active compound has physico-
chemical properties that would make it an orally administrable drug in humans. In
1997, it is formulated by Christopher Lipinski [83, 84] and called Lipinski’s rule of five
(RO5). It is designed to evaluate drug-likeness of a compound, to be used in drug
discovery and development studies. The properties of RO5 depend on; a molecular
weight less than 500 Dalton, an octanol-water partition coefficient (log P) less than 5,
equal or less than 5 HBD groups, equal or less than 10 HBA. Drug candidates which
have properties of the RO5 tend to have more success in clinical trials, so have more
chance to reach to the market. Such approaches let the identification of drug-like
chemical space to fall within the biologically relevant subspace with a better phar-
macokinetic profile of a vast unbounded chemical space.
Filtering with Ligand-Based or Receptor-Based Screening of Chemical Librar-
ies. Ligand-based approaches focus on model generation with pre-established binding
affinity data of small molecules against biological targets. These approaches are used
with calculated descriptors to predict the characteristics within the molecular database.
Though, structure-based approaches don’t necessarily rely on existing data and try to
place the molecules in the binding sites of the target and evaluate their potential affinity
by binding scores within the complex biomolecular structures. Such computationally
expensive calculations are preferred to run on distributed compute platforms to speed
up the in silico screening process.
Ties with Pre-clinical Research. The search for new biologically relevant compounds
is not possible without a laboratory result in which theories are confirmed, refined or
disproved. Considerable time and effort are needed to be invested into the development
of such tests. Eventually, it is needed to transfer the findings to human tissues.
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VS may support the selection of the ligands for testing once a drug target is iden-
tified. This process is long and demands deep insights into the molecular understanding
of the pathology of a disease. The selection of a target is likely to be supported from
genetic studies, i.e. an observed association of DNA variation with disease phenotypes,
hints the gene to target. Knock-down/out experiments are performed in the laboratories
to confirm the molecular mechanism that trigger the disease.
Many researchers on rare diseases do not have industrial partners, and no drugs may
be marketed for such “orphan” diseases. There are many rare diseases and conse-
quentially many patients. To find new drugs, the availability of in silico approaches
may be a significant guidance for the researchers, e.g. for repositioning drugs already
on the market. The same approach can be applied to identify the biological targets of
traditional medicines obtained from NPs [6].
Ties with Individualized Medicine. Individualized medicine identifies genetic varia-
tions that are causative for a disorder for every patient and adjusts therapy accordingly.
Once a compound binds to its receptor, this yields a detailed molecular understanding
how the drug works.
Such insights are of interest whenever a genetic variation may affect the binding of a
drug to its receptor. Some drugs address cells with a high mutation rate, like a virus or a
tumor cell. Mutations appear at random, but when the pathogen/cell benefits from it
because of a lower binding affinity to the drug, it will continue to divide and pass that
genetic information on. Thus, the pathogen or tumor evades the therapy. For that
reason, The FightAIDS@Home project has searched for compounds with strong
binding affinities to many sequence variations of the viral protein target [85].
Today, cancer patients are monitored by DNA sequencing to learn the changes in
relative frequencies of genetic variations of the disease-tissue [86]. The adoption of
next-generation sequencing technologies is a recent development. It will indicate the
frequency of “escape routes” that may be closed with new drugs for the same target,
possibly in the same binding pocket. It is with the same modeling technology that is at
the root of in silico screening that this data can be interpreted. Without a molecular
interpretation, clinicians would need to wait for insights from observations of how
nuclear variation and subsequent therapy decisions affect the clinical outcome.
A molecular reasoning, in contrast, is possible for every patient individually.
Automation. Several tools are available to prepare receptors and ligands. Glue lan-
guage can be used to integrate different processes of such calculations [87]. In addition,
there are workflow environments for CADD in particular like OPAL [88] or KNIME
[89]. The users can easily develop any integration of CADD workflow that needs to be
automated. Recent works integrate formal descriptions in databases (like bio.tools) [90]
for content-dependent semantics-driven execution of the tools [91].
4.4 Experimental Evaluation and Validation
For biological research, in silico produced findings are needed to be evaluated with
in vitro or in vivo biological assays. It is preferable to know the statistical strength of
the model to evaluate the functionality of the model with retrospective studies, prior to
biological testing. That test is likely to be performed in several stages and can be
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exemplified as given below. It should be noted that this stage of the work strictly
depends on the nature of the target:
(a) Test of binding affinities (calorimetry, SPR)
(b) Induced structural changes (co-crystallization, NMR)
(c) Gene/Protein-function inhibition/induction (cell line, tissue sample)
(d) Effect on disease models (animal trials)
These tests are expensive, may cost the lives of animals. If the wrong compounds
are chosen for testing, then this delays the treatment of humans. Testing diverse sets of
compounds is preferred with respect to their binding mode and chemical structure.
5 Infrastructures and Computational Needs
Virtual screening is a data parallel process. The throughput of ligands tested in the
computer almost linearly scales with the number of processors contributing. A second
concern is the number of applications contributing – to the screening itself. The
availability of high-performance computing (HPC) infrastructure is needed to speed up
the in silico screening studies. In addition, accessing stronger HPC facilities has direct
impact on covering bigger chemical and conformational space of compounds in VS
studies or testing higher numbers of druggable targets to identify biomolecular targets
of the compounds in target fishing studies.
When it is applied on thousands or millions of a series of chemical compounds, the
total VS simulation time exceeds the limits of single workstations. For example, a
molecular docking-based VS run, covering chemical space of millions of compounds,
may take years of computation time on a single workstation. The overall compute time
is fixed, also with multiple machines contributing. But by distributing the load, the
effective wall-clock time can be lowered. The same VS run can be taken to months-
scale by accessing hundreds of central processing unit (CPU) cores with an in-house
small or medium scale HPC infrastructure or hours/days-scale by accessing thousands
of CPU cores with supercomputers or on-demand cloud resources. Recent technical
advancements to employ graphical processing unit (GPU) for parallel computing have
fostered the concept to apply on data, i.e. deep learning or molecular dynamics.
We here discuss alternative sources for computational infrastructures and single out
unique properties of the cloud environments.
5.1 Local Compute Cluster
Many computers are integrated in a local network and combined with a grid software to
distribute compute jobs. The concept of a batch system is familiar to IT specialists who
maintain such hardware. Larger clusters with special hardware to allow for fast I/O are
referred to as HPC environments. The VS is mostly compute-intensive, data parallel
computation with individual compute nodes which do not need to communicate with
each other during the computations.
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5.2 Volunteer Computing
Volunteer computing refers to the concept of having a program running in the back-
ground addressing a scientific problem. If several thousand individuals contribute, then
one has a compute power or storage resource that can compete with the large com-
putational clusters. It should be noted that one needs to interact with the community to
keep the momentum.
Several in silico screening runs have been performed voluntarily. One of the most
well-known was the search for an HIV protease inhibitor in FightAIDS@Home [85]
with the underlying BOINC technology [92]. Because of the enormous compute power
acquired by devices that are not operated by humans, the decentralization of computing
is a strategically important route. Tapping into these resources for computing and to
generally support the interaction of devices at the periphery is called as edge
computing.
5.3 Cloud Computing
Cloud technologies are a means to integrate different workflows and tools on
dynamically allocated resources. These instances share respective services in their
specification of CADD studies, and cloud computing is an emerging solution for VS
needs. The infancy of cloud solutions was in “IaaS”, i.e. dynamically configured and
started machines that were paid on use. Today, IaaS services are provided by many
compute centers at very competitive price levels. Setups are easy to use for individuals
familiar with remote access with command line interface (CLI) or graphical user
interfaces (GUI).
Researchers in both academia and industry are likely to have access to a local
compute cluster. But this is costly when the expenses of hardware upgrades, electricity
and maintenance are added. Remote sources are highly competitive in pricing. This is
meant for IT-savvy individuals who could use local resources if they had them. There is
technology allowing these remote resources to behave much like an extension of a local
cluster.
The most known cloud service providers are Amazon Web Services [93] and
Google Cloud [94] but there are increasing numbers of open source cloud solutions that
may be of interest. The OpenStack middleware [95] has evolved into a de facto
standard to set up public or private cloud environment. When a software is accessed via
a web interface, the server-side implementation becomes hidden. A look to the side,
e.g. how payments are performed online with an interplay of many service providers,
tell what clouds also mean: An interplay of services that scale.
Anticipating variants of VS principles to be employed in different and barely
predictable ways are outlined in the next section. One may expect a cloud-based glue-
layer of molecular modeling and genomics to emerge. But there are no CADD-
Microservices/Functions as a Service, yet (Table 5).
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5.4 Cloud-Based Solutions
Recent reviews [97, 98] and the “Click2Drug” catalog [99] give a vivid expression on
describing many different sources for many partial solutions – available as semi-
automated web services or as instances that may be started at one’s independent
disposal. How exactly a transfer of information between these tools should be per-
formed, or how these tools should be run to generate redundant findings with then
higher confidence – all this is yet to be clarified – both semantically and technically.
In silico approaches have been integrated in drug discovery pipeline and big
pharmaceutical companies are likely to perform these often. Cloud environments are
used for their advantages to reduce setup costs for professionals. Also, for creative new
approaches in tackling a disease, the information on which selected target is already
crucial not to lose competitive advantage. This may not be acceptable to be computed
in extra mural facilities. However, for common targets, the interception of individual
VS results, e.g. from a volunteer computing project, may not be considered critical.
Table 6 shows remote services that may use cloud services internally or that are
offered for integration with a self-implemented workflow. Most services are agnostic
with respect to the source of a request. However, some may fall back to the cloud
provider’s infrastructure for monetary compensation. Thus, the cloud becomes an
integral part of the VS tool’s deployment.
Table 5. Classification of cloud services.
IaaS: Infrastructure as a Service is a service model which to provide remote access on de-
mand to client-specified compute environments. Besides the typical virtualized setups with 
multiple users sharing a single processor, for HPC also “bare metal” setups are available. 
CADD tools may be readily usable deployed as a cloud image or be installed posteriori to a 
running image. 
PaaS: Platform as a Service is a technical concept for an aggregation of services to facilitate 
software running in support of IaaS to scale in multi-user, multi-project environments.  
SaaS:  Software as a Service runs remotely, and stars copies of itself on multiple nodes in an 
IaaS environment to scale to whatever size of a problem or to as many users as there may be. 
The software is typically presented as a web interface, but the concept has found broad 
adoption from business applications to the gaming industry. 
FaaS: Function as a Service. Element of a SaaS that may be invoked without context. Of-
fered by all major cloud vendors, an open source implementation is Open Whisk [96]. This 
technology offers a route for VS-associated services to integrate into larger workflows.   
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Table 6. Cloud-based solutions for virtual screening and target fishing. The table lists services
that describe features of ligands or their receptors, receptor-based and ligand-based services.
Services integrating multiple tools are tagged as a workflow. F stands for “Feature”, R for
“Receptor-based”, L for “Ligand-based” and W for “Workflows”.
Service Properties URL Comment
F R L W








Cloud image to run MD
simulations with CLI on
Amazon Cloud, can be used for
high-throughput MD [101]
Achilles [102] X X bio-hpc.ucam.edu/
achilles
Blind docking server with web
interface










X blaster.docking.org Automated molecular docking-
based VS web service
DockingServer
[106]





X X www.evias.com.tr/vst Integrated with chemical
library management system as
a scalable HPC platform for
structure-based VS service as a
web service
HDOCK [108] X hdock.phys.hust.edu.cn Protein-protein and protein-








idock [110] X istar.cse.cuhk.edu.hk/
idock
Flexible docking-based VS tool
with web interface
iScreen [111] X X iscreen.cmu.edu.tw/
intro.php
A web server which started




X X X X www.inteligand.com A desktop application, letting
access to the cloud-based HPC
for VS studies
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6 Conclusions
The goal of VS is to identify novel hit molecules within the vast chemical space to
ameliorate symptoms of a disease. Hereto, the compound interacts with a target protein
and changes its action in a pathological condition. None of the in silico molecular
modeling techniques can generate perfect models for all kinds of biochemical pro-
cesses. However, a large variety of tools is provided by the scientific community.
Table 6. (continued)
Service Properties URL Comment
F R L W
MEDock [114] X X medock.ee.ncku.edu.tw A web server for predicting











ParDOCK [116] X www.scfbio-iitd.res.in/
dock/pardock.jsp
Fully automated rigid docking













X ppb2.gdb.tools A web server letting target
prediction for the ligands





probis.nih.gov In addition to ProBis, it is
possible to do energy
minimization on ligand-protein
complexes
Py-CoMFA X X www.3d-qsar.com Web-based platform that
allows generation and
validation of 3D-QSAR models
SwissDock [122] X X www.swissdock.ch Web-based docking service to
predict ligand-protein binding
USR-VS [123] X usr.marseille.inserm.fr Ligand-based VS web server
using shape recognition
techniques
ZincPharmer [124] X X zincpharmer.csb.pitt.edu Online pharmacophore-based
VS tool for screening the
purchasable subset of the ZINC
or Molport databases
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Alone or in combination, there are available VS technologies which suite the problem
at hand. With clouds as HPC resources, complete workflows have been established to
directly address the needs of medicinal chemists. The same technology also supports
collaborative efforts with computational chemists to adjust workflows to emerging
preclinical demands.
Another problem to address is the demand for HPC facilities for VS projects. These
are indirect costs when using workflows already prepared as a cloud service. Clouds
are attractive both for scaling with computational demands and for the enormous
diversity of tools one can integrate. To minimize the costs and to complete the com-
putation as quickly as possible, workflows should be well considered to select which
tool to use while performing VS studies.
VS projects demand the investment of considerable time prior to the computation
for their preparation and afterwards for in vitro analyses. For any isolated project it is
likely to be more cost effective to share the compute facilities and expertise by using
cloud-based solutions.
The authors of this text hope to have helped with an initial team building for
interdisciplinary projects: There is a lot of good work to be done, algorithmically or on
pre-clinical data at hand, but few groups can develop and use these techniques all on
their own.
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Abstract. Body Area Networks (BANs) connect together nodes
attached to a human body and transfer the data to an external infras-
tructure. The wireless communication channel and a variety of minia-
ture sensor devices have lead to many useful applications of BANs, such
as healthcare monitoring, military and emergency coordination, rescue
services, sports, and entertainment. The Ultra Wide Band (UWB) com-
munication model is widely used in wireless body area networks. UWB
Radio Frequency (RF) technology provides robust and energy efficient
transmission of data and signals through wireless networks. This chapter
surveys recent models, applications and research challenges for future
generation UWB RF technology for BANs. The chapter also discusses
the state-of-the art in the cloud-based support for data storage and anal-
ysis in mobile health monitoring. Security issues for BANs in general
and mobile health monitoring are addressed as a key aspect of the recent
developments in the domain.
Keywords: Cloud computing · Body area networks ·
Sensor networks · Ultra wideband communication · Medical services ·
Wireless communications
1 Introduction
Based on the IEEE 802.15 standards, Body Area Network (BAN) can be defined
as “a communication standard optimized for low power devices and operation
on, in or around the human body (but not limited to humans) to serve a variety
of applications including medical, consumer electronics/personal entertainment
and others [5]”. REcently, technological advancements in ultra low-power Radio
Frequency (RF) technology, low-power integrated circuits, energy harvesting and
storage, and wireless communications have lead to the design of lightweight, intel-
ligent, and low-cost medical devices and sensors. With all these achievements,
the thought of widespread deployment of pervasive wireless BANs for diverse
c© The Author(s) 2019
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applications, such as health monitoring and military coordination, seems to be
a reality of the near future [27].
Typical BAN connects self-regulating nodes (sensors, artificial skin, etc.)
attached to the surface of body or implanted in the body [85]. The focus in BANs
has been on medical and quality of life applications [70]. In such applications
the network’s nodes can be implanted medical devices, such as electrocardio-
gram (ECG) electrodes, activity sensors and actuators, or devices for storage of
the medical data [70]. The Wireless Body Area Network (WBAN) sensors and
devices may be classified based on their location into the following two main
categories [3]:
– in-body nodes,
– on-body area network nodes.
Figure 1 presents the generic model of typical WBAN in-body and on-body













Fig. 1. Generic sample model of wireless BAN [18]
The key requirements for BANs are: (i) small network scale, (ii) long battery
life, (iii) short range communications and (iv) security awareness [32,85]. Many
powerful sensor platforms have been developed for various applications in the
past decade [75]. In the case of transceivers, decreasing the amount of energy
required to transmit a bit of data means: (a) reducing the turn on/off times and
power during transients, and (b) duty cycling the radio operation [41].
The Ultra Wide Band (UWB) is the key technology for data transmission
in WBANs through the low-power transmission and low-power duty cycle [47].
In Ultra Wide Band Body Area Networks (UWB-BANs), the human tissues
are not affected by closely placed WBAN devices. Low-power transmission and
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duty cycle also enable lower power consumption in the network nodes and long
battery time, which is the basic requirement for such systems. UWB technology
also conforms to the size and cost constraints of BAN devices [27]. From the
implementation perspective, the major advantages of using UWB radios are:
(a) low implementation complexity, (b) low duty cycling operation, and (c) bit
rate scalability [22].
UWB BANs have been surveyed already from the different aspects [12,47]
such as communication channel models [8,72,73,81], transmitter design [34,70],
antenna design [38,72], and performance evaluation [13,23,73]. This chapter
summarizes all the above surveys and gives the general and wider view on the
design, architecture and technological issues. It addresses the main challenges
related to BANs and UWB-BANs and presents the recently developed mod-
els based on the cloud computing support for the patient’s health monitoring,
patients’ data storage, analysis and processing with the security criterion for
inter and intra-cloud communication and data access.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. BANs application areas
are discussed in Sect. 2.1. Section 2.2 presents the classification of the wireless
technologies used in WBANs. In Sect. 2.3, some practical issues and relations
between different requirements of BANs are discussed. Sections 2.4 and 3 define
the research challenges and state-of-the art in UWB BANs. The concept of
cloud–based support for WBANs is presented in Sect. 4. Security aspects related
to the cloud support in mobile health applications based on UWB–BANs are
discussed in Sect. 5. The chapter ends with the conclusions and highlights of the
future research directions in the domain specified in Sect. 6.
2 BAN’s Applications and Challenges
Various types of the main BANs components, namely, vital sign monitoring sen-
sors, motion detectors (through accelerometers) and communication protocols
for data processing and system access, make these networks very useful in pro-
viding numerous services in healthcare, research, lifestyle, emergency, sports, and
military [12,26,32]. In this section we first discuss the major application areas
for BANs, present the candidate technologies for wireless communication and
data transmission, and then highlight the most important practical and research
challenges regarding WBAN technologies.
2.1 Applications of BANs
The major areas of applications of BANs can be specified as follows.
Healthcare: BANs are used to connect sensor devices with remote monitor-
ing and assistance systems for physically disabled and elderly persons. Mobile
devices can be used to send and receive data to hospitals from the ambulances
carrying patients to alert the concerned authorities and to get information about
providing first aid to save people’s lives [32]. BANs also enable a continuous mon-
itoring of patient’s condition by sensing and transmitting vital signs, such as
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heart rate, ECG, body temperature, respiratory rate, chest sounds, blood pres-
sure, etc. [9,41]. It makes BANs an important tool for diagnosis and treatment
of patients with chronic diseases, such as hypertension, diabetes, etc. BANs
are also beneficial to hospital patients who are monitored pervasively regard-
less of their location. Pervasive in-patient monitoring through implanted devices
enables medical staff to predict, diagnose, and start treatment before the patient
reaches an adverse stage of the disease [26,77]. BANs are also highly beneficial
for monitoring and assistance of elderly people, as more and more people demand
a better quality of life.
Work and Emergency Services: BANs are used in emergency services like
rescue systems, firefighting, etc. [47]. Using miniature sensors, the condition and
location of firefighters is monitored. These sensors are also used to transfer infor-
mation to a person, e.g., a commander who is not present at the site. Based on
the information provided by sensors, the commander can coordinate emergencies
with the team carrying out the rescue operation.
Lifestyle and Sports: BANs are also beneficial in providing quality of life
and sport healthcare monitoring [83]. Such applications may include wearable
entertainment systems, car navigation systems, and tour guides. In sports, BANs
are used to monitor a player vital signs, such as the heart rate of a marathon
runner.
Military: BANs are also used in war and combat scenarios by the military and
police personnel. Wearable sensors are integrated into the uniforms of soldiers.
This network can then be used to connect different devices, such as health sen-
sors, surveillance cameras, and Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs) installed on
different personnel body parts [16].
It is envisioned that wireless body area networks will become the heart of the
future Internet and will play a vital role in access and exchange of information in
order to provide better facilities in healthcare, education, and lifestyle [41]. Real-
time patients vital signs monitoring, emergency and battlefield coordination may
be read as a part of science fiction and movies. But one such ambitious project is
underway at University of Washington, to display real-time information gathered
from different body sensors through LEDs built in contact lenses [58].
2.2 Candidate Wireless Technologies
In this section, various wireless technologies that are leading competitors in the
upcoming market of BANs are discussed. Communication between sensor devices
is called intra-BAN communication while BAN communication with other net-
works is called extra-BAN communication [37]. Selection of appropriate technol-
ogy for intra-BAN communication is a research issue where end-to-end perfor-
mance of candidate wireless technologies is determined by the complete protocol
stack (i.e., including Physical layer (PHY) and upper protocol layers).
Bluetooth Classic: Bluetooth is a short range wireless communication stan-
dard that defines the link and application layers to support data and voice
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applications. Piconet is a short range network made up of up to eight Blue-
tooth devices. Bluetooth Special Interest Group has developed the Bluetooth
Health Device Profile (HDP) that defines the requirements for qualified Blue-
tooth healthcare and fitness device implementations. Bluetooth is widely adopted
wireless technology for intra-BAN communication in WBANs [66].
Bluetooth Low Energy: Bluetooth Low Energy (BTLE) is another candidate
wireless technology for BANs. It provides simple device discovery and reliable
point-to-multipoint data transfer, with encryption, power save functionalities,
and ultra low power idle mode operation. The key advantages of BTLE are the
strength of the Bluetooth brand, the promise of interoperability with Bluetooth
radios in mobile phones and low-power operations [66].
ZigBee: ZigBee defines a network, security, and application layer protocol suite
on top of the PHY and Media Access Control (MAC) layers defined by the
IEEE 802.15.4 Wireless Personal Area Network (WPAN) standard. The PHY
layer exploits the direct sequence spread spectrum technique for interference
tolerance and MAC layer exploits carrier sense multiple access with collision
avoidance (CSMA/CA) for channel access. ZigBee also provides support for per-
sonal health devices complying with the IEEE 11073 standard, including electro-
cardiographs, glucometers, pulse oximeters, blood pressure monitors, thermome-
ters, weight scales, and respirometers [12].
ANT: ANT is a proprietary technology designed for general purpose wireless
personal area network applications. ANT features low latency, simple design,
ability to trade off a data rate against power consumption, and a net data rate
of 20 kb/s (over-the-air data rate is 1 Mb/s) [12].
Sensium: Sensium is a proprietary ultra-low-power transceiver platform cus-
tom designed for healthcare and lifestyle management applications. The net-
work adopts a master-slave architecture where joining and leaving the network
is managed centrally and all communications are single-hop [12].
Zarlink: Zarlink has developed an ultra-low-power RF transceiver, ZL70101,
for medical implantable applications. It uses a Reed-Solomon coding scheme
together with cyclic redundancy check (CRC) in order to achieve a highly reliable
link. The key features of Zarlink ZL70101 are extremely low power consumption,
ultra-low power wakeup circuit, MedRadio compliance and security [12].
Other Technologies: Proprietary RF technologies such as BodyLAN and Z-
Wave are also emerging on the horizon. Inductive coupling (IC) and body coupled
communications (BCC) technologies are also promising. The data rate of IC
is limited, and it cannot initiate communication from inside the body. BCC
transceivers are capacitively coupled to the skin and use the human body as a
channel to exchange data. BCC is energy efficient, and alleviates interference and
coexistence issues. BCC can also be used for user identification and automatic
formation of BANs [66].
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2.3 Practical Challenges
BANs face several important challenging issues regarding their efficiency, practi-
cal deployment, and social adoption [32,54]. These issues constrain the solution
space, and need to be considered carefully when designing mechanisms for data
security and privacy in WBANs.
Conflict Between Security and Efficiency: High efficiency is strongly
demanded for data security in WBANs because of the resource constraints.
Wearable sensors are often extremely small and have insufficient power sup-
plies, which render them inferior in computation and storage capabilities. Thus,
the cryptographic primitives used by the sensor nodes should be as lightweight
as possible, in terms of both fast computation and low storage overhead [41].
Conflict Between Security and Safety: Whether the data can be obtained
whenever needed or not can be very crucial for patients’ safety. Too strict and
inflexible data access control may prevent the medical information from being
accessed on time by legitimate medical staff, especially in emergency scenarios
where the patient may be unconscious and unable to respond. On the other hand,
a loose access control scheme opens back doors to malintent users. It is hard to
ensure strong data security and privacy while allowing flexible access [20].
Conflict Between Security and Usability: The devices should be easy to use
and foolproof, since the users might be non-expert patients. As the setup process
of the data security procedures is patient-related, it should involve as few inter-
actions with humans as possible. For instance, to bootstrap initial secure com-
munication between all the nodes in a WBAN for secure data communication,
device pairing techniques can be adopted [20]. The devices should offer secu-
rity services during the phase of data collecting and processing by the advanced
data processing centers like, Cloud or Big Data processing systems [78], but not
disturbing their daily usage.
Requirement for Device Interoperability: Patients can buy sensor devices
from different manufacturers, it may be difficult to pre-share any cryptographic
materials among them. It would be hardly possible to establish data security
procedures that require minimum settings and efforts, and can work with a wide
range of devices [54].
2.4 Research Challenges
In this section we summarize different research challenges associated with
BANs [12,26,66]. These issues need to be addressed for the widespread deploy-
ment of BANs. BANs brings forward a number of research issues that need to
be considered in the design of RF wireless systems. Users can carry several BAN
devices globally, hence, BAN radios are required to operate worldwide. There
is an abundance of high power technologies in Industrial, Scientific, and Med-
ical radio bands (ISM bands) that can cast performance degradation on the
low-power BAN devices which thus makes them less appealing for high fidelity
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medical applications. Wireless Medical Telemetry Service (WMTS) bands are
heavily used but their use is restricted to healthcare facilities in the United
States. UWB can be exploited for wearable applications but it raises the issue
of coexistence with high-datarate multimedia applications [12]. The rules for
MedRadio wing band are very strict and limiting [21]. These issues have pro-
voked the Federal Communication Commission (FCC) to think about opening
up 2360–2400 MHz range for medical BANs. This is planned to hold up wide-
band entrenched micro-stimulator devices that can serve as an artificial nervous
system to reinstate sensation, mobility, and function to paralyzed limbs and
organs [66].
Another research issue in BANs is a channel model design. The channel
model plays a vital role in the design of PHY technologies. Experimental channel
modeling for embedded and wearable devices is difficult because humans and
healthcare facilities are involved and both are governed by regulations [72].
An antenna design for body area networks is yet another challenging issue
due to limitations on the size, stuff, and form of the antenna [84]. Only non-
caustic and biocompatible material, such as titanium or platinum, can be used
for implants, which results in degraded performance when compared with the
antennas made of copper. Organ and location of antenna decides its shape and
size which further restricts the choice of designer [66,82].
A physical layer protocol design requires reducing power consumption with-
out affecting reliability. Flawless connectivity should be maintained in dynamic
environments without the slightest possible performance degradation in terms
of throughput, data loss, and latency. Rapid turnaround time from transmission
to reception and speedy wakeup from sleep mode can add significance to power
savings [26].
Energy efficient hardware is also an issue; existing wireless technologies draw
relatively high peak current and mainly rely on duty cycling the radio between
sleep and active modes to minimize the average current drawn. Researchers
have been exploring several promising techniques, such as low-power listening
and wake-up radios, which are intended to minimize power consumed by idle
listening [47].
Coexistence of multiple BANs in crowded places, such as hospitals, needs a
robust MAC protocol. The MAC protocol should be able to cope with topology
changes caused by movement of nodes. Channel migration protocols need to be
developed to be able to migrate to a quiet channel when serious hindrance is
noticed [26].
Medical devices are subject to strict regulations to promote the safety and
welfare of users. Compliance to applicable regulations set forth by the FCC, U.S.
Food and Drug Administration (FDA), European Telecommunications Stan-
dards Institute (ETSI), and other regulatory agencies is essential [66].
3 UWB Solutions for BANs
Communication and efficient data transmission are the crucial issues in the
design and management of modern WBANs. The Federal Communication Com-
mission urges the use of WMTS for medical applications. However, the people
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Table 1. Main properties of communication and data transmission bands for BANs
and WBANs [66].
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who are authorized to use this band are physicians and trained technicians [64].
Other technologies include unlicensed ISM, Medical Implant Communications
Service (MICS), and UWB. ISM band is usually utilized to protect adjacent
channel interference, and additionally it is used by other classical Wireless Sen-
sor Network (WSN) technologies. In this context UWB technology seems to be
the most promising band candidate for the future generation WBANs.
In Table 1 we compare the main properties of the communication and data
transmission bands in BAN and WBAN networks.
In this section we first define the main concept of UWB technology and then
present possible benefits of the deployment of this mechanism in WBANs. We
focus on the aspects of the whole system and transmitter design, communication
channel modeling and the project of the physical layer of WBAN. The models are
presented along with a short survey of the most notable and projects proposed
in the literature.
3.1 UWB Technology
UWB RF technology allows a robust and energy effective data and signals trans-
mission through wireless networks. By using a wide bandwidth, UWB offers an
effective and low-cost combination of data and energy management systems by
utilizing bands within the frequency range of 3.1–10.6 GHz. UWB signals have
an inherent noise-like behavior due to their extremely low maximum effective
isotropically radiated power. This makes them difficult to detect, which is crucial
in the medical applications, where security aspects are very important. There are
various implementations of UWB technology which differ in frequency band and
signal characteristics. The most common UWB model is based on a specification
of the multi-layer WiMedia Alliance protocol1 presented in Fig. 2.
Applications
UWB
























Fig. 2. WiMedia UWB protocol (see also [6])
1 www.wimedia.org/en/index.asp.
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Two main layers of the WiMedia Alliance protocol are UWB based Physical
(PHY) and Media Access Control (MAC) layer, which together form the “com-
mon radio platform” in the protocol stack. In PHY layer the frequency spectrum
is divided into 14 bands and 6 band groups as shown in Fig. 3.





















































































































































Fig. 3. UWB frequencies and band groups
Additional technical specifications for UWB include: (a) Multi-band Orthog-
onal Frequency Division Multiplexing with over 110 sub-carriers per chan-
nel (4.125 MHz bandwidth sub-carrier bandwidth), (b) a channel bandwidth
of 528 MHz, and (c) a low broadcast power that allows same-channel coexis-
tence with the other close band devices such as 802.11a/b/g/n and Bluetooth
radios [6]. The MAC protocol defines a multi-frame (Super-frame [6]) structure










Fig. 4. UWB MAC frames
Beacons are transmitted by the UWB device(s) in order to provide the timing
and resource access information, which is passed on and transmitted during the
data phase. The PHY and MAC layers can be additionally combined with the
other wireless protocols, such as Wireless-USB or Bluetooth 3.0, as an additional
option for integration into mobile devices.
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3.2 UWB BAN System Model
There is no standardized architecture or system design for UWB BANs, but
research is being done in this area and a number of works have been proposed
with different designs for the architecture of BAN system. In [69], Roy et al. have
proposed a promising architecture for body area networks, i.e., a multi-sensor
multi-antenna architecture. In this approach, every sensor carries an antenna
and the sink is placed in closed vicinity of a body. This sink is the central device
and it supports an antenna array. Most of the computational complexity lies in
the sink. Authors have proposed a complete analytical channel model for the on-
body diffracted waves mechanism. IEEE 802.15.4a group has developed a low
cost, low complexity, low power and low range physical layer based on UWB
technology. The under discussion architecture is also built on the channel model
of IEEE 802.15.4a. UWB is chosen because its low power spectral density and
large bandwidth offers many advantages, such as low interference, low sensibility
to fading, and accurate positioning. This architecture is expected to exploit
the array gain and in turn increase the (Signal to Noise Ratio) SNR. Since
power saving is a critical issue in such systems, the architecture minimizes the
transmission power requirement and increases the battery lifetime of sensors.
Different measurements were taken to test the proposed architecture in different
scenarios. Issues like path loss, tapped delay time, and correlation aspects are
discussed in detail. Tap mean amplitude decays with the delay and is described
by a dual-slope power law. Parameters depend on the locations of transmitting
and receiving antennas. This work only considers the first waves interfering with
the human body. More research needs to be done on the delayed waves which
are coming after reflection through the surroundings.
In [39], Kim et al. have proposed an UWB system employing binary zero
correlation duration (ZCD) code for wireless BANs. As different devices are
mounted on human body so there are chances of multiple access interference
(MAI); in order to avoid this and to enhance the performance, binary ZCD is
used as a spreading code for ultra wide band. This work shows that system
performance can be enhanced considerably without adding much complexity by
applying ZCD code.
In [68], Rajagopal et al. have proposed a chaotic based UWB system. The
system meets the ultra low power requirements of body area networks while
providing 100 kbps to 10 Mbps data rates, thus enabling a wide range of appli-
cations. Chaotic UWB modulation scheme is used to attain spectrum flexibility
at minimum cost and power.
In [15], Chen et al. have explored the application of cooperative commu-
nications in UWB body area networks. Cooperative communications make
use of available user terminals as relays that cooperate together to form a
virtual antenna array. This work focuses on the system deployment scenario
when the subject is in sitting posture. Vital channel parameters, such as path
loss, power delay profile, power variation, and effective received power cross-
correlation, are investigated. The main feature of this work is that it utilizes
the directional antennas in such a way so as to minimize human exposure to
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electromagnetic radiation keeping health concerns in mind. This work also pro-
vides a full-bandwidth view of a body-centric channel through a time-domain
apparatus. The method used calculates the system diversity levels and it is
expected to serve as a standard for assessing the performance of various diver-
sity based techniques in body centric scenarios.
3.3 UWB Transmitter Design for BANs
The power saving requirements of BANs impose some constraints on the
transceiver architecture and UWB signaling strategy. Implementation of UWB
transceivers is still in the phase of research and conventional trends cannot be
followed because of these constraints. So, the logical alternative is to look for
analog front end implementations and simplest possible transceiver architectures.
Low power UWB implementation for BANs have to meet the following design
guidelines:
1. Low duty cycle signaling,
2. Non-coherent architecture at the receiver,
3. Pulse generator consuming low power, and
4. In order to comply with regulations, increase spreading factor in case of short
pulse waveforms. That is, the average power concentrated in a pulse duration
is spread into the spreading factor.
UWB-based systems use pulse position modulation (PPM) to transmit infor-
mation with the 40 MHz clock frequency of modulator. In [70], Ryckaert et al.
highlight the potential of UWB for short-range communication. Most of the
UWB transmitter building blocks are switched off between the pulses, which
allows to minimize the energy consumption. Authors have evaluated the overall
power consumption of the transmitter through a link budget analysis in a wire-
less BAN context, taking into account explicit channel models. A comparison of
narrow-band implementations with UWB shows great reduction in power con-
sumption. In [34], Kohno et al. have presented an ultra low power transceiver
design for BANs. Transmitters and detectors are also described. System is ana-
lyzed in terms of packet error ratio, link budget, and power consumption. This
can be done by adopting the IEEE 802.15.6 standard.
If research maintains its current momentum in this area, further enhance-
ments are expected both at circuit and algorithmic level which will make UWB
a promising and key technology for ultra-low-power communications.
3.4 WBANs Antennas for UWB Frequencies
Another important issue of WBANs is the antenna design which should meet the
size limit and biocompatibility requirements. The antenna for a wireless body
area network faces numerous RF challenges. Several antenna designs have been
proposed in the literature, a few of them are discussed below.
In [84], Yazdandoost et al. have presented an antenna design which operates
in UWB frequency from 3.1 to 5.1 GHz. Two layers of substrate are used in the
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antenna to cancel the effects of human body on performance of the antenna.
Performance is then analyzed in free space as well as close to the human body.
Experiments in different scenarios are performed without making any changes
to the antenna design. The antennas become directional when placed close to
the human body as it affects the radiation patterns of antenna. Similarly, human
body absorbs a large amount of output power which affects performance. The
proposed antenna design provides better performance when placed close to the
human body due to the second substrate layer.
In [38], Attari et al. have presented a small size ultra wide band antenna for
BANs. The proposed antenna works in the range of 3.1–10.6 GHz in free space,
which is then modified by using a PEC (perfect electric conducting) plane. PEC
is used as a reflector to enhance performance when antenna is in close proximity
to the human body. Simulation results show that the modified antenna has
better performance in frequency and time domain. The proposed antenna design
reduces the effect of the body on the antenna, thus, increasing the gain of antenna
when placed close to the human body by using a PEC plane.
In [2], Almpanis et al. have presented an inverted truncated annular dielec-
tric resonator antenna for BANs. The antenna operates at 3.4–5.0 GHz. The
properties of antenna are discussed theoretically and practically. Performance is
analyzed in free space and close to human body and demonstrates good results
in frequency, as well as time domain. Although the design is presented specif-
ically for BANs, the design concepts are general and it can be used for other
applications with minor modifications.
3.5 Using UWB for Transmission Channel Modeling in WBANs
The high capacity transmission channel of the UWB systems is one of the most
important advantage due to which UWB is employed in on-body and in-body
medical monitoring systems. Research has been done on the study of path loss
for various onbody and in-body devices. As data rate for BANs is very low and
the range is limited, UWB is being considered as most suitable air-interface. A
lot of work has been done on path loss model but the propagation channel has
not been discussed in detail so far. When two sensors are communicating on the
human body, a receiver can receive the signal in 3 ways: (a) propagating through
the body, (b) diffracting around the body, and (c) reflections off nearby scatters
and then back toward the body. The human body itself is a quite complex
environment and no one has studied it explicitly from the perspective of wireless
communication. Several channel models are presented in [8,72,73,81].
In [72], Takizawa et al. have proposed stochastic channel models on power
delay profile and path loss. All the models are derived from CTF (channel trans-
fer functions) in a hospital room. Path loss model is presented for several bands
while power delay profile is only presented for UWB.
In [73], Aoyagi et al. have provided channel models for BANs in UWB fre-
quency band. The statistical model and parameters are extracted directly from
measured channel CFTs. Channel models are derived on both path loss and
power delay profile. In [8], Betancur et al. have proposed a similar statistical
channel model.
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3.6 UWB BAN Physical Layer
According to the technical requirement of the WBAN task group, many com-
panies and research institutes have proposed physical layer architectures to pro-
vide fundamental technologies for WBAN communication systems. Since there
are various service scenarios for in-body or on-body applications, the physi-
cal layer proposals include UWB and narrowband techniques [14]. The physical
layer is responsible for: (a) activation and deactivation of the radio transceiver,
(b) Clear Channel Assessment (CCA) within the current channel, and (c) data
transmission and reception.
In [17], Choi et al. have proposed the design of a PHY simulator for wireless
BAN system in IEEE 802.15.6. As there are varying scenarios for body area net-
works, including in-body and on-body scenarios depending on the application,
the physical layer proposals include UWB, as well as narrowband techniques. In
the WBAN PHY case, the modulation method is adjusted according to frequency
band and data rate. Several works on performance evaluation based on different
channel models for UWB BANs are present in the literature. In [13], Chang et
al. have investigated the performance of UWB-MIMO for BAN channel capac-
ity through extensive measurements for both spatial and polar antenna arrays.
Channel frequency responses were measured in 3–10 GHz frequency range that
covers the whole UWB band. Effects of bandwidth, array spacing, antenna polar-
ization, and propagation conditions, from the measured channels, were analyzed
on the UWB-MIMO channel capacity. MIMO channels are formed by combin-
ing a number of single input single output channel responses. It was observed
that the MIMO channel capacity decreases with bandwidth and frequency; fur-
thermore, the receiving power decreases when frequency band is increased. High
frequency components have low power, so they don’t contribute much to the
channel capacity. Similarly, when the receiving array spacing is increased, the
channel capacity and the spatial correlation co-efficient are decreased in most of
cases, and the maximum value of power difference between any two sub-channels
is increased. In order to achieve maximum channel capacity, array spacing of the
spatial array should be lower than one wavelength. Device compactness can be
achieved without sacrificing channel capacity in case of a polar array, in contrast
to spatial arrays in non-line of sight (NLOS) conditions; in line of sight (LOS)
conditions the maximum achievable capacity of a spatial array is higher than
that of the polar array.
In [71], Sangodoyin et al. have investigate on the impact of body mass index
(BMI) on the body-to-body propagation channels. They provided a detailed
description of a measurement campaign for wireless body-to-body propagation
channels. Measurements were done in an anechoic chamber to clearly work out
the impact of the body. Channel frequency responses were measured in 2–10 GHz
frequency range.
In [73], Takizawa et al. have presented performance evaluation of UWB wire-
less BANs, which shows that the modulation scheme has to pay much penalty
if it uses a non-coherent receiver as compared to coherent detection. In [23],
Domenicali et al. have analyzed the performance of BAN composed of IEEE
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802.15.4a UWB sensors. The parameters used for performance evaluation are
BER (bit error rate), network lifetime, and throughput. The work presents a
unique case by analyzing performance in the presence of an external interfering
network. BAN performance can be improved by using an optimized time hopping
code assignment strategy.
In [80], and [22], performance evaluation method is presented which observes
the waveform distribution along the signal path. Performance of a transceiver
is evaluated in terms of BER. Results show that the human body casts more
effect on performance than the environment, especially in case of NLOS path
for a propagation channel. Selection of suitable pulse shape depends upon the
modulation schemes used.
3.7 Optimal Locations for Sensors in UWB BANs
Knowledge of precise locations of sensors is necessary for successful data trans-
mission in many medical applications. In WBAN these locations must be esti-
mated with a very high (millimeter-scale) precision. Localization in WSNs has
been actively studied during the last few years. Many methodologies effec-
tive in the standard wireless architectures, such as the received-signal-strength-
indicator (RSSI) technique [35] and time-of-flight (TOF) measurement tech-
nique [10], can be successfully applied in WBANs and other medical applica-
tions.
In [1], Abbasi et al. have investigated the optimum locations for placing sen-
sors on human body. Experiments were performed on more than 100 transceiver
locations for LOS and NLOS scenarios. Path loss models were developed and per-
formance was evaluated for different scenarios. An orthogonal frequency-domain
multiplexing (OFDM) based UWB system was used and calculations were per-
formed on the basis of BER values (see Table 2), on selected locations. Best
possible locations identified by this work are legs and arms for LOS and NLOS
scenarios, respectively.
Table 2. BER values for different parts of human body [1]
Body part On-body
LOS (Front side) NLOS (Back side)
BER BER
Trunk (Rx23/Rx75) 3.7e−2 9.98e−4
Left arm (Rx27/Rx90) 3.89e−5 5.1e−5
Right arm (Rx38/Rx89) 4.76e−3 7.67e−5
Left leg (Rx44/Rx104) 4.83e−6 2.34e−5
Right leg (Rx47/Rx101) 1.83e−5 1.26e−4
Head (Rx54/Rx57) 9.99e−4 6.54e−4
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State-of-the-art of 3D localization systems have been surveyed in [42]. In [40]
the authors present a methodology of the transmission of a 300 ps Gaussian pulse,
which is modulated by an 8 GHz carrier signal as a direct support to a local-
ization system for indoor WBANs that provides accuracy in the 1–10 mm range
and seems to be one of the most promising solutions for the future generation
positioning techniques.
4 Cloud Support to Mobile e-Health Systems
and WBANs
E-health system was considered as a solution for the presented model because
it is the most powerful and it allows to interact remotely between patients and
professionals. Due to providing data from WBAN to this system, these can help
to solve many of the patient’s medical problems. Although communication pro-
tocols and efficient data transmission between sensors, network body, local base
node, and the external network base station (signal receivers) are crucial in
the design of modern WBANs, data processing and replication, remote patient
monitoring by medical personnel, and a fast and secure access to the data still
remain challenging and complex issues in today’s IT-based health care systems.
Conventional medical systems are still built on workflows that consist of paper
medical records, duplicated test results, handwritten notes. The U.S. Depart-
ment of Health and Human Services has published in 2009 the Health Infor-
mation Technology for Economic and Clinical Health (HITECH) Act [33] which
contains a format known as an Electronic Medical Record (EMR) [44] for digi-
tizing the patients’ data and medical tests to make them transparent to patients
together with health plan costs, covered services, and health insurance. A suc-
cessful practical implementation of such U.S digitization idea (and its extension
to be a global system) needs a low-cost scalable IT infrastructure that allows a
fast remote access of patients and doctors to the system and data. This system
must be easily adaptable to various patients’ and other users’ needs, departmen-
tal policies and organizational sizes, and security and data protection must be
the paramount system’s characteristics. Recently, cloud computing seems to be a
good candidate for supporting IT-based health medical systems as it successfully
offers multiple benefits for enterprise computing environments [67].
Cloud computing enables convenient and on-demand access to a shared con-
figurable computing resources of various types, namely physical infrastructures
(servers, datacenters, networks), virtual servers and web-based services to dis-
tributed users [31]. All these resources are provisioned by the service providers
and local resource providers with possible minimal cost and management efforts
and interactions. Major characteristics of cloud computing which are impor-
tant in medical data storage, data analysis and processing, can be defined as
follows [11,46]:
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– on-demand self-service: each cloud user can deploy and configure the cloud
servers and services himself, no interactions with service providers are neces-
sary;
– multitenancy: the resources and costs are shared across a large community
of cloud users;
– scalability: an efficient and low-cost configuration and assignment of system
resources according to consumer demand;
– easy system access: cloud resources and services are accessed through stan-
dard (Internet) protocols, using standard web browsers regardless of their
location and platform, e.g., smart phones.
– meeting security demand: dedicated services for higher security require-
ments, [76].
Model described above is supported by cloud-based architecture. Data from
body sensors in WBANs are received by Cloud Client and then, they are sent
directly to the cloud, which consist with the providers of the service such as:
Software as a Service (SaaS) that is a cloud computing model in which the
application is running on the service provider’s computers and it is available to
users via the Internet; Platform as a Service (PaaS) which provides the runtime
environment and the system on which the application runs; Infrastructure as
a Service (Iaas) which provides the appropriate equipment to implement the
described model and allows to its scalability at any time [30]. These services col-
lect received from Cloud Client data from sensors in a Data center with access to
Cloud Storage Facilities. The general architecture of cloud-based WBAN support










Fig. 5. Cloud-based support to WBANs
In this model a patient, equipped with BAN sensors and a mobile device,
such as smart phone or a tablet, communicates to the cloud system through a
cloud web client or a specially designed standalone application. The base sen-
sor module in WBAN collects the patient’s data and transmits it to the mobile
device (often via Bluetooth) without the patient’s intervention. The cloud client
(cloud platform interface), installed at the mobile device, forwards the patient’s
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data to the appropriate web service installed at the cloud platform. The collected
data is stored, analyzed, and processed by a software module. The results of this
analysis (and possible diagnosis) are disseminated to the patient, his doctor,
who can be another mobile cloud user, emergency services (if necessary), hospi-
tal etc., at specified time intervals or just single time period (point). Patient’s
historical medical reports are available for retrieval from the cloud after user
authentication.
Although many popular cloud computing platforms, either free (e.g.,
iCloud [36] and DropBox [25]) or commercial (e.g., GoGrid [28], Amazon
AWS [4], Google Cloud Platform [29]) are already available for pervasive man-
agement of large volumes of user’s data, they may not be suitable for many
health care applications. Moreover, cloud computing for health care needs high-
est level of availability, security, and privacy for the patients’ data in order to
gain acceptance in the marketplace. Development of high security and accessibil-
ity of cloud computing services and personalization of processed patients’ data
are contentious issues in the design of scalable IT-based systems supporting
WBANs [37].
4.1 State-of-the Art
The integration of WBANs and cloud service providers to provide mobile health
facilities has transformed from a vision of future to a nowday facility. Numerous
renowned hospitals in Europe and US provide e-health services based on Elec-
tronic Health Records (EHR) with cloud integration [58]. In the following lines
we discuss the state-of-the art research proposals regarding ubiquitous health
based on WBAN-cloud integration.
In [46] the authors present the could-based support for the analysis of the
electrocardiogram (ECG) data. The proposed system model consist of the three
traditional cloud layers, that is: (a) Software, (b) Platform, and (c) Infrastruc-
ture. The software layer provides data upload, storage, and analysis facilities.
The platform layer consists of three modules: (a) container scaling manager, (b)
workflow engine [45], and (c) Aneka scheduling environment [79]. The workflow
engine is installed inside the container and manages the execution of the work-
flow process in ECG analysis. The ECG data processed in this workflow can be
either numerical or graphical (ECG) [7], and are calculated and compared with
the patients historical data and standard values. The container scaling manager
creates new containers according to the number of incoming requests (tasks).
The tasks composed in the workflow module are submitted to the Aneka [79]
scheduling environment. This scheduling system plays the role of a workflow
distribution and management platform based on the conventional master-slave
model adopted in cloud systems. The Aneka master is installed on the platform
cloud layer while the slaves are task executors installed on the infrastructure
entities (virtual machines) of the cloud. For the security of data communica-
tion between different layers, a third party Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) is
proposed. This model is a good example of the utilization of the public cloud
environment for real-time monitoring the patient’s health condition.
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Similar idea is presented as the HealthCloud project in [24]. The cloud ser-
vice client is designed as a web application for the Android OS consisting of:
(a) Patient Health Record module which retrieves patient records form the
cloud, (b) Medical Imaging module that decodes and displays the image accord-
ing to the Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine (DICOM) [19]
and JPEG2000 compression standard. The Amazon’s S3 cloud service [4] has
been utilized for the evaluation of the developed model in WLAN and 3G net-
works with different JPEG2000 compression parameters. SSL data encryption
is proposed to secure data communication. A similar model based on Internet
of Things (IoT) communication framework for mobile health care is described
in [48].
Doherty et al. [60] have proposed a physiological lifelogged data framework
that stores lifetime events of a person over a cloud. While the lifelogged data
can help people remember what they were doing at a particular moment, it can
also be analyzed to find out potential reasons behind a medical condition. The
proposed ‘SmartLogger’ system provides three interfaces to view the physiolog-
ical data. The query interface allows a user to search data based on temporal
queries. The chart interface provides graphical images of physiological activities,
such as the heart rate measured by a ECG sensor. The context interface provides
additional information gathered from various bio-sensors such as the location of
the user, images of the surroundings, and audio data that might be helpful in
classifying a temporal event.
Research has also been done on cloud-sensor integration to build community-
centric information sensing and dispensing applications that work on the basis
of publication subscription model [50]. A publication-subscription broker that
delivers information to users via a cloud service application consists of: (a) a
sensor data stream monitoring and processing component, (b) a registry com-
ponent that saves information about user subscriptions to different applications,
(c) an analyzer component that maps data streams to corresponding applica-
tions, and (d) a disseminator component that sends data to a subscribed user
using an event matching algorithm.
WBAN-cloud integration for mobile health care systems is a novel idea with
benefits of computational and storage offloading. However, researchers have
opposed cloud computing approach to ubiquitous healthcare due to the com-
municational overhead such a system incurs, delays experienced, and continuous
connectivity requirement with the cloud [49]. Instead, a ubiquitous healthcare
system based on a resource provisioning framework that harnesses the compu-
tational and storage capabilities of computing devices lying in close vicinity is
proposed. The authors of [49] have proposed a wireless communication model
to transmit patient data and to prioritize data streams based on severity of
patient’s condition. The model is a two-tier hierarchical architecture consisting
of inter and intra-BAN communications. Inside each BAN, a cluster head (CH)
is selected based on higher computational and communicational power to act as
a gateway for all inter-BAN sensor nodes. The CH may himself act as a bro-
ker or offload the tasks to a base station. The broker of the proposed system is
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composed of a workflow manager and a scheduler/optimizer. The workflow man-
ager receives service requests from sensors. The optimizer identifies the appropri-
ate service providers in the vicinity for service distribution. The service provides
volunteer themselves or they are identified by request-response messages. These
messages contain the computational (CPU cycles) and storage (bytes) facility
available at a service provider. In this manner ubiquitous health can be provided
without the requirement of cloud connectivity.
5 Security Challenges and Solutions
BANs are meant to support medical applications mainly. Hence, privacy, secu-
rity, (Quality of Service) QoS, and reliability are important factors besides energy
efficiency. Traditional security and privacy techniques are not appropriate for
BANs due to bounded processing power, memory, and energy, as well as the lack
of a user interface, unskilled users and global roaming. Hence, novel lightweight
and resource-efficient methods have to be developed for BANs [66]. Global roam-
ing over heterogeneous infrastructure networks further complicates end-to-end
security provisions. Cloud integration of mobile health applications has given
rise to new security concerns such as trustworthiness of the cloud client and
secure extra-BAN communication.
Security and privacy of patients’ data when it is stored in and retrieved
from the cloud, user authentication and authorization for access to the data,
and internal management of data by the cloud provider are major concerns
in the cloud-based mobile health applications. Researchers have proposed the
use of TSL/SSL protocol to secure communication between the cloud and the
patient [24,59]. The trust between the cloud and the patient is still a major
research issue to be dwelled upon. The process of authentication between a user
and a service provider for the identification of proper authorization level is based
on trusted third party certification authority in many cloud based applications.
The trusted third party certification authority is responsible for the implemen-
tation of the authentication and authorization system based on the PKI. Cloud
support provides the opportunity to offload computationally intensive jobs form
the mobile devices to the cloud. In the following lines we present state-of-the art
research proposals for security challenges in WBAN and WBAN cloud integra-
tion.
Nkosi and Mekuria [43] propose a security service provision framework based
on the cloud services as a solution for mobile health concerns. Security is pro-
vided as a service to the mobile devices like other services provided by the cloud.
In this model, the mobile devices are cloned over the cloud infrastructure. When
the mobile device faces a computationally intensive task, it transfers the task to
its clone over the cloud. The task is executed in the cloud and the output is sent
back to the mobile device. The only concern about Security As a Service (SasS)
model is the security of the communication channel between the cloud and the
mobile device. This threat is mitigated by implementation of secure communica-
tion protocols. Similar task off-loading scheme has been presented in [55]. Task
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offloading techniques help the resource constrained mobile devices and sensors to
execute their task over the cloud, but they also incur communication overhead.
Wang et al. [57] have proposed a distributed dynamic integrity check and data
storage scheme for WSNs. The data to be encrypted is divided into n blocks.
Each data block is encrypted using a secret key. Each encrypted data block
is distributed among n neighbors, thus providing secure data storage. When
an integrity check is required for the data, each node having a share of the n
blocks of the data computes and broadcasts its integrity checksum. Thus, the
distributed storage and computation reduces the memory overhead on a single
sensor node.
To secure medical data from a determined adversary, Pietro et al. [62] have
proposed a data survivability scheme based on continuous movement of data
from one sensor node to another. It is assumed that the adversary knows the
origins of the target data and can compromise a subset of nodes to capture that
data. The continuous data communication, replication, and encryption applied
in this scheme makes it impractical for energy constrained WBANs.
Access privileges to medical data in WBANs can be maintained by imple-
menting a Role-Based Access Control (RBAC) model [65]. The participating
WBAN entities are assigned groups according to their roles, such as physicians
and patients. Each user role is mapped to user-privilege set in one to many map-
pings. RBAC is simplistic and well suited for the requirements of WBANs. An
RBAC scheme based on secret key encryption for medical WBANs is proposed
in [63]. The proposed scheme utilizes the random key predistribution methods
defined in [53]. By predistributing encryption keys, a user can establish a pair-
wise keys with all entities in the WBAN. Each pairwise key is mapped to a role,
thus, access privileges are assigned to each pair of keys. The predistribution
and pairwise key management make this scheme impractical for large WBANs
configurations.
In [74] a secure data communication model for scalable cloud computing
applications is presented. The model adds a Security Manager entity to the
generic cloud model. The security manager is a trusted third extension of the
cloud provider. The security manager generates public and private keys of each
user, regenerates keys after expiry, generates session keys and maintains access
control list for each data set.
A data re-encryption scheme proposed in [52] is used to offer confidential
data storage that is even private to a cloud provider. A user encrypts the data
before sending it to the cloud where the security manager re-encrypts the data
before it is stored in the cloud. The authors have also provided a variation of the
model in which data encryption is offloaded to the security manger while data
re-encryption is performed by the cloud provider.
In [56] researchers have presented a novel cross-cloud domain based trust
model. A trust value is associated with each client and domain entity. When
an entity A wants to communicate with an entity B, it compares the entity
B’s trust value with its trust threshold. If the trust value is greater than the
trust threshold, it will continue with the transaction. Otherwise it will abort
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the operation. Trust values are updated on the basis of completed transactions
which have not violated trust relationship between two entities.
Sorber et al. [61] have proposed a novel mHealth model based on a wrist-
watchlike wearable device, Amulet. An Amulet provides many advantages over
mobile and PDA based mHealth modes such as: (a) Amulet is tightly coupled
with the patient’s body unlike mobile devices and PDA’s, which can be out
of transmission range of the sensor devices, (b) Amulet uses special-purpose
hardware to support secure mHealth applications. Unlike mobile devices, the
Amulet provides secure storage of encryption keys, (c) the Amulet provides
interoperability between sensor and mobile devices by implementing multiple
low-power radios supporting diverse wireless technologies, and (d) Amulet is
able to authenticate the wearer by various physiological parameters, such as
pulse and galvanic skin response (GSR).
Researchers [51] have proposed a Plug-n-Test approach to secure medical
data sensing and processing in mobile phones based on plug-in smart cards that
provide a trusted computing platform. The smart card provides processing and
storage of encrypted data. The smart card thus exchanges keys with medical
sensors and the back-end cloud for sending and receiving encrypted data. The
test model includes a JavaCard applet and two Android phones with smat-
card integration. The test model implementation shows 20% energy consumption
overhead in worst case, 59–69% increase in latency time, and 44% communication
overhead while ensuring data confidentiality and integrity.
The proposals discussed in the above section ensure data security which is
critical in the context of medical health records but each proposal also incurs
computational and communicational overheads while ensuring data security. A
lightweight, universally accepted security framework for WBANs providing ubiq-
uitous health facilities is an area with great research potential.
6 Conclusions and Future Directions
The WBAN is an emerging and promising technology that is expected to change
people’s daily life and healthcare experiences. Data security, safety, efficiency,
and privacy in WBANs are the key research issues, and a number of considerable
challenges still remain to overcome. The research in this area is still in its infancy,
but it is believed it will draw a huge amount of interest in next few years.
This chapter has highlighted many research and practical issues related to
WBANs supported by the UWB wireless technologies. UWB wireless technology
for intra-BAN communications is one of the most promising methodology for
the effective data transmission in today’s medical applications. However, some
early results on the application of the other technologies, such as Bluetooth
and ZigBee, are also available, but no standard has been developed so far for
WBANs.
There is a big potential in designing a physical layer for WBANs. Previous
work includes some UWB and narrow band techniques. A channel modeling
field is also in a research phase and the complex environment of the human
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body poses many challenges to researchers in this regard. There is no standard
antenna design for wireless BAN devices. Antenna needs to be comfortable and
compatible with the human body. The issues of directionality, antenna gain
needs to be investigated in detail when working around the human body. Neither
a transmitter design has not been finalized yet. Different transmitter designs
have been proposed with the focus on low-power transmitters. Apart from these
technical details, there are a lot more issues to be resolved for social acceptance
of BANs. These include conflicts between different requirements, such as security
and efficiency.
Cloud computing infrastructure provides a cost effective and easy to use data
sharing and access platform which is ideal for the IT enabled healthcare systems.
Requirements of such a cloud supported health system is high availability of
data for healthcare personnel and security of the patients’ data. Authentication
and authorization solutions provided by third parties have been proposed as a
solution for data confidentiality requirements.
Catering all these challenges is most likely to require new methods and proto-
cols for MAC and PHY, and state-of-the-art antenna design, transmitter design,
and lightweight security protocols. UWB is being considered as most promising
candidate for BANs. The state-of-the-art in system design, channel modeling,
performance evaluation, transmitter design, and antenna design of UWB BANs
is also presented in this chapter. The WBAN-cloud integration and related secu-
rity challenges have also been thoroughly surveyed. Researchers, engineers, and
practitioners from various disciplines, must come together to overcome technical
roadblocks in order to bring the vision of a ubiquitous body area network to
reality.
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Abstract. Automatic emotion recognition constitutes one of the great chal-
lenges providing new tools for more objective and quicker diagnosis, commu-
nication and research. Quick and accurate emotion recognition may increase
possibilities of computers, robots, and integrated environments to recognize
human emotions, and response accordingly to them a social rules. The purpose
of this paper is to investigate the possibility of automated emotion representa-
tion, recognition and prediction its state-of-the-art and main directions for fur-
ther research. We focus on the impact of emotion analysis and state of the arts of
multimodal emotion detection. We present existing works, possibilities and
existing methods to analyze emotion in text, sound, image, video and physio-
logical signals. We also emphasize the most important features for all available
emotion recognition modes. Finally, we present the available platform and
outlines the existing projects, which deal with multimodal emotion analysis.
Keywords: Affective computing  Emotion detection 
Automatic data processing  Data collection  Expressed emotion  Big data 
Artificial intelligence
1 Introduction
Affective Computing (AC) has been a popular area of research for several years. Many
research has been conducted to enable machines detect and understand human affective
states, such as emotions, interests and the behavior. It attempts to bridge the com-
munication gap between human users and computers with “soulless” and “emotionless”
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feeling. The inability of today’s systems to recognize, express and feel emotions limits
their ability to act intelligently and interact naturally with humans.
To become more user-friendly and effective, systems need to become sensitive to
human emotions. Verbal and nonverbal information is very important because it
complements the verbal message and provides a better interpretation of the message. It
is very useful to design and develop systems that can measure the emotional state of a
person based on, for example, gestures (body movements and postures), facial
expression, acoustic characteristics and emotions expressed in the text. In the practical
case, body signals and facial expressions recorded in real-time by sensors and cameras
can be associated with predetermined emotions.
It is interesting to merge the multimodal information retrieved by these devices
with information from analysis of emotions and intensity in text. For example, the
ultimate goal may be to improve the system’s decisions so that they can react
accordingly to recognized emotions, which will allow better human-machine
interaction.
Conventional wisdom says that 70–90% of communication between humans is
nonverbal. The studies conducted by Albert Mehrabian in 1967 established the 7%–
38%–55% rule, also known as the “3V rule”: 7% of the communication is verbal, 38%
of the communication is vocal and 55% of the communication is visual [1]. This
justifies the interest and importance of nonverbal communication.
The first study in the field of emotion detection was born during the
sixties/seventies. The most prominent example is that of mood rings [2]. The principle
is simple; rings contain thermotropic liquid crystals that react with body temperature.
When a person has stressed, his mood ring take on a darker color.
The scientific publications of Rosalind Picard (MIT) have introduced a great pro-
gress in this field since the nineties [3, 4]. He is one of the pioneers of affective
computing. In his book “Affective Computing”, Picard proposed that emotion can be
modeled using the nonlinear sigmoid function. Over the last 20 years, the development
of technology has allowed the implementation of relatively good system market and
efficient such as ambient intelligence (AMI), virtual reality (VR) and augmented reality
(AR).
Nowadays, in the automotive field for example, an on-board computer that is able
to detect confusion, interest or fatigue can increase safety. The AutoEmotive (MIT
Media Lab) is a prototype equipped with sensors and a camera placed on the steering
wheel [5]. This vehicle measures the level of stress and fatigue of the driver. When the
need arises, he puts a background music, changes the temperature and light in the
vehicle interior, or still proposes to follow a less stressful journey.
We have structured the remainder of the paper as follows. Section 2 describes in
general existing works dealing with the emotion detection and multimodal emotion
analysis problem. Section 3 presents the basic modalities and methods used for emo-
tion analysis. We have presented the related existing projects dealt with this problem in
Sect. 4. We summarize the survey and introduce some directions for future research in
Sect. 5.
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2 Multimodal Emotion Analysis
Traditional emotion recognition and classification associate the “value” to at least
several basic emotions such as happiness, joy, neutrality, surprise, sadness, disgust,
anger, or fear.
Multimodal emotion analysis becomes very popular research domain. Started from
the classic language-based definition of sentiment analysis was extended to a multi-
modal with other relevant modalities (video, audio, sensor data, etc.). Different tech-
niques and methods are combined to achieve it; very often, they are based on big data
methods; semantic rules and machine learning.
A novel multimodal implicit emotion recognition system can be built upon an AI-
based model designed to extract information on the emotion from different devices. To
feed such a model, a video data captured by the camera embedded in the user’s device
(laptop, desktop, tablet, etc.), an audio signals collected from microphones embedded
in mobile devices, and motion signals generated by sensors in wearable devices can be
used.
Several multimodal datasets include sentiment annotations. Zadeh et al. introduced
the first multimodal dataset (MOSI) with opinion-level sentiment intensity annotations
and studying the prototypical interaction patterns between facial gestures and spoken
words when inferring sentiment intensity. They proposed a new computational rep-
resentation, called multimodal dictionary, based on a language-gesture study and
evaluated the proposed approach in a speaker-independent model for sentiment
intensity prediction [6]. For other examples of data sets we can cite ICT-MMMO [7]
and MOUD [8] datasets.
One of the most challenges in multimodal emotion analysis is to model the inter-
actions between language, visual and acoustic behaviors that change the observation of
the expressed emotion (named the inter-modality dynamics). A second challenge in
multimodal emotion analysis (named intra-modality dynamics) is to efficiently explore
emotion, not only on one but on highly expressive nature modality (ex. spoken lan-
guage where proper language structure is often ignored, video and acoustic modalities
which are expressed through both space and time. To solve this problem, Zadeh
introduced the Tensor Fusion Network (TFN), which combine the intra-modality and
inter-modality models. Inter-modality dynamics is modeled with a new multimodal
fusion approach, named Tensor Fusion, which explicitly aggregates unimodal, bimodal
and trimodal interactions. Intra-modality dynamics is modeled through three Modality
Embedding Subnetworks, for language, visual and acoustic modalities, respectively
[9]. Interesting work is realized by Poria et al., who developed a LTSM-based network
to extract contextual features from the video for multimodal sentiment analysis [10].
Additionally, they presented a multimodal sentiment analysis framework, which
includes sets of relevant features for text and visual data, as well as a simple technique
for fusing the features extracted from different modalities [11].
The previous presented methods combine and analyze data from various types of
modality, the basis for all these analyzes is appropriate detection of emotion on each
modality input. At the same time, we must point out that for each modality individually
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we can also perform emotion analysis. In the next chapter, we will describe the
methods of emotion analysis for each modality separately.
3 Basic Modalities for Emotion Analysis
3.1 Emotion in Text
Opinion Mining (OM) and Sentiments Analysis (SA) consists in identifying orientation
or intensity of sentiments and opinion in pieces of texts (blogs, forums, user comments,
review websites, community websites, etc.). It enables determining whether a sentence
or a document expresses positive, negative or neutral sentiment towards some object or
more. In addition, it allows for classification of opinions/sentiments according to
intensity degrees.
Definition. An opinion is a quadruple (O, F, H, S) where O is a target object, F is a set
of features of the object O, H is a set of opinion’s holders, S is the set of
sentiment/opinion value of the opinion’s holder on feature fi 2 F of the object O.
According to Liu [12] “sentiment analysis is the field of study that analyses peo-
ple’s opinions, sentiments, evaluations, appraisals, attitudes, and emotions toward
entities such as products, services, organizations, and their attributes. It represents a
large problem space. There are also many names and slightly different tasks, e.g.,
sentiment analysis, opinion mining, opinion extraction, sentiment mining, subjectivity
analysis, affect analysis, emotion analysis, review mining, etc.”
Sentiments analysis is a complex technique. Sentiments and opinions can often be
expressed in a subtle manner that creates difficulty in the identification of their emo-
tional value. Moreover, opinions and sentiments are highly sensitive to the context and
the field in which they are used: the same string might be positive in one context and
negative in another. In addition, on the Internet, everyone uses his or her own style and
vocabulary, what adds extra difficulty to the task. It is not yet possible to find out an
ideal case to marking the opinion in a text written by different users, because the text
does not follow the rules. Therefore, it is impossible to schedule every possible case.
Moreover, very often the same phrase can be considered as positive for one person and
negative for another one.
Text analysis and social network analysis have gained importance with growing
interest in Big Data. Both deal with large amounts of data, largely unstructured, and the
Big Data benefit comes from the application of these two methods of data analysis. We
will begin by examining some of the ways in which text analysis can be applied to
sentiment analysis before moving on to social network analysis.
Text Analysis
Sentiment Analysis (SA) [13] is a computational study of how opinions, attitudes,
emoticons and perspectives are expressed in language. Sentiment Detection, or in its
simplified form – Polarity Classification, is a tedious and complex task. Contextual
changes of polarity indicating words, such as negation, sarcasm as well as weak
syntactic structures make it troublesome for both machines and humans to safely
determine polarity of messages.
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Sentiment analysis methods involve building a system to collect and categorize
opinions about a product. This consists in examining natural language conversations
happening around a certain product for tracking the mood of the public. The analysis is
performed on large collections of texts, including web pages, online news, Internet
discussion groups, online reviews, web blogs, and social media. Opinion Mining aims
to determine polarity and intensity of a given text, i.e., whether it is positive, negative,
or neutral and to what extent. To classify the intensity of opinions, we can use methods
introduced in [14–16].
Social Networks
Social Networks are indisputably popular nowadays and show no sign of slowdown.
According to the Kepios study [17], the number of active users of social networks
increased by 13% in 2017 to reach 3.3 billion users in April 2018. For example,
Facebook attracts more than 2.2 billion users a month. Penetrating ever more aspects of
our daily life, they become not only a considerable threat to our privacy, but also an
encompassing tool for analyzing opinions, habits, trends and some would even say –
thoughts.
In the current growth of artificial intelligence, machine learning and natural lan-
guage processing, driven by new technological possibilities, it is possible to automate
the analysis of vast amounts of publicly published data.
Text Mining and Social Network Analysis have become a necessity for analyzing
not only information but also the connections across them. The main objective is to
identify the necessary information as efficiently as possible, finding the relationships
between available information by applying algorithmic, statistical, and data manage-
ment methods on the knowledge. The automation of sentiment detection on these social
networks has gained attention for various purposes [18–20].
Twitter is a social network that allows the user to freely publish short messages,
called Tweets via the Internet, instant messaging or SMS. These messages are limited
to 140 characters (more exactly, NFC normalized code points [21]). With about 330
million monthly active users (as of 2018, Twitter Inc.), Twitter is a leading social
network, which is known for its ease of use for mobile devices (90% of users access the
social network via mobile devices). Twitter known by the diversity of content, as well
as its comprehensive list of APIs offered to developers. With an average of 500 million
messages sent per day, the platform seems ideal for tracking opinions on various
subjects. Furthermore, the very short format messages facilitate classification since
short messages rarely discuss more than one topic.
However, automated interpretation is complicated by embedded links, abbrevia-
tions and misspellings. Facing these challenges is becoming increasingly important for
Economic and Market Intelligence in order to successfully recognize trends and threats.
The frequent expression of negative emotion words on social media has been linked
to depression. The aim of [22] was to report on the associations between depression
severity and the variability (time-unstructured) and instability (time-structured) in
emotion word expression on Facebook and Twitter across status updates. Several
works on depression have emerged. They are based on social networks: Twitter [23,
24] and Facebook [25, 26].
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Several authors have been interested in the use of emoticons to complete the
sentiment analysis. Authors in [27] utilize Twitter API to get training data that contain
emoticons like :) and :(. They use these emoticons as noisy labels. Tweets with :) are
thought to be positive training data and tweets with :( are thought to be negative
training data. In [28], authors present the ESLAM (Emoticon Smoothed LAnguage
Models) which combine fully supervised methods and distantly supervised methods.
Although many TSA (Twitter Sentiment Analysis) methods have been presented. The
authors in [29] explored the influence of emoticons on TSA.
3.2 Emotion Detection in the Sound
Automatic emotion recognition based on utterance level prosodic features may play an
important role within speaker-independent emotion recognition [30]. The recognition
of emotions based on the voice has been studied for decades [31–34]. However, most
of the work-concerned data collected in a controlled environment in which the data are
clean without significant noise and directly well segmented. In addition, the majority of
such a system are speech-oriented. In the real world, the process is much more com-
plex. There are many factors such as background noise and not speech voice like a
laugh, a whimper, a cry, a sigh, etc., which greatly aggravate the results obtained in a
controlled environment. These factors will make the real emotion recognition trained
on the data from the controlled environment unsuccessful.
The author in [35] focused on mono-modal systems with speech as only input
channel. He proposed FAU Aibo Emotion Corpus, which is a speech corpus with
naturally occurring emotion-related states. FAU Aibo is a corpus of spontaneous,
emotionally colored speech of German children at the age of 10 to 13 years interacting
with the Sony Robot Aibo. Eleven emotion-related states are labeled on the word level.
Best results have been obtained on the chunk level where a classwise averaged
recognition rate of almost 70% for the 4-class problem anger, emphatic, neutral and
motherese has been achieved.
Voice-based emotion recognition system relying on audio input has low require-
ments for hardware. Especially the recent emerging of speech-based artificial assistant,
e.g. Google Home, Amazon Alexa, etc., provides the ready-to-employ platform for
voice-based emotion recognition system.
Audio Analysis: Background
Nowadays human speech recognition (HSR) and automatic speech recognition
(ASR) systems have a very wide application. This aspect is also referred to the
recognition of emotion state. Emotion recognition by research human speech is con-
nected with two research areas. First is related to synthetic approach, which allows
generating artificial speech samples filled specific emotions. The second issue concerns
machine recognition of the speaker’s emotions. In order to possible, a machine (IT
system) has to learn human emotions expressed out of speech like speech intonation,
articulation, etc. By the recognizing emotions from human speech, we can notice which
kind of emotion is dominant during conversation. Possible to recognize emotions state
like sadness, fear, embarrassment, terror, etc. Connected with this, machines could help
people in making right decisions by recognizing emotions, especially in irrational
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situations where decisions have to be made faster than a rational performing mind.
Sometimes it is valuable to artificially influence mental and emotional states to get a
better individual performance in stress-related occupations and prevent mental disor-
ders from happening [36]. Recent research has shown that under certain circumstances
multimodal emotion recognition is possible even in real time [37].
Feature Extraction
Sound signals (including human speech) is one of the main mediums of communication
and it can be processed to recognize the speaker or even emotion. This diagnosis is
possible through signal decomposition and time-frequency analysis. During this
analysis, key physical features are found which are clearly able to describe the emo-
tional background of the speaker. Analyzing speech as a sound and not the meaning of
spoken words is possible eliminate the language barrier by focusing only on the
emotional message. This can be obtained by calculating the values of descriptors be
able to describe such features as the ratio of amplitudes in particular parts of the signal,
the shape of the signal waveform, the frequency distribution, etc. The basic principle
behind emotion recognition lies with analyzing the acoustic difference that occurs when
talking about the same thing under different emotional situations [38].
The accurate selection of descriptors and their combination, allows to determine
which emotions are dominant in conversation - that is, their worth is very important for
classification. It is therefore necessary to index the speech signal to evaluate the
speaker’s emotions. Acquiring features is possible by investigating time domain and
frequency domain speech signals. This way, it is practicable to obtain feature vector
which can be able to automatic objects classification - it means, automatic classification
of emotion state too. During research is necessary concentrate on insightful research
frequency domain, not forgetting the time domain descriptors either. There are some
physical features applied for indexing speech, like: spectrum irregularity, wide and
narrow band spectrograms, speech signals filtering and processing, enhancement and
manipulation of specific frequency regions, segmentation and labeling of words, syl-
lables and individual phonemes [37]. Moreover, the Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coeffi-
cients (MFCC) is widely used in speech classification experiments due to its good
performance. It extracts and represents features of speech signal - including kinds of
emotions. The Mel-Cepstral takes short-time spectral shape with important data about
the quality of voice and production effects. To calculate these coefficients the inverse
cosine transform of decimal logarithm of the Mel filtered short-term spectrum of energy
must be done. The purpose of improving results of experiment and searching effective
spectral feature vector, constant spectral resolution is used [39]. For the reduction of
leakage effect, the Hamming window is implemented. This is necessary for increasing
the efficiency of frequency in human speech [38].
There is MPEG 7 standard, which gives many descriptors definitions for the
physical features of sound (including human speech). These descriptors are defined on
the base of analysis of digital signals and index of most important their factors.
The MPEG 7 Audio standard contains descriptors and description schemes that can be
divided into two classes: generic low-level tools and application-specific tools [40].
MPEG 7 descriptors are being very helpful for assessment features of human speech in
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a general sense. They can be used to assess the emotions because each emotional state
expressed in speech contains specific numeric values of MPEG 7 descriptors.
After the extraction of features, the machine learning part of the generic system
should analyze features and find statistical relationships between particular features and
emotional states. This part of the system is also called “classifier”. Most commonly
used classification algorithms are Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), k-Nearest
Neighbor (k-NN) and Support Vector Machines (SVM), decision trees. Furthermore,
probabilistic models such as the Gaussian mixture model (GMM) or stochastic models
such as Hidden Markov Model (HMM) can be applied [36].
Accuracy
Emotion analysis of speech is possible; however, it highly depends of the language.
Automatic and universal emotion analysis is very challenging. Analyze of emotion is
more efficient when perform for one dedicated language. Study by Chaspari et al.
showed that emotion classification in speech (Greek language) achieved accuracy up to
75.15% [41]. Similar study by Arruti et al. showed mean accuracy of 80.05% emotion
recognition rate in Basque and a 74.82% in Spanish [42].
3.3 Emotion in Image and Video
Nonverbal behavior constitutes useful means of communication in addition to spoken
language. It allows to communicate even complex social concepts, in various contexts,
thus may be regarded not only supplementary, but also as basic way of emotion
recognition. It is possible to easily reading the affects, emotions and intentions from
face expressions and gestures. Indeed, Ekman (one of the pioneers in the study of facial
expressions and emotions) [43] identifies at least six characteristics from posed facial
actions that enable emotion recognition: morphology, symmetry, duration, speed of
onset, coordination of apexes and ballistic trajectory. They are common to all humans
confirming Darwin’s evolutionary thesis. Therefore, an emotional recognition tools
based on facial video is universal.
However, automatic and either - automatic semi recognition of the meaning of face
expressions and gesture still constitutes true challenge. We will focus on facial
expressions.
3.4 Automatic Facial Emotion
The human face, as a modality for emotion detection takes a dominant position in the
study of affect. It is possible to register the facial information automatically in real-time,
without requiring any specialized equipment except a simple video camera. Thus, facial
expressions as a noninvasive method are used in behavioral science and in clinical.
Therefore, automatic recognition of facial expressions is an important component for
emotion detection and modeling the natural human-machine interfaces.
The face is equipped with a large number of independent muscles, which can be
activated at different levels of intensity. Consequently, the face is capable of generating
a high number of complex dynamic facial expression patterns. There are three main
dimensions of facial variation: morphology, complexion and dynamics. As first two
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dimensions, morphology and complexion, deals with static dimensions, there are very
useful for facial recognition but their role for emotion analyze is not significant. The
third one, the dynamics, play the most important role for emotion face analysis [44].
Although mapping of facial expressions to affective states is possible, the automatic
recognizing of humans’ emotion from the facial expressions, without effort or delay is
still a challenge.
Automatic detection of emotions from facial expressions are not simple and their
interpretation is largely context-driven. To reduce the complexity of automatic affective
inference, measurement and interpretation of facial expressions, Ekman and Friesen
developed in 1978 special system for objectively measuring facial movement; the
Facial Action Coding System (FACS) [45]. FACS, based on a system originally
developed by a Swedish anatomist named Hjortsjö [46] became the standard for
identifying any movement of the face. Later, Ekman and Sejnowski studied also
computer based facial measurements [47].
FACS is a common standard to systematically categorize and to index the physical
expression of emotions. The basic values of FACE are Action Units (AUs). AUs are the
fundamental actions of individual muscles or groups of muscles. The AUs are grouped
in several categories and identified by a number: main codes, head movement codes,
eye movement codes, visibility codes, and gross behavior codes. The intensities of AUs
are annotated in five categories, by appending letters A–E to the AUs (A for minimal
intensity-trace, B for slight intensity, C for marked, D for severe, E for maximum
intensity). For example, AU1A signifies the weakest trace of AU1 and AU1E is the
maximum intensity possible of AU1 for the individual person.
The eyes and mouth have high importance to emotion detection; therefore, to
successfully recognize an emotion, the observations mostly rely on the eye and mouth
regions. Furthermore, the actions of eyes and mouth allowed grouping the expressions
in a continuous space, ranging from sadness and fear (reliance on the eyes) to disgust
and happiness (mouth). Combining these observations with facial AUs increase
knowledge about the areas involved in displaying each emotion. For example, “happy”
denoted by AU6 + AU12, comprises AU6 (Cheek Raiser) and AU12 (Lip Corner
Puller), whereas ‘sad’ (AI1 + AU4 + AU15) comprises AU1 (Inner Brow Raiser), AU4
(Brow Lowerer) and AU15 (Lip Corner Depressor).
The computer algorithm for facial coding extracts the main features of the face
(mouth, eyebrows, etc.) and analyzes movement, shape and texture composition of
these regions to identify facial action units (AUs). Therefore, it is possible to track tiny
movements of facial muscles in individuals’ face and translate them into universal
facial expressions like happiness, surprise, sadness, anger and others.
Very important is also the way, how the emotional representation is created. Afzal
et al. [48] performed studies differences between human raters’ judgments of emotional
expressions and three automatically generated representations in video clips. First, the
point-based display was created from the output of a commercial automatic face-tracker
[49] on a black background. Second one, stick figure models, which connecting the
automatically tracked feature-points using straight lines and sketching eyes using
typical shape. The last one, 3D XFace Animation was a 3D animated facial expressions
and displays created using XFace open source toolkit. Their experiences confirmed that
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the human judgement is still the best one, with the highest recognition rates, followed
by stick-figure models, point-light displays, and then XFace animations.
3.4.1 Existing Tools for Automatic Facial Emotion Recognition
Facial emotion recognition is one of the most important methods for nonverbal emotion
detection. Several popular commercial packages offer specific facial image analysis
tasks, including facial expression recognition, facial attribute analysis, and face
tracking. We cite below few examples:
IntraFace (IF) [50], a publicly available software package offering:
• automated facial feature tracking,
• head pose estimation,
• facial attribute recognition,
• facial expression analysis from video,
• unsupervised synchrony detection to discover correlated facial behavior between
two or more persons.
It also measure an audience reaction to a talk given or synchrony for smiling in
videos of parent-infant interaction.
The Emotion API (Microsoft Azure)
Microsoft Azure proposes on-line API to recognize emotions in images and in videos
[51]. The Emotion API permits input data directly as an image or as “bounding box”
from Face API. In the output, it returns the confidence across a set of eight emotions:
anger, contempt, disgust, fear, happiness, neutral, sadness, and surprise. Emotion API
is able to track how a person or a crowd responds to your content over time.
Emotion API provide the interface for C#, cURL, Java, JavaScript, PHP, Python,
Ruby. It is also possible to implement these API in R [52].
Micro Expressions Training Tool
Ekman has created several training tools [53] to enhance understanding of emotions
and relationships:
• Micro Expressions Training Tool (METT and intensive MEITT) to teach how to
detect and interpret micro expressions,
• Subtle Expressions Training Tool (SETT) to learn how to see emotions as they
develop. SETT provides foundational knowledge of how emotions emerge in just
one region on the face.
• Micro Expressions Profile Training Tool (MEPT): you to identify micro expressions
from different angles.
3.5 Emotion Detected by the Physiological and Motor Signals
Recently the physiological and motor data are accessible by IoT technology. People are
interested in purchasing connected objects in order to monitor their healthy like heart
rate, blood pressure, number of burned calories and analyze their movements. We can
find a lot work for healthcare applications but at the same time, this technology can be
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used to emotion detection. As an example, we can cite work done by Amira et al. [54]
as a good example of using the emotion analyze for healthcare purpose. This work
takes into consideration the emotional state of the peoples (stress, happiness, sadness,
among) and analyze that using the appropriate AI tools to detect emotion, to categorize
it and then analyze its impact on cardiovascular disease.
Physiological Signals
Automatic emotion recognition based on physiological signals is a key topic for many
advanced applications (safe driving, security, mHealth, etc.). Main analyzed physio-
logical signals useful for emotion detection and classification are:
• electromyogram (EMG) - recording of the electrical activity produced by skeletal
muscles,
• galvanic skin response (GSR) - reflecting skin resistance, which varies with the state
of sweat glands in the skin controlled by the sympathetic nervous system, where
conductance is an indication of psychological or physiological state,
• respiratory volume (RV) - referring to the volume of air associated with different
phases of the respiratory cycle,
• skin temperature (SKT) - referring to the fluctuations of normal human body
temperature,
• blood volume pulse (BVP) - measures the heart rate,
• heart rate (HR),
• electrooculogram (EOG) - measuring the corneo-retinal standing potential between
the front and the back of the human eye,
• photoplethysmography (PPG) - measuring blood volume pulse (BVP), which is the
phasic change in blood volume with each heartbeat, etc.
The recognition of emotions based on physiological signals covers different
aspects: emotional models, methods for generating emotions, common emotional data
sets, characteristics used and choices of classifiers. The whole framework of emotion
recognition based on physiological signals has recently been described by [55].
Decision-level weight fusion strategy for emotion recognition in multichannel
physiological signals using MAHNOB-HCI database has been recently described [56].
Various classification tools may be used, including artificial neural networks (ANN),
support vector machine (SVM), k-nearest neighbors (KNN), and many more. More
advanced emotion representation models, including clustering of responses, are created
for purposes of further studies and increased recognition accuracy.
Özerdem and Polat used EEG signal, discrete wavelet transform and machine
learning techniques (multilayer perceptron neural network - MLPNN, and k-nearest
neighbors - kNN algorithms) [57].
Research by Jang et al. used ECG, EDA, SKT and more sophistical machine
learning (ML) algorithms [58]:
• linear discriminant analysis (LDA) - finds a linear combination of features that
characterizes or separates two or more classes of objects or events,
• classification and regression trees (CART) - uses a decision tree as a predictive
model to go from observations about an item represented in the branches, to con-
clusions about the item’s target value represented in the leaves,
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• self-organizing map (SOM) - a type of artificial neural network that is trained using
unsupervised learning to produce a low-dimensional, discretized representation of
the input space of the training samples, called a map,
• Naïve Bayes algorithm - based on applying Bayes’ theorem with strong (=naive)
independence assumptions between the features,
• Support Vector Machine (SVM) - supervised learning models with associated
learning algorithms analyzing data used for classification and regression analysis.
Kortelainen et al. showed results of combining physiological signals (heart rate vari-
ability parameters, respiration frequency) and facial expressions were studied [59].
Motor Signals
Body posture and movement is one of the most expressive modalities for humans.
Researchers have recently started to exploit the possibilities for emotion recognition
based on different motor signals. Zachartos et al. present well done analyze of emerging
techniques and modalities related to automated emotion recognition based on body
movement and describes application areas and notation systems and explains the
importance of movement segmentation [60]. At the same time, this work outlines that
this field still requires further studies. To recognize the emotion different postural,
kinematic and geometrical feature are used. Tsui et al. use the keystroke typing patterns
(usually on a standard keyboard) for automatic recognizing of emotional state [61].
Li et al. proposed another way to solve this problem by analyzing the human
pattern of movement of the limbs (gait) recorded by Microsoft Kinect [62]. The gait
pattern for every subject was extracted from 3-dimensional coordinates of 14 main
body joints using Fourier transformation and Principal Component Analysis (PCA). To
classify signals’ features four ML algorithms were trained and evaluated:
• Naive Bayes (described above),
• Random Forests - an ensemble learning method for classification, regression and
other tasks, that operate by constructing a multitude of decision trees at training
time and outputting the class that is the mode of the classes (classification) or mean
prediction (regression) of the individual trees,
• LibSVM - an integrated software for support vector classification, regression, and
distribution estimation,
• Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO) - is an algorithm for solving the quadratic
programming problem arising during the training of support vector machines.
They showed that human gait reflects the walker’s emotional state.
Accuracy
Accuracy of the emotion recognition and classification based on physiological signals
identification have improved significantly. Research by Goshvarpour et al. using HRV
and PRV, and fusion rules (feature level, decision level) showed classification rates
improved up to 92% (sensitivity: 95%, specificity: 83.33%) [63]. Previous studies have
provided evidence for general recognition rate from 57,77% to 85,46% for different
emotional states, that more higher set of analyzed signals and more recognized emo-
tions provides better results [64–66]. High-observed recognition accuracy was also in
research by Jang et al.: 84.7% [58].
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Özerdem and Polat used EEG signal - resultant average overall accuracy was
77.14% (using MLPNN) and 72.92% (using kNN) [56]. The highest accuracy achieved
by Li et al. was 80.5% [62]. Accuracy for combining heart rate variability, respiration
frequency, and facial expressions was relatively low: 54.5% [59]. Results of the 2011
i2b2/VA/Cincinnati Medical Natural Language Processing Challenge showed that the
best of 24 participants’ teams achieved accuracy of 61.39% [67].
It should be noted that all algorithm must be personalized to each person in order to
be reliable.
4 Related Project
4.1 openSMILE (Speech & Music Interpretation by Large-Space
Extraction) [68]
Originally created in the scope of the European EU-FP7 research project SEMAINE
(http://www.semaine-project.eu). OpenSMILE is a modular and flexible feature
extractor for signal processing and machine learning applications. However, due to
their high degree of abstraction, openSMILE components can also be used to analyze
signals from other modalities, such as physiological signals, visual signals, and other
physical sensors, given suitable input components.
4.2 openEAR (Emotion and Affect Recognition)
It consists of three major components: the core component is the SMILE (Speech and
Music Interpretation by Large-Space Extraction) signal processing and feature
extraction tool, which is capable generating >500 k features in real-time (Real-Time
Factor (RTF) < 0.1), either from live audio input or from offline media [69]. The
advantages of this solution are: open-source, multi-threaded, real-time emotion
recognition framework providing an extensible, platform independent feature extractor
implemented in C++, pre-trained models on six databases which are ready-to-use for
on-line emotion and affect recognition, and supporting scripts for model building,
evaluation, and visualization. This framework is compatible with related tool-kits, such
as HTK and WEKA by supporting their data-formats.
4.3 ASC-Inclusion (Interactive Emotion Games for Children with Autism)
Understand and express emotions through facial expressions, vocal intonation and
body gestures. This project aims to create an internet-based platform that will assist
children with Autism Spectrum Condition (ASC) to improve their socio-emotional
communication skills. The project will attend both the recognition and the expression
of socio-emotional cues, aiming to provide an interactive-game where to give scores on
the prototypically and on the naturalness of child’s expressions. It will combine several
state-of-the-art technologies in one comprehensive virtual world environment, com-
bining voice, face and body gesture analysis, providing corrective feedback regarding
the appropriateness of the child’s expressions [70].
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4.4 INTERSPEECH - Computational Paralinguistics ChallengE
(ComParE)
In this Challenge, authors introduced four paralinguistic tasks, which are important for
the realm of affective human-computer interaction, yet some of them go beyond the
traditional tasks of emotion recognition. Thus, as a milestone, ComParE 2013 laid the
foundation for a successful series of follow-up ComParEs to date, exploring more and
more the paralinguistic facets of human speech in tomorrow’s real-life information,
communication and entertainment systems [71].
5 Conclusion
In this paper, we presented existing multimodal approaches and methods of emotion
detection and analysis.Our study includes emotion analyze in text, in sound, in image/video
and physiological signals.We showed that automated emotion analysis is possible and can
be very useful for improving the exactness of the computer/machine reaction and making
possible to anticipate the emotional state of the interlocutor more quickly.
Not only basic emotions can be analyzed, but also the cognitive assessment (in-
terpretation of stimuli in the environment) and their physiological response. Such an
approach may cause quicker development of more user-friendly systems and envi-
ronments supporting everyday life and work.
Automatic emotion analysis requires advanced recognition and modeling, very
often based on artificial intelligence systems. Presented approach may be successful,
but the limitations of the current knowledge and experience still concern tools for
automatic non-invasive emotion measurement and analysis.
We should be aware that among requirements on automatic emotion recognition
key might constitute portability, non-intrusiveness, and low price. Novel intelligent
systems may be friendlier, preventing the computers from acting inappropriately.
In this state of the arts, we have addressed, of course only some most important
issues. No doubt, there is need for further effort of scientists and engineers toward more
advanced AI-based automatic emotion recognition systems. Further research may
constitute an important part of future technological, clinical, and scientific progress.
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Abstract. This chapter surveys the state-of-the-art in forecasting cryp-
tocurrency value by Sentiment Analysis. Key compounding perspectives
of current challenges are addressed, including blockchains, data collec-
tion, annotation, and filtering, and sentiment analysis metrics using data
streams and cloud platforms. We have explored the domain based on this
problem-solving metric perspective, i.e., as technical analysis, forecast-
ing, and estimation using a standardized ledger-based technology. The
envisioned tools based on forecasting are then suggested, i.e., ranking
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Initial Coin Offering (ICO) values for incoming cryptocurrencies, trad-
ing strategies employing the new Sentiment Analysis metrics, and risk
aversion in cryptocurrencies trading through a multi-objective portfolio
selection. Our perspective is rationalized on the perspective on elastic
demand of computational resources for cloud infrastructures.
Keywords: Cryptocurrency · Blockchain · Sentiment Analysis ·
Forecasting · ICO · CSAI · Cloud computing
1 Introduction
This chapter presents a position survey on the overall objective and specific
challenges encompassing the state of the art in forecasting cryptocurrency value
by Sentiment Analysis. The compounding perspectives of current challenges are
addressed, such as the blockchain technologies, underlying data collection of
items from social media, the annotation, and filtering of such items, and the
Sentiment Analysis as a resulting metric of the observed data streams.
We describe a Cryptocurrency Sentiment Analysis Indicator (CSAI) and
identify its required inner workings compounding perspectives. Further possibil-
ities are then explored, based on this new metric perspective, such as technical
analysis, forecasting, and beyond. The envisioned tools based on forecasting are
then suggested, i.e., ranking Initial Coin Offering (ICO) values for incoming cryp-
tocurrencies, trading strategies employing the new Sentiment Analysis metrics,
and risk aversion in cryptocurrencies’ trading through multi-objective portfolio
selection. Since the introduction of Bitcoin [94] and rise of blockchain-related
algorithms [96] and technologies [10,74,98,130,137], there has been a significant
increase in their recognition and analysis. In this chapter, we focus on the specific
aspect of value for the blockchain projects related to cryptocurrencies.
While High-Performance Computing (HPC) and Cloud Computing are not
sine qua non for cryptocurrencies, their use has become pervasive in their trans-
action verification (“mining”). Cryptocurrencies rely on powerful computational
nodes to verify transactions, convert them into groups “blocks”, and add them to
the blockchain. Such verification is based on well-established complex cryptology
algorithms [70] (ergo, the term cryptocurrencies) which assure user anonymity
and payment untraceability. With the convergence of HPC and clouds [102],
elastic computational resource utilization has become commonplace in different
domains, including of course, Cryptocurrencies. Moreover, a recent survey on
open challenges and trends in cloud computing [18] recognizes blockchain as a
disruptive influencer of the field.
In the following section, related work is provided, introducing sentiment anal-
ysis, cryptocurrencies, and their value forecasting. Section 3 highlights for the
interested reader, more about cryptocurrencies and blockchain, in general, and
lists an example blockchain application for energy markets. After Sect. 3, spe-
cific challenges are addressed, listing the specific perspectives. Section 4 covers
influence pertaining to social media, Sect. 5, social media data annotation and
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sentiment dictionary, Sect. 6, Filtering of Tweets, Sect. 7, the perspective on
core resulting Sentiment Analysis for cryptocurrencies, Sect. 8, technical anal-
ysis, Sect. 9, ranking of ICOs, Sect. 10, portfolio selection using multi-objective
optimization, and Sect. 11, investment approaches. Then, the Conclusion section
summarizes the surveyed perspectives.
2 Related Work
As this chapter focuses on the objective of Sentiment Analysis for cryptocurren-
cies, the more recent related work leading to the formation of this objective is
initially presented in this section. Namely, when analyzing the impact of cryp-
tocurrencies, there are different possibilities on which to focus, like prediction of
value or some other underlying principles and features of technologies enabling
these cryptocurrencies.
We first focus on the Bitcoin cryptocurrency and the trading volumes of Bit-
coin as introduced using Google Search Engine as the media feed [87]. In [126],
search engine query trends are predicted for Bitcoin. A connection between Bit-
coin search queries on Google Trends and Wikipedia is established in [68], where
their relationship is also studied. An attempt to explain Bitcoin prices and adop-
tion rates using Google Search is made in [109]. Returns and volatility perspec-
tive when using Bitcoin volume analysis is discussed in [9]. A text mining from
an online forum which analyzes user opinions and aims to predict value fluctua-
tions for Bitcoin is reported in [67]. A survey of methods and models for textual
sentiment in finance is presented in [63]. Dynamic topic modeling for cryptocur-
rency community forums is introduced in [76]. A crowdsourced perspective is
presented in [80], listing future directions in international financial integration
research. For Bitcoin value formation, a model based on an empirical study is
given in [57]. In [101], high frequency volatility is forecasted for cryptocurren-
cies. Some of the underlying determinants, including technology and economic
factors influencing exchange rates for cryptocurrencies, are presented for the
case of Bitcoin in [73]. A cryptocurrency price prediction using news and social
media sentiment was first introduced in [69], followed shortly by the predicting
of cryptocurrency price bubbles using social media data and epidemic model-
ing in [104]. The popular modern techniques from Artificial Intelligence and
general softcomputing paradigms have been utilized in recent work [89], where
price prediction based on historical price values was compared over machine
learning with different types of neural networks, and further, in [72], where the
sentiment-based prediction of alternative cryptocurrency price fluctuations using
a gradient boosting tree model is given. In [105], a mutual-excitation of cryp-
tocurrency market returns and social media topics is investigated, whereas the
paper [84] reports a recent study considering the impact of social media on Bit-
coin value. Finally, a study measuring the interaction between media sentiment,
based on news articles as well as blog posts and the Bitcoin price, is given in
[136]. Another broader time-series analysis used to study the general relation-
ships between Bitcoin prices and fundamental economic variables, technological
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factors and measurements of collective mood derived from Twitter feeds was
presented in [51].
An example type of media data feeds’ content influencing cryptocurrency
sentiment are social media channels’ posts about ransomware and email-based
hacker attacks, mostly influencing the sentiment as negative sentiment posts. The
cybersecurity threads’ (i.e., computer malware, ransomware, virus, worm, trojan
horse, retrovirus, botnet, etc.) [129] development and their impact on society and
financial markets are a significant topic today. Hackers enjoy anonymity under
blockchain technology, that may have high social cost [82]. For example, the
paper [6] shows that a substantial amount of Bitcoin blockchain operations and
addresses are involved in ransomware money processing. Ransomware represents
a type of software cyber-attack, where the hackers take advantage of victims’
operating system vulnerabilities to deploy dedicated ransomware code. Once it
has happened, the major harmful activity lies in the encryption of files with cer-
tain extensions that are expected to be highly personally important (documents,
photos, etc.). The victim still can access (boot) the operating system, usually get-
ting a message specifying the amount of ransom in cryptocurrency, the hacker’s
wallet address and the time left to pay the ransom in exchange to get the decryp-
tion key. On the other hand, the email-based hacker attacks are more frequent
and easier to perform. The victim usually receives an email stating some mix of
technical info and blackmailing based description of a situation that the hacker
takes over the control of web browser, email, and social networks applications
remotely, and will send some private information to all gathered contacts, unless
a certain amount in cryptocurrency is paid within a given time slot. Both of the
cybersecurity threads mentioned above are influencing the blockchain value and
should be taken into consideration in any future developed forecasting sentiment
aggregator to achieve better accuracy. The reasons and relations are given in an
original work [122], where the author investigates how the cybersecurity shocks
affect the demand for blockchain settlement, transaction fees, mining reward, and
cryptocurrency exchanges. That paper also explores in detail the theory given
in [44], and their findings show that sudden shocks to the exogenous demand
for blockchain settlement are resulting in an increase in transaction fees and a
reduction in the endogenous demand [122].
Following the ongoing research and published works listed in this section, the
perspectives compounding the presented research topic of this chapter are identi-
fied in Sects. 4–11 as specific challenges in sentiment analysis for cryptocurrency
value forecasting.
3 Background: Cryptocurrencies and Blockchain
Widely considered immutable time-stamped data structures, blockchains imple-
ment peer-to-peer networks where participants can verify interactions concur-
rently using decentralized peer-to-peer consensus protocols. As an emerging tech-
nology trend, different research [115] and industrial [29] perspectives are being
assembled to document its potential disruptive impact [22].
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Blockchains have five unique characteristics, namely:
1. Peer-to-peer communication without a central authority.
2. Transparent transaction processing with optionally-disclosed ownership.
3. Decentralized transaction history verifiable by all participants.
4. Immutability of records assuring chronological sequence and accessibility.
5. Logic-based processing to trigger algorithms and events.
The aforementioned characteristics have made blockchain particularly suit-
able to manage cryptocurrencies: Electronic cash systems administered via peer-
to-peer consensus. Indeed, the most widely known for cryptocurrency, the Bit-
coin [94], remains something like the gold Standard for financial blockchain appli-
cations. Nonetheless, while blockchains have been used extensively in financial
entities, their decentralized immutability characteristics have made them par-
ticularly suitable for applications in other domains as diverse as Law [92], Food
Traceability [50], and Open-source Software Management [42]. To highlight the
importance of blockchain technologies evaluation, an example in surrounding
blockchain technologies for Energy markets follows in the next subsection.
3.1 Blockchain Technologies for Energy Markets
The energy grid is moving to a new era, shifting from centralized broadcast-
like energy systems to decentralized smart energy systems by incorporating a
large number of small-scale Distributed Energy Prosumers (DEP). The advent
of intermittent decentralized renewable energy sources is completely changing
the way in which electricity grids are managed, supporting the shift to more
decentralized smart energy systems. Variations in energy production, either sur-
plus or deficit, may threaten the security of supply, leading to energy distribu-
tion systems’ overload, and culminating in power outages or service disruptions,
forcing the DEPs to shed or shift their energy demand to deal with peak load
periods [34,108,131].
The centralized energy systems take limited account of local conditions and
are difficult to be optimized, and offer no incentives for consumers to manage
and adjust their consumption according the generation profiles. In this context,
the H2020 eDREAM project [45] contributes to the transformation of the tra-
ditional energy systems into novel decentralized and community-driven ones, by
leveraging on blockchain technology to exploit local capacities and constraints
fully at micro-grid level to preserve the continuity and security of supply at
affordable costs at smart grid level. The grid is modeled as a collection of DEPs’
resources able to coordinate through a blockchain based infrastructure to sup-
port fully decentralized management, control and stable grid operation. The
eDREAM project presents a blockchain decentralized management relying on
the implementation of [34]:
– A distributed ledger for storing DEPs’ energy data at the micro-grid level. All
monitored energy data recorded at the level of a DEP are registered and stored
as immutable transactions. Therefore, the individual energy production or
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energy consumption values are aggregated in blocks which are then replicated
in the ledger.
– A set of self-enforcing smart contracts for decentralized energy management
and control. Through specific mechanisms, these contracts enable the peer-to-
peer-trading of energy among DEPs and offer-demand matching and decen-
tralized coordinated control for energy stakeholders, such as the DSO (Dis-
tribution System Operator). The contracts are able to assess and trace the
share of contracted flexibility services actually activated in real-time by the
aggregators (from their enrolled prosumers).
– Consensus based validation for transactions’ validation and financial settle-
ment. The project offers the solution of a novel blockchain-based validation
that goes in the direction of increased reliability of the smart grid system
operation, better energy incentives for DEPs, and increased usage of renew-
able energy.
Three types of smart management scenarios are supported with self-enforcing
smart contracts [33]: (i) The provisioning of energy flexibility services by the
DSO leveraging on aggregators, (ii) The implementation of a decentralized green
energy market at the micro-grid level promoting the consumption of renewable
energy where it is produced, and (iii) The creation of a community based coali-
tion of prosumers, allowing them to participate in the national energy or capacity
market.
The Provisioning of Flexibility Services supposes that prosumers are able to
offer and trade their flexibility in terms of loads’ modulation. They are involved
via enabling aggregators, or directly with the DSO via direct Demand Response
and control of DEP’s energy assets. Using smart contracts, the DSO is able to
assess and trace the share of contracted flexibility services, actually activated in
real-time by the aggregators (from their enrolled prosumers) at the grid level. At
the same time, the self-enforcing smart contracts act as a decentralized control
mechanism used to manage the levels of energy flexibility from aggregators and
enrolled prosumers on one side, and from aggregators to the DSO on the other
side, associating incentive and penalties’ rates. If relevant deviations between
the expected energy flexibility request and the actual delivered flexibility are
detected by smart contracts, specific actions are taken to rebalance the energy
demand with the energy production.
The Decentralized Green Energy Market designed at the micro-grid level
enacts any small-scale prosumer to participate and trade energy directly. The
market acts as a management mechanism by rewarding the consumption of
renewable energy when it is available, leveraging on green energy tokens, making
sure that the potential energy imbalances at the micro-grid level are addressed
locally and not exported to higher smart grid management levels. The non-
fungible tokens are generated at a rate proportional with the forecast renewable
energy production [103], transforming the energy in a transactable digital asset.
The producers and consumers use the generated tokens to participate in the elec-
tricity market sessions and leverage on self-enforcing smart contracts to submit
energy bids/offers and transact energy in a peer-to-peer fashion.
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The Creation of Virtual Power Plants (VPP) addresses the increasing need
to optimize the output from multiple local generation assets (i.e. wind-turbines,
small hydro, photovoltaic, back-up generators, etc.) that serve primarily local
communities and have export connections at the power distribution network.
The benefits behind creating such coalitions are that a mix of different energy
generation resources, which have different energy generation models and scale,
may be interested to cooperate in a convenient way, with a view to achieving
pre-defined smart grid sustainability objectives. The VPP aims at maximizing
the utilization and revenues from RES and classic generation sources through
accessing different markets as an aggregated portfolio, bringing its capacity to
the optimum paying service at any time. The DEPs can ultimately participate
on other higher-level energy markets, such as a flexibility service provider to a
TSO (Transmission System Operator) or a wholesale capacity provider on the
wholesale or capacity market.
The adoption of the above presented blockchain based management
approaches will transform the smart grid into a democratic community that
no longer relies on a central authority, but can take any decision through smart
contracts rules, enforced and verified by each DEP of the grid. At the same time,
it is in line with the European strategic vision of creating a secure and sustain-
able energy system by 2050, and reducing the greenhouse gas emissions by at
least 80% [46].
4 Specific Challenge A: Influence on Social Media
Social networks are enabling people to interact, and are ever-changing their
human relations to the virtual world. People utilize these media platforms for
different activities; to express their opinions and their sentiments, to share their
experiences, to react to another person. We can observe in this space different
human interactions, and we can define many roles related to relations between
different users.
We can observe, among others, influential, trusted, or popular individuals.
These roles of users in social networks are significant and useful in various dis-
ciplines, such as Economy, Finance, Marketing, political and social campaigns,
and recommendations. Defining, distinguishing, and measuring the strength of
those relations becomes challenging, both in the theoretical and practical fields.
The roles of trusted or influential users, users with high reputation, and popular
users, can be used in various ways. An interesting work to define, classify, and
present a hierarchy of all the terms was done by Rakoczy [111]. In this survey,
we are interested in particular in influence approach, the relation which, as we
suggest, has the strongest correlation between social media and the cryptocur-
rency tendency, and, in general, with the financial trends. The research involving
influence and influential users is an important part of social network analysis.
The term influence is used widely and intuitively means the capacity to
influence the character, development, or behavior of someone or something, or
the effect itself. We name influencer the person exerting the influence action.
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Although this intuitive meaning is well understood, in social network analysis,
influence seems to be an ambiguous term that depends strictly on the presumed
assumptions. For instance, Kempe et al. [64] focused on influence in the infor-
mation flow and spread sense. On the other hand, other works, e.g. [56] and
[140], targeted the quantity aspect of influence, targeting mainly users in central
positions in a social network. The analysis of influence is an interdisciplinary
domain, involving not only social network analysis, but also social sciences, e.g.
Sociology, use of graph theory, statistics, and others [100].
The existing state-of-the-art methods considering influence regard this topic
in two different approaches, which are: (i) Influential users’ discovery and (ii)
Influence diffusion information spread within the network with particular focus
on the most optimized way to diffuse the information in a social network maxi-
mally.
4.1 Influential Users’ Discovery
The methods for influential users discovery try to find users who have an impact
on the network and the users who, in some way (structurally, by modifying the
behavior, adding information to network, etc.), try to answer the following ques-
tion: Which users are in such a position and are making such a difference to
other users that the structure of the network, behavior, actions, or preferences
of other users is changed because of this influential activity? Here, we can find
two approaches: Based only on the central position of the user (topology-based
approaches: Degree centrality, closeness centrality, and betweenness centrality
[142]), or more complex, which takes into account more aspects, like a user’s his-
tory, content, and other influence properties. Many methods which used topology
criteria are based on PageRank [23,56,128,138].
Alternatively, there are also some works that have used additional informa-
tion provided directly from users about the topic, namely hashtags. RetweetRank
and MentionRank [140] are examples of such approaches that are using hash-
tag information in order to group users together via subject. There have been
approaches to provision cloud resources elastically, based on social media, poten-
tially for disaster situations [121]. These methods are similar, using as a base
for the network either retweets or mentions. Additionally to the works presented
above, there are obviously other works that also deal with the influence evalu-
ation. In the famous work of Hirsh [58], the author presents a metric that aims
to calculate the influence of researches, based on individual’s publications.
4.2 Influence Diffusion and Influence Maximization
The issue of influence diffusion is a general problem of how the information
spreads within a network, where users (nodes) are connected by edges which
signify the influence. The best known methods are the Linear Threshold (LT)
model [64], the modified LT named Delayed LT (DLT) model [93], or Independent
Cascade (IC) model [64].
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Influence maximization is a particular subproblem originating directly from
the influence diffusion problem, that is particularly interesting and studied
widely. Influence maximization is searching the answer to the following ques-
tion: Which users to target for spreading some information in order to have
maximum possible users in a social network talking/knowing about this infor-
mation? Hence, such methods aim to find users who will share the information
most widely (propagate it further). On the contrary to approaches for the influ-
ential users’ discovery, these methods are connected strictly with diffusion of
information.
4.3 General Model
A general and simple model for for evaluating the influence between a user’s
network platform is Action-Reaction-Influence-Model (ARIM). It is based on
the users’ proactive and reactive behaviors, that can be found on basically any
social networking site, and can be used with different data sets. A few interesting
approaches based on ARIM were proposed: e.g., method to calculate influence
in time-dependent citation networks [113], and an algorithm to predict the repu-
tation using the known influence value [114]. Finally, a very interesting and new
approach of micro-influencer was defined [112].
5 Specific Challenge B: Social Media Feeds’ Annotation
and Dictionary Definition
A market sentiment dictionary for financial social media data applications is pre-
sented in [27], and then a fine-grained analysis of financial Tweets is described
in [26]. The dictionary in [27] with 8,331 words, 112 hashtags, and 115 emojis is
available publicly at http://nlg.csie.ntu.edu.tw/nlpresource/NTUSD-Fin/ under
CC BY-NC-SA 4.0 license. It is built from posts in the StockTwits dataset [71], at
that time providing 334,798 labeled posts from 13,059 users and crawled through
StockTwits API (https://api.stocktwits.com/developers/docs). The dictionary
stores unstemmed tokens appearing at least ten times and showning signifi-
cant difference in chi-squared test (significance level 0.05) between expected and
observed frequency. Also, stopwords, punctuations, digits, URLs, user ids, and
tickers are removed from the input posts, while still specifically processing emo-
jis. Input posts with less than two words are also removed. As the paper also
analyses sentiment, it is discussed that based on this dictionary, the sentiment of
investors may depend on the positions they hold (e.g. positive investor sentiment
does not imply bullish market sentiment due to the target of the investor).
The FiQA 2018 Task 1 (https://sites.google.com/view/fiqa/home) is sup-
ported by Social Sentiment Index (SSIX) Horizon 2020 project (https://ssix-
project.eu/), and it includes 675 training instances to predict continuous senti-
ment. In [26], utilizing the dictionary [27], the FiQA 2018 Task 1 is evaluated over
different neural network models with Keras (https://github.com/keras-team/
keras): Convolution Neural Network (CNN), Bidirectional Long Short-Term
Memory (Bi-LSTM), and Convolution Recurrent Neural Network (CRNN).
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6 Specific Challenge C: Filtering Tweets
As Sentiment Analysis (SA) usually works on top of Twitter feeds, it is neces-
sary to pre-process the Tweets before SA, as described in the following. Pre-
processing the data, as defined in [55], is the process of cleaning and preparing
the text for classification. This phase has a relevant role in sentiment analysis
tasks, indeed, reducing the redundancy and the noise intrinsic in the online data,
allowing a better and fast classification [55]. The pre-processing method can be
distinguished in two stages: Transformation and filtering. The first stage is quite
standard, consisting in operations like white space removal, expanding abbrevi-
ation, stemming, stop words removal, and negation handling, while, instead, the
second stage regards the choice and selection of the features, which, in Machine
Learning, is called feature selection [145].
Such task can be described mathematically as the problem to find an optimal
function f : T → S, where T is the (cleaned) text space and S ⊂ Rd the feature
space; where the optimum is defined according to a certain metric that is defined
a priori.
In a text mining context, the feature selection task is composed by three steps:
Choice of the type of features, giving a weight to each feature, and selecting the
relevant features [145]; i.e. scoring each potential feature according to a particular
metric, and then taking the n best features. According to the mathematical
description given above, the problem is equivalent to choosing the metric with
which to evaluate the embedding map. We note that, differently from other fields
like image or audio processing, when a combination of features does not have any
meaning, then the type of features must be chosen by the user. In this section, we
will focus on the third step: The possible methods to extract features specific for
Sentiment Analysis, while the ranking of these features is addressed in Sect. 9.
For a complete review of the possible type of features, we refer to [1] and [55],
and for a description of the weight models and for a complete review on feature
selection on text mining we refer to [25,49,54].
The most common metric in feature selection is the χ2 (chi-squared), a mea-
sure expressing the divergence between the feature and the class. A drawback
of this metric is that it works only when the dataset is big and there are no
rare features. Another two popular metrics are the Accuracy, measuring the
expected accuracy of a simple classifier built from the single feature, and the F1,
the harmonic mean of the precision and recall.
As observed in [49], all these metrics are equivalent, and one outperforms
the others according to the dataset. In the review where twelve metrics are com-
pared, Forman [49], proposed a new metric, the Bi-Normal Separation (BNS),
an extension of the χ2 where also the frequency of the appearance of the feature
is considered. This metric is good in most common cases, but, when predictions
move outside of this set, good results are not guaranteed. For example, in a
highly skewed data context, the BNS does not work better and two information
theoretic measures outperform it: Information Gain and ITF · IDF2, [77].
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7 Specific Challenge D: Sentiment Analysis
Sentiment Analysis, also known as opinion mining, refers to the use of natural
language, text analysis and computational linguistics to identify or extract sub-
jective information from the attitude of a speaker/writer from a set of customer
resources in order to classify the polarity. From the point of view of text mining,
Sentiment Analysis is an automatic classification massive task as a function of
the positive or negative emotions transmitted by the textual message.
In general, Sentiment Analysis tries to determine the opinion from a person
with respect to a topic. Such opinion may involve an evaluation, the emotional
state of the user at the time of writing, or the emotional communicative intention,
i.e., how the customer tries to influence the reader or interlocutor.
Present approaches can be grouped into three main categories: Knowledge-
based, statistical methods, and hybrid techniques [21].
– Knowledge-based techniques classify text into emotional categories based on
the presence of unambiguous affective words like happy, sad, bored, etc. [97].
These methods also imply the use of lexical affinity to assign arbitrary words
a certain affinity to particular emotions [125].
– Statistical methods take advantage of Machine Learning techniques like Sup-
port Vector Machines, mutual inference, semantic analysis, etc. [134]. More
sophisticated methods try to detect the emotion and what is the target of such
feeling [66]. Grammar dependent relations among words are usually applied
to achieve such complex purpose, implying a deep grammar analysis of the
message [41].
– Hybrid approaches leverage on both knowledge representation and Machine
Learning techniques. These methods take advantage of knowledge represen-
tation models like ontologies and semantic nets, being able to extract implicit
information [19].
On the one hand there are open source tools that use Machine Learning
techniques, statistics, and natural language processing to automate the process-
ing of huge amounts of data [41], including web pages, online news, discus-
sion fora, social networks, web blogs, micro-blogging, etc. On the other hand,
knowledge based systems use public access resources like SentiWordNet [7] or
SenticNet [20] to extract semantic and affective information linked to natural
language concepts. Sentiment Analysis can also be performed on visual content,
i.e., images and videos (denoted as Multimodal sentiment analysis). One of the
first approaches in this direction was SentiBank [14], utilizing an adjective noun
pair representation of visual content.
In order to measure the precision and recall of a Sentiment Analysis tool, it is
usually compared with human judgments about others’ opinions [59]. However,
humans when evaluated in the same way only show an 80% of precision on
average, and this means that a program with a 75% of precision works almost
as well as humans [99].
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8 Specific Challenge E: Technical Analysis
and Forecasting
SA has a wide range of applications [48], for example monitoring the review of
consumer products, evaluating the popularity of public people or discovering a
fraud; but, the SA can also be applied in prediction settings. Indeed, SA was
used with good results to predict: Elections [132], football matches [110], stock
prices [13,85,147], and cryptocurrency fluctuations [2,68,124]. In this survey, we
are interested in the latter application, but in all the different contexts described
in this paragraph, the prediction problem, from a mathematical point of view,
can be described in the same way: Find a function f : S → R, such that
given the sentiment st (called the dependant or the explanatory variable), the
associated value is the prediction (unknown a priori) of (the independent or
response variable) xt+1, i.e. f(st) = xt+1. A simple linear regression model could
be summarized by the equation:
xt+1 = βst + ε,
where other unobserved factors determining xt+1 are captured by the error term
ε. The dependent variable xt+1 in the textual sentiment finance literature is
typically Bitcoin price and/or trade volume [2,37,51,61,67,136] or Bitcoin return
and volatility, as in [30].
Logistic regression is used if the response variable is dichotomous. Here, the
dependent variable is a binary variable, whose value is equal to 1 if a certain event
has happened, and 0 otherwise. The idea is to examine if Sentiment Analysis is
associated significantly with a certain event.
In almost all the examples listed above in this section, the models used
to estimate the function f are restricted to the linear ones: Linear or logistic
regression in case the features are correlated, or Naive Bayes when the dataset
is relatively small [141]. The only exception is represented by [13], where the
authors used Fuzzy Neural Networks, a hybrid system that combines the the-
ories of Fuzzy Logic and Neural Networks, [95]. Before proceeding with the
description of recent forecasting models for cryptocurrency, it is worth under-
lining two points: First, such simple models are used because the feature space
S is, in general, low dimensional; indeed, more complex models like Support
Vector Machines or Neural Network architectures suffer from overfitting. Sec-
ond, although many works show the relationship between the market and the
social sentiments [85,117,147] as highlighted by [148], if the financial instruments
attract sufficient messages, in general, the sentiments do not lead financial mar-
kets in a statistically significant way. The latter observation can explain the
reason why most of the work on cryptocurrency forecasting based on SA are
tested with the well-known cryptocurrency Bitcoin, see e.g. [35], or with a spe-
cific cryptocurrency, like ZClassic, [72]. For financial time series analysis, in order
to overcome the problem of the incomplete reliability of sentiments, it is usual
to combine SA with auto-regressive models (see e.g. [53] and reference therein,
with such approach being suggested also for cryptocurrency), indeed as shown
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in [12], where the traded volume is driven primarily by past returns. This idea
considers multimodal architectures, and although it is suggested in many works
[12,24], it is still not applied.
When forecasting cryptocurrencies’ values, a key topic is to consider if they
should be classed as currencies, assets, or investment vehicles. If they are traded
for investment purposes, like hedging or pricing instruments, investigating the
volatility of these cryptocurrencies becomes important, and could help others
make better informed decisions in terms of portfolio and risk management.
Specifically, cryptocurrencies’ volatility levels are usually much higher than tra-
ditional currencies [39]. Volatility models were used in [139] to test the effects of
sentiment or sentiment-related variables on the second moment of stock returns.
GARCH-type models and the “realized volatility” approach were employed. A
stock volatility prediction using Recurrent Neural Networks with SA was pre-
sented in [79]. In [62], the ability of several GARCH models to explain the Bitcoin
price volatility was studied, and the optimal model was presented in terms of
goodness-of-fit to the data. GARCH modeling of 7 other Cryptocurrencies was
presented in [32]. A study on forecasting high frequency volatility for cryptocur-
rencies and traditional currencies with Support Vector Regression was presented
in [101].
As another approach to forecasting, in [133], a fuzzy inference system for
forecasting cryptocurrency price variation is developed, with trading rules being
optimized through the use of a Genetic Algorithm (the use of Genetic Algo-
rithms to determine trading rules has also been used before in Foreign Exchange
markets, FX [90]). One of the advantages of this type of methodology compared
with black box machine learning models, is its interpretability.
9 Specific Challenge F: Ranking ICOs
After the introduction of a new measurement indicator like CSAI, such introduc-
tion brings with it a new challenge of how to include the new indicator within
existing schemes that fuse different indicators to then support decision-making.
In fusing the different data streams together, one approach is to assign
weights or ranks to indicators. The Machine Learning algorithm designs oper-
ating on Big Data, such as stability selection [145], might be used on top of
indicator values when tackling the ranking of ICOs. As stability selection also
highlights outliers, it might also be helpful in optimizing [144] real-world value
chains like energy efficiency and sustainability [52], given a proper access to
blockchain data including cryptocurrencies, as well as possible Big Data from
the SA streams.
10 Specific Challenge H: Multi-objective Cryptocurrency
Portfolio Selection
As cryptocurrency evaluation usually includes taking into account risk [47], sev-
eral cryptocurrencies might be needed as a set to balance this risk. Namely, a
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portfolio selection of cryptocurrencies might increase robustness when trading.
In portfolio selection, multi-objective optimization algorithms are applied, and
are gaining importance [4,91,107,149], as their applicability over global opti-
mization problems contributes towards better multiple criteria decision-making.
As a perspective therefore, this is an important challenge to be listed among
future directions connected to cryptocurrency analysis.
In [16] it is stated that it is possible to reduce investment risk substan-
tially by adding several different cryptocurrencies to a portfolio, using the tradi-
tional Markowitz model. In a similar manner in [106], performance of an equally
weighted portfolio and an optimal Markowitz portfolio considering four popular
cryptocurrencies is compared, considering different levels of risk-aversion, and
reaching the conclusion that there are no significant differences between the two
portfolios. In [36], the diversification advantages of including cryptocurrencies
in short-term investment portfolios is analyzed, justified by the fact that cryp-
tocurrencies are highly connected to each other but not to other financial assets.
In [78], data from ten cryptocurrencies are used, and the conclusion is reached
that, through diversification, investment results can be reached.
Portfolio selection is inherently a multi-objective problem, even when using
mono-objective models like the Markowitz mean-variance framework. The opti-
mal portfolio will always be a compromise solution between risk and return. By
changing parameters in the Markowitz model, it is possible to define an effi-
cient frontier that will exhibit the existing risk-return compromises. There is
evidence that cryptocurrencies can be seen more as a speculative asset than as a
currency [11,17]. These findings justify the use of optimization models for deter-
mining optimal portfolios that also consider investments in cryptocurrencies. If
there are metrics capable of calculating expected risk and return for cryptocur-
rencies’ investments, then most of the available methodologies can be used in
this setting.
In [88], a copula-based approach is presented considering the multiperiod
portfolio optimization, using Differential Evolution (DE). DE is a metaheuris-
tic for global optimization [38,127,135,143] that is also applied successfully to
many other challenges, like [52,146], therefore improvements in DE can also have
potential impact on portfolio selection and, hence, cryptocurrency analysis. In
a multiperiod problem [88], investors have the possibility of changing the allo-
cation of their investments during the considered horizon. In [88] it is stated
that this flexibility of rebalancing the portfolio is advantageous, especially due
to the high volatility that cryptocurrencies present. Portfolio rebalancing is also
considered in [65], where information about the market psychology is included,
evaluated using fuzzy reasoning processes that are able to be determined under
overevaluation possibilities. The investor profile will, hence, determine the effi-
cient solution that is most adequate to his/her risk aversion preferences.
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10.1 Optimization Algorithms
Metaheuristics have long been used for portfolio optimization. In [91] a review is
presented of Evolutionary Algorithms used for multi-objective portfolio manage-
ment. As a recent contribution, a review of Swarm Intelligence methods applied
to portfolio optimization can be found in [47].
A Genetic Algorithm that takes into consideration transaction costs is intro-
duced in [5]. A Genetic Algorithm is also used in [120]. The authors consider
cardinality constraints, floor constraints, and also round-lot constraints. The
objective functions consider the maximization of return and minimization of risk,
along with the maximization of the sampling distance. This last objective is only
used to improve the behavior of the optimization algorithm. A multi-objective
evolutionary approach that is able to produce an efficient frontier of portfolios
is introduced in [31], taking into account some constraints, like lower and upper
limits to the investment that can be made in each asset, or the maximum and
minimum number of assets that the portfolio should consider. This type of car-
dinality constraints is also considered in the work of [118], where the authors
describe a hybrid algorithm combining Evolutionary Algorithms, quadratic pro-
gramming, and a pruning heuristic. Five different multi-objective Evolutionary
Algorithms are compared in [3] for the mean-variance cardinality constrained
portfolio optimization problem. The authors conclude that SPEA2 seems to be
better, but all multi-objective approaches perform better than single-objective
ones. A mean-semivariance framework, taking into account adverse return vari-
ations only, is described in [83]. Two different Genetic Algorithms are compared
(NSGAII and SPEA2), embedding the use of technical analysis indicators. Other
applications of Genetic Algorithms can be found in [75,123].
Ant Colony Optimization is the methodology chosen in [43] to tackle multi-
objective portfolio selection, and the authors realize that there are some efficient
portfolios that are extremely difficult to find. The authors report better results
than the ones obtained with simulated annealing and NSGA. Particle Swarm
Optimization is used by [40]. The method seems to be particularly well suited to
be used for low-risk investment portfolios. An Artificial Bee Colony metaheuris-
tic is described in [28] for portfolio optimization, interpreting returns as fuzzy
numbers. Varying the risk tolerance parameter will lead to different efficient
portfolios. The authors acknowledge that real-world constraints have an impor-
tant impact on the investment strategy. Fuzzy numbers are also used by [119]
to represent the uncertainty in future returns. Three objectives are considered
there simultaneously: The maximization of the possibilistic expected returns,
the minimization of the downside risk (absolute semi-deviation below mean),
and the minimization of the skewness of every portfolio. Cardinality constraints
are also included.
The multi-objective portfolio optimization is transformed into a mono-object-
ive problem using fuzzy normalization and uniform design method in [116]. The
resulting model is then solved using an invasive weed optimization algorithm.
The original model considers two more objectives in addition to the Markowitz
mean-variance model: the stock profit gained relative to its market price, and
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the representation of experts’ recommendations. Fuzzy numbers are also used in
[86], to describe asset returns and develop a multi-objective approach based on
a genetic algorithm. In [81] an approach is presented that uses a self-organizing
Fuzzy Neural Network embedded into an heuristic that explores simplex local
searches. Finally, [60] use machine learning tools, namely, deep reinforcement
learning, to define cryptocurrencies’ portfolios based on technical aspects only
(price and movement).
11 Specific Challenge G: Investment Approaches with
the New ICO Sentiment Indicator
The technical analysis covered in this chapter is the SA (Sect. 7) with forecast-
ing (Sect. 8) and indicators fusion (Sect. 9), followed by optimization algorithms’
supported multi-objective portfolio selection (Sect. 10). Besides technical analy-
sis however, investment approaches with cryptocurrencies must take into account
particular characteristics, like the herding effect, as identified in [15]. Risks from
these characteristics can be caused through a lack of diversification of cryp-
tocurrencies’ portfolios, making investors more exposed to investment risk, as
explained in the previous section. These characteristics also include long mem-
ory, stochastic volatility, and leverage [104]. Keeping pertained characteristics
in mind and together through technical analysis, a trader might then evaluate a
cryptocurrency as a whole and trade the cryptocurrency as a financial asset [8].
12 Conclusion
This chapter covered the different aspects of necessary perspectives needed when
preparing forecasting and investment, supported by cryptocurrency social media
Sentiment Analysis. Eight specific perspectives were identified, and the current
state-of-the-art was covered in separate sections of the chapter, all focusing
around a new type of indicator, the CSAI. In the following work, some more
specific implementations and experimental results could be presented, based on
the guidelines, outlines, and integration possibilities presented in this chapter.
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